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PRO C E E 17
For audio purists, the birth of high-end multi channel
occurred when the Proceed PAY was introduced in
1993. Shortly thereafter, dual and triple monaural
amplifiers from Proceed helped music lovers assemble
multi channel systems which could play music and
movies equally well. Building on this legacy of
successful multi-purpose components, Madrigal is
pleased to announce the new Proceed AVP audio/video
control preamplifier, and matching AMP 5, five channel
power amplifier.

As standard the AVP will decode any format you want. Dolby Pro
Logic, Dolby Digital (AC-3), DTS arid Stereo Surround modes all
come as standard. Any future surround modes and new features
are easily added to the AVP's software platform via the internet.
The AVP's hardware is designed to handle future digital recordings
including 24bit/96kHz. A full compliment of inputs and outputs
will enable you to configure your system however you want,
connect analog and digital audio sources of all types. Eight video
inputs (inducing four S-Video) are handled with broadcast quality
Video Switching, so you wont lose picture quality, even with the
future of Digi:al Television.
The AMPS wields an arsenal of conspetitive advantages designed
to make it the worlds best multi channel amplifier. Independent
power supplies for each channel ensure the AMPS delivers
effortless, dynamic sound quality from all channels. The AMPS
packs five powerful channels into as.ngle chassis to offer more
amplifier in less space than ever before.
Designed to last, built to perform. Proceed by Madrigal.

For further information on Proceed products please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborougl• Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

Email: premier@path.co.uk
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nother year has flown, and this
is the issue of the magazine
which looks back over the last
12 months (with the ' Index for 1998',
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This has been
the year cf
promise, d not
delivery, for
new hi-fi
technologi.
But in other
ways it may
have also
been the and
of an era_.

he created the fondly-remembered JR
149 speaker.) As asupplier to the BBC,
Rogers built large broadcast monitor
speakers, and became one of three
makers licensed to build the BBC's little
LS3/5A outside broadcast monitor for
sale to third parties, as well as to the
BBC itself. It wasn't long before the
LS3/5A found a ready market in the

arrived, was abit too optimistic. We're

home hi-fi field, as a high-quality
bookshelf speaker. With minor changes,

still waiting for most of it; the final
DVD-Audio standard has still not been

the LS35/A remained in production for
two decades — until this year, in fact,

published, although we're told it's a

when the BBC-specified drive units

matter of dotting Ts and crossing it's.
Digital Audio Broadcasting arouses
much interest but the hi-fi hardware is

could no longer be obtained from KEF.

still not quite ready and the system is,
from ahi-fi standpoint, unproven: but

with the BBC tradition while using
modern polypropylene bass-mid units

see the letter from Kenneth Gundry of

(Rogers had absorbed the originator of
polyprop cones, Chartwell) and metaldome tweeters. Ross's high standards
were more than maintained by his
successor, Andy Whittle, who produced

Dolby Labs in 'Views' (page 7). Another
correspondent, referring to Super Audio
CD, attacks (with some reason, Ithink)
the whole idea that new systems or
formats should incorporate backward
compatibility.
But looking back over this fast-moving

As Rogers' chief designer during the
1980s, the late Richard Ross kept faith

some excellent designs based on the best
of what had gone before. Andy was also
responsible for the memorable AB1, the
add-on subwoofer which so neatly

Editorial and Advertising °Hires:
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Dingwril Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, UK
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year, there have been some losses. Just
as we learned that there would be no
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most closely associated with that little
legend had itself ceased UK production

DB101, a high-tech moulded baby
speaker, curvily styled by industrial
designer Peter Stevens of McLaren

completely.

fame. The idea was to break out of that
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more LS3/5As, it was confirmed that
one of the great British hi-fi companies
Celestion
winners:
First prize winner in
our Celestion
competition (October
issue) was Mr R
Matthews of Ashford,
who receives a
complete Celestion CSeries home cinema
system worth over
f2000; second prize
winner Mr N Burton
of London receives a
pair of Celestion C2s
worth ‘700; and
Third Prize winner
Mr R Blackmore
receives apair of C1
speakers worth .000.

Next month
there'll be another
superb free-entry
competition, plus the
fifth Classic HiFi
special supplement.
More details of the
February '99 issue
on page 137.

staid, declining, BBC-flavoured niche
ROGERS FACTORY CLOSES

market and into a far bigger volume

Wo Kee Hong, the Hong Kong-based

business. Unfortunately, at £399/pair,

group which bought first the Rogers
name and then the manufacturing

the DB101 was just too expensive to

company from the previous owner
Michael O'Brien around 1994-5, has
effectively suspended Rogers' UK
operations. But the group retains
ownership of the Rogers name, which
indeed it has already applied to awide
variety of badge-engineered electrical/
electronic goods for sale in the Far East.

Ihm.co.uk

drastic price reduction, alarge number
of DBIOls remained unsold. It is
possible that these may appear on the
market at clearance prices.

which was itself the largest creditor with
debts of £2m, called in receivers Robson

attention of overseas interests during the
1990s. In early 1992, KEF ( then in

Rhodes to wind up the affairs of Rogers

receivership due to the failure of the

International (UK), based at Mitcham,

controlling AGI group) and Celestion

Surrey. The largest trade creditor was

both came under the control of Hong
Kong-based battery company Gold

Rogers' main cabinet supplier, aSpanish
company, which was owed more than
£200,000. With no information to hand

Developments) first became well-known
in the late 1950s, with a range of

e-mail on
HI-FINEWS(a

JBL's Control 1, or B&W's smart and
almost indestructible Solids. Despite a

Rogers was not the first or the last
famous UK hi-fi ` name' to attract the

The original Rogers company (Rogers

contact us via

compete with big-selling life-style
products like the Bose Room-Mate,

On 12 October, Wo Kee Hong,

on Wo Kee Hong's future plans, we can
only say that it is uncertain whether we
will ever see any more UK-made
products bearing this famous name.

E-MAIL
You can

turned LS3/5As into fioorstanders.
In 1996 Rogers launched the radical

relatively inexpensive but well-made and
dependable

valve

amplifiers

and

Peak, while more recently Acoustic
Energy was effectively acquired by a
Malaysian company. In 1997, the Quad
and Wharfedale brands were acquired
from Verity plc by the newly formed
International Audio Group, whose
Yorkshire-based manufacturing facility
SG Acoustics had originally been set up
by Sanecore of Hong Kong.
When Wo Kee Hong bought Rogers,
the entirely feasible idea was to maintain,
in aprofitable manner, the supply of

speakers. But the transistorised 'Japanese
invasion' of the early 1970s brought
tough times for UK electronics makers,

genuine, pedigree British hi-fl to the then

though, and founder Jim Rogers sold

Sadly, now, at least for Rogers and Wo

out. (Starting afresh under the JR name,

Kee Hong, the bubble has burst. *

seemingly-insatiable Far East markets.
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Pan( Miller
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this elegant German import
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James M Hughes
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Quad's 99 Series electronics
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Siltech pioneered the world-wide use of silver in audio cables. Silver is not afaddish
choice as this metal has the lowest electrical resistance of any conductor and yet can

LS120 G3
SQ60B G3

handle the highest current per square mm. Siltech controls the refining metallurgy after
mining and discovered that gold inclusions in refined silver gave measurable and demonstrable sonic benefits with improved transparency of sound, greater detail and harmonic
accuracy.
Siltech's Generation 3cables incorporate the fruits of metallurgical research into
both electrical and mechanical properties. Studies showed that irregularities in the
crystal lattice of the metal produces not only non-linear electron flow but points at
where the metal is mechanically weak. Generation 3metallurgy uses high conductivity
gold atoms as a ' binder' or ' filler' to give asilver-gold conductor that has high linearity at

FTM3 G3
LS180 G3

both high and low current levels and is mechanically robust. Generation 3cable has a
unique ability to transmit the smallest musical signals without loss or distortion resolving
details lost with other cables.
The Siltech range starts with the affordable twisted pair interconnects of six silvergold strands and amatching loudspeaker cable.The range includes balanced
interconnects, flat ribbon speaker cables, aprecision digital interconnect and low induc-

FTM4 Sg G3

tance, single ended interconnects in the FTM series.This innovative cable uses ribbons
twisted around aTeflon insulated, stranded silver-gold core. In the FTM-4 Gold cables
additional high purity 24K gold strands give greatly enhanced performance. Siltech also
produces an AC power cable.

LS288 G3

Contact Absolute Sounds for full documentation on the Siltech range and alist of
dealers who will demonstrate the significant musical improvements brought by Siltech cables.
Gold and silver are necessarily costly but just listen and you will find out why they

FTM4 Gold G3

also make asound investment.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE

SILTECH

Tel

0181-971 3909

Fax

0181-879 7962

Email info@absolute-sounds.com
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HI-FI NEWS a RECORD REVIEW

MPEG CODING
Dear Sir, Having read this magazine
regularly for 30 or more years, Iam
sometimes tempted to put pen to
paper (or fingers to keyboard) but
rarely do Isuccumb. Three related
items in the September issue drove
me to it. Ishould preface the
following by explaining that after
some years at the BBC, Ijoined
Dolby Laboratories where Ihave
been for 27 years. Dolby is, of
course, one of the companies at the
forefront of audio coding
development.
'Comment' suggests that while
digital radios are becoming available
in the UK, the actual reproduced
quality is, if anything, inferior to
analog broadcasting. Mr Harris
doesn't actually suggest why, but
leaves the impression that he blames
the MPEG coding system.
The letter from Mr Littlejohn
('Outlook Gloomy') expresses
dismay at the gradual abandonment
of technical quality at the BBC,
illustrated by concerned engineers
voting with their feeth and at the
likelihood that the system adopted
for digital radio, together with the
way it will be used, will actually
offer quality inferior to that available
with the present VHF distribution.
He had hoped that the system
would transmit unmutilated
programmes, with the option of
applying compression in accordance
with the listener's mate. Perhaps he
and others should know that Dolby
Digital (AC-3), as employed, for
example, in DVD and highdefinition television, was from the
first designed specifically to convey
uncompressed audig, together with
volume normalisation and
compression information which can
be applied at the option of the
listener.
Mr Fox's 'Technology' column,
which is always interesting and
provocative, contains the statement
that the Communications Research
Centre in Ottawa ' showed that an
MPEG coder operating at 128kbit/s
for two channels could equal AC-3
JANUARY 1999

operating at 192kbit/s'. Iassume
that his information comes from the
paper published in the journal of the
AES [
March '98] which describes
comparative tests on several
different coding systems. It is true
that aparagraph in the conclusions
section of the paper reads: 'The
highest audio quality was obtained
for the AAC codec operating at 128
kbit/s and the AC-3codec operating
at 192 kbit/s per stereo pair'. AAC is
in the MPEG ' family', but is not the
system employed in digital radio. It
is more complex and hence more
expensive than other systems, and
was not available at the time an
earlier MPEG system was chosen
for digital radio and AC-3for DVD.
The AES paper also reveals (
eg, Fig
1) that the systems offering the
'highest audio quality' are almost
two grades ahead of the system
actually adopted for digital radio,
which falls into the annoyingly
degraded category in CRC's tests. I
suggest that this last point may be
relevant to Mr Harris's and Mr
Littlejohn's concerns, and that Mr
Fox's comment about the DVD
industry's having made amistake in
choosing AC-3 (operating at a
higher rate than 192 kbit/s) is not
supported by these test results.
Kenneth Gundry, San Francisco
DYNAMIC RANGE
Dear Sir, Irefer to two items in the
November HFNIRR. The first was
the review of the LAPO/Salonen
version of Mahler's Symphony 3
[Sony Classical], which received an
from Andrew Achenbach for 'a
spectacularly ample, superbly
natural sound picture from the Sony
production team'.
Having brought or heard virtually
all the top-class versions of this work
over the years, Icould not agree
more. Along with Sony's previous
offering by the Israel
Philharmonic/Mehta, it must rate as
one of the most believable
recordings of Mahler's epic vision.
Both versions appear to have been
minimally-miked, with little or no
compression applied to the signal.
With decent equipment properly set
up in aroom in which high volumes
are possible without disturbing
others, the resulting sound is
breathtakingly life-like, with realistic
perspectives, dynamics and
ambience.
The second item, which Iread
with some disappointment, was the
e-mail from Philip Tyler in which he
advocates curbing the dynamic
range of recordings.
Unfortunately, many regular
concert-goers find little or no
difficulty in discerning where a
producer and/or recording engineer

e

has adjusted levels during the
recording process, thus robbing the
music of its ` slam' or `tingle' factor.
The resulting sound is often flat and
unnatural.
Only simply-miked recordings
with little or no compression provide
something akin to the live
experience. Therefore, in the
interests of hi-fi, which Iassume
means faithfulness to the original, I
would like to make aplea that
dynamic range is recorded exactly as
it is in the concert hall or studio and
is not curbed in any way at the
production end.
The difficulty which some people
have in playing top-class recordings
of large-scale works in many
domestic circumstances must never
be overlooked. But the eventual
answer for those who do not wish to
fiddle with volume controls or to
listen over headphones must surely
be adjustable compression at the
receiving end. Devices such as the
old DBX 119 (compression to
infinity/expansion to 2.0) come to
mind as being useful in such
applications.
It has taken along time and alot
of effort from agreat many sound
enthusiasts to get to the stage where
faithful recordings of large-scale
works appear on afairly regular
basis, and I, for one, am extremely
grateful to all concerned.
Let us not throw away all the
progress that has been made.
Keith Breakwell, Nottingham
GERMANY CALLING!
Dear Sir, In response to Reg
Williamson's advocacy, Ihave now
joined the ranks of listeners to Astra
Digital Radio. Acquiring the
equipment was simplicity itself. A
letter to Mr Williamson's
recommended supplier detailing the
unit Irequired, and giving my
Access, number, had the equipment
on my door-step within nine days. A
local TV engineer erected the dish
and LNB, and, after making the
appropriate connections to the TV
and hi-fi, Iwas soon in business.
There are around 80 digital stations,
of which about adozen are classical.
For those, like myself, whose
knowledge of German is minimal,
enough of the manual has been
translated into English to facilitate
the basic setting-up. Ibelieve afull
manual in English will be available
soon. On-screen menus are available
in four languages, of which English
is one. Similar to the RDS facilities
on our FM system, it is possible to
isolate programmes of aparticular
type. Pressing the ' PA' button on
the remote control, followed by ' 1'
from the numerical buttons,
accesses the classical stations. Since
7
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the Technisat MultyMedia ADR 1
also receives all free-to-air television,
it is possible via Teletext to get some
idea of the music available, certainly
on the German classical stations.
For those interested, Teletext
radio pages usually start on page
400. The main classical concert of
the evening, usually from one of the
festivals, starts at 20.00 hrs CET,
which is 19.00 hrs BST. Be warned.
You may miss it!
Dennis Chapman, Chippenham
HOW TO GET STARTED?
Dear Sir, Audio and music have
been apassion of mine for as long as
Ican remember, and after careful
consideration Ihave chosen to
devote my life to this pursuit. Ican
recognise, for instance, at least two
yet-to-be-conquered tasks with
respect to speaker design: phase and
linear frequency responses. Using
several drivers we can have alinear
frequency response, with sound
emitted from several drivers at
different positions down abaffle, or
we can provide single-location
sounds, via point source or dualconcentric technologies, at the
expense of the frequency response.
(Or we can buy electrostatic
speakers — along with anew, bigger
house in which to place them!)
Then there's the power trade-off.
We can use leather cones with
power-station-sized amplifiers for
dynamics, and sacrifice subtlety, or
we can enjoy the detail and
ambience of rice paper with triodes,
at the expense of dynamics. Does
the answer lie in ashade of grey
between these two extremes — or
do we have our ladders up against
the wrong walls?
I'll get to the point: Iwant to help
answer these questions but I
honestly don't know where to begin.
Do Istudy audiology or go on a
sound engineering course? Do Itry
for psycho-acoustics, or do Istudy
of electronics? To know how some
of you got involved in audio, Ifeel
would give me aclue. Where can I
begin? Any help you can give would
be surely appreciated.
Mike Smith, e-mail
UNWANTED CLICKS
Dear Sir, Within aradius of about
three miles of my home village there
has been an interference problem on
Radio 3since June 1997. It is like
listening to adamaged LP.
Remember those aesthetically
satisfying black discs and their
infernal, almost inevitable, clicks?
Well that is what Ihave endured for
the most of the last year.
So Icalled the Beeb's engineering
guys: very charming and
sympathetic, but 'you must call the
8

Radio Communications Agency who
now deal with this sort of problem'.
So Idid, and amazed them that I
had carried out all the elementary
checks they suggested; so the next
step was to send acheque for
£45.00 — refundable on identifying
the source of the problem or if they
agreed to the existence of aproblem
but failed to identify the source. A
specialist would now make ahome
visit...
In fact, he came three times, with
acolleague and avery technicallyequipped car on one occasion; but
they were thwarted by the elusive
clicks.
Mushrooms can be seen growing
from space, radio signals are
received from light-years away, but
we cannot identify these infernal
clicks! So Imay as well cover my
radio tuner with Auntie's bloomers
for the duration. This year, Icould
only wish ahappy Proms season to
those fortunate enough to be able it
to enjoy without clicks.
H Roberts, North Wales
NOT THE WAY TO GO
Dear Sir, Hugh Robjohns's generally
excellent article ' Behind the Bits'
[August ' 98] stated that the Super
Audio CD approach of providing
backward compatibility with existing
CD players was exactly what
consumers needed. Istrongly
disagree. DVD's great advantage is
its huge capacity, up to 25 times
that of CD. Music collections that
take multiple CDs can be
accommodated on just one DVD,
even using the advanced 24/96
format.
Who needs super-long-playing
discs ? Anyone who has ever
considered buying aboxed set or
twin-CD would be interested.
Having everything on one disc will
be easier to use, cheaper to produce
and require less storage space. All
this and the ultimate in sound
quality will be attractive.
In order to maintain backward
compatibility SACD must throw
away this capacity advantage. The
program content of the CD and
DVD version on the one disc would
have to be identical, SACD will
therefore be restricted to about 80
minutes of musk. Only the elite
whose system would be capable of
revealing the higher quality sound
would bother with an upgrade and
the purchase of new discs — a
potential marketing disaster. The
way forward is aformat that allows
both high quality sound and longer
playing time.
What about backward
compatibility with the millions of
existing players? Well, DVD players
will be able to play video, audio on

DVD and all existing CDs: how
much compatibility do we need ? To
require that DVD discs also play on
old CD players is like demanding
CD must work on old turntables.
SACD is not the way to go and
should be discouraged.
IHoward, Dublin
DRASTIC TREATMENT
Dear Sir, Can one of your technical
reviewers or readers explain how the
lettering on aCompact Disc affects
the perceived sound quality from
that disc? Iask because some time
ago, Iaccidentally spilled
methylated spirits over afavourite
CD, bought in the early days of CD
and played many times — Iknow
the sound well. Wiping off the
spillage caused some of the lettering
to be smeared, the playing side
being untouched. When the CD was
next played the sound quality
seemed noticeably improved. A
sensible lad from up North, Iput it
down to my imagination.
However, Icouldn't get away
from the fact that every time I
played the disc Ihad no doubts the
sound was now something special.
So Iset to work with brush and
meths and the more the lettering
was removed the better the sound,
until virtually all wording had been
cleaned off. Now for asecond CD
and the same result: Ihad
discovered amethod of upgrading
my entire collection and at no cost.
The bad news is that most labels
have ahard enamel impervious to
meths, paint thinners, lighter fuel
and even brush cleaner. Ifinally
succeeded by using industrial paint
stripper: using this is adodgy
business so Iwill not go into details
of the technique Iperfected — I
learned the hard way at the cost of
several discs.
Oh: don't think you can do it the
easy way by obliterating the letters
by painting over them with black
paint. Ihave tried that one, the
sound changes all right, but not for
the better, to my ears.
T Marsden, Manchester
Been there, done that! JMH and I
experimented with early PolyGram CDs
and would agree that `unlettered' discs do
sound better. Ihave occasionally been
able to compare advance, je, unprinted,
copies with finished pressings. Ten years
ago, aHungarian audio enthusiast sent
in several copies of the same CD with
different colours painted over the label
sides: the sound was varyingly worsened.
However, the application of solvents is not
apractice to be recommended, and
currently there are accessories such as
Russ Andrews's Reveel, or thé Statntat
which do abetter job at no risk to the life
of the disc. — Mus Ed
1ANUAltY 1999
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READERS'
LETTERS
rem:rve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.
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(DM ISE
'Involving and revealing they
are great loudspeakers made
greater. ' WHAT HI- Fl? Feb 98
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•The special edition (DM ¡ SE
now delivers greater dynamics
and detail due to anew
dispersion modifier in the
centre of the voice coil.

Lt
•Separate boards now house
the bass and tweeter filters,
maximising the benefits
of bi-wiring.
more information contact
8&W Loudspeakers (UK) Ltd
on: + 44 (0)1903 750 750
http://www.bwspeakers.com
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of music

For once, audio furniture does not
stop short of being just that instead, it is an excellent sounding
creation of visual attraction,
craftsmanship and fulfiled purpose.
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AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors «fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 70T.
Tel: 0181 948 4153 Fax: 0181 948 4250.
email info@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk
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SOLID-STATE RECORDER TO GO ON SALE
THE Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) has failed in
its legal bid to block sales of Rio, the $200/£200 solid-state portable
recorder which computer company Diamond Multimedia Systems had
promised in time for Christmas. The RIAA says it will appeal but the
process will take many months and other manufacturers, including
Korean giant Samsung, already
have similar products ready for

Management System) circuitry, as

launch.

used in digital disc and tape recorders

Rio is a vest pocket device which
uses solid state flash memory to store

to stop people cloning digital
recordings. Diamond argued that Rio

an hour of midfi music or 16 hours
of low-fi speech. There are no

simply acts as a temporary store for
whatever is on the PC's hard disc.

moving parts so Rio will not skip

In

late

October Judge Audrey

even when worn for strenuous sports.
The recorder connects to a PC, to

Collins
denied
the
RIAA
an
injunction. Diamond says it will

copy CDs played on aROM drive or
download music from the Internet
Rio uses the MP3 ( MPEG-1,

launch Rio at the Comdex computer
show to be held in Las Vegas later
this month. Diamond may also seek

Layer
3)
digital
compression
standard, orginally developed in
Europe for digital radio broadcasting

damages from the RIAA for two
weeks lost manufacture in Taiwan.
Korean company Saehan Information

(DAB).
The
audio
signal
is
compressed by throwing away quiet

Systems promises a similar memory
recorder, called MPMan. The lawyer

sounds which are masked by louder
sounds of similar frequency. The
human ear does not notice the lost
information, and the reduced number

for Samsung, which plans to sell its
Yepp MP3 portable for $ 160, was in
court listening to the Rio judgement.
Barry Fox

SAMSUNG JOINS
DVD PARTY

SAMSUNG'S new DVD player features built-in Dolby
AC3 and MPEG-2 decoders and 96kHz/24-bit
compatibility. The new DVD-907, with 10- bit video
processing, borrows technology from Samsung's awardwinning 5V-4000W VCR, enabling playback of NTSC
discs through PAL and SECAM televisions. Six audio
channels are independently adjustable for 'convincing'
cinema sound. The DVD-907 features both S-Video out
and RGB output via SCART. Scheduled for launch in
October, the DVD-907 will retail for £499. For further
details, call 0181 391 0168.

of bits per second can travel down
conventional phone lines. Reducing
the bit rate also makes it possible to
store more sound in amemory chip.
This, and the falling cost of memory,
lets Diamond sell Rio with 32 MB of
memory for $ 200.
In early October, after only 24
hours written warning to Diamond,
the RIAA filed lawsuits in California,
under

the

1992

Audio

Home

MORE COLOURS FOR B&O ACTIVE SPEAKER
BUCKING the ' boring black box' convention, Bang & Olufsen's latest
radical loudspeaker design, the streamlined almond-shaped BeoLab
4000 (£ 1100/pair) is available in an array of new colours. Its
anodized aluminium cabinet can be finished in blue, yellow or
red, or polished silver, green or black. Fitted with built-in
amplifiers for treble and bass, and a dedicated two-way electronic
crossover, the active BeoLab 4000 may be wall-mounted vertically
or horizontally, placed on a shelf, the floor or hung from the .

Recording Act. The Association asked
the Federal District Court to block

ceiling. Suitable for front LIR stereo or rear channel satellite

sales of Rio until Diamond agreed to

the sort of sound quality expected of speakers three times its
size. Bang & Olufsen UK, 0118 969 2288.

pay royalties to the record industry

use, the 280x318x131mm BeoLab 4000 is claimed to reproduce

and fit Rio with SCMS ( Serial Copy

SENNHEISER WIRED AND WI
Two new headphones from Sennheiser cater for contrasting
buyers. Those seeking aconvenient way to listen to records
and broadcasts while moving from room to room, will prefer
the RS400 Wireless Stereo Headphones, which take
advantage of the latest wideband radio transmission
regulations. For hi-fi enthusiasts, there's the HD 570
Symphony 'Bionetic'. Its mix of aDuofoil bonded pair of
Mylar Film diaphragms, new patented resonator/damper
and other technologies are intended to achieve audio
neutrality from aphysically unobtrusive headphone design.
Typical retail prices are £79.95 for the RS 400, and £89.95
for the HD 570 Symphony 'Bionic'. Call the Sennheiser
Helpline, on 0149 551 532.

710 JANUARY, 1999 Winter Consumer Electronics Show, Las
Vegas , USA. Contact Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association, tel: + 1 (703) 907 7600
19 21 FEBRUARY Sound & Vision Bristol ( 10.00am-5.00 pm) at
The Marriott Hotel, Lower Castle Street, Bristol. Entry: £5.00 for
adults, £3.00 for students, or Free for accompanied children under
16. Tel: 0117 929 4281.
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M&K ACTIVE
SUBWOOFERS
TWO new active subwoofers bolster
the latest M&K line-up. For £ 1595,
there's the MX-700 high end compact
subwoofer containing apair of
downward firing, long throw, eight
inch drivers driven by a 200W
amplifier. For £ 1995, the larger MX350 THX includes two 12 inch long
throw drivers and M&K's 350W
Headroom Maximizer amplifier.
Further details from UK distributor
Gecko, call 0181 681 1817.

20 21 MARCH The Northern Hi Fi Show ' 99, Brittania Hotel,
Manchester, sponsored by HFN/RR. Admission £4, or free with
ticket provided with the March ' 99 issue of HFN/RR. Contact show
organiser Janet Belton, 0181 774 0847.
23 26 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show ' 99, Novotel, West London,
sponsored by HFN/RR.
Contact show organiser Janet Belton, 0181 774 0847.
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If you don't want to know the price...

LOOK AWAY NOW!

Opera Aida
Integrated Amplifier
The first model in anew range of electronics from Opera. Impeccable músical manners with
60 watts of spacious, clear, natural sound. Advanced circuit design by Audio Analogue
guarantees an unbeatable musical pedigree. Italian styling at its very best, and the choice of a
variety of classy finishes. How about burgundy leather top and solid cherrywood sides?
This kind of luxury could cost afortune, so if you don't want to know the price, you'd better look
away now.*

Opera
Prima
A new compact two-way design using Opera's one-inch thick solid hardwood cabinet
construction. High mass and great rigidity give the Prima complete freedom from resonance.
Try the knock test and you'll see what we mean.Top quality drive units, crossover and 24-carat gold
plated brass terminals complete the specification. Of course to make atruly outstanding loudspeaker
you need not only the best ingredients, but something extra besides. A little touch of genius
maybe. Sometimes adesign is blessed with this extra something. This is one such occasion.
The result is asuperb-sounding loudspeaker, refined, spacious and totally enjoyable to listen to.You'll
find it hard to believe that a £495 loudspeaker can sound — or look — this good.

Thoroughbred Audio Products from

UKD

23 Richings Way, Iver SLO 9DA Bucks England

Tel: 07000 UKD Hi-Fi (853443) Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531
www.ukd.co.uk
* Opera Aida costs just £795
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W ILSON BENESCH WALKS TALL
SEPTEMBER saw the

out-of-phase energy into

launch of the mighty
£20,000 Bishop

the diaphragm. Instead of
the familiar ferrite ring

loudspeaker at The Hi -

magnet, axially-

Fi Show and London

magnetised Neodymium
Iron Boron is used in the

retailer KJ West One.
Now, Wilson Benesch is
busy targeting
increased sales in the

Tactic. Wilson Benesch

USA, Middle East and

help of grant aid from the
DTI's SMART Award

Once you have gained
access to the inside of
the cabinet, remove
loam and/or wool
mping from the inside
the speaker ( if fitted)

was able to complete its
Bishop R&D with the

UK home market.
The radical
TacticIsobaric drive unit,
eight of which are used in

scheme. A Yorkshire
Fund Managers Fast
Track Loan will now ,

the Bishop, took several

underwrite the cost of

years to develop. Made
from asingle billet of
aluminium alloy, its

Wilson Benesch's
expansion, helping with

basket is designed to

Tactic unit throughout its
loudspeaker range. Call
0114 285 2656.

the development of the

control gas flow,
preventing reflection of

SONY DSD IN GERMANY

IN November, Sony scheduled atonmeister-tatung, a

gathering of recording engineers for ahands-on
demonstration of DSD in Karlsruhe, Germany. Members of
the press were invited to eavesdrop. The primary aim was
to raise grass roots confidence in DSD and SACD among
recording professionals, demonstrating how these
technologies address the comprehensive criteria laid down
by the International Steering Committee (ISC) of the record
industry, and the related concerns of the pro-audio industry.

BOSTON BUILDS
IN KEYHOLES

TWO new satellite loudspeakers
from Boston Acoustics the CR4 and
CR5, can be fitted to walls using
either their built-in keyhole, or
optional wall brackets. Both models
are intended for use as rear
channel or front left/right channel
loudspeakers, partnering aBoston
powered subwoofer, or alternatively
to extend stereo into extra rooms in
the home. The CR4 has one full
range, 4.5 inch drive-, and the CR 5two-way an additional dome
tweeter for improved treble
dispersion. Typical retail prices are
£99.99 for the CR4 and £ 129.99
for the CR5. Further details from
Portfolio Marketing, tel: 01767 .
641171.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ADDS SATELLITE
ACOUSTIC ENERGY has

can be used as either

developed a rear

satellites or as a front channel

channel/satellite loudspeaker

stereo pair, partnering the
new face- lifted AE108

designed to make use of the
boundary effect for optimum
balance when placed next to a
wall. The new AE101 compact
two-way can be used with the
supplied wall brackets and
rubber feet; alternatively, it

subvvoofer (£ 299.95). The
AE101 sells at £ 139.95 per
pair, or £ 199.95 per threepack (when a centre channel
is required). For further
details, call 01285 654432.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
AUDIO REFERENCE is

importing the Danish Argento
Audio interconnect and speaker
cable lines, which include
copper and silver conductor
options. Call 01483 575344.
BAYGEN has
produced alimited
edition Christmas
version of its windup radio ( right), in
seasonal silver,
priced at £59.95,
call 01285 659559
BUSH Radio is celebrating is 65th birthday by
launching an updated version of its classic
1950s transistor radio, the TR82 (top), said to
be one of the most popular radios ever made.
Call 01923 859777.
CUSTOM DESIGN has created the e'lite
range of hi-fi furniture, including the adjustable

YOU need at least 2
Deflex panels for a pair
- of small bookshelf
speakers. 4 panels for
a pair of Tannoy
and at least 6 panels
for larger cabinets

two shelved E4 eqLipment stand at
£249.99 and the fully- spiked
RS300 loudspeaker stands, for
£169.99. Call 0191 262 4646.
DOLBY Laboratories has received
an Emmy Award for its multichannel digital cudio bit- rate
reduction system, adopted for
HDTV and DVD
QED has a new entry level interconnect, the
£20 Onect 1, featuring low loss polyethelene
dielectric and 99.999% Oxygen Free Copper;
and anew £78 interconnect, Silver Spiral, with
mylar wrapped, silver-plated OFC conductors
and PVC outer jacket.
Call 01276 452211.
TDK Super D, anew chrome tape, selling
typically for £4.99 per 4- pack, joins more
familiar names such as D, SA, SA-Xand MA
in TDK's latest livery redesign. Call 0113
2713814.

1

Place the flexible De
panel thru' the speak
out and stick to the In
the cabinet using the
, recommended adhes

ow sit back and listen
the extra detail in
•und, and far less
stortion when played
d

t he experts have to say abo
/, FLEX ACOUSTIC PANELS
...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."
"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
"...But one things for sure - the Deflex pan
are no gimmick. They work..."
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and a more natural sound..."
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality
BM«
Value for money BUBB
NOTE! ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
THE PRICE YOU SEE IS THE PRICE YOU PAY
Standard Panel £ 5.00 ( 28cm a 21cm)
Medium Panel £ 4.00 ( 28cm x 18cm)
Small Panel £ 3.00 ( 24cm a 13cm)
Sub- woofer Panel £ 10.00 ( 34cm diameter)
Adhesive £4.00
Delive £2.50
Spectra Dynamics make a range of prod
to suit the connoisseur and DIY enthus'
ducts include ISOLATION FEET. DAM
SHEET SEALING STRIP. GASKETS etc

For a FREE information pack &
details of other products from
SPECTRA DYNAMICS

Tel. ( 01745) 360070
Fax ( 01745) 360086
.spectradynamics.co.uk
SPECIAL OFFERS - POSTAGE FREE
PACKAGE 98/1
2 x Standard Panels ( 8cm x 18cm)
2 x Magnapad 3 ( 7 mm dia)
1 x Adhesive
ALL FOR £ 14.00
PACKAGE 98/2
1 x Pack 4 Foculpod Isolation Feet
1 x Deflex Turntable Platter Mat
ALL FOR £ 25.00
ACCESS - VISA - MASTER CARD
10 mm x 3mm section
3metres long
£5.00 each
Sealing Strip
(Can be used to make large gaskets)

POLIPODS
40mm dia
14mm thick

Ori ginal

Pack of 8
Only £ 14.95

FOCULPODS - PACK 4

£14.95 - POSTAGE FREE
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SPECTRA DYNAMICS LTD, UNIT Al, FFORDD DERVIEN
INDUST ESTATE RHYL, DENBIGHSHIRE. LL18 2YR

something special happens. It's called the SB-M01 from Technics. Less is
more. To get closer to the sound in their heads call 01344 853153 for your
nearest SB-M01 Stockist. RSP £499.95. Ask for details of our matching
audiophile stand offer. ( Limited period only).

Technics

news

SCOTLAND THE BRAVE
FOR 1998, the Scottish Hi-Fi & Vision Exhibition moved to an impressive new venue,
the bright and well-appointed Conference Centre at Murrayfield Stadium. Exhibitors
occupied the stadium's VIP boxes, which proved to be spacious and acoustically wellinsulated — and in quiet moments, visitors could enjoy a tremendous view over the
wonderfully lush green expanse of the international rugby pitch.
This was the 21st Scottish show organised by
interface allows re-programming for future
Colin MacKenzie of HiFi Corner, and, if you
multi-room applications. Meridian teamed up
forgive him for missing 1997, Colin can still
with B&W to demonstrate Dolby sound via
claim that his is the longest-running UK hi-fi
the CDM7SE speakers, while in avery big
Show.
room Marantz and marketing partner Tannoy
Co-organisers this year were TV/video/hi-fi
played both music and movies to good effect.
retailer Andrew Thomson and (as in previous
As Ireached the door of the Henley Designs
years) Ray Smith Car HiFi, with anumber of
room, Iheard abig swing band belting out:
in-vehicle demonstrations and static displays
Henley, just about the only exhibitor able to
outdoors. Apart from the too-good-to-be true
play vinyl, was consoling the returning visitor
Sony girls with their demo van, the increasingly
who'd brought his Sheffield Lab Harry James
high-tech in-car stuff included the Carin
discs in the hope of finding aGarrard 401navigation systems, claimed to save you from
based 'vintage system' demonstration, like the
getting lost — even in Paris. Indoors, you could
one erstwhile HFNIRR contributor Chris
find the latest digital hi-fi/video technology in
the shape of SkyDigital television and DVD
from Denon, Panasonic and Sony.
Philips showed all its CD-RW ` rewritable'
CD recorders except the already-notorious CDR765 double-mechanism high-speed ' dubbing
-deck'. At the show you could buy the CDR
880 model for £449.95, or the basic (no sample
rate conversion) model CDR760 for £269.95.
Or you could buy the FW538 system stack,
which Philips sees as CD-RW's big weapon in
its lone fight against the rising tide of MiniDisc,
for £449.95. This includes a three-disc CD
changer, auto-reverse dubbing cassette deck and
CDR538 CD recorder. Arcam waved the Digital
Audio Broadcasting flag with, actually, quite

Beeching ran at the last Scottish show in 1996.
Henley's system used a Project 6 turntable
and Henley phono stage feeding an Alchemist
Kraken pre-/power amplifier and Magnat
Vector 55 speakers.
Quad played the 99 Series of bus-connected
separates along with 989 speakers, and
incidentally offered what must be the last of
the Quad 77 amplifiers, in limited numbers,
at an unprintably end-of-line price. Iwouldn't
mind betting that these were cleared by
Sunday evening.
So, asuccessful anniversary move for HiFi Corner. With over 50 exhibitors, sales were
up on '96. Although dates for 1999 are yet to
be announced, it should be show to look

respectable sound, at least on the snippets I
heard. Sony showed its ' QS' range hi-fi separates
as well as A/V products and MiniDisc, while

forward to.

TEAC also emphasised MD with the MDA500i
MiniDisc player matching the successful 500
Series mini-separates, and the MD8 which goes
with VRDS separates.
Onkyo showed ahuge range of products, with
some stunning end-of-line bargains on offer.
JVC showed its dinkiest audio systems, including
the EISA Award-winning UX-MD900OR cubeshaped mini with all controls on top, selling at
the show for just £449, along with amatching
active sub, the S-PW3000, and the more
classically-conservative (dare Isay Denonlike)
EX-CD7OR mini system with three-disc changer
and receiver. Pride of place went to the subtlynamed Boom Blaster, a massive cylindrical
portable abit bigger and potentially even noisier
than an old-fashioned tubular vacuum cleaner.
At less-than-blasting levels, with the bass-boost
turned down, it sounded
surprisingly good!
So this was primarily a
show for mainstream audio
and video, rather than the
tweaky stuff. Among the
specialists was Densen,
showing the new Beat B400, a ' 24-bit' CD player
with HDCD set to sell at
£1000, and the B-200
remote control pre-amp at
the same price. An RS232

the voice of
Scotland
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Steve Harris

Connect a CD player
directly to your power
amplifier and cut out the
preamp. Even connect a
turntable through the CD ...

Dump
Lhe preotmp
Even the best analogue preamplifiers
degrade the sound. Digital done well
— with volume control and input
switching in the digital domain — is far
cleaner. Fine detail at all frequencies
is preserved, giving real PRESENCE.
Players and DACs from Accuphase,
Audio Synthesis, dCS (Elgar), Pass and
Wadia all have volume controls and
drive the power amp directly.
Feed LP or tuner through aHIGHanalogue/digital converter and
use the CD or DAC as aDIGITAL
PREAMP. Prepare to be amazed!

RATE

Of course, there are systems where
the best solution overall is still agood
preamp. We have very good ones.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in
affordable stages. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES, enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR, MERACUS,

VINYL:

ORELLE, PASS, W ADIA, XTC.
BASIS, CROWN
J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, LEHMANN, MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE,
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.
BALANCED

AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE,

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT,DNM,LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS,
Left: Tannoy's
see-through displaymodel speaker

LOUDSPEAKERS:

SIEMEL, SIRIUS, SONNETEER, XTC.
AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS, HALES, HARBETH, LUMLEY,
MAGNEPLANAR, MIRAGE, NEAT,TOTEM.

Below: Live from the

TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, FANFARE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM,NORDOST,

show: organiser Colin

SONIC LINK, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC

MacKenzie (right)
at the microphone of
Scot FM's outside
broadcast unit with
presenter Donny
Hughes

-
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When it comes to speaker design, bigger isn'i necessarily better. In fact, the reverse can be true.

Model featured oou. ,

Two minutes of a favourite track through Celestion's remarkable A Series Compact will convince you once
and for all.
The Compact delivers the same pure, natural sound quality for which the A Series is renowned. The same
unerring accuracy, even with the most demanding material.
It's hardly surprising. The Compact uses essentially the same advanced componentry as the acclaimed Al,
partnering Celestion's famously sweet-sounding 25mm titanium dome tweeter with a potent 100mm long
throw bass driver.
The use of neodymium for the HF magnet allows their acoustic centres to be aligned closer together on the
distinctive die-cast aluminium chassis - a configuration which markedly improves definition and stereo
imaging. And as well as looking good, the neat, curved edge baffle virtually eliminates diffraction effects.

Rosewood

Block Ash

You hear the difference straight away. The sound is noticeably sweeter, fresher, more open. The clarity, simply
astonishing - and the looks speak for themselves.
As the saying goes, size isn't everything. It's how you use it that counts.
FOR DETAILS ON CELESTION A SERIES PLEASE CONTACT: CELESTION CONSUMER DIVISION, DEPT FIFN24, FREEPOST MA 1332,
ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KEN - MEIS 6BR. TELEPHONE ( 016221 68744?. WEBSITE Imp://www.celestion.corn
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COMPETITION

A £ 3000 Quad 99 system complete with Quad 10L speakers
QUAD'S unique position in the world of audio is
undisputed. Since the launch of the Quad valve amplifiers in
the early ' 50s, and particularly the original Quad Full-Range
Electrostatic Loudspeaker in 1957, several generations of
Quad products have inspired fanatical brand loyalty from
several generations of satisfied customers! Now, as part of
International Audio Group, Quad looks all set for the new
millennium with a comprehensive range of high-tech
electronics as well as arange of new loudspeakers developed
from the globally- respected ESL63 electrostatic.
With this month's free-entry entry competition, one lucky reader
can become one of the first to own a complete new Quad 99
system, complete with Quad's matching high- quality compact
speakers.
Quad's 99 Series offers the most comprehensive
facilities possible, but is absolutely foolproof and
easy-to-use. Instead of aconfusing mass of buttons,
the deliberately simple remote
handset provides a logical, easy-tofollow menu structure which makes
the system respond to your every
command. This is all made possible
by the unique Quadlink bus interface,
which interconnects the system
components and also allows the
connection of up to 32 units with
balanced line audio transmission.

THE PRIZE SYSTEM
Our prize system includes Quad 9
Series CD player, tuner, pre-amplifi
and power amplifier, plus the highly
respected Quad 10L compact speakers.
The Quad 99 CD player features Quad's established DeltaSigma digital- to- analogue conversion, and also makes use of
Quad's own servo system and software to ensure stable operation
with extremely fast track access. Like all the 99 Series electronics,
the 99 Series CD player measures acompact 321mm wide.
Supplied in a package with the CD Player, the bus-connected
Quad 99 Pre-Amplifier Control Unit endows the system with an
unrivalled facilities accessible by remote control. Comprehensive
tone controls include bass cut and boost, high-frequency filtering
and Quad's unique full-response ' tilt' control; for LP users, there
are inputs for moving-magnet and moving- coil cartridges with
programmable sensitivities; and in addition to the 32 Quadlink bus
inputs, there are three auxiliary inputs and a tape monitor loop.
Normal retail price for the CD Player and Pre-amplifier Control

peak current 11A), the 99 Series Stereo Power Amplifier
is fully protected against overload and incorporates a
high-efficiency toroidal transformer. Conventional phono
input sockets are provided as well as the Quadlink inputs.
The 99 Series Stereo Power Amplifier retails at £599.99.
For convenient, high- quality radio reception. Quad's
99 Series FM Tuner has 25 pre-set stations with
automatic selection of the strongest signals and optimal
tuning software to ensure the best reception at all times. It
retails at £699.99.
Completing this superlative system are apair of Quad 10L
two-way speakers, finished in good-looking real wood veneer and
providing the perfect complement to Quad' s fine quality
electronics. At aretail price of £ 599.99, they bring ou ptotal system
prize value to nearly £ 3200.

Unit together is £ 1299.99.
Providing ahealthy 90W/ch/8 ohms output ( 120W into 4ohms,

THE QUESTIONS
1. Which of these tone control features, included in the 99 Series
Pre- Amplifier Control Unit, is unique to Quad?
a) bass cut

b) bass boost

c) full- response

d) HF filtering

2. What is the digital- to- analogue conversion strategy used in the
Quad 99 Series CD Player?
a) multi- bit

b) current dumping

c) SP/DIF

d) DeIta-S.gma

3. How many presets stations are provided by the Quad 99 Series
Tuner?
a) 20

b) 25

c) 12

d) 22

HOW TO ENTER: To win this great prize simply complete the entry form, cut out and send to Quad Competition, Hi Fi News & Record Review
Editorial, PO Box 531, Croydon CR9 2ZA, to arrive not later than the closing date, Friday 15 January 1999.
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.

1

Name

Quad Competition

Photocopies of the entry forrn arc acceptable, but only one ours
per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be disqualified). N. ,
other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form.

Address

2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes

THE ANSWERS

offered. Winner(s) will be the first correct entries opened.
3) Employees of Link House Alapzines, International Audio
Group or their agents, will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries
must be received by first post on Friday, 15 January 1999. 'The
Editor's decision will be final and binding. No correspondence
win be entered into regarding the competition. 5) Prizewinners
will be notified by pow: the results will be published in HEV RH.
May 1999. 6) Entry forms received become the property of 1.ink
House Magazines Ltd.
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technology

Bob Stuart
ol Mpridian
responds to
claims made
by D3vid
3e1Grosso
DTS,
regarding
DVD-Audio
standards

Bob

StUM

(
Meridian)

they learn that they need to purchase
yet another DVD player to play 5.1
DVD-Audio discs.
'If a content provider chooses to
offer a 5.1-channel 24-bit/96k MLP
audio track, there is no longer enough
room to include atwo-channel LPCM
24/96 version on the same side of the
disc. Instead, the player would utilize
a "Smart Content" program to deliver
a stereo down-mix to the analog
outputs.
With considerable experience in the
motion picture industry, DTS is well
aware of the sonic differences between
such acomputer-generated mix, and
adedicated stereo mix. There is no
doubt in our minds that many artists,
he row over the DVD-Audio
engineers, and record producers will
standard set by Working Group
be offended when they experience their
4 is still raging. As reported,
own material presented this way.
DTS wrote to WG-4 Chairman Bike
'On the other hand, you can easily
Suzuki, threatening legal action if DTS
fit aDTS 5.1 24/96 version that is
were not made amandatory part of
audibly identical to the master
the DVD-A standard. When the letter
recording, plus atwo-channel 24/96
leaked, DTS puzzlingly said it had not
LPCM original stereo mix, onto a
actually been threatening legal action.
single side of aDVD-Audio disc.'
David DelGrosso of DTS then
Bob Stuart of Meridian brands this
launched an attack on the Dolbya ' a stream of disinformation' and
licensed Meridian Lossless Packing
counters: 'The idea that lossless coding
system which WG-4 had chosen
can "compromise the integrity of the
instead of DTS. DTS has laid-off
specification" is simply ludicrous. The
seven workers. This dispute affects the
whole point about MLP (that is really
future of audit), so here is the audit
exciting the creative community) is
trail.
that by providing amethod whereby
In his original letter to Suzuki, Dan
the original data can be exactly
Slusser of DTS wrote: ' We have
reproduced using less capacity and
retained a prominent law firm to
data rate on the disc quality potential
review the procedures... and they have
is increased and guaranteed.
concluded that DTS has substantial
`Of course it is correct that DVD
legal claims, including anti-trust claims,
Video players cannot necessarily play
with appropriate treble damages and
aDVD-Audio disc. But this is not just
injunctive relief which result from the
because of the coding methods. DVDactions of WG-4 in selecting only the
Audio discs have navigation and
Dolby£Meridian
system
as the
picture features that are unknown to
mandatory standard...
current DVD-Video players. However,
We have no desire to participate in
in the future almost all DVD-Video
litigation; however, if it becomes our
players will be so-called " Universal
only option Iwould then have no
Players" that will play DVD-Video and
other real choice'.
DVD-Audio discs.
David DelGrosso now says `
Mr
'The issue of non-backwardSlusser in no way intended to threaten
compatibility between DVD-Audio
the WG-4 with alawsuit, but simply
and DVD-Video is afact, but it is not
needed to ensure that our protest of
afact that MLP is the cause. Because
she current go-forward plan was clearly
MLP is never included on a DVD
understood.
Video disc this point seems to be made
'The original charter from the DVD
by DelGrosso from confusion of the
Consortium insisted that DVD was
not just a "video" format, but a issues.
'The DTS implication is that
'versatile" digital format that would
somehow, by making DTS mandatory
Nerve as the future format of choice for
on DVD Audio, backward compatall forms of entertainment. However,
ibility would be assured. This also is
the recent announcement to support
not based on fact.
a new MLP audio compression
'Of course any DVD Audio disc can
technology that no DVD-Video player
be made with asection on the disc
is. capable of playing, threatens to
that is compatible with aDVD Video
destroy consumer confidence in
player and a 1.5Mb/s DTS stream can
"backward compatibility".
be included in that area, provided that
'As self-serving as it may sound, we
area also contains one of the
believe that the technical (yet
mandatory codings for DVD Video —
inaudible) advantage that MLP has
either LPCM or Dolby Digital. But
demonstrated over DTS, simply does
please also remember that DVD-Video
not outweigh the pain that asignificant
does not mandate DTS playback, and
number of consumers will feel when

T
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in fact only aminority of DVD Video
Players have the capability to play back
DTS at the moment, so backward
compatibility is not assured.
'There are good arguments based
on backward compatibility for having
an AC-3stream as mentioned, but not
all music providers will want to use a
DVD-Video area for reasons of
copyright and/or distribution.
'There is another hidden and
incorrect implication in the DTS
remarks. The DTS system permitted
as an option on DVD-Video is ratelimited to 1.5Mb/s and as such does
not deliver the 24/96 performance
implied in DelGrosso's comment.
'Concerning " the technical (yet
inaudible) advantage that MLP has
demonstrated over DTS", once again
this is misleading. Iam confident that
there has never been a listening
comparison between MLP and DTS.
Had there been, it would actually have
been a test of DTS, since MLP
returns the original data intact!
'Furthermore, " inaudible" is an
assertion, not afact. The whole reason
that lossless compression is desired, is
that no-one in the format arena has
the confidence (or has been able to
demonstrate in formally conducted
independent tests) that any lossy
coding system is truly transparent or
inaudible. Lossless compression avoids
this doubt and delivers the highest
quality by increasing the effective data
rate and storage capacity of the disc.
`Down-mix in DVD Audio is
provided
to
cope
with
the
circumstance where either the content
provider or the artist do not wish to
make or pay for aseparate artistic twochannel mix. If a content provider
wishes to provide a different twochannel version, he can place both on
the disc. This is amatter of choice. If
there is an issue of quality or playing
time, then using MLP for both the two
channel and multichannel mixes allow
higher sampling rates, greater bit depth
and adequate playing time.
'On the other hand, the down-mix
feature of DVD Audio is quite flexible.
In particular, if MLP is used, the
down-mix can be under very direct
control of the content provider. He
can listen to it in the studio, approve
it, and it is then delivered losslessly by
special features of the MLP system.
'A single disc layer can hold up to
74 minutes each of 5.1 96/24 plus
2/96/24 of typical material if both are
encoded with MLP. Playing time will
depend on the real bandwidth,
wordsize and content of the audio
signal, and there are many examples
and simple mastering techniques that
can be used to increase this time by a
further 20 minutes.
'When there is no room for LPCM,
there is room to deliver the same thing
using MLP!'
Barty Fox
19
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The best
things in life
cost quite a
bit, actually.
Music is one of life's great pleasures. But like caviar and
Champagne, the best never comes cheap.
Take KEF's legendary Reference Series. We set out to create
loudspeakers of unrivalled acoustic transparency - and in the
pursuit of perfection, price is asecondary consideration.
Nothing is allowed to compromise the purity of the recorded
signal. High-order crossovers are computer matched for seamless
integration. Internal wiring is oxygen-free copper, soldered by
hand. The baffles are mineral filled and contoured to mini lll ise
edge diffractions. And before it leaves the craftsmen who build
it, every loudspeaker is rigorously tested against a calibrated
laboratory reference system.
Hence the flawless response. The astonishing lucidity. The
consummate musicality. Technical supremacy in aSavile Row suit.
Actually, they don't seem expensive at all.

PAje e
ettesice deriees)
KEF Reference Serles authorised dealers
Aberdeen Holburn Hi Fi
Alderley Edge Aston Audio
Aylesbury Northwood Audio
Bath Radfords
Bath Paul Green Hi Fi
Beckenham Musical Images
Bedford Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Belfast Lyric Hi Fi
Bishop Stortford The Audicifile
Bloxwich Sound Academy
Bolton Sound & Vision
Bournemouth Suffons
Brighton Jeffries Hi Fi
Bristol Radfords
Bristol Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Cardiff Audio Excellence
Cheltenham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Chester Audio Excellence
Colchester Grayston Sound & Vision
Covent Garden Musical Images
Coventry Frank Harvey Hi Fi
Crewe Sound of Music
Croydon Spaldings Electrical Ltd.
Dublin Hi Fi Corner Ltd.

01224 5857 ,3
01625 582704
01296 28790
01225 446245
01225 316197
0181 663 3777
01234 272779
01232 381296
01279 506576
01922 473499
01204 861861
01202 555512
01273 609431
0117 9428247
0117 9743727
01222 228565
01242 241171
01244 345576
01206 577682
0171 497 1346
01203 525200
631270 214143
0181 654 1231
03 531 667 0076

East Grinstead Audio Design
Eastbourne Jeffries Hi Fi
Edgbaston Music Matters
Edgware Musical Images
Exeter Radfords
Glasgow Loud & Clear
Gloucester Audio Excellence
Grimsby Manders Hi Fi
Guernsey Melodonia
Guildford PI Hi Fi
Halifax Huddersfield Hi Fi
Hounslow Musical Images
Huddersfield Huddersfield Hi Fi
Hue Zen Audio
Kings Lynn Martins Hi Fi
Leamington- The Leamington Hi Fi Co.
Liverpool Better Hi Fi
London Hi Fi Experience
London The Listening rooms
London KJ Leisuresound
Maidstone Unilet Sound & Vision
Manchester The Hi Fi Rooms
Nelson Wilkinsons Hi Fi
New Malden Unilet Sound & Vision

01342 314569
01323 731336
0121 429 2811
0181 952 5535
01392 218895
0141 334 8202
01452 300046
01472 351391
01481 56647
01483 504801
01422 366832
0181 569 5802
01484 544668
01482 587397
01553 761683
01926 888644
0151 227 5007
0171 580 3535
0171 244 7750
0171 486 8262
01622 676703
0161 835 1366
01282 612901
0181 942 9567

Newcastle Lintone Audio
Norwich Martins Hi Fi
Nottingham Nottingham Hi Fi
Oxford Radfords
Peterborough The Hi Fi Company
Plymouth Radfords
Portsmouth Jeffries Hi Fi
Preston Audio Excellence
Reading Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Rhos On Sea Electrotrader
Sheffield Audio Images
Shrewsbury Creative Audio
Slough Erasers
Solihull Music Matters
Southampton Hampshire Audio
St Albans W. Darby & Co.
St Leonard, Adams & Jarrett
Swansea Audio Excellence
Tunbridge Wells Sounds of Music
Watford Acoustic Arts
Whitham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Wolverhampton Midland Hi Fi Studio
Worcester Sound & Vision
Worthing Phase 3

111
0191 460 0999
01603 627010
0115 9786919
01865 511241
01733 341755
01752 226011
01705 863604
01772 253057
0118 9597768
01492 548932
0114 2737893
01743 241924
01753 520244
0121 742 0254
01703 252827
01727 850961
01424 437165
01792 474608
01892 547003
01923 233011
01376 501733
01902 380083
01905 619054
01903 245577

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE REFERENCE SERIES COMPRISING THE MODEL Otw, MODE, ne, MODEL Three AND MODEL Four CEE AND UNI0ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS URI.° is PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929 US PAT NO 5.548.657. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING
FOR DETAILS ON CEE REFERENCE SERIES PLEASE CONTACT KIT AUDIO ( UK) LIMITED. DEPT HEN24. FREEPOST MA1352, EGGLESTON ROAD. TOVIL, MAIDSTONE. KENT 4.515 613R FREEPHONE 0884) 7315420 WEBSITE MIA 136w, kei corn
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'Hands-on' Arcam's DRT-10 DAB tuner
IT is unusual for a company to allow a questions about the adequacy of transmitter
power and coverage, and possibly the
preview of a product still in development,
performance of the Hitachi receiver chip
but because of HEN/RR's interest in Digital
which most DAB tuners share.
Audio Broadcasting, Arcam arranged abrief
On a live choral broadcast, treble and
listening session of adevelopment prototype
soprano voices were hazy and fuzzily
of the Alpha 10 DRT DAB tuner at aLondon
indistinguishable, though the presiding priest
Dealer's. 'This is not yet,' warned an Arcam
was surrounded with agood deal of echoey
representative, 'a "Golden Ears" product'.
ambience. Known voices lacked definition in
A short spell in the demonstration room in
the baritone register: John Thaw in aRadio 5
fact confirmed the implicit cautions expressed
Live interview ( 96kb/s) had a nasal, tenor
in 'Listening to DAB' [
HFN/RR November]. It
tone, higher in pitch than would be expected
is understood that work remained to be done
From Inspector Morse, while Laurie Taylor on
at the time on the DAC/analogue stage
Radio 4 (
192kb/s) was distinctly nasal: odd
before the model goes into production, so this
given the usual BBC studio microphone
report must be read with that proviso in mind.
'chesty' sound, which seemed to have been
Switching the display to '
Engineering
either raised in pitch or filtered out. A later
Mode' - it is good to see that Arcam's
broadcast of aJarvi/SNO performance of
designers are aware of the need for signal
Glazunov's The Seasons was barely
strength, error rates and other parameters to
be displayed - showed that despite aBand 3 recognisable as an example of that conductor
and orchestra, strings muddled under astrong
aerial on the roof, signal strength was 30% to
digital ' hash', violins with some gritty
50% less than that achieved with the Roke
distortion, and the ensemble generally muddy.
Manor Gold Pack test rig for that report, at
There was, curiously, avery ill-defined, loose
which the Gold Pack module has been heard
and short changed bass component, given
to produce audible, and unpleasant,
that the Alpha 10 amplifier, used powering
distortion, while the error rate recorded,
B&W 301 loudspeakers, is not exactly bassalthough corrected, was particularly high.
light, although that sample could have been
Yet again, with an external aerial located in
described as some what leaden. Tuning to
North London, within the M25, this raises

Radio 2 brought up ' Itchy- Coo Park',
sounding grey, flat, lethargic and undynamic,
with dead, monotonous vocals. Equally flat
and grey was BBC World Service, again at
80kb/s, no more than acceptable AM quality.
This, alas, bears out others' experiences of
some in-car digital tuners, and incidentally the
warning previously iterated in HFN/RR of the
importance of the digital/analogue
conversion in DAB receivers. How much was
due to poor reception conditions, the Hitachi
receiver device which most DAB tuners share,
or any shortcomings of the broadcast bit- rate
or data compression will have to await afull
technical review of the two DAB tuners coming
on to the market early in 1999.
Eric Braithwaite

• Arcam, 01223 203200
Note: Arcam's PR spokesman points out that the

event on which EB reports was not intended as
a demonstration of the quality obtainable from
DAB, nor of the sound quality that will be
obtainable from the production DRT-10, but
was meant to deal with the operational aspects.
The poor signal strength was apparently due to
aerial problems following heavy gales. Further
listening sessions are being arranged! - Ed.

Arcaydis AC1
look similar to the Cyclones [' Brief

balance that did not show any major vices, going deep enough to

Encounters', November], but these cylindrical speakers
from Arcaydis depart in several important respects.

add weight to bass guitar, for instance, although positioning
away ( 60cm) from a rear wall helped it to ' breathe'

THEY

may

First the price: at £ 1099, you could buy two pairs of
these AC1 speakers for the price of one pair of Cyclone
34s, and still have change for quality speaker cables.
Secondly the construction: unlike the Cyclone's's barrellike solid hardwood build, the Arcaydis uses laminated
rings of MDF. This may equate to more consistency
between batches, as MDF can be produced more
uniformly than natural hardwoods.
The Arcaydis ACI is atwo-way design: behind the foam
wrap-around, a metal grille protects the Morel mid/bass
and Focal inverted dome tweeter. Bass is reflex- loaded by
aport, athird of the way up the integral pedestal stand.
Inside this stand, mounted behind the bi-vvirable speaker
post panel, is the crossover, which uses a first- order network
for the bass/mid, and second- order for the treble. The
speaker was supplied in a light oak veneer and
black foam top, the overall appearance
somewhat resembling an over- sized
microphone. But its looks drew
admiration from the lady of the house.
The sound from the AC 1 is free

/

from any obvious problems. Heard
with

an Arcam

Alpha

9 and

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista/X-A200
amps it had a relatively smooth
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easier. Vocals, especially male and in the baritone
region, showed the ACls to be alittle rich on the lowmid/high-bass for some tastes. Switching to Chord
Electronics amplification confirmed the chestiness was
not a product of the MF/Arcaydis pairing but a
character of the speaker. This nonetheless conferred
an added warmth that will suit many ears and
amplifier!. Top end was easy on the ear, contributing
to arelatively mellow sound.
But it did trip up on congested mixes, when a chest
inflection obscured the detail and presence of voices,
such as from Ladysmith Black Mambazo [
5652982].
The first song, ` Inkananyezi Nezazi' is a good example of
complex vocal harmonies losing some clarity with the
AC I's character. But in their favour they had a relaxed
natural sound, making them ' sound' more sensitive than
the quoted 87dB figure.
Standing 1200mm tall, these stylised floorstanding
speakers are an interesting design that seem to exploit the
natural benefits conferred by the cylindrical main
chamber. And with an option from the manufacturer,
under development, to use active crossovers, there could
be even more potential to the design.
Andrew Harrison
• Arcaydis, 01562 865788
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As close as you'll get to the original sound
For more than 60 years the Quad philosophy has been to create the closest approach to the original sound. Our engineering ntegrity; care in manufacture and
inspired design work has ensured that the new 99 Series hi-fi system and electrostatic loudspeakers bring that philosophy to anew level of reality in your home.

(LA
QUAD
Tel

Sovereign Court, Ermine Business Park,
Huntirgdon, Cambs, PE18 6WA, England
44 1011480 433777 / 441700 Fax: + 44 1011480 431767
Men ber of the intermational Audio Group

SERI

brief encounters
AVI Positron revisited
bass instruments are doing; and Bjork's voice now
comes through loud and clear.
Fearful that acertain raw nature had intruded on
the previously liquid silk midband, next onto the CD
platter was our one-time cover disc of Mozart's
Clarinet Concerto with Antony Michaelson in the lead.
Feeling that the clarinet now sounded too forward, the
speakers were moved back close to the wall to
reinforce the low frequency output. This put the
midrange back into balance, and also showed that
the Q of the bass system has been tightened to the
point where the Positron's are no longer so room or
position sensitive. With rear wall reinforcement the
bass extension improves by 20Hz, and yet the bass
performance is cleaner!
AVI's new crossover has certainly removed any
evidence of an overwarm bass, and the treble is now
better balanced with the midband. The midrange is
now more forward, measurement showing again in
sensitivity of almost 1dB in this region, the only
drawback being that the Positron is more sensitive to
partnering equipment and cables. Iused them with
AVI's 52000 system which was a fine combination,
but beware of brighter sounding amplifiers or CD
players.
Peter JComeau

WE first reviewed the AVI Positron in a group test
[Nov ' 97] when Iwas struck by its stunning clarity
throughout the midrange region, the limitations in
performance occuring in the extreme treble, where
there appeared to be a slight lift in output, and in
the bass, which seemed overwarm in balance.
That such shortcomings were not detrimental to the
Positron's performance has been shown by its success
in the marketplace, but AVI seems to have felt that the
speaker should be ' perfect' and accordingly has
produced anew crossover that lifts the overall system
performance.
With new crossover in place, a £ 117.50 dealer-fit
option for existing users ( since much soldering is
involved), the whole character of the speaker is
transformed. In physical terms, a huge ferrite-cored
coil, previously in line with the bass unit, has been
removed from the crossover board to allow the unit to
carry more midrange. The treble crossover has been
amended accordingly. The most obvious audible effect
is adramatic improvement in bass ' slam' as if the
bass unit has been given more freedom of
articulation.
I
tried out Bjork's 'Play Dead', which on the original
Positron had been overwhelmed by a soggy and
overbearing pounding bass. The new crossover has
cleaned up this whole area, so one can hear what

•AVI, 01453 752656

Thomas Transducers Obligato amplifier
coupled design (using choke input filtering),
hardwired throughout using silvered copper
wire in PTFE insulation. The single-ended

IT TENDS to be assumed that singleended triode amplifiers and hornloaded loudspeakers go together so that

output stages each consist of an EL34
pentode, used in triode mode.
There's no doubt that the Obligato

as the song says ' you can't have one
without the other'.
You can't make much use of a sub- IOW
SET amplifier without high- sensitivity

works

horn loading. Just like the horn of an
old

gramophone

or

any

well

with

the

Thomas

Virtuosos, and Ibecame even more
attached to the combination of Thomas

loudspeakers, and this really means

Obligato and Avantgarde Uno speakers

brass

in this case, the bass section is a

instrument, this type efficiently directs and

conventional active box with its own
amplification, so the Obligato only had to

couples the relatively small sound source at
the throat to the air in front of the large horn

provide mid and treble. This it did superbly,

mouth, and you get more sound level per
watt of amplifier power. If your speaker has a

the noise floor is

and assisted that quality of unstrained

sensitivity of say 105dB/1W, you can get

lifted by the high

immediacy, that effortless nothing-between-

'realistic' peak levels with a wattage still in
single figures — although in practice this
may well only be true for the midrange. The

sensitivity of ahorn speaker. If

you- and- the- music, that the Avantgarde

the noise floor comes up, horn
proponents argue, so will even ultra- lowlevel crossover distortion artefacts in apush-

midrange can provide.
.Although the Kelly KT2 has a high

pull amp: hence the benefit of single-ended.
Thomas Transducers experimented with

horn league and it's not the kind of speaker
the Obligato was designed for. But the amp

various valve amplifiers before engaging
David Wright to design one specially for its
own Lowther-based horn speakers — and

worked pretty well on the KT2, smoothing

down side of high-sensitivity speakers is that
they are equally sensitive to amplifier hum
and noise. Increasing the speaker sensitivity
by 10dB will have exactly the same effect as
worsening the amplifier's signal-to-noise
ratio by 10dB. General-purpose hi-fi
amplifiers of ordinary specification will often
sound unacceptably noisy when

one of the design aims was to produce an
amplifier that really was quiet enough. Cased
in speaker-matching wood, and even fitted
with wooden knobs, the 7W, £ 1994
Obligato looks rather idiosyncratic, but
its unexpected weight ( 14.5kg)

JANUARY 1999

out the speaker's slight treble brashness and
making the midrange really melt- in- themouth. The Kelly's bass shortcomings
weren't overcome, but the overall coherence
and seamlessness of the sound made up for a
lot. Ithink this amplifier largely lives up to
Thomas's blurb, which bandies the words
'relaxed', ' involving' and ' natural'. It doesn't

conveys a pretty serious intent. The
410x150x315mm case is basically full

really sparkle, and it doesn't have an overtly
dynamic sound, but it does work. If you are

of transformer. This is a power
amplifier with volume control, with a
carefully- chosen input sensitivity that

hooked on horns, and don't blench at having

provides
a convincingly
low- noise
performance with horns. It is a direct-
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sensitivity by normal standards, it isn't in the

to pay out nearly £285 per watt, you should
check it out.
Steve Harris
• Thomas Transducers, 01424 813888
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from a company best known for higt

TAG McLaren are soon to become famous, not only for our success on the race track, but for the sound in your living room
most respected audio companies, has been created with one simple aim in mind: to produce the best audio and audio visual equipment
A range of components which represents unparalleled levels of technology and engineering, recreating with absolute fidelity the artist's .
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products featured: cd player CD2OR, integrated amplifier 60i
email: helpdesletagmclarenaudio.com

freephone: 0800 7838007

performance, hi- fidelity.

TAG McLaren Audio, the result of a merger with Audiolab, one of Britain's
money can buy. The first fruit of this collaboration is the AeM series.
performance in your own home. We expect them to go as fast as our cars.
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ou know when you're on to
something special when
you've just listened to a
piece of music you thought you
knew... and something scares you
by its unfamiliarity. Scary it may be,
but it does remind you that the
elusive goal of recreating real music
at realistic volumes is not such a
distant goal after all.
The cause of distress in this case
was aclose acquaintance with these
Chord amplifiers — a CPA 3200
pre-amplifier and an SPM 1200C
power amplifier. The two together
represent a combination that is
nearing the peak of the company's
line of amplification electronics,
there being only one pre-amp and
one more two-channel power amp
that exceed these in cost. And cost
is relevant, since we are definitely in
a coveted territory here: high-end,
yes, but without the silly price tags
that equal the sum of years of
average annual salaries. So let's get
the wincing out of the way first: the
3200 pre- amp costs £ 3785 in
standard finish (including a choice
of teak, walnut or black ash wood
side- cheeks) while the 1200C
power amp in the same standard
finish costs £4210. That finish,
whether silver or anodised
black, can be transformed
with an option of side- rails
and 'Trager' or ' Integra' side
blocks. The former we've
seen before ( see EB's
discussion of the mythical
'Herr Trager', HFNIRR,
Aug ' 97), but the Integra is a
new option, away to achieve
asimilar level of distinctive styling
at alower price. A set of six Integra
blocks for one amplifier costs £810.

The SPM 1200C, the first Chord
with aC-suffix, is derived from one
of the company's earlier successes,
the original SPM 1200. Like all
Chord power amplifiers, it is
differentiated from the mainstream
of designs by the practical
application of asophisticated power
supply — a Switch Mode Power
Supply, no less. This is an
ingenious method of translating
mains 240V/50Hz power into the
lower DC voltage required by most
solid-state electronics, a technology
regularly used in domestic video
recorders and DVD players but
rarely in quality audio electronics
(with the notable exception of
some Linn products). But the
aerospace industry knew the secret
of high-power SMPS applications
years ago, and it was from this
background that Chord Electronics
founder John Franks — who had

The SPM
1200C
amplifier, the
first Chord
with a C- suffix,
is derived from
one of the
company's
earlier
successes,
the original

SPM 1200

Chord has pioneered
the use of Switch
Mode power supplies
for audio power amps

been an avionics engineer at
Marconi — built the first Chord
audio amplifiers.
Switched mode isn't everything
though. Franks is keen to point out
that the strength of Chord power
supplies lies not just in the highfrequency switching architecture,
but in the electrical tying-together
of the supply rails with a strong
magnetic
flux.
So,
under
demanding conditions when the
output devices are drawing more
power, both rails can pitch in to
deal with this demand equally, and
thereby keep the supply rails, and
hence the output, dynamically
balanced and free of transient
distortions.

CHORD RPM 1200C
In this latest ' C' guise, the SPM
1200's output power has been
increased to a quoted 340W/8
ohms, 530W/4 ohms and 720W/2
ohms per channel. Looking further
down Chord's spec sheet, we see

Chord Electronics' latest amplifiers
carry style on their sleeve and pride in
their performance
by ANDREW HARRISON

The amps that came in from the

ROPE ART MISSING

JANUARY1999
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AMPLIFIERS
claims
for
peak
pulses
(instantaneous power) of 1560
watts into 4 ohms. Now it's this
kind of capability, this dynamic
headroom, that translates — with
more than just High Street
specmanship — into the power
reserves need to reproduce wellrecorded ( or monitored) music
faithfully.
The extra power has been
achieved by running the amp's
driver stages from their own rails
(instead of those of the output
stages), as the drivers were found to
be the limiting factor at the highest
output levels. The 1200C also
benefits from the use of additional
custom-made MOSFETS in the
output stages.
As to facilities and build quality,
this comparatively low- weight
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amplifier will suit the most
discerning tastes. From the front
panel, you can switch the amp on
from standby, and select between
speaker set A and/or B, connected
independently to substantial 4mm
binding posts on the rear. All eight
of these posts will be in use in biwire installations, indicated by both
A and B LEDs illuminating in soft
blue. Also to the rear are the input
sockets, sturdy RCA and balanced
Neutrik XLRs. The overall feel is
that of high-class engineering and
careful machining: aerospace
engineering in evidence even from
the outside.

CHORD CPA 3200
The CPA 3200 pre- amplifier shares
the same 435x133x355mm (whd)
chassis as the SPM 1200C, and

After the
signal has
been selected
(via an array
of relays
mounted along
the inside of
the rear panel)
it is assigned
to its own
buffer stage,
and thereafter
treated to a
wireless
balanced line
configuration,
right up to the
unit's output
sockets

with the Integra blocks in place the
two stack neatly together.
Six inputs are available, the two
labelled Disc 1 and Disc 2 also
having provision for balanced input
sources. The 3200 is now dubbed
'enhanced', alluding to the more
sophisticated source-routeing
through the unit. After the signal
has been selected (via an array of
relays mounted along the inside of
the rear panel) it is assigned to its
own buffer stage, and thereafter
treated to a wireless balanced-line
configuration, right up to the unit's
output sockets. Three outputs
routes are offered, Output 1
bearing RCA and balanced XLR
sockets, and Output 2 XLR only.
The 'wireless' aspect refers not to
some antique radio transmission,
but the use of 18mm nickel-plated
brass pillars for signal routeing
through the unit, in preference to

...you are no,

'
k

supplant it - ever"
Horn freviewing the Chord SIM 1200B
(GrnmopHone Magnzine Feb 1994}

The new Chord SPM

120ÓC

Only Chord could better
the SPM 1200B.
The SPM 1200C.
Chord's 3rd Generation
Power Amplifier.
The Best. Perfected.

(01 CHORD e

Audition the Chord SPM 1200C at:
London & South East

Midlands

Musical Images
Covent Garden
Tel : 0171 497 1346

Leicester HiFi Company
Leicester
Tel : 0116 262 6097

Musical Images
Hounslow
Tel : 0181 569 5802

Castle Sound and Vision
Nottingham
Tel : 0115 958 4404

Musical Images
Beckenham
Tel : 0181 663 3777

Music Matters
Birmingham
Tel : 0121 429 2811

Progressive Audio
Rainhom
Tel : 01634 389004

North

Phase 3 HiFi
Worthing
01903 245577
Chord Electronics Ltd. The Pumphouse, Farleigh Bridge
East Farleigh, Kent ME16 9NB, United Kingdom.
Tel: 01622 721444. Fax: 01622 721555.
email: saleei ,chord.softnet.co.uk

West
Grandix Sound & Vision
New Malden
Tel : 0181 336 0012
Northwood Audio
Aylesbury
01296 428790

Doug Brady HI-Fl
Warrington
Tel : 01925 828009
Audio Reflections
Wakefield
Tel : 01132 528850
Northern Ireland
Moores HiFi
County Down
Tel : 01247 812 417

AMPLIFIERS
the less- ideal PCB tracks or even
point-to-point wiring. Additionally,
input gain can be customised for
each source: standard, times-two or
times-five.
Within all Chord Electronics preamps lies a dual- bus layout,
designated Bus A and Bus B,
roughly comparable to having
separate
record
and
listen
functions. This allows recording of
a source from one bus while
listening to a source on the other,
but also allows recording from two
independent sources at once
(unlike aconventional record/listen
configuration's single-out option).
Once acquainted with the system,
everyday operation is really very
little different from using a
conventional control amp.
Volume
and
balance
are
controlled from traditional rotary
potentiometers, small conical knobs
providing the tactile experience.
Both these are motorised and can
be operated by remote. When
volume is moved up or down, the
fluorescent display changes from
declaring source to a numerical,
nominal 0-99, measure of volume.
This is the only time that volume
level can be gauged from across a
room (except when music is being
played, obviously) as there is no
facility to revive volume display
except when this is being altered,
and the knob itself has only the
tiniest of dents to show its position.
Similarly, the balance shows
chevron arrows pointing to left or
right when balance is shifted, but
otherwise it is very difficult to
ascertain its relative position.

"EpLi
bee *ire leo

404P el. • •

Inner beauty: this
shot shows Chord's
'aerospace' standards
of construction

SUPPLIER
Chord
Electronics Ltd,
The Pumphouse,
Farleigh Bridge,
Farleigh Lane,
East Farleigh,
Kent
ME16 9NB.
Tel: 01622
721444

SOUND QUALITY
As a combination, these Chord
amplifiers provide proof that you
don't need heavy floor- straining
metalwork nor stars and stripes to
wow
with
a
large- as- life
performance. With no nonsense,
they immediately showed a high
level of confidence and authority —
reassuring that trouble put into
refining an innovative PSU and
applying pro-audio solutions reaps
wonders in sound quality. To get
better aquainted with their relative
merits Iused the yardstick of my
Linn Kairn and Klout amplifiers
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talking over the music. What
did you say?! Quite.
The creeping shivers can
be felt from such vinyl
treats as ' Heaven is
Wide' from the Garbage
double- LP. The
incessant drum
pattern, light and
shade contrasts
. and menacing
vocal drove on
compusively,
raising neck hairs.
And then there's the
level of revelation.
II
For example, when the
Chords were matched to ATC
SCM20 speakers, an appalling tape
accident
on
an
otherwise
(priced together at around half the
entrancing CD was suddenly
Chords' price) for comparison.
brought to light. Listen to ` Vulani
The 1200C is a fleet- footed
Amasango' on Ladysmith Black
powerhouse that loses nothing in
Mambazo's
recent
Best
Of
musical subtleties. The fact that
[Polygram 565 298-2]: the clarity
300- plus watts of root- meanof this system makes such goofs
squared power is available to 8ohm
jump out.
speakers is not entirely the point,
Comparing pre- amplifiers, the
because Iwas never conscious of a Kairn sounded forward and crisp,
National Grid-draining behemoth
carrying speed and transients
at work. For one thing the Chord
sharply — impressive, until the
runs cool and quiet. Lights don't
3200 also showed it the importance
dim on switch- on ( as with the
of space between sounds, as heard
Klout), it never got hot, even at
on the `March to the Scaffold' from
nightclub volumes (thank you, my
the Fantastic Symphony [
DG 2350
patient neighbours), and no
597, BPO/Karajan], and then again
extraneous hums and buzzes were
with ' Papua New Guinea' from
ever heard creeping from the
Future Sound of London's
chassis. Instead, just sweet dynamic
Accelerator [
Jumpin' & Pumpin', LP
music that could often jolt you
TOT 2]. With the FSOL the Kairn
breathless with transients. When
sounded positively impetuous by
first tried wired to Harbeth LS 3/5A
comparison, understating tonal
speakers in amonitor situation (offcolours for the sake of a detailed
air TV sound through aMitsubishi
midrange presence.
S-VHS Nicam VCR), the clarity
CONCLUSION
and neutrality of the amps could be
heard. To an almost disconcerting
In summary, this nigh- on £ 8000
degree, edits in dialogue, ie, postpre-/power amplifier combination
production dubbing, were shown
is, literally, revelatory. The Chords
up too frequently, far more than I look smart, have the feel of quality
suspected was normal in modern
engineering, and will supply power
broadcast production. But lack of
seemingly without constraint. By
volume was now an issue. Ididn't
traditional measures of ' tunewant to push the insensitive little
playing' they hold their own, and
BBC babies to their end-stops.
have transparency to music's inner
Letting the 1200C get into its
workings. Perhaps some day, more
stride, it was tried with an
if not all amplifiers will be made
LP12/LVII/Rolunann and Kinshaw
this way.
Perception front end, and
Manufacturer's specification
Chord CPA3200
Jamo Concert 11 speakers
Line inputs
4 unbalanced, 2 balanced
This front-end combination
(all with independent gain adjustment)
carries an enormous amount
Outputs
2 balanced/unbalanced
(independently switchable) plus headphone output
of bass information, which the
Dimensions (hwd, mm)
420x355x133
160W/4 ohm Klout
Weight
14kg
Typical
price
(
inc
VAT)
£3785
often
finds
too
challenging at higher
Manufacturer's specification
Chord SPM1200C
volumes. Not so with
Power output, RMS
2 x 315W into 8 ohms
Power output, peak
1560W into 4 ohms
the Chord amp. It has
Inputs
2 xXLR balanced/gold plated
the disconcerting ability
2 x RCA phono-style/rhodium plated
Speaker outputs 2 pairs, independently switchable
to create real sound
:8 binding posts incorporating 4mm sockets)
pressure levels with ease,
Dimensions (hwd, mm)
420x355x133
Weight
1.8kg
not something you're always
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£4210
conscious of until you try --,,

Chord's alternative
black finish, seen
here with wooden
end cheeks
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A change of

Outside, the CDS Mk II
looks much the same as its
predecessor, but inside almost
everything has changed. Here's
afull review of Naim's new
flagship CD player
by MARTIN COLLOMS

D

espite some judicious
stockpiling, supplies of vital
components for the original
Naim CDS player eventually neared
their end and it was time for Naim
to think again. CDS had long been
the company's flagship two- box
player, the natural companion to the
top of the line NAC52 twin box preamplifier. The first model cost
£3900 when discontinued, and the
new design involves a hefty price
hike to £ 5625. The ' Mk II' is
something of a misnomer, as the
machine reviewed here couldn't be
further from being asimple upgrade
to the old.
In the present Naim hierarchy, the
old CDS still has aprice equivalent,
the CDX, priced at £2200, this itself
a free standing equivalent to the
older CD-2 [
HFNIRR, Oct ' 96].
In contrast to the CD- 2, the CDX
can be augmented by an additional
power supply [ as can the CD3.5,
covered in the Naim system feature,
30

July -98, and also reviewed by PM
in Nov ' 98]. CDX may be
augmented by abrand new auxiliary
supply called XPS, then arriving at a
Above: don't try this
grand
total of £4125 and providing
at home! The Naim
the equivalence to the old CDS.
CDS II with chassis
Confusingly, the CDS II is
pulled out to reveal
individually priced at £3700 though
the complex internals
it won't work without the XPS.
Naim's view is that arelatively ' soft'
upgrade
path
is
facilitated
nonetheless: namely, begin with a
CDX, go on to a CDX plus XPS,
then trade in the CDX for the CDS
II, while retaining the XPS.
This may deeply concern Naim
The ' Mk II' is
aficionados but for the purpose of
something of a this review we have to consider that
misnomer, as
we have Naim's latest ` king of the
the machine
hill' CD player, adesign intended to
reviewed
stand alone in any good system
here couldn't
including those of Naim. For those
be further
who haven't yet encountered aCDS,
from being a
here the ' two box'convention is
simple upgrade differently handled. Generally atwo
to the old
box CD means a transport and

digital decoder, intertwined by a
digital data interface which needs
considerable care in its execution if
it's not to degrade sound quality.
But Naim's approach, pioneered
in earlier pre- amplifiers, from the
NAC32 onwards, is to separate the
power supplies from the working
units. By allocating afull-size case to
the power supply it can be built as a
full expression of the art. A
substantial multi- wire umbilical
cable connects the supply to the
player,
the
latter
needing its own support
table, separated from
any residual mechanical
vibration or electromagnetic interference
which might emanate
from the power supply.
Built in Naim's standard
profile case style, the CDS II has
retained the top-loading style of the
CDS. You lift the light acrylic lid,
lock the CD in place with a small
magnetically-retained puck and drop
down the hinged, damped-descent
cover. The ultra- simple fascia has
just seven buttons: display ( off),
previous/next track, pause, stop and
play. Greater depth of control can be
found on the sophisticated remote
Naim handset provisionally called
'Flash' included with this model.
(This is also available as a general
accessory at around £ 300.)
Equipped with an assignable LCD
'window' display, this handeset has a
simplified user interface accessing
the relevant controls for the chosen
model. Vibration/tilt-sensitive, it
`wakes up'and illuminates when you
pick it up, returning to sleep mode
when you put it down (don't leave it
on aworking speaker as you will run
the batteries down!). All the usual
features including anumeric keypad,
repeat, programming, etc, are
present on this unit which will also
talk to all the other audio
components in the Naim (in other
words, RC5) control hierarchy.
Despite customer requests for
more flexibility, Naim's chief
engineer Roy George remains
dedicated to the verifiable principle
JANUARY IWO
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CD PLAYERS
that everything which is not truly
necessary will likely degrade sound
quality. And this includes a digital
signal output (
eg, for recording to
CDR or Mini Disc) or standard
phono sockets on the audio output.
All that's required to interface to the
Naim system is a 5- pin DIN
connection, so for an ' outside'
connection, an accessory adapter
cable, or, if you're really keen, one
made up using your favourite cable,
is needed — and believe me, it's
worth the effort.
This player is right down the line
on specification, offering a claimed
2V output from alow 50 ohm source
impedance,
20Hz to 20kHz
frequency response, distortion better
than 0.1% 20Hz to 20kHz — and
that's it. It does have HDCD
decoding but you'd be hard put to
find any visible evidence of this
except in the replay.

in the high-order, low-ripple PMD-1
HDCD digital filter chip which
includes automatic HDCD code
recognition and decoding. Data at
20 bit processed resolution is
delivered to the double mono Burr
Brown PCM1702-K (top selection)
20-bit DACs. Successful research
has allowed current- to- voltage
conversion to go discrete, rather
than in the usual high feedback chip
while the seven- pole Bessel filter
(adopted by Naim to provide an
ultra- clean audio-only bandwidth) is
now also executed in higher-quality
discrete circuits.
The general idea is one of a
universal CD player, which does not
unpredictably interact with other
equipment, one which has very good
environmental isolation, is easy to
use and may well serve as a telling
and painless introduction to the rest
of the Naim audio range.

TECHNOLOGY

SOUND QUALITY

On the face of it the CDX and CDS
II have a similar capability and use
broadly
similar
components,
including the digital filter /decoding
chip set and the CDM12 drive, but
there the similarity ends. CDX has a
swing-arm loading tray while CDS II
benefits from the superior transport
chassis and suspension system.
Three critically-tuned leaf springs
are employed. The transport is
selected from Philips fast trackaccess CDM12 series type 05, which
goes with the latest CD7 transport/
signal decoding chip set. This is
relatively open-ended, in that
designers are encouraged to write
their own control software to
optimise tracking and functionality,
and Naim has taken the opportunity
to do so.
Segregating main function blocks,
the player circuitry is located on
three printed circuit boards. Critical
boards are also set on a high
`Q'spring suspension to maximise
isolation from environmental
vibration.
Power regulation is exceptional in
a determined effort to wholly
segregate the complex, differing
functional units — motor drive,
signal
acquisition
and
tracking, digital filtering,
digital to analogue
conversion and analogue
filtering. Thus the XPS
has
six
primary
regulators. Examining at
the CDS II itself there
are then three regulators
on the transport servo
board, four on each of thi
pair of analogue board
and no less than 25 on the
main functional board.
Recovered digital data is

Naim audio electronics are notorious
for sounding ordinary straight out of
the box. Even the few hours
expended on the review unit before
delivery counted for little in
comparison with the result after a
few days use including ` continuous
repeat' overnight.
First out, real quality was hinted
at but the musical effect was rather
cold, enclosed and not obviously
dynamic or as demonstrably effective
as might be expected from the
marque. It did have an interesting
measure of bass control and
transient integrity, ' all of a
piece'percussion. There was also a
hint of an unexpectedly sophisticated
sweet treble.
But this was as nothing compared
with the well run-in device. Even in
anon-Naim system, highly heretical
in terms of the Salisbury gold
standard, this player's sound gets
under your skin.
In some respects it defies
analysis. The completeness of its
approach suggests that nit-
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Naim's
approach,
pioneered in
earlier preamplifiers,
from the
NAC32
onwards, is to
separate the
power
supplies from
the working
units. By
allocating a
full-size case
to the power
supply it can
be built as a
full expression
of the art

picking would constitute wasted
time and effort. It's one of those rare
and truly welcome designs where
you can thankfully forget the
mechanics of CD replay and the
attendant hi-fi aspects, and simply
assess the sheer quality of the
musical experience.
No, it's not as forward, as
attention grabbing, as edge of the
seat as the outgoing technology [see
CD2 review] but in comparison it
has a majestic command of the
whole range of expression, soft to
loud, micro dynamics to full
crescendi, from the deepest bass to
the highest treble.
Perspectives are more natural,
extending from a little behind the
plane of the speakers to a distant
vanishing point, This player has
serious stereo imaging, fine poise,
compelling vocal presence and focus,
plus open, wide, deep staging.
Textures are creamy, tonality very
well differentiated over awide range
of instrumental colours.
The bass was exceptional, not a
word to be used lightly. It seems to
add a quarter of an octave of clean
extension to the speakers.
As the new CDS II ran in, the
sound quality stabilised over the
course of aweek. That initial feeling
grew into afirm conviction that here
was something special, a design
which succeeded in blending the
best attributes without bias or
favour. Excellent dynamics were
combined with substantial neutrality
while fine timing coexisted with a
subtle, highly resolved treble.
Fortunately, the confident stable
rhythm was not achieved at the
expense of either transparency or
image depth, both of which were
very good. In the US audiophile
class for outright extension and
slam, the bass was also considered
agile, tuneful and expressive.
Sound stages were more
generous than we have come to
expect from Naim, yet a very
good central focus was achieved
together with a surprising and
appealing feeling of intimacy and
presence. That focused quality
was present along with a
very natural, spacious
perspective
with
no
significant shifts of timbre.
Indeed, we felt this
remarkable player was
equally
at
ease
with
independently-sourced high
end components as with an
all-Naim system. Earlier
designs such as the CD-2could
sound unflattering in the
company of non-Naim-branded
ancillaries, not able to show their
best virtues to full advantage. On
first hearing, the CDS II may
31
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CD PLAYERS
NAIM CDS II

sound rather subtle, not significantly
present

or

forceful.

But

in

a

surprisingly short time, one realises
that nothing needs emphasis, as the

LAB REPORT
The higher

fine. Measured

required degree of expression and
dynamics appear almost like magic
from musical recordings.

resolution of the
20-bit digital filter

with the supplied
cable Igot just over

reading ¡ mm
where 2mm is not
uncommon. A

100dB mid band

couple of my most

Perhaps the best compliment that

and DACs is
apparent in the
more accurate

falling to avery
satisfactory

replay of the I6-bit
test signals.

83.2dB of
separation at

bass lines, natural timbre, grainless
textures and the ability to surprise
were all common strands. Ifound

Likewise the
accuracy on higher

20kHz.

the CDS II consistently entertaining
and involving, low in fatigue, rather

properly dithered to
the 16-bit CD

`undigitar, in fact.
Weighing up all the subjective

standard was also
significant.

data, it was the sheer quality of the
music reproduced by this player, not
superficial hi-fi aspects, which

On the first
sample, which was
pre-production, the
left channel had a

can be paid this player, is simply that
it sounds more like a fine analogue
turntable: firmly constructed rhythm

targeted a truly commendable score
of 50 on my usual listening- test
scale, well into the highest rank.

resolution material

minor glitch
towards full level

At lower
modulation levels,

worn CDs were in
fact rejected by the
CDS IL Signal to
noise ratios were
fine at 107dB

eg, - 70dB, with

112dBA and
104dB CC1R

dither the total
harmonic distortion

[1kHz refl. Hum
was better than 110

was standard at
-45dB, the same

dB down. Deemphasis was

for both channels,
115dB below full
modulation.
Analysed to

respectably
accurate. Good
immunity to shock

resulting in an
almost academic

and vibration was
demonstrated
though there was
some mild 'whirr'

dtfference in
distortion, 0.05%

suppressed, better
than 120dB down

from the transport,
just audible at kw

of any ostentation in style or finish,
in practice the Naim CDS IPs

left, 0.003% right,
very likely
insufficient to

below full level. A
check on radio

listening levels.
Low level linearity

workmanlike, uncluttered design
made it very easy to operate: all

disturb the listening
tests. The second

frequency noise
also confirmed a

as extreme& good,
within 0.4dB of

very good

true level at -90dB

other difficulties were surmountable.

sample, from a

There is little adverse to report
from the lab evaluation save the

production run,
possessed the
intended selection
quality of DAC

performance for
EMC.
Full level high

modulation with
very good matching
between channels.
The graph for

While Icould cavil at the lack of
phono socket outputs or a digital
output to help recorders, or the lack

barely average gap error protection
in the very early review sample. Jitter
was very low for this integrated
transport/decoder design while the
other parameters — frequency
response, linearity and distortion —

and returned

frequency
intermodulation
signals were

comparably
excellent distortion

handled well by the
second player,

10kHz), ¡kHz tone, - 70dB, dithered

unweighted,

100kHz
bandwidth, spuriae
were excellently

CONCLUSION

Fig I Naim CDS II: distortion spectrum (to

Fg 2. Naim CDS II: distortion and spunae
(to 88kHz), IkHz tone, - 70dB, dithered

Fg 3 Naim CDS II: intermodulation
distortion, 19kHz120kHz tones at OdB

linearity, -60 to
-120dB
handsomely bears

Fig 4. Naim CDS II: linearity, plotted from
-60dB to - 120dB (error in dB)

results for both

typically -89dB for

this out.
While aformal

were all fine, mainly constrained

channels. Both the

the in-band

jitter analysis was

kw transport jitter.
At 10kHz the

from test perfection by the clearly

full level and
-10dB modulation

difference tone.

not requested, some

story was similar,

That first sample

high resolution

with some 50Hz

results for distortion

gave somewhat

spectrograms for I

at 1kHz were state
of the art, avery

poorer figures on
the left channel,

and 10kHz were

sidebands at 112dB or better

close approach to
full 16-bit code

84d13 for OdB

good sounding analogue output
circuitry which section measured
more like agood pre-amplifier.
While this is a costly design, its
sound quality is so strong for a
music lover that you just have to
take the view that the CDS II
represents fine value. With an
outright ranking in the top
audiophile class, Ifeel Naim must
now bite the bullet and make

revealing since the
analysis extended

recovery.
Looking at a
few basics, the

modulation,
-79.1dB at the
-10dB IIM level.
The second sample

down to - 135dB
relative to full

output level was
almost exactly to

gave -89dB on
both channels

was asmattering
of 50Hz, supply
related components

available a phono -socket audio
output for ordinary mortals.

standard, 2.03V,
only 0.15dB high.

The proof is in the listening. Cast
off any preconceptions, give your

was key at 64

favourite discs a spin, and you too

ohms while

response was wide,

level The very low

may fall under its spell. Highly
recommended.

channel balance
was excellent at

essentially to dc at
low frequencies and

noise base was

better than

showed avery

actually below

+I-0. 03dB.
Interchannel phase

mild, and

135dB, and the
absence of any

difference was

0.54dB (average)
rounding by
20kHz, of

THE LISTENING SYSTEM
THE system for this review included:
Wilson WITT II, Wilson MAXX, Quad
ESL63, Spendor SP2 ( 2/3) speakers.
Amplification: Krell 650M, Cary 300SE
LX20, Naim NAP250, Conrad-Johnson
ART, Krell KPS25s preamp section,
Audio Synthesis Passion. CD references:
Naim CD3.5/Flat Cap, Krell KPS25s,
Audio Synthesis DM Decade.
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Output impedance

negligible, the
output near linear
phase and it was

(production models

level For the
¡kHz trace there

are said to be tested
for this aspect).
The frequency

intentional,

at avery
satisfactory
-112dB or better

noteworthy,

other
`junk'produced a
very clean result.
In particular the
`skirt'of the central

absolute phase
correct.
Channel

negligible degree at
15kHz.
Gap error was
not outstanding on

full level tone was
dramatically small,

separation was

the early sample,

indicative of very

and no other
spurious frequency
clutter right down
to - 130dB.
Test results

SUPPLIER
Naim Audio Ltd,
Southampton
Road,
Salisbury,
Wilts SPI 2LX.
Tel: 01722
332266

Naim CDS II/XPS

20Hz
Channel balance (
dB)+0.003
Stereo separation (
dB)102.1
Channel phase
difference ( degrees) 0.02
Distortion (
dB):
THD at OdB
95.3*
THD at - 10dB
THD at -70dB
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10dB
Frequency response
Left (
dB)
o
Right (
dB)
o
Signal-to-noise (
dB)
20Hz-20kHz, unwtd
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
De-emphasis
licHz
Error in dB)
+/-0.1,
Output level OdB
Output Impedance
Spurlae to 100kHz (
dB)
Track access Ito track 99)
Error at -90dB L/R
Typical price (
inc VAT)

lkHz
+0.003
101.8

20kHz
-0.042
83.2

0.04

0.62

95.1*
86.5*
-45
89.4*
89.2*

98.2*

0 -0.528
0 -0.570
107
104
5kHz
16kHz
+/-0.4 +/-0.18
2.03V(+0.15dB)
64 ohms
<120
2.5 secs
-0.4/-0.41
£5625 ( inc XPS)

* right channel; on the first sample, the leftchannel figures were worse than these, but
were improved on a second sample (see text)
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h, me of little faith. Worried
as Iwas that Stax, that great
Japanese purveyor of nocompromise, high-end headphones
and Keeper Of The Electrostatic
Faith, might have left us for good, I
never really expected it to come back
so, so invigorated. As if to belie the
downturn in the audio business, the
erosion of the Japanese economy and
whatever else plagues us as this
century ends, Stax has turned
up with two of the most
saleable products it's
ever issued.

SR-001 MK 2
Back in ' 94, prototypes
of Stax's dinky in-the-ear
headphones — the world's
first teensy electrostatic cans
— appeared, but it wasn't until
'96 that apair arrived for review.
Icalled the SR- 001 and SRM-001
energiser `... the best value high-end
headphone in the universe' [Nov ' 96
issue]. It sold then for £ 279.95.
In new Mk 2form, the only visual
give-away to upgrading is the leatherlike cushion on the headband.
Otherwise, it remains visually and
operationally identical. Open the
same, paperback- sized carton and
out pop the same ' little jewels,
certain to elicit cries of Gimme!
Gimme! from any audiophile with a
love for miniaturisation'.
Added padding aside, what's
changed is the 5p- piece- sized
electrostatic driver. The diaphragm
has been reduced from 2.5 to 1.5
micron thick: it remains visible
through the pivot on the end of the
earpiece, a cup which measures
28mm in diameter. The portion
entering your ear is the same ` horn'
terminated in silicone rubber
surrounds and which you insert as far
as their 15mm taper allows. The
earpieces still weigh only 12g per pair
and the assembly is no more
unobtrusive aweight on one's head
than a yarmulke. It's still a classic
push-pull electrostatic, with a bias
voltage of 580V DC: the frequency
response of 20Hz-1 kHz (+/- 2dB)
and lkHz-20kHz (+/- 4dB) is
unchanged. Maximum SPL is still
119dB at lkHz. Ouch.
For those who will use the SR-001
Mk 2 for its true purpose — highend personal hi-fi — note that the
battery-driven 60x24x120mm (whd)
SRM-001 weighs 140g with apair of
AA cells, good for 2 to 5hours use.
Any 4.5V/300mA mains adaptor can
drive this at home, to save on
batteries. But — you listening, Ben?
— it sounds better via batteries
rather than mains: cleaner, quieter
and atad more dynamic... believe it
or not. (By the way, there is aversion
of this headphone called the SR-003,
34

Stax, undisputed leader in
electrostatic headphones, returns with
two tempting new packages: the
'in ear' SR- 001 Mk 2 and the Lambda
Nova Basic system
by KEN KESSLER

THE
NEW
1[

(11‘

PACKS

which comes with the necessary fivepin plug to fit aStax ` Pro' input on a
full-blown Stax energisers.)
Because this device only works
with the SR-001 headphones, it will
torment users of other Stax models
to learn that this teensy energiser
gives a frequency response of
5Hz-20kHz (+ 0/-3dB at 10V RMS
output), with gain of 54dB,
distortion of 0.1%, and an input
impedance of 10k ohms. Its side
panel carries astereo 3.5mm socket
to take the line-level signal, and the
front bears the socket for the
headphones. Operation is via anicely
damped, combined on/off-plusvolume
rotary.
A
quicklyextinguishing red LED indicates
switch-on and settling down, agreen
LED showing normal operation.
Alas, the SR-001 Mk 2 still uses
flimsy, non-standard socketry: a
rubbery female connector grips the
end of the internal circuit board, and
the ` U'- shaped socket, which
prevents fitting the lead incorrectly,
reveals a corner of the PCB. But I
am pleased to say that the Mk 2
seems to grip more securely.
And it is still, by my reckoning, the
best value high-end headphone in the
universe. No, make that better, as
the price has been reduced by a
tenner to £ 269.95. Iran both new
and old off my Walkman Pro,
Roksan's Caspian CD player and my
computer's Soundblaster 64 AWE
soundcard. It is still ' a truly
JANUARY 1919
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HEADPHONES
comfortable, full-range, transparent,
lush transducer which you soon
forget that you're wearing', but the
Mk 2's improvements were not
where Iexpected them. Instead of
sweeter, faster treble, what Iheard
was... knock-out bass.
No kidding: the Mk 2seems to go
deeper, it's certainly richer and
there's abetter sense of weight. It
will, however, seem a bit alien if
you're moved to the Mk 2 from a
long period with the Mk 1, because
the bass gains alter the whole tonal
balance. The Mk 2 strikes me as
slightly less clinical, and marginally
less detailed but certainly more
appealing in overall naturalness. And
Iswear, given that the comparisons
were made by swapping headphones
while using the same energiser, that
the new version is more sensitive and
discernibly louder when the volume
control remains at afixed position. I
set the control at the 12 o'clock point
and swapped the cans again and
again, and I'm certain that the Mk 2
delivered more level. Either that, or it
demonstrated
the headphone
equivalent of being ` in your face'. Or,
more precisely, behind it.
It is with deep relief Ireport that
the Mk 2betters the Mk 1in enough
areas to warrant the new suffix. But
not enough to make you want to
ditch a pair of the earlier ones.
Rather, Ilook at this as more of an
incentive to ` go Stax' on the cheap
for those who have never sampled
Stax cans. But it's not the only
incentive...

LAMBDA NOVA
BASIC SYSTEM
Somehow,
the ' new'
Stax
organisation has managed to make a
pair of 'proper' Stax headphones, in
this case aversion of the rectangularearpieced Lambdas, available with
energiser for £ 399.95. Yes, you read
that correctly. The Lambda Nova
Basic is aheadphone which appears
to differ from the dearer Signature
and Classic versions of the Lambda
Nova only in the areas of cable type
(OFC instead of PC-OCC) and
cushion material. That aside, it's a
full-range, open-back electrostatic
design which surrounds the ear,
delivering 7-41kHz frequency
response and 100dB SPLs. Weight is
atolerable 457g with cable, and the
comfort level is as high as it was even
with the earliest lambdas.
Cost-cutting comes in the form of
the SRM-Xh energiser, a tiny
132x38x132mm (whd) solid-state
device which offers an output for
only one set of headphones, an onoff rocker switch, rotary volume
control and apair of phono sockets
at the back to accept a line level
signal. It runs off a wall wart and
NI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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delivers 280V RMS to drive either
Lambda Novas or the SR-003s.
Let's be perfectly frank: you
shouldn't listen with the SRM-Xh
after trying Stax headphones with any
of the dearer energisers. You will
hear immediately why some
headphone users are prepared to
drop £995 or £ 1295 for one of the
valve units, or £479 for the Class-A
solid-state SRM-3. Quite blatantly,
the dynamics improve, especially the
speed of swings from soft to loud; the
bass extends and the between-note
silences become blacker than Ornas
ink. Which isn't to say that the
Lambda Nova Basic package is
compromised enough to cause worry:
let's just leave it that you'll be back
to your Stax dealer as soon as your
funds will allow you to upgrade.
But straight out of the box, the
Lambda Nova Basic system is an
absolute joy, the closest I've ever
heard
to
four- figure
Stax
performance below agrand. And yet
we're talking wa-a-ay below agrand.
The sound is bigger and richer than
even the direct- injection from the
SR- 001, with the delicious out-ofthe- head sensation which make
open- backs preferred by every
headphone user who can get away
with non-isolating earpieces. But
because only traditional, clampyour-head types can offer better
bass because of the seal made by
cushion-to-head, open models like
the Lambda must accomplish
the same with a larger
diaphragm. So, yes, you
look like a real asshole
wearing these things, but
hey — that's asmall price
to pay for such convincing,
speaker-like performance.
What bigger Stax systems
like the Lambdas and the
still-king-of-the-hill Omegas
offer to headphone users is
scale as close to that of
speakers, given the shift in
soundstage from in front of
you to inside your head. Once
you've accepted that spatial
oddity, and you can focus on the
sonics, you realise that headphones
give you the most direct, detailed and
precise entry into the sound than any
other sort of playback system. What
the Staxes have always excelled at are
openness and transparency, with
more than asemblance of bass and a
proximity to actual neutrality good
enough
to
make
them
reference- grade tools. The
Lambda
Nova
Basic,
minimalist energiser included,
sacrifices only tiny degrees of
excellence vis-à-vis the dearer
models while saving a ton of
money. For the bass and
openness alone, most headphone

Yes, you look
like areal
asshole
wearing these
things, but
hey — that's
asmall price
to pay for
such
convincing,
speaker.like
performance

SUPPLIER
Path Preuic-,
Unit 2,
Desborough
Industria? Park,
Desborough Park
Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks
HP12-3131G.
Tel 0149d
441 736

users will find it unable to resist a
pair. And when you hear vocals so
lifelike that you look over your
shoulder in surprise, well, all you can
do is whip out your credit card.
With apologies to Sennheiser,
Grado and other purveyors of fine —
no, make that fabulous dynamic
headphones, Imust state: anyone
spending above £ 398 for a pair of
headphones must try the Stax
Lambda Nova basic package. The
electrostatic experience, especially for
transparency and ' virtual' freedom
from headphone constraints, so
categorically trounces conventional
cans that Ican find no justification
for the latter above a certain price
point. By being so coherent, so
competent and so free of glaring
weaknesses, the Lambda Nova Basic
has determined that very price.
Stax is back. Make no mistake.
But who'd have thought that the
return would be acomplete denial of
inflation?
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Why buy something that looks

of loudspeakers available.

(and sounds) like aDalek
when superb hi-fi systems can be

State-of-the-art technologies include

yours for less thon £600 including

Electrostatic, Planar, Active, Digital,

FREE Mission 732 speakers

Miniature Bookshelf Monitors,

at 111 West One

and several budget models
which offer outstanding
value for money.

(all in to see and hear our outstanding

Many current loudspeaker designs

collection of the worlds most powerful

are produced with exquisitely crafted

and highly specified solid-state and

cabinets in achoice" of superb veneers,

valve hi-fi and AV equipment

and styled to integrate discreetly
into any domestic environment.
For ahi-fi system that will

Products on demonstration include long

treat you and your visitors to

established morgues as well as the very

"performance quality" sound,

latest technological advances including

we um also offer full survey

the best value in DVD players

and expert installation services.
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drive an Aston Martin or Ferrari (in our

three branches - we've also made them

dreams!) but (ewe owning ahi-fi system of
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comparable status can be areality - when you

there had to be alimit to the range of
products we could stock in either of our
Peterborough or Northampton stores.

choose from the fabulous range al
Precision engineered. hand-crafted and

AWORTHWHILE INVITATION

technologically advanced hi-fl systems are now
As hi-fi enthusiasts ourselves, we always
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to London to experience the worlds' finest sound

quality' music as well as a refined and

systems. Indeed, we knew that some of our own
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A7 West One - so

And well make il worth your while. For a
offers on our most popular hi-fi eqiiipment and
systems! Add to

WHEN HI-FI IS NOT HI-FI

anymore. In all of our stores we've afabulous

A system of this quality also makes a

exceed

statement about you - that you're auure of the

your wildest expectations. Beane( sound

vast difference between state-of-the-art hi-fi and

systems capable of recreating your favourite
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he October HFNIRR saw what
amounted to acomprehensive
drubbing of CD-audio replay
from the first generation of DVD
machines. With hindsight, this result
was not particularly surprising. After
all, just why should a highly
complex ( read noisy) digital video
environment be ideally suited to the
reconstruction of CD's audio data,
especially when the former has
wolfed down the lion's share of
available budget? High quality
96kHz/24bit replay will, eventually,
be another matter altogether. But,
for today's consumer it is the
difference in sound quality achievable
from these £ 500 DVD units and a
good budget CD player that must
surely keep the latter alive and
kicking.
To explore the
current state of
the budget art we
intend to compare
and contrast a
quartet of £ 00
compact
disc
players from four key
manufacturers.
Marantz must be
included in any such
list where its family
tree
of
CD- 63/67
designs has branched,
yet again, to include an
'Original' Special Edition
version of the CD- 671I.
No suffixes for Denon,
however, who describe its
DCD-835 as an ' evolution'
of the very popular DCD825. Nevertheless, both
companies are sticking
with their own tried-andtested
digital
technologies, dominant
genes that can be traced
back
through
successive generations
of product.
Sony, meanwhile is
capitalizing on the
switchable digital
filter technology that
first saw the light of
day in its £ 500
CDP-X3000ES.
This intriguing
facility is now
incorporated in
players
as
affordable as the
£200
CDPXB720E,
in
addition to the
£300
CDPX B 920E
featured here.
In
similar
fashion,
Pioneer's
PD-S707 rem
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In this group test, 'State of
the budget art' CD Players from
Denon, Marantz, Pioneer and
Sony are compared

by PAUL MILLER

to the older Legato-Link theme (as
opposed to Legato Link S) but with
the advantage of arefined code and
new, custom silicon.
Superficially, of course, the PDS707 betrays no significant
departure from familiar models of
old, as its corporate aesthetics are
instantly recognisable. Naturally,
this is equally true of players from
Marantz, Sony and Denon — three
other companies that have worked
very hard to establish aclear identity
for their brand amid a wash of
lookalike machines. After all, there
is only so much you can do with a
CD drawer, fluorescent display and
fistful of plastic buttons. The real
action, as ever, takes place under
the bonnet.

Each of these CD players was
thoroughly ` warmed- up' and
then auditioned using our
panelists' choice of software
under strict, blind conditions
and at a precisely matched
listening level. This way, the
higher 2.45V output of
Sony's player would not
put the lower 2.25V level
of the Denon and Pioneer
at
any
subjective
disadvantage.
A repertoire of vocal,
pop and classical CDs
were
auditioned
before the collective
impression of the
panel was entered
directly into a
computer.
Material chosen
included:
Christy Moore
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DENON DCD-835
LAB REPORT

The combination of
new three-beam
laser transport, an
improved digital
servo, plus
refinements to the
board's ground
layout, has reduced
jitter quite
substantially. PSUrelated sidebands
(2)
are eliminated
altogether, while the
1 10
remaining 180psec
„I
is principally
accounted for by
substrate-level
data-induced
OUTPUT FREQUENCY IN kHz
patterns (1). At the
Fig la. I ), ' in CDC-835: spurious output
price, this is only
resulting fi on; 0 22kHz swe,p at -30dB
40psec shy of stateof-the-art.
Otherwise, it's the
3D plot that really
exposes the DCD835's unique
'colour'. The
PCM61P DACs do
not employ noiseshaping in the
bitstream fashion so
there's great
Fig Ib.
CDC-8?5 -total utter qh, -trtint
reduction in
'random, ultrasonic
there's abig jump
dynamic range
noise (2).
while the overall AHowever, this
in distortion
zad SIN ratio
also serves to expose
between OdBFs
amounts to some
the rippled stopband
(peak level) and
105dB. Noise
images released by
-30dBFs. Here the
modulation will be
NPC's SM5841
jump extends from
0.0006% to 0.03%
higher with amultiover-sampling filter
bit
(typically
(3) at -54dB, in
at midband
+10dB) but Iwas
addition to the
frequencies over this
prevented from
initial 30dB range.
highly extended
measuring this by
pattern of distortion
Low-level
the protection circuit
harmonics (4). In
resolution shows
that monitors the
common with some
errors 4+01-1.5dB
multi-hit DACs
over afull 100dB
performance of
Denon's output DC
Test results
Denon DCD-835
servo.
1kHz
20kliz
20Hz
Iffl

Channel balance ( dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Stereo separation (dB)133
114
83
-0.1
Frequency response (dB)-0.1
o
Distortion (THD vs level, dB):
104
-70
At OdB
-91
-66
At -30dB
-58
-70
-48
-54
At -60dB
-48
At -80dB
-27
-30
-34
At -90dB (dithered) -7
-25
-20
-17
At -100dB (dithered)
-7
At -110dB (dithered)
Resolution (linearity, dB):
-0.3 -0.3
Error at -80dB
-1.3 -1.5
Error at -90dB
Error at . 100dB
-1.2 +0.3
Peak output level L/R
2.257/2.236V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
+ 1.0
Output Impedance L/R
00 ohms
IntermodulatIon, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-90
Stopband Image suppression (dB)
53.7
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
see text
Signal-to-noise ( A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
105.0
104.9
Without emphasis, OLSB
Without emphasis. 1LSB
104.8
Total correlated Jitter
180picosecs
Digital output(s)
coax and opt
Crystal clock accuracy
3r/Pm
Track access ( to track 99)
3 secs
Typical price (
Inc VAT(
£280

01

I.

1.aht , atoi',ej Lt,',
I
Laden House,
Chiliern
Chaifont St
Peter,
Bucks
SL9 9UG
Tel: 91753
888447

Collection, Part 2 [
GRACD 234];
Mahler's
Symphony
2,
'Resurrection' [Decca, 448 922-2];
MCD
Lyle Lovett ILove Everybody [
10808]; Stan Getz Girl from »cinema
[GEMA 810 048-2] and Prefab
Sprout Jordan, The Comeback
[KWCD14].
The listening system included
DPA-100S
preand
power
amplifiers, Audio Note AN- E
(main) and REL Stentor II ( sub)
loudspeakers plus van den Hul and
Silver Sounds cabling.

DENON DCD-835
Sticking resolutely to its multi-bit
guns, Denon has sought to improve
the popular .DCD-825 from its
transport through to a new directcoupled analogue output stage. The
DCD-835 looks and feels much like
the DCD-825, offers the same range
of facilities — minus the headphone
socket — and even adds an optical
digital output. But it's the
implementation of the familiar NPC
8-times oversampling filter and BurrBrown's 18-bit PCM6IP DACs that
really spices up this latest variant.
In this case, Denon has retained
the 825's power supply with its
over-sized transformer and multiple.
regulation, but uses Burr- Brown's
high-speed OP275 op-amps for I-toV conversion of the DAC's current
output. A new direct- coupled
analogue buffer is also employed,
complete with a sophisticated DC
servo.
Cerafine
and
Silmic
capacitors together with closetolerance metal-film resistors, add a
final touch of class.

SOUND QUALITY
This player is as deep, powerful and
dynamic as we've heard, but it does
make the other players in our test
sound oddly hurried. Or is the
DCD-835 just oddly slow? Christy
Moore's ' Blackjack County Chains'
exemplified this musical dichotomy.
Here was plenty of intriguing detail,
musical texture and romantic
warmth, but the decay of notes and
the drawl of his voice were seemingly
interminable. In this instance, the
player sounded big and muscled but
its music was slightly ponderous —
neither blurred nor confused but
subjectively drawn-out. If we did not

know any better, we'd have sworn
the player was running ' under
speed'. In reality, this DCD-835 has
aclock error of just 3ppm, which is
equivalent to an infinitesimally small
-0.0003% pitch error.
Upon hearing the very deliberate
but somewhat contrived architecture
of Mahler's Second Symphony, one
listener suggested ' they must be
getting paid by the minute, because
this orchestra is in no hurry to
finish'. Of course, what we were
hearing could be the subjective
manifestation of those complex
harmonic and IM products [see Lab
Report], distortions that, in this
instance, give the impression of
`stretched timing'.
Nevertheless, the player uses its
'extended' exposure to clever effect,
revelling in a wealth of deep and
powerful detail that brought the
sweeping
emotional
changes
throughout this symphony to life. The
cellos sounded unhurried but more
vital and vivid than they had with any
of the remaining players, just as the
horns rasped more convincingly and
the percussion bit with greater force.
Lyle Lovett now walked with
deliberate slowness on to the stage,
giving the panel plenty of time to
appreciate and analyse the subtle
whisper of brass percussion, the rich
nuances of his voice and wonderfully
dark acoustic that marks Tat Babies'.
So the DCD-835 provides ahighly
stylized performance. But then that's
all part of its appeal.

CONCLUSION
As the vast majority of budget and
mid- priced
players are
now
incorporating highly oversampled
bitstream technologies of one sort or
another, Denon's steadfast adherence
to the older multi-bit standard is
reaping its own rewards. In this case,
both the 18-bit DACs and Denon's
novel implementation fuse to provide
a strong and colourful sound, and
one well worth taking the time to
explore. Suspended animation has
nothing on the Denon DCD-835, as
one panellist remarked: ' listening to
this player gives you the impression
of living forever'. Or at least until the
disc finally stops spinning!

MARANTZ CD67Il OSE
While broadly adhering to the
philosophy that ' if it
isn't
broken,
don't fix it',
Marantz
has
tickled- up its
familiar digital
formula into yet
another
CD
player. This is
the £300 CD-671I OSE,
the '
Original Special Edition' suffix
JANUARY WS
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MARANTZ CD-6711 OSE
LAB REPORT

intended to remind the world that it
was Marantz who started the whole
`SE' business in the first place. This
particular revamp places it some
£50 ahead of the basic CD- 671I,
which remains in production for the
time being. Both players are based
on the same Philips transport
mechanism, NPC bitstream DAC
and proprietary HDAM output
buffer, but the ' OSE version benefits
from a thicker 25mm transformer
core and acopper screening can (in
place of steel plate) over the buffer.
A two-layer bottom plate also adds
an extra 1.5kg to the player's bulk.
The player's comprehensive set of
facilities has not been tampered with
and includes program and repeat
play modes, track edit and a fourstage display dimmer together with a
digital volume control accessed via
the remote handset. All very
practical stuff from, by now, avery
familiar package.

SOUND QUALITY
If Pioneer's player proved to be
'fruitier' than Sony's offering, then
the Marantz CD-671I OSE is surely
the plum pudding of the bunch. It
has a 'loose' quality, so rather than
bind its music into a concentrated
whole it seems instead to serve it in
what was described as ` slap-happy
chunks'. Mahler's ' Resurrection'
Symphony certainly sounded
appropriately big: grand and
eventful, the strings possessing a
deep and grumbling presence that,
while not swelling and receding as
perhaps they might, still managed to
convey a good sense of scale and
acoustic. The attack of the brass was
especially impressive for its rasping
dynamics, even if, to return to an
earlier theme, the construction —
the nuts and bolts of the piece —
seemed faintly unstable or even
slack.
This ` thrum' of bass often
reverberates, albeit mildly, through
the player's midband. Christy's grip
of his own vocals, for example, was
momentarily shaken by what was
described as ' an eight-axle, 40-tonne
articulated transport rumbling
across the back of the stage'. This
certainly brings a feeling of weight
and warmth to the music at hand,
although its eventual impact will
largely depend on the dominant
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Although the OSE
is based upon the
CD-6711, its
technical lineage
can be traced back
through many
generations,
including the CDcolour of the amplifier and speakers.
67 [HFNIRR Nov
By the same token, the likes of
96, page 41] and
Lyle
Lovett
can
sound
CD63Il [Oct '97,
uncharacteristically sheepish, a page 29]. All these
mildness that's accentuated by
players share the
intermittent cracks of bass and
same digital
percussion, even if the all-pervading
building blocks
richness and meatiness of the music
and, broadly
will typically carry it through to a speaking, circuit
successful conclusion.
layout, and this is
reflected in the
CONCLUSION
highly characteristic
Quite how much longer Marantz jitter pattern with
can continue with its established
its dominant, midCD-63/67 theme is anyone's guess,
frequency sidebands
but progressively enhanced models
(I).
like this CD-67HOSE demonstrate
All comparable
that there's life in the old digits yet.
Marantz machines
This is a mellow- sounding player
of the last three
that rocks along contentedly rather
years show this
than with excessive verve or spirit.
pattern, though it's
As one listener suggested, ' it's
utterly distinct from
possible to live on a diet of
any other brand on
marshmallows but, likely as not,
the market. Other
you'll need to invest in awhole new
hallmarks are
wardrobe'. All of which suggests
impossible to
that if you're a fan of earlier 67s,
disguise. These
then the OSE will prove the perfect
include the nearupgrade
for
sweet- toothed
miraculous stereo
enthusiasts.
separation which
remains above
PIONEER PDS707
130dB at all
As the mainstay of Pioneer's range,
frequencies, the
both the PD-S507 and £ 300 PDunusual kink in
S707 are based on acommon theme
low-level resolution
with a ' 24- bit' version of its
that appears at
established Legato Link digital
-90dBFs (ref.
technology. As Ihave explained in
20kHz) and the
previous reviews [
HFNIRR July/Oct
104dB SIN ratio
'92], the Legato Link digital filter
which might
adopts arelatively low-order roll-off
otherwise seem to be
which begins inside of the
124dB if we were
audioband. This trades an increase
hoodwinked by the
in spurious stopband images
'digital kill' circuit.
immediately outside of the audio
The 8-times
range for a reduction in the phase
oversampling filter
anomalies that might otherwise be
within NPC's
caused by ahigher-order FIR filter
SM5872 continues
[see Lab Report]. In this version,
to offer amodest
Pioneer increases the wordlength to
54c1B stopband
24- bits before addressing a new
attenuation, as
bitstream DAC, called the DAC24,
evidenced by the
which is custom- manufactured by familiarly-rippled
Burr-Brown.
images (2) that
Both players employ Pioneer's
traverse the 3D
successful inverted ` Stable Platter'
plot. Noise-shaping
mechanism, though the PD- S707
within the
also benefits from a dual- layer
bitstream converter
chassis and a rotary jog/shuttle dial
also serves to raise
in place of standard track skip
levels of ultrasonic
buttons. Pioneer's digital output is
noise (3), though
switchable while the UK version of
not to adegree
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(
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Fig 2a. Marantz CD-671I OSE: spurious
output resulune from 0-22kHz

sweep at

-30dB
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spectrum
that's problematic
for most modern
amplifiers.
Otherwise the
robust 2.3V
output, moderate
220ohm source
impedance and
very law mid band
distortion all help
maintain the
continued health of
this venerable
design.
Test results

SLPPLIER
Hi-Fi
UK Ltd,
Kingsb«ge
House,
Paebury Oaks,
575-583 Bath
Road,
Longford'.
Middx.
U137 0Eil
Tel: 017S3
680868
Mattantz

Marantz CD-671t OSE

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
Stereo separation ,c113)155
134
141
Frequency response ( dB)0.1
O -0.3
Distortion ( THU vs leroel, dB):
At OdB
-105 -102
- 75
At -30dB
-95 -93
-69
At -60dB
-51
48
40
At -80dB
-25 -35
-20
At -90dB (ditheredl
-14
-26 -7
At -100dB (dithered)
-20
At -110dB ( dithered)
-8
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -80dB
-0.1 -0.2
Error at -90dB
-0.7
-1.3
Error at - 100d6
-1.1
+0.2
Peak output level L/R
2.303/2.299V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
+ 1.2
Output impedance L/R
219 ohms
lntermodulation. CCIR. OdB IcIBt -102
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
54.0
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+8.3
Signal-to-noise (A-wid, dB)
With emphasis. 0136
124.2
124.7
Without emphass, OLSB
Without emphasis. 1LSB
104.1
Total correlated jitter
533picosecs
Digital output(s)
coax and opt
Crystal clock accuracy
+21ppm
Track access ti track 99)
2 secs
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£300
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PIONEER PD- 5707
LAB REPORT
The 3D plot
clearly illustrates
Pioneer's
manipulation of
this digital
'reflection' (1) as
it rises up to
dovetail with the
gently declining
treble of the
audioband (2)
which is some
-2.9dB down at
20kHz. In this
regard, the latest
Hi-Bit Legato
Link digital filter
is reminiscent of
the older version
used in players
like the PD-S505
[HFNIRR Oct
97]. However,
the new '24-bit
DAG' now
truncates data to
3-bits while
employing a4thorder noiseshaper
to re-distribute the
resulting
quantisation
errors as
ultrasonic noise
(3). This swell of
noise now helps to
bury the other
'half of the
digital image (4)
previously exposed
in earlier players
(see the Sony
review) while
producing an
unusually
'shaped' noisejloor
within the
audiorange (5).
Test results

the PD-S707 includes both coaxial
and optical sockets. Repeat, random
and 24- track program play modes
are provided along with a digital
volume control. All in all. it's a
grand mix of high technology and
flexible features.

Fig 3a. Pioneer PD-S707: eurtous output
resulting from 0 22kHz,,weep a! -.?0,11?
-95
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But there have
been plenty of
other, very
positive,
kickbacks to this
new technology.
The overall SIN
ratio has
improved by over
10dB to afull
107dB while only
increasing any
noise modulation
by I-2dB. LowPioneer PD-S707

20Hz
1.1tHz
20kHz
Channel balance idB)
0
0
Stereo separation (dB)126
116
83
Frequency response (dB) 0
0 -2.9
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
- 100 -99 -75
At - 30dB
-97 -94 -65
At -60dB
-61 -63 .35
At -80d8
- 28 -25 -15
At -90dB (dithered) -18 -20
At - 100dB ( dithered) -17
At - 110dB ( dithered)
8
Resolution (
linearity. dB):
Error at -80dB
+0.3
-0.1
Error at -90dB
-0.9 -0.5
Error at - 100dB
+2.4
2.1
Peak output level LIP
2.241/2.248V
Relative output level ref 2V (
dB)
+1.0
Output Impedance L/R
480 ohms
IntermodulatIon, CCIR. OdB ( dB)
-89
Stopband Image suppression (
dB)
6.2
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+6.3
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd. dB)
With emphasis. OLSB
123.4
Without emphasis. OLSB
122.8
Without emphasis. 1LSB
106.8
Total correlated jitter
27Cpicosecs
Digital output(s)
COW(and opt
Crystal clock accuracy
13ppm
Track access to track 99)
3 secs
Typical price ,tric VAT)
£300

o

level linearity
shows errors as
great as + I-2dB
over a 100dB
range but jitter is
reduced by
(typically)
100psee to just
270psee of
(primarily) datainduced patterns
(6). A new
analogue stage is
demonstrated in
the reduced
480ohm output
impedance and
lower 0.003%
distortion through
the midband at 30d13Fs. The
PD-S707 is
clearly atechnological step
jórward for
Pioneer.
SUPPLIER
Pimeeer
Hi-Edelity (GB)
Led,
Piceteer House,
Hofly'bush Hill,
Stoke Poges,
Stough,
Bfelts. SL2 4PQ
Tek 01753
789789

SOUND QUALITY
Remarkably, the big, bold and
shapely sound of Pioneer's PD-S707
was likened by our panel to the
CDP-XB920E with its No.! Filter:
Sony's facsimile of the Legato Link
algorithm. Obviously, the players'
different analogue stages have a role
to play, and, indeed, the lowest bass
notes benefited from a little extra
texture and weight with Pioneer's
PD-S707. In turn, this ' fruity bass'
underpinned Christy's vocals to good
effect throughout ' Blackjack Connty
Chains', providing a well-developed
sense of the event's acoustic.
However, whereas Sony places
greater emphasis on the neutraity
and transparency of its midband — if
that's not acontradiction in terms —
the Pioneer has a faintly wiry
coloration that progresses to aslight
raggedness through the far treble. For
example, the sheen of the classical
string section was overly polished,
while the brass traded its natural rasp
for something alittle more pinched.
So too, the backing percussion from
Lyle Lovett's ' Fat Babies' sounded
just a little dirty, although the track
did profit from this added 'busyness'.
This said, the inherently busy and
bustling sound of Prefab Sprout's
'Looking for Atlantis' was neither too
fierce nor intense — asound that can
seem slightly ragged and smeared at
the very top while remaining
impressively committed.
In this respect, the Pioneer fared
rather better than the previous musical
selections might have implied. Indeed,
and without knowing it, our blind
listeners only served to confirm the
variable behaviour of the Legato Link
filter, atrait reported through years of
listening to previous generations of
this technology.

CONCLUSION
This is aplayer that boasts plenty of
drive and dynamics, but that
remains uniquely processed in its

delivery. ' Not unlike fast-food hot
apple pies' our panel considered,
'they may never have been within a
hundred miles of an orchard but
they can still make your mouth
water'. It's all amatter of taste, but
with Legato Link at the helm,
Pioneer's latest digital 'Jekyll and
Hyde' would seem m hit the musical
sweet spot on a more reliable basis
than its forebears.

SONY CDP-XB920E
Over ayear ago, Sony launched the
uniquely-styled, top-loading CDPX3000ES [see HFNIRR Oct ' 97].
However, beneath the radical livery
lay some equally radical digital
technology: an oversampling filter
with four entirely different and
selectable coefficients. Presumably,
the X3000 'experiment' was deemed
a success, because this switchable
filter and bitstream DAC are now
combined onto a single substrate
(the CXD8735N) within two new
players, the £ 200 CDP-XB720E
and £ 300 CDP-XB920E, featured
here.
The ' 920 is distinguished by its
'Fixed Pick-Up Mechanism' which
shifts the entire motor assembly
back and forth, depending on the
disc position currently being read.
The disc itself is held in place with
an alloy puck. Meanwhile, fader,
repeat, random and program play
modes join Sony's rotary track
selection dial, a slick gadget now
copied by other manufacturers.
The remaining digital filter
options, meanwhile, all serve to
manipulate the suppression of
digital stopband images to achieve a
desired subjective effect. The
Standard filter causes the CDPXB920E
to
behave
like
a
'conventional Sony', for example,
while Filter No 1transforms it into
something far closer to Pioneer's
PD-S707!

SOUND QUALITY
Characterised by a grand sense of
depth and space, the big-sounding
Sony quickly drew our listeners into
its effortless pool of sound. Christy
Moore's
voice
sounded
appropriately gruff and immediate,
the strings and percussion gelling
J
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intimately, while the bass, though
superficially strong, was deemed to
lack the definition and drive of the
mid and treble. Bass lines are not
waffly but neither are they as crisp
nor ' shapely' as possible.
In similar fashion, the powerful
sound of cellos from the Mahler was
realized in great detail, although was
perhaps not as ' haunting' as possible.
Neither did the combined weight of
the orchestra convey its full menace
— 'very nice midband' remarked one
listener `but emotionally restrained'.
Indeed, there is the sense that by
striving for such a broad and
spacious acoustic this has detracted
from the tight focus of the music at
hand. Filter No 3, by contrast,
succeeds in putting more meat on
the musical bones albeit at the
expense of some transparency, while
the Legato Link-esque Filter No 1
provides a better stereo focus with
no appreciable gain in drive and
determination.
Filter No 2 is more programmedependent and evidently more
characterful, bringing abetter shape
to orchestral strings and stereo
positioning. Bass was faintly tighter
through Christy Moore's ` Blackjack
County Chains' while the strings
enjoyed a more realistic ' pinch', an
improved sense of speed, shape and
phrasing. With sympathetic material
and ancillaries, this mode may well
provide the best compromise.

CONCLUSION
Like the CDP-X3000ES before it,
the cheaper CDP-XB920E makes a
jolly fine stab at being all things to
all enthusiasts. Different digital
filters impart achange of mood and
tonal colour nearly as effectively as
changing the player altogether.
Sure enough, the changes are never
so drastic to encompass the stylistic
gulf that separates the Sony from
the Denon, for example, but it does
draw closer to the Pioneer and
others of its ilk. In this regard
alone, the CDP-XB920E is the
perfect solution for the hi-fi nut
who can never make up his (or her)
mind!

GROUP CONCLUSION
Rather than demonstrate that the
pace of conventional ` 44.1kHz/
16bit' digital audio is continuing to
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forge ahead, this small but
SONY COP-MI(1020E
representative group clearly hints at
LAB REPORT
a maturation, if not outright
With its default 8stalemate, in the marketplace. In
terms of build quality and day to
times oversampling
filter engaged, the
day features, there's little to separate
CDP-XB920E
this quartet. Nevertheless, both the
Pioneer and Sony players are
returns aset of
equipped with more esoteric
state-of-the-art
results. This
transport mechanisms, just as the
latter comes complete with a includes a > 105dB
distracting array of digital filters. By
rejection of
stopband images, a
contrast, both the Denon and
Marantz are more ' traditionalist' in
mere 168psec of
approach and, as such, more likely
jitter (including
96psec of PSUto
attract
those
consumers
unimpressed by digital windowinduced sidebands
(1)), errors in lowdressing.
In more general terms, our
level linearity ofjust
panel thought the performance of
+0.01-0.3dB over a
full 100dB range
these four players was very close,
and THD as kw as
particularly in respect of the
Fig -Ia. Sony CDP-XB920E: spurious output
0.003% through
Pioneer, Sony and Marantz which
resulting from 0-2.2kHz sweep at -30cIB
the midband at
are genetically closer than the
-30dBFs.
multi-bit Denon. Their respective
01111.1% AUDIO
RESEARCH
midband
qualities
were
The influence of
digital filter No. Iis
particularly consistent in terms of
space, depth and detail from
revealed by the 3D
plot where the
player to player, leaving the
Spline filter
emphasis of bass and treble
effectively to distinguish one
algorithm clearly
contender from another. On more
looks very similar to
than one occasion it was suggested
Pioneer's Legato
Link (see PDthat these players ' included bags of
S707). Once
detail but not all the electricity'.
Fig 46. Som. CDP-XP9201
Take the Marantz CD-67110SE:
again, we see the
speandm
this player's rich bass could sound
deliberate merging
of adigital image or
mildly overblown or even soft in
'reflection' (2) with
`analogue'. When
some systems, whereas Sony's CDPSUPPLIER
XB920E can appear open but
the upper treble (3),
switching from filter
Sony UK Ltd,
to filter, do bear in
diluted in its determination to
itself gently rolling
The Heights,
Brooklands,
mind that the mean
develop an expansive acoustic. And
off to -3.6dB at
(Vevbridge,
yet both players make attractive
20kHz. Highermidband levels vary
Surrey
music that far outstrips the
order images (4)
by ula to IdB and
KTJ3 OXW
disappointing performance of those
also persist above
can prompt afalse
TeL 01932
816000
DVD players auditioned a few
the sweeping, but
subjective
impression.
controlled, output of
months back.
Much the same is true of
ultrasonic
Test results
Sony CDP-X13920E
Pioneer's PD- S707, which, as ever
requantisation noise
20Hz
litHz
20kHz
Channel balance i
dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
with Legato Link in charge, provides
(5). Filter 2with
Stereo separation (d8)-152
141
119
its equi-ripple
a unique slant on once- familiar
Frequency response (dR1 0
o
0
Filter 1
-3.6
stopband response
CDs. But Denon's DCD-835
Filter 2
-3.3
provides the boldest
Filter 3
-2.3
proved to be the real wildcard: the
Distortion ( FHD '
sieve!. dB):
most colourful and engaging of the
stopband images
Al OdB
-96 - 101 -87
At -30dB
-97
-91 -72
and the greatest
group, albeit one whose technical
At -60d8
-63
-58
-42
output of ultrasonic
idiosyncrasies lend it the unusual
At -80d8
-28
-32 -25
At -90dB (dithered , -19
-22 -16
impression of buying musical
enero. If any
At - 100cI8 (tlithe-e1)
- 15
overtime! So if many of today's
partnering
At - 110dB (
ilithemd)
7
Resokition (linearit", cil3:
players are sounding good but
amplifier was to
Error at -80,18
-0.1
0
prove sensitive to
`samey' to your ears, then Denon's
Error at -90.18
-0.3 -0.4
Error
at
10(1d8
-01
-03
DCD-835 will undoubtedly provide
such energy, then
Peak output level L/1
2.438/2.466V
the contrast you seek.
filter No.2 will
Relative output level mf 2V 'dB)
+ 1.8
Output
impedance
VP
82 ohms
prove the most
Intermodulation. CC!F, OdB (dB)
- 100
problematic - or
Stopband image suppression (
d8) > 105
Filter 1
6.3
colourful Filter 2
3.6
Filter 3
8.0
depending on your
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+ 23.2
viewpoint!
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, .1B)
With emphasis. OLSB
122.2
Filter No.3
Withcut emphasis. use.
122.6
mimics a7th-order
Withcut emphasis. 1LSB
122.4
Total correlated Jitter
168picosecs
Butterworth roll-off
Digital output(s)
coax and opt
(-2.3dB (c1:,
Crystal clock accuracy
+1.ppm
Track access ( to track 99)
2 secs
20kHz) which
Typical price (
ink VAT:
£300
Sony describes as
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LOUDSPEAKERS

DAVID
AND

--e
Two promising British speakers,
one from a small specialist company,
the other from one of the biggest:
Ruark's Prologue One takes
on the B&W CDM7 SE

T

his is a test of two uppermiddle price speakers, one
from Ruark Acoustics, and
the other from B&W Loudspeakers,
a David & Goliath pairing if ever
there was one. B&W of course is
about as close as you can get to a
true multinational loudspeaker
producer of all types of speakers
at all price levels except the
lowest; but Ruark too has long
been firmly entrenched at the
quality end of the market.
The subtext of this review, if
you choose to look at it this way,
is a contest between purist high
fidelity and home cinema. The
B&W is a thoroughbred high
fidelity speaker but with home
cinema potential through the
services of a matching centre
speaker and other members of the
CDM
family.
The
Ruark
Prologue One, however, was
designed from the ground up as
one of a family of home cinema
speakers, though the sensibilities
that Ruark bring to the role were
homed on the anvil of high
fidelity — so despite being
obviously AV-flavoured, music is
very much in its bones.
Although both our protagonists
are substantial floorstanders, they
have been designed to appeal to
those who object to ugly upended
boxes. Both are dressed in quality
real wood veneers, and include a
combination of subtle and not-sosubtle styling cues to make them
more visually arresting than plain
rectangles. These features also
serve
important
acoustic
functions: the B&W's angled
tweeter section, and the Ruark's
slightly tilted baffle, for example,
serve to reduce the number of
parallel internal walls, and with it
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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by ALVIN GOLD
Ruark's Prologue One comes in
black at 1790, or fully veneered
at % 99/pair (yew 10% extra)

the problem of internal resonances.
Rounded edges on the B&W help
reduce cabinet- edge diffraction
effects, and both models are very
narrow, which helps ' shrink' them
visually from the normal listening
position, and benefits off- axis
imagery too. There is little or no
compromise to bass extension as
both use twinned small bass units
to increase the radiating area above
what would be possible from a
single driver small enough to be
accommodated on anarrow baffle.

BETTER LOOKING?
The B&W is the more subtle and
complete styling exercise in some
ways, and arguably the betterlooking of the two, but there is a
£100 price premium over the
Ruark, and both employ braced
enclosures with 18mm MDF panels
all round, which appear to be
directly comparable structurally. In
addition, the Ruark comes with a
black plinth and mass- loading
facility, which are definite plus
points, but the fold line in the top
panel and alignment here with the
side panels are below par.
The B&W twin bass configuration involves one dedicated bass
only driver, and one that continues
through to the 31c1-1z main crossover
frequency. The metal-dome treble
unit is built into a separate lowdiffraction housing mounted on the
angled section at the top of the
enclosure, which is just far
enough behind the front
.9'N panel to be time- aligned
y N on the main forward axis.

)

......
,E S

In the current SE
version of the speaker,
the Kevlar woven cone
bass unit is fitted with a
fixed pole-piece extension
43

Piano
Finish
TLC are proud to announce two
new speakers to the UK market,
combining British engineering and
knowhow, along with Polish
high-quality craftsmanship in wood
and in apiano finish.
Classic 1: asubstantially built and
beautifully finished floorstanding
loudspeaker, the Classic 1uses a
band-pass bass system with
twin internal drivers to give massive
power handling, generous loudness
capabilities, and deep, well
controlled bass. A good size
midband driver in its own separate
chamber to provide realistic
dynamics and plenty of headroom.
Classic 2: afashionably slim
compact floorstander. Classic 2
avoids compromising the bass by
opting for athree-way configuration
and using agenerous 8inch bass
driver. This is mounted in the
side panel to maintain the slim
profile, while the mid and treble are
kept well clear of the ground for
optimum sound dispersion.

TLC, Unit 5A, Lantens Court, 22 Millharbour, London E14 9TU.
Tel: 0171-538 4430 Fax: 0171-538 4490
Tonsil Loudspeaker Company, 62-300 Wrzesnia,
Doszynskiego 2/3 POLAND.
Tel: +48 61 4369220 Fox: +48 61 4361488

LOUDSPEAKERS
to improve dispersion around the
crossover point; there are also
changes to the crossover to
capitalise on this. The tweeter is
fitted with a mesh cover which
prevents finger problems, but there
is a perceptible cleaning-up of the
treble if it is removed.
The Ruark employs twin Vifa
felted- fibre bass/midrange units
flanking a 28mm woven-silk Morel
tweeter in a modified D'Appolito
array: the vertically-offset tweeter is
positioned to subjectively provide a
smooth response over in the vertical
plane ( smoother than the B&W
anyway). As the tweeters are also
offset laterally, the pair is supplied
in mirror-image form for symmetry,
and were set up with the tweeters
innermost. Unlike the B&W, the
Ruark is fully magnetically shielded.
In both cases, the enclosures are
vented, the B&W at the front, the
Ruark at the back. Both systems
have an 8ohm nominal impedance,
and sensitivity figures are
similar: Ruark, 89dB/W/lm,
and the B&W 90dBAX//1m.
Following arapid running
in period (during which little
if any improvement was
noted, but this may have
been a pre- used pair), the
Prologue One was pressed
into service for a multiamplifier panel test, where it
was chosen for its relatively
easy drive characteristics and
its easy- on- the- ear sound
quality, that managed to
extract plenty of information
without going to pieces if the
rest of the system wasn't
completely up to scratch. It
was found to be fairly
sensitive to listening axis,
with
centrally
placed
listeners hearing a much
more symmetrical and
sharply-focused quality than
those off to one side — the
B&W was less critical in this
respect. This asymmetry in
the Ruark outweighed the
importance of its smoother
vertical polar response in the
test listening room, though
this won't necessarily apply
to all listening environments
and listening axes.
There is an important
difference in the way these
two speakers handle power.
The Ruark becomes a little
skittish and flamboyant with
the foot pressed hard on the
floorboards, while the B&W
remains palpably calmer and
more disciplined, though perhaps
a little dry and restrained for some
tastes. But the differences were not
limited to their behaviour under
HI.F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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The Ruark
employs
twin Vifa
felted fibre
bass/midrange
units flanking
atweeter
in a modified
D'Appolito
array, the
vertically
offset tweeter
positioned to
subjectively
provide a
smooth
response
over in
the vertical
plane

B&W's CDM7SE is
„C999.95Ipair, in a
choice of black, red
ash or cherry veneer

power.
Two
very
different
recordings discs chosen for the tests
served to show what was going on.
A fine percussion recording, Secret
of the Andes from Victor Feldman
[JVC JVCXR-0016-2], reproduced
in a much more hard-hitting form
from the B&W, which also gave a
more coherent impression of front
to back depth than the softer and in
some respects subtler Ruark. Most
of all, it was the B&W's dynamic
integrity that made that excellent
recording compulsive listening,
though there was acuriously almost
wooden quality in the midband, as
through the enclosure was singing
along with the drive units, which
given the almost obsessive care with
which B&W's engineers have
tackled enclosure design, this seems
unlikely. Certainly, the B&W
seemed dry and aggressive in
comparison.
The Ruark clearly smothered the
boisterous
natural
dynamic
structure of the music, and the bass
was looser and arguably less
tuneful than the B&W, and
the treble lacked presence
and ' air', along with some
of the wealth of detail that
the B&W was able to
extract from this and
many other recordings.
Nevertheless, the effect
was less forced and
somehow more subtle and
complex, much as a good
red
wine
takes
on
comparable qualities when
it is allowed to breathe.
Overall it seemed the more
credible of the two.
Listening to a recording
of the opening ' Requiem
Aeternam', from Mozart's
Requiem K626 [ Bavarian
RSO/Colin Davis, Philips
RD60599] showed similar
differences, but with a less
clear
ranking
order,
though again the Ruark
seemed more natural in
the long run. In this case
the Ruark sounded fuller,
warmer and more relaxed,
and the sombre opening
brass and strings section in
particular was better
resolved — the B&W made
the
complex
of
instrumental
timbres
sound
strident
and
mechanical. Still, listening
through the Ruark was a
little like listening through
athin layer of gauze: there
was a definite if subtle
blurring of orchestral and
vocal detail trough the
development section, though
the opening was exquisitely

beautiful in a way that the B&W
was unable to emulate.
The loss of fine detail from the
Ruark may be due to the largerthan-average tweeter dome, which
sounds sweet enough, but probably
rolls off significantly within the
audio band, and which in any case
sounds a little soft and under
damped. The corresponding quality
in the B&W is much sharper and
better- defined, and certainly
doesn't suffer any audio band
rolloff. If there is anon-linearity, it
is in the opposite direction'. The
quality of the B&W treble however
is suspect. It lacks the Ruark's
repose, and has an almost metallic
quality to match it's metallic
construction, a quality by the way
which is certainly not inevitable
with metal tweeter domes.
At the bass end, there are parallel
differences. The B&W is bold,
dynamic, forthright while the Ruark
is more relaxed and with more
'spread', but with a more natural
(there's that ' n' word again),
organic quality that sustains longterm listening better, though it is a
little too full and warm to be
completely acceptable in many
systems unless circumstances are
particularly favourable.
The inevitable conclusion is that
neither speaker is completely ideal,
and that a marriage of the best
qualities of the two would probably
be unbeatable. This isn't on offer
however, and the problem of
choosing between them remains. In
many ways the B&W is the better
speaker here. It is tauter, more
dynamic and more detailed. It goes
louder without changing character.
Its bass is easily the better
controlled and more tuneful, and it
is more consistent and explicit in
the way that it delivers stereo
information. It is in short a very
fine loudspeaker, and is also very
well-priced when build quality is
factored into the equation.
Nevertheless, it is not as musically
convincing as the Ruark, and
despite the latter's comparative
sloth and its occasionally wayward
bass, it has aan organic quality and
warmth that makes it anatural and
effective communicator. This
perhaps is a case of one for the
head and one for the heart.
SUPPLIERS
B&W Loudspeakers UK,
Churchill Industrial Estate,
Marlborough Road,
Lancing BN I58TR.
Tel: 0199.3 750750
Ruark Acoustics Ltd,
59 Tailors Court,
Temple Farm Industrial Estate,
Southend-on-Sea,
Essex SS2 5TH.
Tel: 01702 601410
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Paralle
l

bells ed
The theoretical benefits of
having aparallel tracking
arm are sometimes outweighed
by cost and setting- up constraints.
But with the £ 500 Clearaudio
Evolution...
by JAMES M HUGHES

S

ensitive, delicate, finicky:
parallel- tracking tonearms
have always come in the `hair
shirt' category so far as I am
concerned. They mostly require
careful setting up, and demand the
sort of owner willing to put up with
a few foibles just in order to enjoy
the benefit of zero tracking error.
Fully satisfied with the performance
of ordinary pivoted tonearms, I've
never wanted to get involved with
linear-trackers!
Of course it makes logical sense
to trace LPs the way they were cut,
but trying to get a pickup to move
sideways is difficult ( and usually
expensive) to engineer. Are the
tracking error problems
of
conventional pivoted tonearms
really that serious, anyway? Isn't
this just another instance where the
cure can turn out to be worse than
the disease?

Stabi. Warmth and sweetness aren't
missing, but the balance definitely
veers towards brilliance.
Perhaps it's because an acrylic
platter is used, but the sound has
something of the Pink Triangle's
neutrality and freedom from
coloration.
Soundstaging
is
similarly holographic, with upper
frequencies having a dynamic,
'projected' quality that ensures
ample detail. Playing Bernstein's
old CBS set of Mahler's Fifth
Symphony, for example, I was
pleased ( and impressed) by the
clarity and sharpness of the sound
and its three-dimensional vividness.
It more than compared to the 20bit remastered CD, despite the LP
being taken from a less pristine
source.
The

SOUND QUALITY
From the above it's obvious
that Ididn't approach the
Clearaudio
Evolution Iv,
turntable with a wholly open
mind. Yet, prejudices aside, it
has to be said the whole design Ni
is actually rather elegant, simple
but well thought out. The
Evolution was provided complete
with aClearaudio Alpha Aurum
moving-magnet cartridge. And
it really is easy to set up and
operate, with very little to
adjust or calibrate. Oh, and
it looks terrific as well...
Fortunately,
the
Evolution sounded as clear
and transparent as it looked. I
produced a lively, open sou
with sparkling treble and excellent
fine detail. The tonal balance is
perhaps a shade on the lean/sharp
side, rather than rich and full, but
bass depth is quite extended even if
it lacks the weight of Kuzma's
JANUARY 1155
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TURNTABLES
Alpha Aurum cartridge proved an
excellent performer, with low
surface noise and wide dynamics. It
tracked well too, and seemed to
make agood job of playing all kinds
of music on a wide range of LPs.
Purchased
separately,
the
Clearaudio Alpha Aurum retails at
£130; the importers can supply a
range of options, including the Beta
Aurum at £ 175 and the Beta- S
Aurum at £ 230 ( these are also
moving-magnet designs).
Of course, having a linear
tracking arm should ensure low
tracing distortion at all points on an
LP. However, Icouldn't truthfully
say the Evolution actually sounded
cleaner than the more expensive
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi combination
fitted with a Transfiguration Spirit
cartridge.
Nevertheless,
the
Evolution did prove exceptional at
tracking difficult warped LPs. This
is because the arm itself is very
short with extremely low mass; so it
allows the cartridge to follow
surface
undulations
more
accurately.
Indeed, one slightly faulty DG
pressing of Hugo Wolf songs for
voice and piano, bought some 20
years ago, has never been playable
on any turntable/arm combination
I've used during those past two
decades. It has a small but deep
warp that presents the pickup with
a change of direction so sudden
that the stylus leaves the groove.
But the Evolution tracked it.
Moreover,
there
was
virtually no discernible
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wavering of musical pitch as it rode
the warped section. Amazing! To
be certain, Itried this LP on the
Kuzma combination again, but it
proved impossible to play.
Short, low-mass tonearms should
be good at tracking warped discs,
but alas there's usually a price to
pay. The penalty is greatly
increased sensitivity to warp-wow,
leading to pitch instability.
Fortunately, the Evolution doesn't
seem to suffer from this problem,
and its speed stability is good. The
arm itself is simple to use and its
general construction is fairly rigid.
However, the cartridge fixing
assembly feels insufficiently robust
to handle a low compliance
moving- coil pickup. So best stay
with medium to high compliance
magnetics.
The turntable itself is simplicity
itself. The chassis comprises athick
Perspex slab that sits on three
adjustable cones. Because these
cones are attached directly, the
Evolution has no suspension as
such. Thus it could prove rather
sensitive to feedback and structureborne disturbances ( like footfall)
unless placed on asuitable support.
Iused my review sample on an
old Origin Live stand with a
Townshend Seismic Sink and
Audiophile Furniture's Base.
This ensured good isolation,
though another alternative
would be awall-mounted shelf.
The AC synchronous motor

ft makes
logical sense
to trace LPs
the way they
were cut,
but trying to
get apickup
to move
sideways is
difficult to
engineer. Are
the tracking
error
problems of
conventional
pivoted
tonearms
really that
serious,
anyway?

SUPPLIER
Absolute
Analogue,
PO Box 1532,
Fordingbridge,
Hants SP6 1SB.
Tel: 01425
654488

is mounted in a large, heavy
housing
separate
from
the
turntable, thereby minimising noise
pickup. The acrylic turntable
platter is driven from its periphery
by a thin round belt. Speeds of
33/45rpm are selected by moving
the belt physically on to one of the
different diameter pulleys on the
motor spindle.

CONCLUSION
Unfortunately there's no lid with
the Evolution, so to protect from
dust it needs to be covered with a
cloth when not in use. In some
ways its rather exposed, ' open'
design makes it look vulnerable, yet
the stylus is remarkably well
protected from careless fingers,
while the cueing system ensures
safe record/stylus handling. By
virtue of its design, a linear
tracking arm needs no bias
compensation, but it is important
to get the whole turntable and arm
assembly level. Clearaudio fits a
spirit level to the chassis to help
with this.
Stylish, attractive, easy to
assembly, simple to operate — the
Clearaudio Evolution has much to
commend it. At £ 1500 complete
with arm, it's attractively priced
too, and sounds really excellent.
For those not wanting the fuss and
bother of a suspended sub-chassis
design, the Evolution could be just
the ticket. I certainly enjoyed
listening to it.

AMPLIFIERS
SUPPLIER
A power amplifier driver op-amps
Audioclub
are fully discrete. The ability to drive
Unit 15
low impedance loads with high peak
Faraday Road
currents has been addressed with
Aylesbury
Buckingham9hirc
proprietary Impedance Sensing
HP19 3RY
Circuitry
(
ISC)
which
enables
the
3020 integrated amplifier, burst on
Tel: 01296
C320 to drive ' virtually any load'
an unsuspecting world. It was
482017
with
minimal
feedback.
Peak
originally promoted in part for its
currents are said to exceed 30 amps,
shock ability to drive truck-loads of
with dynamic power yields greater
loudspeakers in parallel when other
than 200 watts into 2 ohms, and
amps would produce trails of blue
smoke, and it quickly acquired a with low distortion, even into low
impedance loads at high frequencies
giant- killer reputation for sound
(for example less than 0.05% at
quality too. But early 3020s were
20kHz at 3.2 ohms). RMS power
also fearsomely poorly made. They
looked down-at-heel outside, and a output is given as 40 watts/channel,
up from the 3020's 25 watts. Input
veritable rat's nest inside. Merely
impedance,
however,
is
finding two with the same front
comparatively low ( 20k ohms) and
panel shade was atriumph.
capacitance fairly high ( 500pF),
Periodically NAD has launched
presumably to help deal with the
successors to the 3020 with products
current EMC regulations.
names tantalisingly suggestive of the
For a direct comparison we
original, but there is good reason to
appropriated an original NAD 3020,
accept NAD's assertion that the
along with a TAG McLaren F3
C320 is the 3020's true spiritual
series CD player and integrated doer--'•
successor, not least because it is the
C
amp;
and
Mission
703,
work of Erik Edvardsen, the 3020's
Definitive Technology BP2002
<-4
1?
designer. It is, however, aclean sheet
-%‘>
/ 2and Mordaunt-Short M1 :
design, though references to NAD's
speakers, all thoroughly run-in
history abound, starting with the
before listening- hat was
trademark grey fascia (now a more
42) _71')
donned. The results were quite
sombre grey), the tone controls (with
a
surprise.
In
isolation,
the
C320
‘
e\
/
Ç.
bypass), the NAD soft-clipping party
sounded like a thoroughly decent `"
switch ( avoid in normal use) and

ir

here was a time when NAD's
name — New Acoustic
Dimension — was almost
literally true. The time was 1977
when NAD's first ever product, the

removable pre-/power links. New
additions include remote control,
controlling other NAD units by
system link cables. There are six line
inputs, one helpfully labelled ' disc',
though you will require NAD's
external phono box. Two inputs act
as tape circuits, one of which has a
monitor facility. A headphone socket
has been retained.
Below decks, out go the old frame
transformer and untidy PCB in
favour of amuch better built board
powered by a substantial encased
toroidal transformer, with power
distribution through busbars rather
than PCB tracking, and separate
discrete regulation for the low and
high voltage circuits and control
microprocessor. Input switching is
by sealed relays rather than dodgy
mechanical switches, and the Class
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seam
NAD's new C320 integrated
ampleer, the spiritual heir to the
classic 3020. Again?
by ALVIN GOLD

amplifier, with a bold, outgoing
quality, and alack of electronic glare
that is pleasing for a budget
amplifier. Low frequencies were
particularly well controlled, which
stood it in good stead with the
Missions, whose underdamped bass
sounded excessive and uncontrolled
via the F3, though no fault of the
latter. Compared to the F3, which
costs six times as much, piano notes
don't ring out with the same bell-like
clarity: try the finale of Beethoven's
'Tempest' sonata [Gilds, DG 419
161-2]. It all sounded slightly
muffled arid hazy by comparison.
The surprise came when the 20
year old 3020 was fired up. Ihad
expected the worst with difficult
recordings like Maazel's Vienna
Philharmonic Sibelius 5, third
movement [Belart HR 703 862], but
it was not to be. This has aslightly
ragged sound but tremendous vigour
from a superb string section. The
two NADs could almost have been
shelled from apod. Sure, the C320
was a little sharper, and less
coloured ( it was the strings that
showed this most clearly), and the
C320's extra power translated into
considerably less strain with the
volume turned up (soft clipping off
in both cases); but both had the
same almost seductively organic
musical flow, and superb dynamic
analysis. Even the most difficult
passages in the Sibelius failed to
cause either NAD to flounder, and
although the F3 sounded clearer and
more extended, it was almost too
slick, and in a curious manner less
communicative.
There isn't room here to do full
justice to an amplifier that is clearly
among the best at the price (while
acknowledging little competition
around £ 200), and whose slight
understatment and dry bass make it
well suited to large budget speakers.
The extra power allows small, less
sensitive speakers to speak out
clearly, and if this isn't the ideal
budget amp, it's probably because
there is no such thing. A clear
thumbs up then, but don't hamper it
with soft sounding ancillaries,
speakers especially, or thick, heavily
stranded cables.
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ubbed ` Anina', Sanskrit for
'the small one', this new
speaker by Cadence is based
on technology pioneered in its first
model some five years ago and in the
big Arca [ Feb ' 98]. Cadence
speakers are built by Eclipse, a
company within India's giant Shirke
industrial group, based in Pune.
Anina may be smaller, but it is still
a significant floorstander, some
905mm tall. With apowerful 225mm
diameter bass/low-mid driver, the
designer has not been afraid to
encase it in an enclosure of sufficient
volume to tune well in the bass.
As you may have surmised by now,
the Cadence approach (reminiscent
of the B&W DM70, nearly 30 years
ago) is to marry afairly large hightech electrostatic covering the lower
mid and treble, to a carefully
engineered moving-coil bass system.
The part-sloped, fully veneered
cabinet is topped by a curved arc
electrostatic panel — looking abit
like an airport scanning radar aerial
— 39cm wide by 15 cm high. The
small height helps maintain
vertically-off-axis responses to higher
frequencies, while the low-frequency
range is supported by the overall
radiating area of the panel. Curving
it in the horizontal plane widens what
would otherwise be a narrow lobed
beam in the lateral direction.
Such a speaker requires just a
small amount of power to polarise
the electrostatic part, and supplies a
(safely contained) high voltage to the
moving element itself. Very little
power is drawn from the mains, and
they can be left powered-up more or
less indefinitely. Connection
to the amplifier is
straightforward and
the five-way binding
posts are set in

pairs to facilitate bi-wiring and biamping. Build quality and finish are
both excellent; the electrostatic
housing is precision-milled, while the
perforated elements are of satinfinished stainless steel. Dense veneer
is used for the enclosure including
solid wood lipping. Inserts are fitted
for floor spikes. When packed, the
electrostatic units come separately
but are easily bolted to the
enclosures: captive '
D' connectors
automatically and safely link the two.

TECHNOLOGY
The long throw bass unit is built by
Eton (Germany) using astrong, diecast alloy frame. The cone is a
composite made of Nomex tm
honeycomb with Kevlar reinforced
skins plus avibration control layer.
Operating up to 1.61cHz, it is selected
and loaded for the best dynamic
character to help match the
potentially faster and more linear
electrostatic unit, which is made by
Cadence in Pune. This is set back

As you may
have surmised
by now, the
Cadence
approach
(reminiscent
of the B&W
DM70, nearly
30 years ago)
is to marry a
fairly large
high-tech
electrostatic
covering the
lower mid and
treble, to a
carefully
engineered
moving- coil
bass system

frame construction ensures freedom
from secondary vibrations. A pushpull balanced-electrode design, it is
energised via a high quality audio
step-up transformer located in the
crossover section, this including a
low noise power supply.
Of 38 litres effective volume, the
bass section is reflex-tuned by asmall
front port (44mm diameter, 60mm
deep). Cadence specifies safe
overload
protection
for
the
electrostatic
at
500W
peak
programme plus apower handling of
100W, sensitivity of 88.5dB/W, 8
ohm impedance and frequency
response 28Hz to 30 kHz, +/- 3dB.

SOUND QUALITY
First impressions were misleading;
the
speaker
sounded
rather
restrained, even distant, while the
room reverberance was missing some
of the attack and presence energy
typical of my usual system. The
sound stage is more intimate than
usual, even though good width,

Still featuring its unique curved electrostatic treble unit,
Cadence has developed the Anina, a 'baby'
version of its flagship Arca speaker
by

MARTIN

physically to bring it into time
alignment with the bass/lower mid
section: development showed this to
be surprisingly effective in
bringing the sound of the
whole system into focus,
enhancing perspective
and stereo depth. The
electrostatic uses a
lightweight metallised
PTFE film diaphragm of
microscopic 3.5µm thickness,
of
very
low
mass
and
consequently low stored energy.
Great care has been taken to fully
tropicalise the unit and field trials
have established reliable working in
the most humid of environments, an
important factor considering the
voltages present within. The rigid

COLLOMS

depth and focus are unmistakably
present in the stereo image. With
some familiarity that ' restraint'
settles down to a classy delivery of
natural layered perspectives, with the
time alignment helping to provide
superior integration between the
lower mid and the mid-treble.
Taken overall the sound was
highly resolved, well balanced, wide

SUPPLIER
Audzocraft,
18 Hillingdon
Road,
Hillingdon,
Middlesex,
UB10 OAD
Tel: 01895
253340

in frequency range and notably
even. It will play over awide range of
volume levels while holding awell
tempered inner balance. Excelling on
vocals the Anina sounded natural,
wholly free from sibilance distortion,
endowing singers with believable lip
and teeth sounds. Classical, folk and
jazz were equally well handled, with a
satisfying sense of inner dynamics
JANUARY 1999
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and overall dynamic
range. Although the
bass/mid driver was
very good by any
normal standards, it
sounded
a tad
cloudy in the lower
mid compared with
the sheer speed,
transparency and
resolution of the
electrostatic treble.
But ultimately I
felt this wasn't a
real problem, and
that the overall
performance of
the Anina could
easily stand on its
merits. Its pure
sound, evidently
low distortion
and consistent
neutrality
contributed to a
sense of ease, a
low fatigue index
and ultimately a
satisfying musical
experience.

LAB REPORT
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smooth and
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CONCLUSION

to target and thus

in the vertical

Ainina is anotably
successful model in the
hybrid dynamic/electrostatic field.
Sounding thoroughly musical, its

measured alittle

direction while the

above average at

arcuate form in the

the off-axis response

88dB1W, with a

horizontal plane

generally realistic 6

widened the window

subtleties require an initial period of
acquaintance after which it proves
to be of lasting value. Wellbalanced, with an exceptional mid
and treble, and pretty good bass, this

ohm impedance
loading. Inevitably

Slightly below axis

speaker has agenerous heart and will
surprise and entertain over a wide
range of programme styles and
dynamics. The mid and treble is
seductive thanks to the fine
electrostatic driver, and frequency
response is extended at both
extremes.
Build quality is very good and the
high tech treble unit promises high
reliability; and the overall technical
performance
is
certainly
accomplished. Your dealer should be
able to help find agood match with
suitable amplification.
A significant example of good
engineering value, the Cadence
Anina certainly deserves to reach a
wider
audience,
comfortably
reaching the musical and technology
standards
appropriate
for
recommendation in FIFNIRR.
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capacitance and

de with increasing

and its good match

with some amplifiers

good even in this,
its most awkward

frequency yet it was

to areal room.

it will give nie to

region.

some pulse overshoot
associated with a
very real treble

e

A delay adjusted
design, the energy
time responses were

Since the Anina

very good, both for

treble extends easily

the integrated ETC

w 25kHz asmall

reading and the

power resistor, for

waterfall decay

example, 1ohm

presentations. That

could be placed over

shown [Fig 3] is for

the bi-wire

transient speed,

power amplifiers; Conrad-Johnson Premier 16pre-amplifier
and Audio Synthesis Passion control unit; cables by van den
Hul and Transparent. Reference speakers were Quad 63,
Spendor SP2-2 and Sonus Faber Electa Amator II.

connection to the

where the clear base
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Fig 3. Cadence Anina: MLSSA waterfall of energy

in that axis [Fig 21.

FOR this review the listening system included: Cary 300 SE
LX- 20, Krell FPB 300, )ŒC POW- 2, Audio Research VT50
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(chain dash)

particular size and

treble section to fine

line and fast decay

tune an ampler

from the '0.00' start

match where

point were first rate.

necessary. Tuned to

You really can hear

The in-room

Test results

This was afine
the overall quality of

Cadence Anina

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
905x280x340
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-150W
Recommended placement
floor standing, free space
Frequency response
±3dB ( 2m)
40Hz-25kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at lm
30Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
30Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
88dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
105dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
2 ohms/6 ohms/below average.
Forward response uniformity
good+
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £2350
nominal impedance H rhms, sec text

5I

d'AUDIO

CON
NOT AN ORDINARY HI-FI SHOP.
Leading specialists in valve
amplification Our selected
components are designed to
produce atrue image, with
layering and depth. The tonal
presentation is always natural
and unforced, with aliquidity
that can be listened to at length
without fatigue. We have been
told many times "Idid not
expect it to sound that good."
Book ademonstration
and hear for yourself.
Amplification
Art Audio • Audio Analogue
conrad-johnson • Golden Tube
Graaf • Heart • Holfi
Hynes Acoustic • Unison Research

Accessories
Barnatt & Oswald bespoke furniture
Cardas cables & power cords
Esopower mains stabilisers
finite elemente pagode equipment
stands • Harmcnix • Nordost cables
V- Damp isolatirg system

Digital Replay
Audio Analogue Paganini
conrad-johnson
DPA • Holfi • Marantz
Resolution Audio • Wadia

Loudspeakers
Analysis Ribbons • Audio Spectrum
Audiostatic DCI & DCI Plus • Avalon
Acoustics • Beauhorn Virtuoso
Diapason • Opera • Zingali Omniray
VMyl Replay
Nottingham Analogue
turntables & The Foot 12" arm
Benz- Micro cartridges
Kuzma • Tracer cartridges
Trigon Vanguard phono amplifier

e

difference agood, well designed, pow
cord can make to your equipment the
you may well be as surprised as we
were. Audition those from the Cardas
and Harmonix range for an improvement
Entry to ahigher level of dud oexcellence leed not
be as expensiv
ginpl
Audio Analogu

£750

Audio Analogu

Offer £ 635

1. Audio Analogue Pagan
CD player f75o
2. Barrett & Oswald turntable
£80. Two shelf equipment
stand f5oo

Opera Duetto

£395
TOTAL £1780
IMIIIMMIIMMimminimmul

3. Wadia 830 CD player f3000

Audio Analogue Paganini CD player
.
1
1
£750
Golden Tube 51-5o MK IL
fnoo
.. ,
Opera Seconda loudsp
ekikers
HI 'I £ 595
TOTAL
f2445
Free interconnect and power cord from the remarkable new
Cordas Crosslink range with the above systems for alimited period.

way above competitive products.
Prices from £80 = 0 £ 290
At last amains ccnditioner that really
works and does lot compress.The
industrial grade Esopower distribution
block filters and cleans, but leaves the
music alone,to g've you better tonal
balance and imaging. Try it and judge

4- Zingali Omniray Overture 1
£1400

for yourself. fog for 6outlets.

MAIN PICTURE: Audiostatic DCI

during December and January at
attractive discounts. List available
on request.

Ex- demonstration equipment available

•

Plus full range electrostatic
loudspeaker £3750

Home trial schemes available. All systems installed by us. Mail order carriage free.
Efficient tax-free éxport. Ex-demonstratiOn and used equipment alwayfflipble, please call
for further details. Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to sairWays 10:00 to 18:30
Camden Town, London NW1 FAX: 0171

383 5028

E.MAIL: tou55o,2424@compuserye.com

TEL:

01.71. 380

0866

LOUDSPEAKERS

T

he success of the Tannoy M
series, the Gordon Brown of
the loudspeaker kingdom, was
predictable. Sensible as M&S socks,
and with aslightly dour, but reliable
and coherent way of making music,
the various M series models have cut
a swathe through the budget
loudspeaker market, once the
exclusive fiefdom of others. So it was
predictable, then, that Tannoy would
eventually take one of the M series
models and dress it up with
improved components, a nicer box,
and atarted-up price tag. This is how
the 121 started out: the only surprises
are that it has taken so long to
happen, and that the price has been
increased so little.
The same drivers are used in the
MI and the RI, and the enclosures
share their external dimensions, but
as it turns out these things are about
all they have in common. Where they
differ is that while the MI has an
attractive vinyl wrap chipboard
enclosure of pleasing but ultimately
plasticity appearance, the RI comes
in awood veneered Medite box. The
crossover has also been extensively
re- engineered, and the RI is also
biwirable.
Quality components are very much
the essence of this speaker. The
enclosure, a small two-way reflexloaded
box
measuring
300x170x200mm ( hwd), with a
22mm baffle and a 16mm carcass, is
extremely stiff according to the
standard knuckle test, and the cherry
veneer is of ahigh standard. A smalldiameter gas-flowed port is built into
the back panel, and fitted with aplug
of reticulated foam to damp the port
resonance. The drive units — a
25mm fabric dome tweeter with a
substantial magnet, and a 130mm
pulp cone bass driver with an
inverted dust cap — are lifted from
the MI, but are more stringently
selected. The crossover has secondorder ( 12dB/octave) slopes centred
on 2.5kHz, but where the M1 uses a
padding resistor to equalise its
sensitivity to match the bass driver,
the MI employs an auto-transformer,
a more expensive solution that
ensures better control because it
doesn't adversely affect the damping
factor. The R1 crossover is also
biwirable via two pairs of brass input
terminals with blanked- off 4mm
sockets and removable wire links.
The baffle is covered by a plain
brown cloth stretched over a
moulded frame which attaches to the
speaker with substantial pegs, but as
usual the speaker sounds better
undressed.
The 121 has the characteristic
slightly restrained quality familiar
from the M series. There's plenty of
detail there, but it doesn't zap you
INA NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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between the eyes. Tannoy
suggests that better cabinet
control over the bass has a
calming effect on the treble,
though improved damping
exerted by the auto- transformer
may also be partly responsible.
The effect however is not in
doubt: this is a very grown-up
sound
for
such
a small
loudspeaker. It's not always one
that delivers aquick hit, but very
definitely one that rewards
sustained listening.
Wisely, Tannoy has resisted the
temptation to hype- up the bass,
as is done with other small
speakers ( quintessentially the
LS3/5A), but the sound is not

The surprises
are that it has
taken so long
to happen, and
that the price
has been
increased so
little...

SUPPLIER
Tannoy
Rosehall
Industrial Erate,
Coatbridge,
Strathclyde.
ML5 4TI..
Tel: 01236
420199

It's the same size as the Ml, but
real wood veneer and better parts
make Tannoy's £199 Revolution RI
as different as its name suggests
by ALVIN GOLD

A

SMALL

lightweight. If you'll forgive the
anthropomorphism, the RI coped
manfully with full-scale orchestral
music, with solo piano and with rock
material alike. It produced some very
solid sounds from Paula Cole's This
Fire, an album bought to my
attention by another speaker
manufacturer. Of course, there was
some compression of large scale
orchestral dynamics, and the physical
effect of a concert grand was
somewhat diminished simply because
the bottom octave wasn't present,
but the RI managed to remain airy
and open throughout, with astrong
sense of ambient structure where the
recording was so endowed.
I have described how the
Revolution RI was derived from the
MI, but the end result really is quite
different. Despite a superficially
similar tonal balance, the R1 is
altogether
a more
exacting
loudspeaker, deserving of quality
ancillaries ( the moderate 87dB/W
sensitivity perhaps understates the
power-hungry nature of this design),
and it is capable of a much more
disciplined result, with more layering
of the stereo image in the depth
plane, and surprisingly few signs of
its small budget speaker antecedents.
For £200 there's probably nothing to
touch it right now: it's asteal.

SShow lanuary 710
xis Park, Room 2406

an

innerS'ound Eros is a bi-amplified Hybrid Electrostatic loudspeaker system including 400 watt base amplification and
active crossovers.

"This is the first speaker system to succeed at sonically marrying adynamic woofer with an electrostatic for mid and upper frequencies, and it is the first
electrostatic system of any kind ( either full-range or hybrid) to furnish truly excellent quality bass." — Peter Moncrieff, International Audio Review
"The first reflected highs you hear arrive about aweek later than the direct sound. The result is that the Eros sounds so clear you almost can't believe it."
—Dr Robert Greene, Fi Magazine July 98
"...this is awarm, most romantic sounding speaker ... warmer and more romantic than you'd expect an electrostatic design to be, and with considerable
dynamic 'snap' and gradation. All of which would be as nothing if things didn't sound so alive."
— Harry Pearson, The Absolute Sound, May/lune 98, Issue 112
"Truly stunning." — Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly
InnerSound Inc., 1875 Mitchell Road, Suite E. Mableton, GA 30126 USA. Tel ( 404i 696 1998« Fax. ( 4041 691 1411
lnnersound ( UK). International House, Horsecrott Road, Harlow, Essex CM19 5SX. Tel: 44 1279 442700. Fax: 44 1279 442701

INNER fOUND
www.InnerSound.Net
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Why do
consumer
items costs
so much
more here
than in the
States?

IIIIIIIIME.MIlli rp
MilligailliM

M
'I

A

family visit rathef than
business took me to the USA
for nine days,. but abusman's
holiday was inevitable. Why? Because,
like any audiophile who gets to take
a holiday in the States, Ispend as
much time as possible mooching
around the stores to see what's
available. Although Igrew up there,
I've lived here long enough to think
of our restricted choices and
obscenely high prices as the norm.
So what made this trip any
different from the two Imake every
year to cover CES and Stercophile's
show? This time, Ientered the real
world. Instead of spending aweek
immersed in the purist audio
equipment which is just as unknown
in Main Street USA as it is in the
British High Street, I visited the
American equivalents of Our Price,
Dixon's, PC World and WH Smith.
And it's even worse than Ifeared. But
first, a wee interlude to put into
perspective what I'm about to report.
For a year or so, the British
motoring press, the car enthusiast's
TV show, Top Gear, and Watch Dog
have attempted to unravel the scam
which makes car prices in the UK
among the highest in the world.
Doubly offensive is that even cars
made in Great Britain cost more here
than they do abroad — be it the short
hop easterly to Belgium or across the
Pond to the USA. So unjust me the
prices that this iniquity has earned
column inches in the mainstream
press, creating an awareness and
eventual indignation among even the
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most sheep-like and unquestioning of
British consumers.
What has been the result of this
media's exposé? Absolutely nothing
beyond the cynical and sleazy lies
which the automotive industry offers
as excuses, to wit:
British cars are better-equipped. This
is bullshit, unless you consider
reversing lights, and possibly a
different exhaust, to be worth as
much as a45% price hike.
It costs more to make right-hand drive
cars for a small market. Double
bullshit, as ( 1) the UK is not the only
right-hand drive market in the world
— Japan, Hong Kong, Australia, etc
— and ( 2) all car manufacturers
address their home markets first, no
matter how much they spout on
about exports. Item 2 means that all
British and Japanese manufacturers
make right-hand drive cars as amatter
of course. And yet British and
Japanese cars are among the most
over-priced in the UK, despite not
having the ' right vs. left' alibi.
This extended preamble was
included to prepare you for the
inevitable excuses which might
emerge when Ipoint out afew price
discrepancies in an area the
mainstream press has yet to uncover:
home entertainment components.
Before giving you specifics, let me
cover everybody's butt with a few
realities.
First is local taxation: Americans,
too, pay sales taxes, which vary from
state to state. The prices cited in the
table below are US prices minus sales
tax (eg, 5.5% in Maine). In order to
make comparisons to accommodate
our governmental plundering, Ishow
prices with and without VAT.
Another aspect of pricing which
must be addressed is the issue of
distribution. By and large, products
from gigantic multi-nationals are
distributed by wholly- owned local
subsidiaries, whereas high-end exotica
and purist audio components are
imported by independent local
distributors. ( Specialist, high-end
brands, with very few exceptions, are
too small to own foreign subsidiaries.)
Therefore, the multi-nationals have
mote control over their wholly owned-

subsidiaries than do smaller brands
over their independent importers. By
any sense of fairness, logic, what-have
you, a wholly-owned subsidiary
should have aprice advantage over
independent importers because it is
buying its goods from itself!
Now, before the eye-opening
specifics, here are the excuses which
will no doubt spew forth — file these
alongside 'The cheque is in the post'
and ' Ilove you': It costs more to make
220-240V than 110V products. It costs
more to make PAL than NTSC. A
SCART connector costs ... (fill in
arbitrary price). The models are not
directly equivalent.
There are no limits to the lies
which will be used. The same
spokespersons will also conveniently
forget that a number of electronics
manufacturers build their equipment
in exotic lands like, uh, Wales. That
the pound is so damned strong that
everything imported into this country
for the past year should have its price
cut. Ad nauseum.
In the table are items available at
Best Buy in South Portland, Maine
during the last week of October,
1998, with the prices in square
brackets being the UK equivalent at
$1.67=£1. As there are no retail
prices in the UK, Ihave used the
prices published in October's Home
Entertainment, and from retailers'
'recommended' price lists as general
guides. CDs and DVDs were
purchased at Record Town, Bull
Moose and Best Buys.
We have to stop all of this divisive
nonsense. And we can end it
immediately. Iwould love to see a
national boycott in which every
consumer in the UK simply buys
nothing other than food for, say, five
working days; a month would be
better. No CDs, no cars, no TVs,
nuthin' until prices are such that it
seems like we no longer subsidise the
wealthiest country on earth. And we
should boycott DVD until the regional
coding disappears or we get a
minimum of 2000 titles for Region 2.
If, however, Icame from the West
Coast rather than the East, you could
accurately call
this
California
Dreamin'.
Ken Kessler

UK

dollars =£

nearest

Toshiba 55in stereo rear-projection 1V
Sony DVP-S300 DVD player
Panasonic PV8400 4-head budget VCR
Sony MZEP11 Portable MiniDh.c Player
Sony D171 Discman
JVC GRDVF10 Digital Camcorder
New Chart CDs: Brian Setzer,
Barenaked Ladies, Peter Waif
DVDs of Fritz Long's Metropolis
Texas Chainsaw Massacre
A Hard Day's Night
Viva Las Vegas

$1899.99 [£ 1137.72]
$399 [£238.92]
$139.99 [£83.821
$199.99 [£ 119.751
$49.99 [£29.931
$999.99 [£598.791

Toshiba 55in ditto
Sony DVP-S315
Panasonic NVHD630
Sony MZEP11
Sony D171 Discman
JVC GRDVM5

$11.99
$9.99
$24.99
$24.99
$19.99

£10.99-£15.99 depending on the outlet
not available
not available
not available
not available
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[£7.18]
[£5.98]
[£ 14.96]
[£ 14.96]
[£ 11.97]

equivalent

£ inc /exc VAT

item in US

£3500 /£2978.72
£500 / 425.53
£279 /£237.44
£250 /£ 149.70
£79.99 /£68.07
£1399 /£ 1190.63
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systems

Loudspeaker stands to our
unique 'Cableway*" design.
From 300 to 900mm high
these premier supports have
unrivalled rigidity. damping
and stability. Even cabling
Classic and modern turntable « Isolation Plinths .
can be housed in their inert
and non-magnetic materials.
130 dedicated and
exchangeable mode's that
Mockilar and custom equipment
extend the base response and
racks - arange of gemstone
provide amuch clearer sound finished granites - Piano black,
and stereo image from
ruby or emerald combined with
even the best compact
solid hardwoods. These will
loudspeakers - guaranteed.
accommodate even the heaviest
and most powerful of
equipment and are available
from 1to 8shelves. The
shelves provide very high
damping, isolation and rigidity
and have arange of
complimentary isolation plinths
for turntables and CD sources.

NEW YEAR OFFERS:
• ATC 50 and 100 'Isolation Plinths' , - gemstone granite and
hardwoods - improving the stability, clarity and advancing
floor interactions. £ 360 to £ 490 pair.
• LS3/5a-ABl. Bottom, intermediate and top sets of isolation
plinths that have adramatic effect on the overagl
performance. £ 185 set of 6.
• B&W 806 Nautilus 'Cableway* Supports. Gemstone granite
and audible improvements. f495 pair - Contact Grahams
Hifi.

Amplifier plinths for large
valve and mosfet power
amplifiers.

• Nottingham Anologue - triple base plinth with adjustable
brass cover. f185.

Loudspeakers - `non paler 16.02.
Solid granite enclosures external
professional grade X overs in
tableway'l° supports. Each pair
are hand built, fulty tested and
calibrated with balanced cabling.
Superb natural and clear
response, these are lifetime
products using valuable
gemstone polished materials and
top quality drive units.

Floorstanding loudspeaker ' Isolation plinths'''.
Dedicated to the best models that improve stability and
reduce cabinet resonances, particularly on suspended
floors, leading to significant sound improvements
throughout the audible range. Over 150 type many ex
stock complete with fixing kits.

Sales, technical advice and custom designs +44 1777 708673 International - 01777 708673/0958 500 452 UK
All products on show and demonstration at hne systems, 49-51 Main Street, Hayton, Retford, UK and certain dealers
Our exchange and modification service allows you to exchange and upgrade in the future.
designed, manufactured and hand finished in the UK by hne

T

here are digital converters
available which are a credit to
the CD format. They sound
fantastic, milking every nuance of
music from the stream of digital fed
to them, and letting you forget the
hi-fi in favour of the performance.
Unfortunately for most of us, they
tend to cost a lotta money and
remain an aspirational product, such
that the topics of ' buying one' and
'winning the lottery' are often heard
in the same breath.
Having heard rumours that the
inexpensive Cambridge Audio
DACmagic II mk2 was worth a
second listen, we secured a sample
for closer examination. Sure enough,
the sound quality heard when
hooked up to even a budget
integrated CD player's S/PDIF
output showed that this DAC had
real potential. And when Richer
Sounds dropped the price another
£20, to £99.95, we decided that this
would be the ideal platform for a
DIY upgrade project.
The basic design, though not
cutting edge in technology, is avery
good one. Designed by John
Westlake,
former electronics
engineer at Pink Triangle, the
DACmagic is hampered principally
by those same low-cost electronic
components that help keep the price
competitive. This works to the
advantage of any enthusiast handy
with asoldering iron, as some simple
substitution in key areas, from cheap
mass-market components to audiograde pieces, is often enough to
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transform sound quality. Hence, an
off- the- shelf DACmagic can be
acquired, audio-grade components
added, and performance lifted way
out of its station, and all for less than
£250.
Three
entirely
separate
transformers supply the circuit board
— one for digital processing, two
and three individually powering left
and right conversion/analogue
channels. Power from their 15V
secondaries is rectified by cheap
silicon diodes, smoothed by banks of
predominantly 3300µF electrolytic
capacitors (' elcaps') and thence
passed to a total of 23 voltage
regulators around the board. The
main thrust of the modification
operation here was to focus on these
components
and
associated
decoupling capacitors.
Digital conyersion itself is
accomplished by a pair of Philips

An off-theshelf
DACmagic can
be acquired,
audio-grade
components
added, and
performance
lifted way out
of its station,
and all for less
than £250

This project started as an innocent
exchange of afew capacitors.
The surprise was the
transformation — from DACmagic
to sublime sourcery

by ANDREW HARRISON

TDA1305 ' 18- bit' hybrid chips,
surface-mounted on the underside of
the board. This converter chip, last
heard working to singularly good
effect in the Naim CD3.5, is applied
here in dual-differential mode, where
each two-channel chip takes positive
and negative phases. This provides a
straightforward facility for a
balanced audio output through the
DAC's XLR sockets, although in the
modified prototype the conventional
RCAs were only ever used. Before
the output socketry lies apair of dual
op- amps for output buffering —
another area for easy upgrading, as
the ( already better- than- average)
Analog Devices AD712s may be
improved upon.
Within the constraints of a
realistic parts budget (in this project,
a nominal £ 100), the main areas
addressed were rectification,
smoothing and decoupling; later
came attention to screening, output
buffering and vibration damping.

SOLDERING IRON TIME
Remove the top cover's six screws on
the side and rear to lift the lid. Inside
can be seen the three transformers to
the front, and circuit board at rear,
the latter held in place by PCBmounted socketry along one edge
and two pillars on thé opposing
edge. The PCB will need to be lifted
out to access the underside, but this
need not mean totally extracting the
board fom the chassis; it can be left
connected to the XLR outputs by
their ribbons, unless you prefer to

de- solder these from the unit ( as
make sure the polarity of the
with this example) to facilitate
additional bypass OS-CONs on the
access. Other cabling from the
underside tally with those above.
transformers and to the front panel
The other capacitor changes are an
simply unclips.
additional by-pass 0.1µF OS- CON,
The main reservoir caps exchanged
mounted on the underside in parallel
are those responsible for the 5V and
with C120, (cleans the + 5V rail to
12V digital sections and the DAC
IC34, SN74HC157 input logic
chips. The output stage caps were left
chip). The final capacitor change
as standard although this is an area
was the initial coupling cap (C115)
for experimentation — see box. The
on the ' CD' input, a0.1pF ceramic.
bulk of the modification is
This was exchanged with a 0.1µF
replacement of cheap elcaps for
Audyn KP polypropylene and
quality OS-CONs and Elnas. The
0.01µF MIT MultiCap in parallel.
position and part numbers for these
This configuration has been tried on
are shown in Figs 1 and 2.
other DACs to good effect, although
Substitution is simply a matter of
the effect here was not clearly
desoldering an original cap ( a dediscernible. It was kept in place since
solder pump and/or braid makes this
switching between standard ` DAT'
a cleaner and easier process) and
and modified ' CD' inputs remained
installing a new one. This is best
an easy option for comparison.
done one at atime in order that the
The output op- amps were
correct polarity can be observed.
substituted to Burr- Brown OPA
When exchanging a non- polarised
ceramic cap for polarised elcap, the
correct orientation is essential. If, as is
often the case, the ceramic was
C67
paralleled with a larger value elcap,
then orientation should be obvious.
Where it is less immediately apparent,
C30
the following guide should help. The
C68
negative (-ve) leg will face to one of
four sides of the board, if viewed from
C59
above with the DACmagic's front
panel towards you.
C74
The Elna elcaps in the main
reservoir bank are easy to fit, but
C77

C62

SUPPLIER
Audio
Partnership,
Richer House,
Hankey Place,
London
SE! 4BB.
Tel: 0500
333500

2134PA, mounted in 8- pin DIL
sockets. Using such sockets (high
quality turned pin, RS 813-115)
makes experimentation easy, as
other chips can be evaluated quickly
without the fiddly job of chip desoldering; in our modified sample,
the old AD712s were actually
destroyed in the removal process.
Using a de-solder wick is essential
here — put iron tip to chip pin
termination
on
the
board's
underside with the braid between
pin and tip. Applying gentle iron
pressure wicks away enough solder
to allow the chip to come free.
Rectification diodes were swapped
from cheap 1N4004 to Schottky
1lDQ10 for all rectification stages.
Careful orientation should again be
observed, with the ' banded' diode
end corresponding to the ' line'
(cathode) side marked in circuit

C61
C29

C49
C66
C78

C72

NEW POLARISED CAP
ORIENTATION
C17
C22
C24
C29
C30
C35

Additional capacitors labelled
'CX' here are 47µF125V
(the upper two)and (below),

CX

-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve

->
->
->
->
->
->

left
Front
rear
rear
Front
left'

C50
C62
C64
C67
C97
C98

-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve

->
->
->
->
->
->

rear
right'
front
rear
right
right

For C35 and 62 mounted on the board's underside, the given
orientation is assuming the PCB is still viewed from above.

0.1itF, paralleled with C120
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diagrams (and printed on the board
itself).
Some further modifications tried
on our sample: vibration control
with bitumen- type damping pad
stuck to chassis base and inside
of top cover ( available
from car repair shops);
ferrite ring around power
cable inside unit, for RFnoise
attenuation
(AudioQuest); copper shielding
(CHO -FOIL copper tape) on
data processing chips, earthed to
ground. While any of these tricks
may not give night- and- day
improvements in isolation, the
compounded effect should be
beneficial.

THE QUALITY OF SOUND
A DACmagic II mk2, from the box,
is agood-sounding converter, avalid
upgrade in itself for budget to midpriced CD players. Its faults (when
compared to much pricier machines)
include an edgy, hard sound, and
what could be described as a
detailed but pushy sound.
We
kept
an
unmodified
DACmagic as a reference, showing
the abyss that separated the two as
upgrades were made.
The finished upgraded model seen
here has a relatively natural and
inviting sound, that, while not as
sharp and airy as some, nonetheless
really does let the music flow quite
effortlessly. The following comments
are made with respect to using the
S/PDIF coaxial input with Audiolab

and TAG McLaren disc transports.
Digital cables tried include Kimber
DV- 30, DV- 75, vdH The First and
Ecosse Digital.
The soundstage is very wide and
diffuse — there is no strict cut-off at
the speakers' perimeter. Vocal
images hold fast in space and invite
listening with little sense of
constraint or limiting. Tonally, the
top end is detailed and sharp enough
to convey nuances of, say, closemiked cymbal strikes but never falls
prey to undue sibilance are
synthetic-sounding glare. Midrange
is equally natural and relatively
uncolored but the most incredible
surprise was in bass drive.
There is an organic warmth and
velvety-ness in the low octaves that
brings to mind sub-chassised

TRE modifications carried out for this project should not
be seen as final and authoritative. They are, instead, an
ideal launching pad for further ' tweaks' and
expe, imentation, the commencement of which can
became an all- consuming obsession. To anyone already
> e,aFlicted this is old news. To the rest — you have
peen warned!
.,
Here are some pointers for more fun:
• Upgrade the reservoir caps in the output stage,
again supplemented by low- capacitance bypass caps.
• look at the many voltage regulators themselves,
trying for example, Linear Technology LT323AT in place
of a 7805.
• Output op- amps can be substituted with, for
example, Buir Brown OPA 2132AP. Be aware that some
op- amps don't like operation with unity gain. though.
• Voltage reference to the TDA I305 is critical. Try
improving the NE5534 op- amp to, say, Burr Brown
OPA132P. Also look to uprate C14 and C60 which
smooth power before the V REF input.
• All resistors can be investigated and exchanged
wth for example Holco or Vishay, exploiting their
associated better temperature coefficients, lower noise
and reduced inductance.
• Those three transformers could also be replaced with
high quality toroids, perhaps even mounted in an
outboard box.
• The box itself, while very sturdy for the money, is
made from pressed steel. This could be exchanged for
something non-ferrous.
Remember to make changes in gradual steps if you're
looking to make subjective evaluation of any particular
mod. In the event of abreakdown, it also becomes easier
to spat afault.

COMPONENT CHANGES
Part No:
C1
C2
C5
C77
C73
C3
C13
C9
C72
C68
C79
C15
C16
C17
C22
C65
C66
C67
C6.1
C19
C14
C24
C61
C60
C50
C34
C58
C85

Original spec
2200pF/16V
10pF/25V
47pF/16V
2200pF/16V
47pF/16V
10pF/25V
2200pF/16V
47pF/16V
10pF/25V
2200pF/16V
47pF/16V
100pF/10V
10pF/25V
100nF
100nF
100pF/10V
10pF/25V
100nF
100nF
100pF/10V
2200pF/16V
100nF
100pF/10V
2200pF/16V
100nF
100pF/10V
100pF/10V
3300pF/25V

C86

3300pF/25V

D16,17,18,19 1N4004
C94
100nF
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New part
22pF/20V
10pF/25V
10pF/16V
22pF/20V
10pF16V
10pF/25V
22pF/20V
10pF/16V
10pF/25V
22pF/20V
10pF/16V
10pF/16V
10pF/16V
10pF/25V
0.1pF/25V
10pF/16V
10pF/16V
10pF/25V
0.1pF/25V
10pF/16V
22pF/20V
0.1pF/25V
10pF/16V
22pF/20V
0.1pF/25V
10pF/16V
10pF/16V
2200pF/25V
ELNA R20
+47pF/25V
2200pF/25V
ELNA R20
+47pF/25V
11D010 x4
Discard

JANUARY 1999

Part No:
C87

Original spec
3300pF/25V

C88

3300pF/25V

D20,21,22,23
C95
C35
C62
C47
C29
C28
C59
C30
C78
C81

1N400.1
100nF
100nF
100nF
10pF/25V
100nF
100pF/10V
10pF/25V
100nF
100pF/10V
2200pF/25V

D4,5,6,7
C97
C82

1N4004
100nF
2200pF/25V

D8,9,10,11
C98
C91
C120

1N4004 x 4

C115

100nF

C116

100pF/10V

100nF
100nF
100pF/10V

New port
2200pF/25V
ELNA R20
+47pF/25V
2200pF/ 25V
ELNA R20
+47pF/25V
11DQ10x 4
Di scoro
10pF/16V
10pF/ T6V
10pF/16V
10pF/25V
10pF/16V
10pF/' 6V
10pF/25V
10p F/16.V
22000 /25V
ELNA R20
+47pF/25V
11DQ•Ox 4
10pF/25V
2200pF/25V
ELNA R20
+47pF/25V
11DQ' 0x
10pF/25V
disairc
22pF/20V
+0 1
µFt
0.1pF/250V
Audyn Cap KP
+0 OlpF
MITNititiCap
10pF/16V

All capacitors are Sanyo OS CON SC unless otbeivrise stated

turntables. This comes as awelcome
break from many a CD player that
sounds too top- or mid-focused, and
arguably contributes to this budget
bargain's listenability. A critical part
of my conscience started to wonder
if the emphasis was too far in favour
of the bass spectrum. Euphony
there may be due to- low-frequency
jitter effects finding themselves
accentuated in areduced field of HF
jitter, though without measurement
this remains speculation.
One thing worth pointing out is
that the optical Toslink connection,
often shunned as sounding too `glary',
works very well on this DAC and
should not be instantly overlooked.
With a few notable exceptions,
digital- to- analogue converters are
easily the most boring-looking pieces
of equipment in ahi-fi system. With
these modifications you may agree
that at least music need not be as
grey to listen to.

1
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A kit of components to upgrade the DACmagic
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able to carry,out all the necessary fitting work.
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Opal designs ltd
high- end audio

home theatre

multi- room audio

consultants
7-12Fiti> 7

evinson

MADRIGAL

AUDIO

LABORATORIES

DIGITAL
No.39
integrated cd processor £ 4,995.00
No.37
cd transport
£3,995.00
No.360
digital processor
£3,995.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.360s Special Edition digital processor £6,495.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.31.5 Reference cd transport £9,395.00
No.30.6 Reference digital processor
Arriving...
AMPLIFICATION
No.380
pre- amplifier
£3,995.00
No.380s Special Edition pre- amplifier £6,495.00
No.32
Reference pre- amplifier
Arriving...
No.334
dual mono 125w power amplifier £ 5,495.00
No.335
dual mono 250w power amplifier £7,495.00
No.336
dual mono 350w power amplifier £8,995.00

PROCEE17
Proceed AVP audio video processor £ 4,700.00
Dolby DIGITAL AC- 3, Pro- logic, DTS
Proceed AMPS five channel amplifier
Proceed HPA3 three channel amplifier
Proceed HPA2 two channel amplifier

£4,995.00
£4,495.00
£2,995.00

REVEL
Revel Salon Reference floor standing loudspeaker
Revel Gem Reference monitor loudspeaker

Opal designs Ltd
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex
UB6 OAA

telephone 0181 930 7972
www.opalco.uk

fax 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jaseopal.co.uk
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or several years, I have been
guiding a steady transatlantic
audiophile experiment in novel
territory. Over the phone, Ihave been
advising Rolf Pardula, who lives in
New York and records location sound
for America's art film producers', how
to get better sound from his
equipment. Mainly, this includes a
minimal, bespoke battery powered
mixer — originally built in Britain by
Roger Meyer — employing discrete
transistors with 1466 technology.
Valves — with their attendant high
battery weight and drain — are strictly
forbidden.

hi-fi) are coming to the same
conclusions. The common feature is
perceptive sensitivity. In this instance,
the ' other humans' are not just those
making the mods with expectations,
but also the judges of America's
cinematography, since the same Rolf
Pardula, working for the renowned
US art-film producer Spike Lee, has
won EMMYs on two separate
occasions. This was in 1996 and then
again just afew months ago, for the
superb quality of his location sound.
For anyone who has despaired of
cinema sound, this is welcome news!
Readers operating home cinema and
still maintaining sensitive ears might
like to test out some of the Spike Lee
movies of the past five years for
possible reference soundtracks.

THREE CATEGORIES OF
AUDIO-GRADENESS

The term ` audiograde' has arange of
gradations. Pure ' Category A' audio
grade parts are those that are 100%
dedicated, every part of the material
being specially selected for audio.
Considering the small core market for
such parts, and the relatively high cost
of
even
basic
component
manufacturing
equipment 2, the
repertoire of Category A parts is
mainly the simpler types. They
TAFTSTri REVISITED
amount to amicroscopic percentage
Helped by his co-meticulous Russianof the total world production of
émigré electronics technician friend,
electronic parts, and principally
Ilya Vaks. Rolf has over the past six
include audio and mains connectors,
years listened to and made decisions
cables, inductors and transformers,
on changing almost every part in the
film and electrolytic capacitors, and
mixer. At the minor inconvenience of
valves. When made en masse by a
eventually damaging the PCB track in
maker with the funds and the vision
places, the part changes — comprising
to invest in audio, Category A parts
at first increasingly better elcaps, other
are not intrinsically expensive, and
caps, resistors, wires, cables (with
may come in grades, allowing awide
spectrum of listeners to benefit. Elna's
perfectly re-matched stereo lengths!)
family of audiograde elcaps are an
and even semiconductors — have
wisely been made one step at atime.
example of both conditions. In
This avoids stirring up too many
practice, prices range from being
variables to judge at once. Rolf -and
barely higher than standard parts, up
Ilya are not audiophiles. They did not
to astronomical sums where genuine
set out by reading ahardcore audio
exotic materials and processes are
enthusiast magazine. Yet Rolf s employed. Presently there is scant
descriptions of sonic experiences are
availability in this category of the full
very much the same as those reported
spectrum
of
parts ( such
as
by audiophiles worldwide — albeit
semiconductors) necessary to complete
witl . aslightly different vocabulary.
practical audio paths.
Remember, the sort of sound Rolf is
On apotentially equal level, 'Category
mainly dealing with is the human
B' contains parts made to the very
voice, particularly US actors shouting!
high standards needed in, or estabEven here, there are sonic subtleties,
lished for, precision instrumentation.
This involves more ' objective'
where Holco and Vishay resistors (for
example) have made crisper or clearer
engineering goals, and might involve
sound. Moreover, many of those
audio/sonic compromise. In practice,
changes found at particular stages
some superb sounding parts are made
have been described as being not at
— completely by accident. In turn, it
pays to be aware that to a great
all subtle, but immense.
extent, makers blessed with making
The reality, that relatively subtle
such products may neither know, nor
component qualities significantly
influence sound reproduction, has thus
care, why their parts are liked by and
reached astage where other humans
bought by audiophiles and high-end
(vvith no involvement in, nor particular
makers. This category includes the
knowledge of, the world of high-end
famous Holco metal film resistors
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(made originally by Holsworthy) 3 and
Vishay's bulk foils, as well as plastic
film capacitors by various makers, plus
switches, connectors, tagboards,
PCBs, and transistors, ICs and valves
made by very particular makers.
In ' Category C' are everyday,
commodity parts. Most (95%) of the
parts available on the world market
are in this group, where low cost parts
are often to world standards, and have
few concessions to any particular user
base. Again, by accident or luck, some
of these parts do have suitable
qualities for audio, often with little or
no added cost over inferior sounding
parts. For example, one series of
diodes, built to a particular US
specification, has
non-magnetic
construction. The drawback of this
category is that the sonic attributes
cannot always be relied upon.
Commodity makers are under
continuing pressure to squeeze down
part cost, hence quality. Thus careful
monitoring is essential, as equipment
using such parts can have widely
differing sonic qualities, or else the
sonic quality may change abruptly.
With monitoring, decisions can be
made against 'good runs' which aren't
repeated. Unfortunately, the change
may not be readily detectable by
simple checks of incoming parts, so
quality audio makers and DlYers must
be eternally vigilant.

THE THUD' ABOUT SOME
'AUDIO' SEMICONDUCTORS
A few months back, a high- end
equipment reviewer was somewhat
misguided ( most likely by the US
maker), to state that the particular
power amplifier under review used
`audiograde transistors'. The writer
then mentioned the name of amass
market US semiconductor maker that
will
supply
custom-numbered
transistors at apremium. These were
only ever likely to be standard process
and/or assembly variations. Hence a
so-called ` audiograde' part from this
maker is likely to be made just as
much for missile guidance (or
whatever), and just happened to
sound better than other types in one
particular
instance.
Having
investigated electronic parts for the
service of audio for over two decades,
I can reveal that the above is an
example of aCategory C, or at best,
B part. In summary very few parts are
made expressly for audio, and with
parts not treated so exclusively,
compromise is inevitable — beyond
the universal compromises of finite
resources to which even the highest
grade parts are subject.
Ben Duncan
Further related insights can be found in
Black Box in the following issues: Dec
94; July 96; Jan/Feb 97; Oct/Nov 97;
Jan/Mar 98. See back issues order form.
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iven the proximity, in time
and space, of the Hi -Fi
Show at Heathrow and
TOP Audio in Milan, it should
come as no surprise that the stars of
both were the same. Just as the
British were awed by the first
showing of Sonus Faber's heroic
Amati Homage, so were the Italians
two weeks later. Theta's
DaViD, the Linn CD12,
Audio Analogue's longawaited CD player, the
Musical Fidelity X- Ray —
it was almost like we
witnessed a High End Road
Show. Amusingly, the
weeks following meant
shows in Brazil, Spain,
Poland,
Hungary,
Greece, etc, so canny
reporters might just as
well have sent the same
report again and again
with local variations.
But we're talking about
Italy, and the 1lth TOP
Audio was full of homegrown delights not seen
at Heathrow, as well as a
few imports which deserve
mention.
Audiogram — too
bad it starts with an 'A'.
I'd have preferred to save
this for last, as it was one of
the show's high points. This
company,
best
known
for
equipment stands and a usuallyoverlooked line of affordable
electronics, showed an all- new
range of solid-state kit that was
nothing short of mouth-watering.
All feature remote control and todie-for looks: split front panels, the
upper and lower segments in
brushed metal, the centre a black,
back-lit strip. MB1 and MB2 are
the line's integrated amplifiers,
rated at 40W/ch and 60W/ch,
there's a line pre- amp called the
Pierre 1, and the PI WO1 and PI
WO2 stereo power amplifiers rated
at
45W/ch
and
65W/ch.
Completing the line-up is the CDA CD player, with 18-bit Analog
Devices processing. Because Ionly
know the Italian prices, I'm loath to
suggest what they'll sell for when
they finally arrive in the UK, but
don't be too surprised if the least
expensive integrated comes in
below £ 500. Quite clearly, this is
the brand to watch. And not just
because the proprietor is agoddess.
Blue Moon showed an amazing
electrostatic speaker which looked
like an all-black Quad ESL63 on
steroids, beefed up by asubstantial
frame. No specs were available and
my Italian sucks, so all Ican tell
you is that The Voice sells for
around £ 8000. Blue Moon also
62

makes some nifty cones made out
of enamelled resin, priced at
around £ 30 for three.
Bow Technology News
Flash! The company
showed the delicious
Wookie, er, Wizz CD player —
A
whatever, the product ( which I Audiogram 'sCDcan't wait to try...) is now on its
third name, given that a
certain film company might
not approve of the first title,
while the second has acertain
urinary resonance in the
ok
USA. Latest bet is on
Wizard, but it could be
Wizzard. Or Whizzard.
Chario's
newest
loudspeakers are the
Academy Millennium 1
and 2. As with all of
the
company's
speakers, these are
beautifully finished,
with sculpted bassreflex enclosures. Ihad
no info on the ' 2, but
the ' 1 ( price circa
£1500) is fitted with a Above: Lowther
horns (and singleScanspeak Revelator
ended triodes) have a
29mm tweeter and a
strong Italian
Chario 130mm carbon
following
fibre
woofer.
The
enclosure measures
Left: Zingah's
'Omniray' horns
370x210x310mm.

II PIMA' Pill I,-I

integrateds: the L503s with
65W/ch, the L505s delivering
70W/ch and the L507s, good for
100W/ch. Prices range from around
£1400 to £ 2700, so banish any
thought of Lux-on-the-cheap. New
separates, all boasting gorgeous
enclosures, are the C3 and C5 line
level pre- amps, the M5 stereo
power amp ( 100W/ch) and the
D600s HDCD-ready 20- bit CD
player. Of particular resonance is
the importance placed on the
RV387, asurround-sound AM/FM
receiver delivering 5x100W and
featuring Dolby Digital processing.
McIntosh showed a new
surround- sound processor, the
MSD4. Absolutely loaded, it
features DTS and Dolby Digital,
six 1-bit D/A converters with 24-bit
resolution, plus three Motorola 24bit processors, four digital inputs
with
optical
and
coaxial
connections, an RF input for laser

ejj
:;

Both home-grown and imported
Dromos demonstrated a new
minimalist tube pre- amp, as yet
unnamed. Iknow nothing about it
beyond it using an external power
supply, but it just looked so smart
with a natural metal front panel
scored across its length with fine
lines reminiscent of amusical staff.
Price will be in the
region of 5,000,000
lire...
Luxman, which
I wish
would
return to the UK,
had a slew of new
products, alongside
the yummy SQ38s
30W/ch tube
integrated I
see from show
to show. Allnew are three
solid-state

high- end products were plentiful at
Italy's annual TOP Audio Show

by KEN KESSLER
disc players, and more. What's so
heart-warming about this device is
that it looks like it could have been
made in 1966.
Marantz added another
radical new toy to its Design
Series, the Layla being adropdead sexy music system housed
in a sleek 450x104x308mm
(whd) chassis. The entire lid
opens up to expose the
CD tray, why the controls
are four teensy joysticks
fitted to the lid. Also
Bow Technologies' new CD player

DECEMBER 1991
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included are an AM/FM tuner
section, a pair of tiny speakers
which could upset NXT, remote
control, full programmability, a
timer with alarm facility, 25W/ch
output in case the standard
speakers don't impress you — and
overall ` wantability' which makes
me crave one, even though I
absolutely do not need it.
Master Sound showed a range
of handsome tube amps, but the
one which caught my eye was the
Reference 845, with solid wooden
end- panels, three feet, copper
cladding — pretty much your
Italian norm. It's a Class A
integrated good for 40W/ch from its
four 845s. The 300B SE is asingleended integrated yielding 20W/ch
from a quartet of 300Bs, while the
Due Venti SE is a single- ended
integrated yielding 20W/ch from a
quartet of what look like EL34s;

meanwhile, Nightingale, which
had its UK debut at the Hi -Fi
Show, arrived in Milan with anew,
more
cost-effective
mains
conditioner. The CS1500 provides
isolation, filtering and mains
control for asystem requiring up to
1500VA capability. As with other
Nightingale conditioners, the unit
features a front- panel display
informing you of the total system
status. ( Note that I will be
examining one of these in a few
months when the KK Salon de
Musica is finished; watch this
space.)
Norma is the Italian brand
which makes those gorgeous, lowprofile solid state electronics, often
finished in luscious metallics like
rose and sapphire. New to me were
the 1' Series power amplifiers, all
housed in the rock-solid, curvededged slim-line chassis. The 7.1HC
is a 60W/ch design selling for
around £ 1800, while the 7.1HV
delivers 140W/ch for an extra £400
or so. The amp is also available as a
100W monoblock.
Opera — finally — showed an
active subwoOfer. It contains a
200mm Vifa woofer, driven by a
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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100W
amplifier;
the
adjustable
crossover
allowing the user to select
50/200Hz. A new centrechannel speaker also
appeared, the Voce
containing two SEAS
110mm mid/bass units
flanking a SEAS 19mm
dome tweeter.
Precisa Acustica, which visitors
to the Hi -Fi Show will recall for
their big egg- shaped speakers,
demonstrated
a range
of
electronics, readily identified by a
gold badge in the middle of each
483mm-wide black-finished fascia.
Yup, it's ovoid. NSA3/200 is a
200W/ch power amp with dual
mono construction, weighing in at a

serious 35kg. The PA is a
passive/active line level preamp
with outboard power supply and
remote control, the chassis
standing only 50mm tall. Also
available are the 03 dual mono
power supply and the PH phono
pre-amplifier with fully adjustable
mm and mc stages. SAP, the
company which made that cool,
et, rather hot Genio mini-monitor
with built-in valve amps, showed
another version for total tube
crazies. The Genio Super OTL
features
a Sin
woofer
a
compression driver supertweeter
and an on- board 15W outputtransformerless amplifier. Also
announced
was
an
OTL
integrated amplifier delivering
20W/ch from two Sovtek 6922s,
one Philips ECC83 and four GE
6080 double triodes. ( It would
appear that Italians love OTLs,
given GRAAF's and
others' devotion to
this technology.)
Wadia arrived with
the 830, a brand-new
CD player looking
stunning in a champagne y
finish yet still said to be extremely
cost-effective. It features direct
connection to power amplifiers
for purists who want to by-pass

Dromos pre-amplifier

external pre-amps, ClockLink jitter
reduction, DigiMaster 3.1 filtering,
Pioneer's Stable Platter transport
and circuitry based on the 850 and
860 CD players. Better still, the
830 is upgradable to accommodate
future developments through both
the software and modular cards.

Zingali showed a massive range of
speakers featuring wooden horns
sculpted from poplar, a la certain
German makes; the technology is
dubbed Omniray. Unashamedly
bold, the speakers are styled in the
manner of classic JBL studio
monitors of the 1960s, but with
those wooden accents making them
unmistakably Italian. All of the
domestic models — the Overture 1
and 2 stand-mounted designs and
the Overture 3 and 4 floorstanders
— employ bass-reflex cabinets and
offer sensitivities ranging from
91dB to 94dB. The various studio
monitors, said to be smash hits in
Japan ( surprise, surprise), offer
similar sensitivities, with the 95-215
delivering 96dB for 1W. This
monster speaker has a 50mm
compression driver tweeter and two
380mm woofers in enclosures
which measure 785x1000x400mm
(hwd)... not counting the 280mm
tall support. No question: Zingali
was one of the most talked-about
brands at the show.

Top: Serena and
Omer Malavasi of
GRAAF, flanking
high-end dealer
Lorenzo Sen
Above: Linn Italia 's
Antonio Trebbi

The 11th
TOP Audio
was full of
home-grown
delights not
seen at
Heathrow,
as well as a
few imports
which deserve
mention

Marantz Layla
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Chord amplifiers have stunned hi-fi critics and sound engineers alike.
Now you can experience the zenith of British audio engineering at
Britian's finest audio visual retailer.

Ale For Christmas gifts
that will never be
forgotten make sure
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sidelines

The history
of the
musical
automaton
is more
prolonged
:han would
at firs:
appear

Automatic organ
of 1657 by Gaspar
Schott. Note the
hydropneumatic
chamber on the
left, which powered
the drum with
water and the pipes
with air, while two
birds flapped their
wings and sang —
via their own tiny
horizontal pipes —
in time with the
music. From an
illustration in
HG Farmer's
The Organ of the
Ancients (1931)

rowsicig recently through
Donald Hill's History of
Engineering in Classical and
Medieval Times [
Routledge, 1996], I
was broughi to a sharp halt when
mention was made of an automated
flute-player forming part of the timeflagging system on an Arabic
water-clock. The clock was described
in medieval manuscripts which
encompassed atreatise said to be by
Archimedes, and it immediately
struck me that if the flute's
contribution involved asequence of
differing notes (ie, some sort of
melody) and its role really could be
traced back to Archimedes, that
would mean some method of
encoding music for mechanical replay
was conceived in the 3rd century BC.
Yet in last August's ` Sidelines' I
suggested amere 1000 years of music
storage as a possible subject for
attention during the Millennium
celebrations, on the assumption that
acarillon activated by aclock would
be alikely candidate for the world's
first musical automaton, and that
such adevice might have been is use
by the 11th century AD.
But before admitting to such a
huge error (derived from asuggestion
on these lines in the 1955 Oxford
Companion to Music), that flute's
actual
behaviour
had
to
be
established, which involved asking a
friend to examine the only easily
accessible translation of the complete
Arab texts, lodged in the Science
Museum Library. It transpired from
these that although the clock
registered each hour by means of a
ball propelled onto a cymbal
(paralleled by the appearance of
snakes which incited some birds into
frightened whistlings, plus aGorgon
whose eyes changed colour), the
flautist's efforts were confined to
playing asingle loud note once every
six hours. So unless one is adevotee
of Cage or Stockhausen, there's
absolutely nothing that could be
interpreted as apiece of music.
However,
the
supporting
commentary refers to a persistent
tradition of reliance on ancient
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prescriptions for automata, which
prompted a look at the history of
such inventions when their sonic
functions were primarily musical, not
mere servants of time-keeping, etc.
Spurning that old OCM's truncated
perspective, I found a number of
useful references, not least in the New
Grove. Much of the information was
revelatory, and Ihope that a brief
summary will at least intrigue others
who are curious to know when it first
became possible to listen to music
simply by activating a machine —
pursuing asort of extended prehistory
of the gramophone.
That monotonic clock-flute proved
to be a red herring, as there were
numerous ancient devices which
could be programmed to play a
melody. These usually took the form
of modifications to the hydraulis, or
early water-organ.
Ctesibius of Alexandria, a nearcontemporary of Archimedes and
generally regarded as inventor of the
hydraulis, even specified such an
adaptation of his own instrument, so
it could be said that manual and
automatic versions of the pipe organ
have an equal claim to antiquity.

Finally, leapfrogging 800 years, in
Baghdad's golden age three brothers
known as the Banu Musa achieved
an impressive consolidation of
technology. They acted as an eager
Islamic clearing-house for ingenious
mechanical ideas, and amongst much
else devised amusical automaton of
unparalleled sophistication. This was
the first device of its kind to be fully
documented, featuring a cylinder
studded with teeth which operated a
lever-system to actuate organ pipes
in amanner worthy of an age yet to
come.
Versions
were
even
manufactured on a quasi-massproduction basis by a team of
craftsmen, for use in ` palaces and
homes of the rich', a situation not
matched in Europe until the
Renaissance, 700 years later.
But this is as near as Ishall get to
my original falsely supposed starting
date for musical automata, while
admitting that the above short history
may still be in error regarding the real
beginnings. Even now, some erudite
authority on Chinese, Egyptian or
South American music may be lifting
apen [
more likely e-mailing — Ed] to
describe a cylinder- operated harp
from 3000BC... That would certainly
be worth publishing, but in the
meantime there's a small pile of
correspondence arising from my
'Touch of Tilt' article [July '98].

ORCHESTRAL DYNAMICS

Incidentally, legend has it that
Ctesibius's wife was the world's first
great organist, which in the
circumstances makes one wonder
whether she was always completely
above using the instrument's 'pianola'
option!
Despite Archimedes being linked
via that Arabic thesis with a very
unmelodic flute, he was reliably
credited with his own design of
automatic organ, while a related
instrument
was
described
by
Apollonius
of Perga,
another
contemporary.
Also,
Philo
of
Byzantium (same period again) and
Hero of Alexandria ( 1st century AD)
both produced texts describing
automated water-organs — although
the primitive steam engine will surely
be thought of as Hero's greatest claim
to fame.

Most of the letters on this have
concerned small practical problems,
but I seem to have created
puzzlement for anumber of readers
with the more conjectural matter of
how an unbalanced frequency
response might affect the dynamics
of orchestral music. I evidently
skipped through this too perfunctorily,
and see that in the attempt to keep
the text under control I'd held out a
passage on this very topic. It reads as
follows, and I hope provides a
statisfactory explanation.
'If one takes middle-C as a
reference
datum,
frequency
components in the crucial 2-4kHz
region emitted by a symphony
orchestra rise in relative intensity by
about 13dB as the players move from
average to peak levels, while the
trombone in particular undergoes a
change in this respect exceeding
30dB. The upshot is that rowdy
climaxes provide more scope than do
quiet passages for the sound to be
influenced by a skewed treble
response, so that even amild plateau
or depression above 2kHz will make
fortissimo trombones sound louder or
softer, yet have negligible effect when
they or other instruments are playing
pianissimo, thereby altering the
perceived dynamic range.'
John Crabbe
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ne of Eastern Europe's best
kept secrets is aloudspeaker
manufacturer that has been
in existence for over fifty years. This
manufacturer's output is not
confined to just drive units:
complete
loudspeakers
are
assembled from the raw wood, metal
and plastics, making a product
portfolio that spans from in- car
speakers to domestic hi-fi speakers,
via headphones and microphones,
PA
amplifiers
and
guitar
loudspeakers. The name of the
company is Tonsil, and its home is
in the town of Wrzesnia, Poland,
about 300kms west of Warsaw.
The company has kept a low
profile outside of Poland, but like
many industries its output relies
heavily
on
OEM ( Original
Equipment Manufacture) contracts.
Clients it manufacturse for include
Pioneer, Fiat and Daewoo (in-car),
Denon, and several other ' wellknown' brands. For domestic and

Tonsil prides
itself on its
research and
development
facilities,
which include
the largest
anechoic
chamber in
Europe

local markets Tonsil brands with its
own name, adding endorsment from
the conductor Jerzy Maksymiuk.
Tonsil ( which means ` soundmotor' in Polish, which has less
marketable connotations in English)
is now also active in the UK under
the banner of TLC, acondensation
of Tonsil Loudspeaker Company.
To uncover more on this
established audio company, we
visited the Tonsil factory in
Wrzesnia (pronounced Vru-sheshnee-ah) where we were given a tour
of the manufacturing plant.
Employing over 1800 people, the
company has grown substantially
from its wartime origins, through
state ownership, to its current
'public limited company' status after
a 1990 flotation on the Warsaw
stock exchange.
Complete drivers are assembled
on semi-automated production lines.
Individual components for those
drivers are also made on- site:
stamped chassis, cones
and surrounds, voice
coils and magnets. High
volume

«mop
ofonatsc
We travel over 700 miles into former
Eastern Bloc Poland seeking the
secrets of Polish loudspeakers

Clockwise from top: factory workers'
entrance; traditional test equipment
from R&D department (the Polish
script adding to the equipment's
complexity!); hand finishing on the
assembly line; arising sweep test tone,
50 to 10,000 Hz, is monitored visually
to ensure drivers are within tolerance;
Tonsil-manufactured speakers displayed
in the company shop in Poznan.
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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production and in-house component
sourcing allows Tonsil to offer
attractive manufacturing costs to
major foreign consumers, leading to
export sales exceeding 50 per cent of
total volume last year — over 90% of
that to Britain and Germany.
The factory, totalling 50,000 in' of
production space, encompasses the
noisy industrial plant for metal parts
production, and cleaner assembly
rooms where skilled workers quietly
build up complete speakers.
Cabinets are assembled in aseparate
plant using traditional chipboard and
MDF designs, supplemented by
more recent techniques, such as
injection-moulded ABS front and
rear baffles. Other out-buildings
include tool-making machine shops
and the plastics unit, also responsible
for cones and plastic driver baskets.
Tonsil prides itself on its research
and development facilities, which
include the largest anechoic chamber
in Europe. We saw this from the
inside and can vouch for its volume
and acoustic inertness! Adjoining
this isolated chamber ( and only
compliantly connected) is one of
several test and measurement rooms.
The test equipment is an
interesting
blend
of
traditional instruments,
scopes, signal generators and
Bruel & Kjaer mics, alongside
computer- driven technology
(including MLSSA, WINSpeaker and LEAP software).
At the time of our visit, the
lines were mostly dedicated
to Pioneer car speaker
production. As we walked
the driver assembly line,
the air was thick with the
heady odour of epoxy
glues (notwithstanding
modern
ventilation
pumps),
with
the
sporadic wh000p of
drivers passing through
quality control before
packaging.
To complete the picture of Tonsil
speakers in Poland we took the
consumers' view. In a warehousestyle shop, typical outside Polish
towns, we saw Tonsil speakers
beside the more familiar massmarket Jamo and JBL. Tonsil also
runs five of its own shops around
Poland: the best, we were told, being
that in nearby Poznan. There we saw
the full product range, including
Home Cinema speakers at prices
comparable to budget brands in this
country.
So, in atown which was originally
named by a Polish king after the
abundant heather glades which
covered the area, Tonsil has grown
from small beginnings to become a
major industry in the province.
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham,
Middlesex. TW1 2EB.
Tel: (0181) 892 7613 Fax: (0181) 892 7749
GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element.

TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

FOR YOUR ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS
STOP PRESS
NEW KRELL CD AND AMPLIFIER. JUST IN.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 BAO .
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon-Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5minutes from exit no 11. on M.I. Motorway
NARA AUDIO U.K RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEM DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WINN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK,

DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.

UP TO 36 MONTHS INTEREST FREE
CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

3 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
MAIL ORDER FACILITY
CUSTOMER INSTALLATION

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 1DZ
Tel: 0115 922 413g. +44 1159 224138 Fax: 0115 922 9701, +44 1159 229701
Demonstrated at: The Right Note. Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728 • Premier Audio.
Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Progressive Audio, Kent. Tel: 01634 389004
•Armchair Audio. Northampton. Tel: 01604 415412 • Orpheus Audio, Manchester.
Tel: 01257 473 175 • Sounds of Music, Tunbridge Wells. Tel: 01892 547003
•Unique Audio, London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Walrus Systems, London. Tel: 0171 724 7224.
NETHERLANDS: Renaissance Audio. Amsterdam. Tel: 31 20620 7125.
FRANCE: Next Audio, Salon De Provence. Tel: 33 49056 7682.

AGENCIES INCLUDE:
Angstrom, Arcam, Audiolab,
Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Boston, Copland, Castle, Denon,
Dwin, Krell, KEF, Meridian, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Michell, Micromega, Martin Logan,
Pioneer, RCF, REL, Siltech,
Sony, Sonus Faber, Tannoy, TEAC, Theta,
Transparent, Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

OPENING HOURS
10.00ann-5.30pm
Monday- Saturday
Later by appointment
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radio
APRIL 1999
Controller Radio 3 resigns, citing
'enormous and unbridgeable cultural
differences' between himself and the
new DG. The lady formerly known
as ' Posh Spice' is appointed in his
place.
A well-known
antenna
company
markets
silver-plated
VHF/FM
antennas,
claiming
improved sonic performance. The
company also claims that these are
also ' DAB-ready', until the radio
correspondent of awell-known hi-fi
magazine points out that FM and
DAB are broadcast on widely
different frequencies.

As is
customary
in January,
'Radio' is
replaced by
Master
Nelson's
Almanack

A

s usual at this time of the
year, acrystal ball appears in
the aether and is examined
for its portents...

JANUARY 1999
Mr Matthew Bannister is appointed
BBC Director-General Designate. A
period
of spontaneous public
mourning takes place; black-bordered
flags are flown from public buildings,
crowds gather silently in Hyde Park
and solemn music is played on all
commercial channels Mr Christopher
Evans is appointed Controller, Radio
4, with Mr David Beckham as Head
of Presentation. A presenter on BBC
Radio Shropshire accidentally says
something interesting.

FEBRUARY 1999
BBC Radio Shropshire is off the air
bar seven hours because the station
staff have become mysteriously
comatose. A memo from Controller,
Radio 4 to the
Board
of
Management
proposing
conversion of
the network to
a 24hr phonein and talk
format
is
leaked to the
press.
Accusations of
`clumbing
down'
are
Soon w be available through our Accessories
indignantly
Club: silver-plated VHF/FM aerials (photo
denied by the
shows prototype bases: these will be rosewood)
DG Designate,
who says that Radio 4will always be
'a bastion of English life'.

MARCH 1999

E-MAIL
Master John
Nelson may be
contacted via email —
john_nelsong
compuserve.com
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After a heated debate, the BBC
Board of Management narrowly
rejects the proposal to convert Radio
4 to a24hr phone-in and talk format.
It decides instead that Radio 3 is a
prime contender for conversion ind
instructs the new Controller to
consider ways and means of achieving
this end. A BBC Radio Shropshire
presenter falls asleep an-air.
JANUARY 2.9»

MAY 1999
Reviewers agree en masse that the
silver-plated VHF/FM antenna offers
a major improvement in audio
performance when tested on awide
variety of tuners. However, acopy of
an invoice addressed to the company
for several 50-gallon drums of silver
paint is reproduced on awebsite. A
leaked
BBC
internal
memo
comments that Big Ben has recently
sounded rather short of pace, rhythm
and timing, and invites suggestions
for improvements. A radio listener in
Shropshire sues BBC local radio for
boring arelative to death.

JUNE 1999
A DAB radio is sold. A review of a
valve amplifier attracts wide praise in
the professional literature for its
relatively accurate explanation of
thermionic physics, thought to be a
world first in a consumer hi-fi
magazine. A correlation between
speaker-cable auditioning preferences
and the height of the tide in Poole
harbour is discussed in HFNIRR. Mr
Barry Fox has a telephone call
returned by amarketing person.

JULY 1999
A story on the front page of Ariel
claims that BBC Radio Shropshire
recently managed an RDS travel
announcement which was only afew
hours out of date, in defiance of years
of traditional practice. In an
unprecedented achievement, there
was also said to be a reasonable
balance between the levels of the
signature tune and the announcement. BBC Radio Stoke manages a
travel announcement without asingle
um, er, cough or repetition.

AUGUST 1999
A heatwave causes the ECC83-based
Clapp oscillator at the heart of the
Greenwich Time Signal generator to
reduce its frequency by 4Hz. Mr Ken
Kessler writes areview containing the
word 'resistor'. Lengthy discussions
in an Internet newsgroup finally
ascribe this to the effects of
heatstroke.
Philips
Consumer

Electronics produces apress release
written in a reasonably good
approximation
to
English.
A
magazine reviewer finally grasps the
reasons why amplifiers almost
invariably
sound
worse
when
operated into very low or reactive
impedances.

SEPTEMBER 1999
The HFNIRR editorial office finally
acquires a reliable e-mail system.
BBC Radio Shropshire trails a
sequence of programmes for Easter
weekend. Radio 3's new 24hr phonein and talk format goes live. With
Vanessa Mae as the anchor, the first
programme debates whether the Byrd
three-part Mass sounds better if the
choir are in fetish gear or wet Tshirts. The afternoon show features
the DG Designate and Lord Bragg
moderating alengthy panel discussion
on whether violinists should or should
not disrobe for first-movement
cadenzas.

OCTOBER 1999
BBC Radio Shropshire leaves the
RDS TA flag up for an entire day.
Motorists
all over Shropshire
converge angrily on the studios, but
no-one in the building knows how to
unset the flag. Police lose control of
the situation and the station staff are
finally evacuated in ahelicopter from
RAF Shawbury. BBC Resources asks
the Government whether Big Ben
could be replaced by a later model
with better upper-mid articulation
and slightly more slam.

NOVEMBER 1999
A plan to relocate BBC Engineering
Information staff to acall centre in
Kyle of Lochalsh is approved. It is
discovered that due to a switching
error somewhere in Control Room,
Radio 4 has been off the air since
April. An immediate enquiry is
launched to find out why no-one in
Britain appears to have noticed.

DECEMBER 1999
It is discovered that due to multiple
switching errors somewhere in
Control Room, no BBC radio
network has been audible anywhere
in the UK for the past seven months.
Controller, Network Radio is given
a 340% performance-related bonus
but politely declines an invitation to
appear on Feedback, citing 'extreme
pressure of work'. BBC Radio
Shropshire trails a Carols by
Candlelight service for Christmas Eve
on 28 December. BBC Resources
sells Broadcasting House to Wet
Dream Radio, a management buyout of the erstwhile Radio 3.
Mr Matthew Bannister is formally
appointed BBC Director-General.
John Nelson
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soloisullIComplesso BaroccolCurtis

so

86

87
91

JS BACH
The Well-tempered Clavier, Book 1
Hewitt
Cantatas BWV202 & 206
SoloistsIGitchunger Kantorei &
Bach Collegium StuttgardRilling
CPI BACH
3 Keyboard Concertos
SpárryilConcerto ArmonicolSzüts

76

70

3ssical

89

SU K
Asrael Symphony, Fairy Tale, Serenade
for Strings
Czech POIBelohlcivek

89

85

92

EUGENE CHAD BOURNE
Insect Attract°.

92

DUNK BAILEY/JOELLE
LEANDRE
No Waiting

92

SIMON N FILL
Compilation Ill For lmprovisors,
Big Band & Chamber Ensemble

SCHUMANN
Kinderszenen, Arabeske,
Kreisleriana, Papillons etc
Ts'ong
SI BILIUS
Symphonies 1-3
COEIBerglund
Symphonies 1 & 3
Iceland SOISakari

86

STIVENSON
Songs
Aruong Collective

89

R STRAUSS
Four Last Songs, 9 songs with
orchestra, Capriccio - excerpts
LottIRSNOliirvi

95

Arm

5

BERNARD ALISON
Times Changin'

99

THE BEACH BOYS
Endless Harmony

95

BECK
Mutations

95

LVIN BISHOP
The Skin I'm In

96

CAKE
Prolonging The Magic

96

IVA CASSIDY
Songbird

99

GALAX." 300
The Portable Galaxie 500

96

OTIS GRAND
Grand Union

99

IAN & SYLVIA
Greatest Hits

99
99

THE IMPRESSIONS
One By OnelRidin' High
Fabulous/We're A Winner

96

THE KLIZMATICS WITH
CNAYA AL BUST" IN
The Well

99

PEGGY LII
ILike Men1Sugar'n'Spice

99

DIKE LEONARD
Before Your very Eyes

99

JUL." LONDON
Sophisticated Lady/For The
Night People

92

JERRY DIANN QUINTET
leny Hahn Quintet

92

PAUL MISSION
Giant Soft Drum Set

99

MOTT THU HOOPLI
The Best Of The Island Years

92

LIE KONITZ
Saxophone' Dreams

99

RICK NELSON
Another Side Of Rick/Perspective

99

93

MORRIS/VANDERMARK/
POPPEL
Like Rays

93

DAVID MURRAY
Creole

99

LOU REED
Transformer

93

DAVE PIKE
Bophead

96

RIM
Up

VARIOUS
Bluegrass Breakdown:
14 Instrumentals
jazz roundup

99
99

93
93

97
99

97
99
99
101

SCHOENBERG
Pierrot Lunaire, Herzgewachse, Ode
to Napoleon
SchàferlPiuman-Yenningsl
Ens InterContemporainlBoulez
SCHUBERT
Piano Sonata 0960, German Dances,
Allegretto in C. etc
Ts'ong
Der vierjàhrige Kasten
soloists/Bavarian Rad Ch/Munich
ROIWallberg
Die Verschworenen
soloists/Bavarian Rad Orch & Ch/
Wallberg

rock/pop
ALISHA'S
Illumina

97

PRETTY THINGS
Pretty Things/Got The Picture/
Emotions/SF Sorrow

DEL SHANNON
Sings Hank Williams/1661 Seconds
The Further Adventures Of Charles
Westover
RALPH STANLEY &
FRIENDS
Clinch Mountain Country
BOBBY VII
The Night Has A Thousand Eyes/
Meets The Ventures
VARIOUS
Soundtracks
5000 Volts Of Stax
Tuff Enuff: The Ace Blues Masters
Midpriced roundup
GINO WASHINGTON
Change Your Thought And Change
Your Life

97

GILLIAN WELCH
Hell Among The Yearlings

99

JUNIOR WELLS
Blues Hit Big Town.

Lee Konitz: page 92

THE N FN / RR RATINGS

Sound quality and performance are separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical content.
A few releases are reviewed from master-tape copies (as stated). An additional
'star' denotes outstanding quality. Review headings show catalogue number
and total playing time. Ratings also show aCD price coding: 0 full price;
midprice; A budget price; 0 special price — see 'Compact Disc Service'.
Reissues are shown ®, with first UK publication date.
Sound quality :
Fine, modern recording
Good, some minor reservations
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound
Historical source, eg 78 rpm

JANUARY 1999

A : 1

B: 2
C: 3

Performance
Very Good
Good
Moderate

D:4

Poor

H: H

Historical

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

photo: Carlton Classics

F

ou Ts'ong's acclaimed recital at
Wigmore Hall, last year, and a
series of recordings made in
Poland of music by Mozart, Chopin
and Schumann (on Canton Classics)
show beyond doubt that he has few
equals in his quest for musical truth.
'Recording makes one aware of a
lot of things, because when you play
back, and realise what you are doing,
in most cases it is not apleasant
experience. What you thought was
nice turns out to be grotesque. It is
often like that, but on the other
hand, one can only play how one
feels. When Iwas younger, Ijust
couldn't do it, and it was so
inhibiting, because Ididn't like
anything Iheard and couldn't
recognize myself. Iam getting older
now and play differently each time.
'Editing is not easy, so Imake the
edits myself, otherwise very few
listeners will grasp what Iam trying
to do. The maze of ideas you have to
piece together may contradict each
other, and they must make logic, but
Ihave now come to the conclusion I
like to make records!
'Recording is what you try to
understand of the music up to that
moment, and it is not quite the same
as aperformance, naturally, although
there are anumber of facets that I
endeavour to bring out. Romantic
music — Chopin and Schumann —
is much more difficult than Mozart.
One day this rubato feels very natural
and convincing, another time you
find it impossible to bear, so
mannered.
'You have this experience with
Cortot's Chopin Préludes, or any of
his playing. Some days it is divine,
sublime; on others it is unbearable,
terrible. You know what Imean?
One has to be in the mood: follow
his thoughts, so to speak. To have
any value at all, romantic playing has
to be so alive, so momentary.'
Would you prefer to have live
performances on record?
'Meridian released my Schubert
recital last year from St Johns, Smith
Square. Fortunately there was also
the rehearsal, so we juggled it abit!
It was mainly the performance. If I
tried to achieve the same
communication at the beginning of
the sonata in the recording studio it
would be murder! In the concert it
was not perfect, but it's there. It's
also a collective experience: when
you have listeners in the hall,
somehow the wonderfully quiet
concentration makes it spiritual.'
Do you visualize yourself playing
in acocoon, as with Richter,
concentrating on the music's message
while barely sensing the audience's
presence?
'When Iperform Idon't really
think of the public, but when at
home and someone walks into the
room, Iimmediately start to play
differently. It's incredible, but Ifeel
that Ihave to " tell" them something,
like some important message.
N&R NBU & MUM REVIEW

ilINUAIrt Ins

'In my old age Iam much more
open listening to music played many
different ways. When young, you are
more sure of your vision, while,
growing older, you realize there are
other paths to follow; and lastly, you
seldom hear aperformance from
beginning to end that absolutely
convinces. These days, to hear one
phrase that is wonderful, Iam
grateful.'
With young pianists, balance
between the hands can cause
problems, when some just emphasize
the top line and forget about the
bass and middle registers.
'Yes, the voicing must be brought
out, and there is not much of that,
nowadays. Isee all music in this way
— and the bass is also important. I
am atremendous admirer of
Schnabel, but he said something
appalling about Chopin being a
typical right-hand composer.
Absolute rubbish, because Chopin's
left-hand is immensely important. In
the Barcarolle, for instance, if you
play the left-hand rhythm correctly,
the essential melodic flow in the
right grows from the bass register
with every suggested colouring. It
takes care of itself. And when Iteach
students the G-minor Balinde, Imake
them play the ascending left-hand
line, then add the beautiful righthand melody.

uTslong

Now 65, the Chinese pianist who studied at the
Warsaw Conservatory at last feels there's
something to be enjoyed in making records
interview by Bill Newman

`For that reason, the Concertos
had abad reputation, because
orchestral players found that just
playing long notes while waiting for
the pianist's rubati and the
conductor's down-beat, gave no
sense to the harmonic structure. It
was just awaiting game, but it didn't
need to be like that — it has a
beautiful line, and Chopin actually
first wrote them with string quartet.
'Certain 19th-century pianists
ignored the structure, but great
artists like Cortot and Scluiabel knew
how to play freely. Chopin's writing
is very clear, but in modern times we
perform him in a straitjacket...
[He is] difficult to record because of
the rarity of really true romantic
playing — touch, variety of colour,
style. It's alost art.

• 'It doesn't have to be acase of
extremes, as you can always go back
to the Urtext with Chopin's own
pedalling, to which one has to add
one's own performing personality,
otherwise it has no value.'
Ifeel your recording of Chopin's
F-minor Concerto reveals agreater
work than die E-minor — the
changing moods in the marvellous
slow movement have aspecial sense
of communication between pianist
and orchestra.
`It is finer, but that is what Iam
trying to say — the orchestral
accompaniment has amusical reason.
Liszt used to say that the [pianist's]
left hand was solid like atree trunk,
and the right is its leaves waving
about, freely.'
You have always been asked to

When Fou
Ts'ong left China,
his father said
'First of all
you should be
a man, second
an artist, last a
pianist' - a
philosophy he
carries through
to his young
pupils
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FIRST AND LAST
FIRST

Aleph 3
30W Single Ended Stereo

WILSON MAXX: Pinewood is the first and ONLY dealer in the
UK to have the superb Wilson MAXX loudspeaker on
demonstration. Ours are finished in Ferrari 550 metallic grey
—asight for sore eyes and asound to turbocharge the ears.

FIRST
KRELL MRA: Pinewood is the first UK dealer to sell apair of
the mind-blowing monster KRELL MASTER REFERENCE
AMPLIFIER from the genius in Connecticut. (
How does
Barry White sound on these, Dan?)...

FIRST

X 1,000
1,000 W Class A Mono Block

WILSON WAMM: Wait for it — Pinewood has just taken an
order for the ONLY pair of the incredible Wilson WAMM
loudspeakers ever to be sold in this country. An undisputed
legend for 25 years, the WAMM stands supreme — and looks
other-worldly enough to devour your children...

AND LAST...

DAC D1
Fully Balanced/Volume Control Output

'IN A CLASS OF
THEIR OWN'
Call for more details to our specially sele( ted
dealers below
LONDON

0171 724 7224

ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH, LEICS

01530 414 128

LINTONE AUDIO

GATESHEAD, TYNE 8. WEAR

0191 477 4167

THE RIGHT NOTE

BATH, AVON

01225 874728

THE AUDIO NOTE SALON

GLASGOW

0141 357 5700

SOUNDS OF MUSIC

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

01892 547 003

MIDLANDS AUDIO EXCHANGE
HAZERMERE AUDIO
AUDIO EDGE

KIDDERMINSTER, WORCS
HIGH WYCOMBE
WOKING, SURREY

01562 822 236
01494 437892
0800 052 1966

MIRK MUSIC LTD
Distributors 01 line music products
PASSLABS • EGGLESTON WORKS • HALES • COPULARE
SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH • BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY • REFERENCE ) A
T. 01892 539595

F. 01892 547004

In spite of all this big stuff, Pinewood is not some highpowered intimidating dealer who looks down his nose at you:
Brian Rivas, assisted as always by Alison Holmes, has dealt
solely with Absolute Sounds for 11 years and is proud of his
matchless personal service. We specialise in KRELL,
WILSON AUDIO and SONUS FABER for no other reason than
that we love everything about them, and it doesn't matter
whether you aspire to £600- worth of Concertino or £35,000
of MAXX — we'll always go that extra mile to make sure you
get it right. We have time, discretion and dedication — and
those are what we have become known for. We may not be
the first dealer you have visited, but we'd like to be your last.
Please telephone for a discussion or to arrange a
demonstration.

A`,erferetilebik tonewee
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultatim and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telepholie

play more Chopin...
'I tried to get away from this
[specialist] label, but not any more. I
find he is the greatest writer for
piano. Ialso adore Scarlatti, and
used to play agroup of his sonatas
as the first half of arecital.'
Finding the various personalities of
individual composers to fit one's
performance style is a challenge. Is
Schumann's piano music especially a
problem?
'Oh, yes. He was simply mad!
Very often uncomfortable for the
performer, unpianistic, and
sometimes to no purpose. But the
most important aspect is the
composer's vision: that is quite
tremendous, coupled with his
incredible spontaneity. He is a
typical Gemini, everything growing
from and leading immediately into
something else, with such fireworks!
Nevertheless, there is nothing
superficial, and he is always very
moving.
'I have always admired Cortot's
Schumann, not always controlled,
but the spirit! Not long ago Iheard
Gieseking's Schumann — the
Fantasie. Inever imagined he played
like that, because his Dresden-China
Mozart Inever liked, or his supercool Debussy, but his Schumann had
tremendous passion!'
Mozart
Do you prefer giving solo recitals to
performing with orchestra?
'Basically, Iprefer recitals, as I
don't have to rely on anybody else
— bad or good, it becomes my own
responsibility. Sometimes, if you
don't get on with the conductor, it

can be really terrible, and in Mozart
concertos Iprefer to direct from the
keyboard: my whole view of the
work embraces all the orchestral
tuttis as well as my own piano part.
'In fact, in my recordings of K482
and K491 with Sinfonia Varsovia
[Carlton 30366 01167] Iwas, in some
ways, more pleased with the
orchestral playing than my own!'
His solo works, particularly the
shorter, eloquent masterpieces like
the Fantasia in C-minor, the Adagio
in B minor, Minuet in D and Rondo
in A-minor, pose their individual
problems.
'Of course. They are terribly
difficult — My God — and they are
his greatest works for solo piano.
The sublimity of the concertos is so
wonderful, but Idon't consider his
sonatas are on the same level, so I
programmed my record [
Carlton
30366 01112] carefully. Basically,
Mozart was an opera composer with
his characters thrown off against
each other, but for the piano his
writing becomes too
monochromatic.'
Ihear hints of characters like Don
Giovanni, Donna Elvira, Donna
Anna appearing during the Fantasia.
'Yes, that is why Ichose these
shorter works, they are so very
special; but the rarely-heard Sonata
in F, K533/494, written when
Mozart was studying Bach and
Handel, is so taut. Brahms's Second
Symphony grows out of it, and one
particular phrase inspired Liszt when
composing his B-minor Sonata.
'It is also interesting the way
Mozart added his own contrapuntal
coda to the Rondo Allegretto,

composed originally to stand by itself
— it was all written for the upper
register, so he brought in the bass at
the end to balance with the other
two movements. It shows the
composer in aparticularly interesting
light. The Rondo itself is charming,
galant, whereas the rest of the work
is tough, sinewy. How magically it
worked for him!'

I

Schubert
It is often said that acompletely new
world was created by Schubert, a
song-like vision that permeates his
whole output. Are his piano works
especially difficult?
'In some ways they are not very
pianistic, yet, at the same time, they
are so sonorous and beautiful for the
instrument. Look at the last, the
B-flat Sonata: so much ' string
quartet' for me, while the D-major is
very orchestral — even Mahlerian,
hardly going into the minor key at
all. Normally D-major bores me, but
this piece is so exuberant —
trumpets, trombones! Amazing!
'In the second movement of the
B-flat, you have aduet in the right
hand, with pizzicato cello
underneath. Schubert wrote con
pedale, and Richter in his particular
mood tried to play it without pedal.
It doesn't work, and his slow speeds
were completely crazy, impossible!
'Finding the balance between the
orchestral and string quartet textures
is most difficult, and the other
important factor is the doubling in
melodies and octave writing. Here
you have to bring out the bottom or
top lines to find the variety of
colours. Schubert is on his own!'

With clear layouts, authoritative criticism and
additional listings, this is something of a ' must' if it is already behind the times leg, with the
disappearance of Collins Classics, and the
Revelation catalogue overcast by licensing doubts)
this is just in the nature of things. You can also
discover which loudspeaker the 'versatile conductor
and composer' (
sic) Sir John Eliot Gardiner likes to
listen to at home!

Gramophone Classical Good CD Guide
1999. 1332 pages with review/artist indices, etc.
Paperback; £ 16.99. Gramophone Publications Ltd
ISBN 19022744 02
Without any ado, the twelfth CD Guide, this time
sponsored by B&W, plunges straight into 1233
pages of recommendations, 143 of these
'Collections', with grading indicators for recordings
of special merit. Operas are included, although
there is now asupplementary volume - ie, the
entries are almost entirely rewritten - for this
category ( reviewed in HFN/RR October).
This year, the Gramophone dropped its
customary Award for engineering, but here discs
reappraised in Ivor Humphreys's ' Sounds in
Retrospect' column are noted as such in the
headings. New entries are no longer Ragged and
as always, the reviewer's identity is withheld.
H141 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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Once, wilier Iwas
getting canted awa -e
directing a -jghly
receptive N.Alson Goen-esç
in the prepœ-crion of
f:
Chopin's B----tioor Senate,
Isudden' Hoeght: 'M¡
God, Iann,
Furtwangier directing ditsti
Berlin Philharnnonier

Herbert von Karajan, a Life in Music,
by Richard Osborne 851pp with appendices 1-3,
indices and notes ( 64pp), 51 photographs, etc.
Hardback, £ 0.00. Published by Chatto & Windus,
London. ISBN 185619 763 8
The first English publication on Karajan ( 1956) was
couched as aten- page open fan letter, by the critic
of Le Figaro, Bernard Gavoty. Roger Vaughan's
1986 biography furthered the Heldenleben image:
the man who could tune aFerrari as well as the
Berlin Philharmonic, who soared at the controls of
his own jet as he made orchestras soar in Strauss
tone- poems. Other writers, as the tide has turned
against Karajan, have sought to portray ameanspirited, power- obsessed and mendacious figure,
pa, Klaus Lang in the Faber Dossier; the journalist
Norman Lebrecht, who evidently thought his career
should have ended at the Nuremburg trials.
Richard Osborne, whose admiration for Karajan
has been evident in print for over 30 years,
although clearly finding the conductor an alluring

'A theme, \lien it
reappears briculd kill me
something; it 4houlc
have a psychological
transformation, a
creative, artshc qualit).
Althouch the musiciame
amongst us ace hard
to find, great artists
the rarest al dl.'

Fou Ts'oug': Schubert and
Chopin CDs art reviewed
this month, wgether with a
Schuman,' programme on
Carlton. Th. Mozart piano
works cis :cos ieviewczi
September '9.e

figure, is not wholly without objectisity - you will
need asecond bookmark to follow his 64- page
'footnote' section in parallel with the main text; it
includes all kinds of supplementary information and
not alittle criticism.
Overall, Osborne paints afigure who later paid
for glamour and success in increasing physical
pain and isolation. Karajan's caieer is traced in
enormous detail (the early period was intensively
researched by aSwedish writer who died in 1997,
and Osborne had access to her documentary
archive), and the richly embroidered narrative
populated with an army of commentators who had
worked with Karajan. In dealing with his concert
career, Osborne intriguingly mentions all sorts of
music not associated with Karajan via the legacy of
commercial recordings: Walton's First Symphony
he was also immensely taken by Elgar 2, but did
not conduct it); Rachmaninov's Second, Roussel's
Third; works by Reger, Blocher, Senclin, Martinu,
Ligeti. Artists too: Michelangeli, Haskil, Gilels,
If you like neither the subject nor the writer,
avoid this biography. Iread it in huge chunks until
surfeited with RO's gossipy, ' fly on the wall' style
or his digressions ( Clouzot's Wages of Fear, for
one). I'm sure the publishers loved it; but it lacks,
say, the clarity and gravitas of Peter Heyworth's
two- volume Klemperer biography [ Cambridge UP].
The appendices deal with Korajan's deNazification, and give atranslated thesis on the art
of rehearsal.
chris toiaher Ereunig
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"HORNS WITHOUT COLOURATION"
Avantgarde Acoustic Horn Loudspeakers:- Not only do the Avantgarde loudspeakers look
stunning, they also produce sound of the highest quality. They have all the great attributes of
horn loudspeakers and because they are perfectly formed spherical horns, they have none of
the colourations normally associated with horn designs. What more could you ask, "Horns
without colouration"! To quote Martin Colloms from his review of the DUO in the June
issue of Stereophile: "In fact, the DUO probably out reached the Wilson X-1/Grand
SLAMM in the mid & treble." If you want to own one of the finest loudspeaker systems in
the world, please call for details. Dealer enquiries welcome.

The
Platine
Verdier Turntable
is now firmly establishing itself as anew
analogue reference
turntable. It has
some
unique
design features,
which make this
60Kg deck one of
the best turntables in the world.
Dealer enquiries
welcome.
NEWS:TRON
have just launched the
Disc-Drive, which is the
world's first valve mains
power supply for Audio. The DiscDrive has been primarily designed to power turntables up to 25 watts,
which includes the Garrard 301/401 and Thorens TD124. It can also
be used to power CD players, preamplifiers, D-A converters and
tuners. The advantage of this device is that it produces perfect mains and therefore eliminates the need for expensive mains filters, mains conditioners and
cables which only treat the symptoms, and do not address the fundamental problems of today's mains electricity supply. G T Audio have long since recognised the advantages and sonic ability of valves to drive loudspeakers and have gone one step further developing valve technology to power turntables,
CD players, preamplifiers etc. The results of using this device are quite staggering. Background noise is significantly reduced. Dynamic range is increased.
Imaging is improved and more information and detail is heard. A more powerful 50 watt version has also been produced so that more than one piece of
equipment can be fed from one Disc-Drive. Export and Dealer enquiries welcome.
TRON have just launched two new power amplifiers to complement the Nucleus preamplifier. The "PX25" and "300B" amplifiers are available in either
stereo form or as monoblocks amplifiers using the new PX25 and KK 300B valves. The "PX25" version has been specifically designed to work with efficient horn loudspeakers. The " 300B" version is more powerful and will therefore drive awider variety of loudspeakers. Both versions are no compromise
designs. Export and Dealer enquiries welcome.
New & Ex-demonstration Equipment for sale
Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple
(list £3,400)
£3000
ART Monolith loudspeaker cable, 3metre stereo pair,
(list £650)
£495
Unison Research Simply 845 (list £3150)
£2750
Posselt Albatross loudspeakers, rewired with MS1 cable,
wonderful sound ( list £3000)
£1800
Prototype 300B Monoblock amplifiers as featured in
Sound Practices, Beautiful sound
£500
GM Audio table ( list £ 1250)
£600
Townshend Seismic Table, the big one with 3inch diameter legs,
3tier, (list £2300)
£ 1000

Pre-Owned Equipment for sale
Leak TL12.1 (
matched pair), BBC spec rebuilt to avery high standard £ 1600
Nottingham Analogue Mentor Reference (white finish) + Mentor arm,
excellent condition
£2000
Nottingham Analogue Mentor Reference, (black finish) + Paragon
linear tracking arm, excellent condition
£2000
Radford STA12, very rare, excellent condition
£750
Castle Chester loudspeakers, boxed as new (list £700)
£375
Linn Ku-stone stands, as new (
list £ 140)
£80
Siemans Klangfilm Studio power amplifiers, BL34 valves, very
collectable
£500
Thorens TD124 +SME Series 34 Shure V15 mounted in Bastin
Maxplank plinth
£300

Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft, Denon, Diapason, GATE, GM Audio, GRAAF, Immedia
Turntables & Arms, Jolida, Leak Troughline Tuners, Matisse, Monrio, Nottingham Analogue, Ortofon, Platine Verdier Turntables, Posselt,
SME, Solidsteel Tables, Townshend Audio, TRON, UKD Opera, Unison Research and Yamamura Churchill Millennium Cables.
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mail order available

VISA

Tel/fax: (+44) 01895 833099
e-mail: gt.audioetesco.net http://www.gtaudio.com
We are situated on the outskirts of London 4minutes from junction 16 of the M25 (M25/M40) or 20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station

classical REVIEWS
governs her discretion in matters of
tempo and dynamics which Bach
didn't specify. Just how differently
these factors can be balanced is
heard, for example, in the Csharpminor fugue. Helmut Walcha, whose
1961 EMI [
harpsichord] recording of
the '48' was once held in awe, treats
it as a dour, relentlessly intellectual
exercise in counterpoint. Hewitt
(who has also written the booklet
note) sees the four notes of the
theme as forming 'the outline of a
cross lying on its side' and considers
the piece ` an emotionally powerful
work'. Purists may quail at so
subjective a judgement and opt for
Walcha's tediously literal reading;
but Hewitt's performance has a
devotional introspection that will
captivate unprejudiced listeners, and
possibly remind them that Fischer
also saw religious connotations in
Bach's secular music.
Fischer's technique, though,
wasn't above reproach, whereas
Hewitt has no difficulty in coping
with the demands of this arduous
opus. Objectively alone, this is
playing of a superior order, showing
a connoisseur's discernment towards
the weighting of notes, the
significance of inner voices and the
effects of fugal entries. Gratifying,
too, is the attention given to the
importance of clear textures within
the inherently ductile tones of a
modern piano; and they are
conveyed in a recording that
becomes unyielding only in
moments of stress. In sum, how you
like your Bach is not the issue.
Rather it is how you respond to a
profound musical experience — as
this one undoubtedly is.

Record

of the Month
ADES:
Powder Her Face
Gomez/Anderson/Morris/Bryson/
Almeida Ens/Ades
EMI CDS 556 6492

(2CDs, I1
5m 45s)

Who was the headless man? Countless suggestiors have been made as to
the identity of the gentleman photographed in a Clintonesque pose with
Margaret, Duchess of Argyll, but her secret appears to have survived her.
What has also survived is the pervasive air of an itocratic decadence that
was her hallmark, evident throughout her sensatiinal 1963 divorce case in
which the aforementioned photograph was produced, and also the ruthless
strength of character that drove her to live life

0.1

her terms alone.

Something of this strength of
character comes through in Adès's
opera on the Duchess, in which
sensuality and bitterness are
intermingled to suggest the
overwhelmingly carnal nature of her
personality. The waiter whom she
seduces in Scene 4 seems blank and
unformed in the face of her
magnetism, as do most of the
participants in those scenes in which
she appears in person. It is only at
the beginning and the end of the
opera, in which the Duchess in old
age struggles to come to terms with
the loss of her potency in both
sexual and social terms, that she is
forced to accede to the dominance
of those she had come to regard as
her inferiors. The final scene, in
which the debt-ridden Duchess is
thrown out of her penthouse at
London's Dorchester Hotel, presents
an arresting portrayal of her
breakdown; she sets her gramophone
in motion without a record on the
turntable, causing aclicking of white
noise like a death-rattle. This is the
moment of the death of spirit

(although the Duchess was in fact to
live on for another three years), as
the ghostly hotel staff enter her suite
and pull it to pieces.
Adès and his librettist Philip
Henscher have chosen to depict
their subject's life by means of
synoptic scenes, often telling the
story by means of the reflection of
peripheral characters — the judge in
the divorce case, the hotel staff, an
electrician. Here the value of gossip
is everything: at once the force that
propels the Duchess to fame and the
instrument of her destruction. The
tango stylings at the opening are
infectiously catchy, but there is only
bleaknes:, at the heart of the opera,
all joy perceived in reflection. The
musical language is confident and
wide-ranging, delighting in the
unexpected, and at times revelling in
abrutal momentum that is as
memorable as it is disturbing.
Performance and recording are both
excellent, and one can only
commend an enterprise of such
energy and dramatic effectiveness.

IS BACH:
The Well-tempered Clavier, Book 1
Angela Hewitt (pno)

— though the propriety of
doing so is questioned in some
quarters.
Glenn Gould got away with
it, of course, probably because
he was provocative. And he
preferred a dry sonority, which
Angela Hewitt eschews. She
uses all the resources of the
piano, even the middle
(sostenuto) pedal to hold down
the awkward low-A at end of Fugue
20. But you don't need to travel
that far to experience the crystalline
touch, variegated tonal colour and
aesthetic flexibility of phrase that
Hewitt brings to the music without
ever distorting Bach's designs. How
the designs were to be expounded
was left to a musician's discretion.
Hewirt's interpretation of content

Hyperion CDA 67301/2

(
2CDs, 116m 37s)

Edwin Fischer said it first. And
collectors 65 years ago were
doubtless grateful for a complete
Book 1of the '48'. It didn't matter
if the pieces were played on the
piano because that was the norm. In
fact, the 1950 edition of The Record
Guide called both sets (Book 2
appeared five years later) ' anotable
achievement: quiet, self-possessed,
beautifully sensitive to the great
variety of moods in this long chain
of masterpieces'. Despite the postwar vogue for ' historical awareness'
and ' authenticity', Bach has
continued to be played on the piano
lea MEWS II RECORD IEVIEW
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JS BACH:
Cantatas BWV206 & 202
Schafer1RubensIDanz101senIVollel
Gâchinger Kantorei StuttgartIBachCollegium Stuttgart/Riling
Winder CD 98169

A:1 0

Angela Hewitt:
Book 1of the
Well- tempered
Clavier in her
Bach series for
Hyperion

(
57m 49s)

There is abundant vitality and style
to these performances of two of the
series of secular cantatas that
Helmuth Rilling is currently
recording. It is hard for the modern
listener to get excited by acantata
for the Saxon king's birthday in
which four rivers of Poland, Saxony,
Austria and Leipzig celebrate the
ruler and his possessions (in the case
of the Danube, the reference is to
his Habsburg consort). Yet this
spirited account of ` Schleicht,
spielende Wellen', with recitatives
and arias for each river, rising by
turn from bass to soprano, will make
new friends for the piece. The varied
instrumentation is a further
attraction; there is fine solo singing,
and the Gâchinger Kantorei enjoy
their opportunity in the opening and
closing choruses.
The wedding piece, 'Weichet nur,
betrübte Schatten', more modest in
75

Peter Branscombe
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CPI BACH:
Keyboard Concertos W24, 28, 29
Miklós Spányi (tangent pno)I
Concerto ArmonicolSziits
815 CD 857

(
70m 45s)

Perhaps BIS (and not only BIS)
should be less eager to claim world
premiere recordings, a claim made
for all three of these works.
Although apparently deleted, a
Philips CD presented Ton
Koopman's harpsichord version of
W29, made in 1981. Spányi's is the
first recording on tangent piano, but
it is an instrument whose tone
approximates closely to that of a
harpsichord.
Spányi's seventh volume of the
keyboard concerti continues this
welcome and distinguished series,
but with no surprises this time.
Vol.6 introduced the tangent piano
(HFNIRR July 1998). W29 has a
gorgeously dark Largo mesto in Aminor, with muted strings, which
gives Spányi ablack velvet backcloth
against which his sorrowing
contribution makes a deep impact.
His free use of the stop which raises
the dampers in (iii), and in W24 (iii)
and elsewhere, brings an attractive
glowing aura to his solos: it might
be too much for some but for me it
adds welcome colour to some of
Bach's most disturbed and personal
music.
The other works, indeed first
recordings, are less distinguished
musically although on a level
superior to most of their period
(c.1750). Spányi maintains a strong
marchlike pulse in W24(i) and
points up the surprising pauses in
(iii), the orchestra effectively
reproducing the startling dynamic
contrasts. His solo hesitations in
W28(i) are rather overdone, but he
neatly moderates the orchestra's
manic mood in (iii). The recording,
made in Budapest, is up to BIS's
usual clear, immediate and detailed
standard.
Robert Dearling

EMI CDM 566 8652
(79m I7s) recorded live, 1969
EMI has recently issued six concert
performances of symphonies, all of
them previously to be found on
foreign imports, as part of its
remastered ' Klemperer Legacy'. The
Beethoven is taken from the
conductor's last concerts with the
Bavarian Radio Orchestra, retaining
Kubelik's preferred layout, ie, with
double-basses rear left — as you can
most clearly hear in the trio of 5(iii).
Iam not so sure about the truth of
the acoustic: it sounds to me
(judging from the Arkadia vs. EMI
transfers of Bruckner 4 in this series
— Iwould avoid the latter) as
though an unhelpful wash of
reverberance has been added.
In the late 1950s, Klemperer's
style, embodying integrity and a
sense of struggle, seemed to echo
the composer's own personality. But
quite soon, the late Thomas Heinitz
was querying whether the conductor
was really aware of the slowness of
his own tempi [Records & Recording,
Otto Klemperer January ' 62]. And here the
in the late
performances tell us more about
1960s. By far
late-Klemperer style than they do
the best concert
about the scores — which may still
performance by
be justification enough for buying
the Bavarian
the disc. Just try the preposterous
RSO in EMI's
'Legacy' series
horns' entry in 5(iii) or the tempi of
is of Schubert's
4(iv): is this ' good', or even
Unfinished —
plausible Beethoven interpretation?
best sound too.
However, even at 84, Klemperer
It is coupled
seemed able to convey to his players
[CDM 566
the symphonic logic, the
86821 with
Mendelssohn 's interrelationship of parts (mostly),
'Scottish',
even when ensemble was plainly
where Klemperer
compromised. (Irecall he had
substitutes his
resumed using abaton in 1967, at
own coda in
the time of the Mahler 9 recording.)
(iv). At the
A colleague reports some
back of his
mind, surely,
disappointment with the re-transfers
when composing
of the Philharmonia studio
this, was the
recordings of Beethoven: EMI would
ending of
have deserved gratitude had it
another great
released the 1960 Vienna Festival
symphony in
cycle instead.
A-minor:
Mahler's Sixth
Christopher Breunig
C:3(H) D

A:1 0
BEETHOVEN:
String Quartets in F, Op.59:1 J in
B-flat, Op.130 _IGrosse fuge
Budapest Qt
MAIO LAB 159
(79m 40s) mono rec.1929/27-28

4:1
(58m 25s)

The urbane art of Johann Christian
Bach, the ' London Bach', is
nowhere more seductive than in
these unusually-scored quartets,
76

Robert Dearling

BEETHOVEN:
Symphonies 4 & 5
Bavarian RS011eemperer
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JC BACH:
Flute Quartets Op.19:1-4
Camerata Köln
CPO 999579-2

written, as Ernest Warburton points
out in his helpful note, around
1780. The Earl of Abingdon,
himself a flautist, probably
commissioned them; he certainly
owned them exclusively until
permitting Preston to publish them
about 18 months after Bach's death,
which occurred on New Year's Day
1782. Flute quartets are normally
written for flute, violin, viola and
cello (as is Johann Baptist
Wendling's Op.10:6 which opens
almost note-for-note like Bach's
Op.19:3) but Bach's are exceptional
in using two flutes
(with an oboe
option for second
flute in 2)
accompanied by
viola (violin in 4)
and cello. Johann
Gottlieb Janitsch's
much earlier works
for this
combination are
the only others
which come to
mind.
If Imay make a
relevant digression:
by convention a
keyboard trio of the 18th-century
would comprise violin, keyboard and
cello, this last usually merely
supporting the keyboard's left-hand
part. In JC Bach's quartets the
procedure is reversed: a fortepiano
(Sabine Bauer) reinforces the cello
part! There's no justification for this,
either in Preston's title page or
Warburtoin's notes, but there is
justification enough in practice. It is
an excellent notion. The keyboard is
discreetly balanced to give just that
impetus and attack which makes
these performances so attractive.
Karl and Susanne Kaiser play period
flutes with soft tone and delightful
grace, and are admirably joined by
Ingeborg Scheerer (viola/violin) and
Rainer Zipperling (cello). The
recording is natural and as easy to
listen to as the music, with just a
slight pull to the right due to the
grouping there of cello and
keyboard.

1

The Biddulph booklet has the wrong
recording date for the first Rasumovsky
Quartet: it should read 1929, as in
Tully Potter's note — hence the better
sound. Accordingly, Roisman would
have been second-violin here too

Like the Léner, the Budapest
Quartet was formed from players in
the city's Opera Orchestra: a Dutch
cellist and three Hungarians,
disciples of Hubay. In a fascinating
note, Tully Potter traces the
traumatic metamorphosis, from
1917 to ' 36, leading to the allRussian group celebrated last year in
two Sony 'Masterwork Heritage' sets
and by Bridge (the late quartets
from the Library of Congress,
Washington). These old HMV
JANUARY LON
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its demands, makes apleasing
companion to the bigger work. It is
well characterized by Sybilla Rubens,
though her voice is rather thin; and
a marginally more relaxed tempo
would have benefited the quick
numbers.
Hânssler provides good recorded
quality, but the booklet would have
been more use to listeners had the
English translation been printed
opposite the German text.

recordings involve a fifth player, in
that during the making of Op.130
Joseph Roisman (the first Russian)
replaced the original second-violin
for some movts. Apparently Op.130
was first marketed with no finale,
but two vacant album pockets for
the forthcoming Grosse luge!
Most obvious here is the group's
frequent use of expressive
portamento, although in the Op.130
Cavatina it is very discreet. Another
feature is that rallentandi are avoided
at the ends of movts — Op.! 33, for
instance, just stops abruptly. The
general style is sweeter, more human
than the (over-rated?) Busch's; the
tempi are never unusual and the
playing is rhythmically clear.
Occasional intonation clashes occur
(as one might expect from such
early 78s), and the sound-quality in
the late quartet is boomy: a low
replay level is advisable here. Too
specialized for the general collector,
perhaps, these performances Ifind
increasingly satisfying, although I
don't think the players succeed in
the Grosse fuge.
Christopher Breunig

H:1-1'/3

BRAHMS:
Piano Concerto 1 in d J 3
Intermezzi Op.117
Leif Ove Andsnes (pno)ICBSOI
Rattle
(64m 16s)

photo: Thompson/EMI

EMI CDC 556 5832

Before listening (but with the
Fleisher/Szell D-minor reissue on
Sony ` Masterworks Heritage' still
'ringing in my ears', as it were) I
looked at some comparative timings.
They show that Rattle and Szell
proportion the work rather
differently, and more interestingly,
how accommodating Szell was to his
soloists: Fleisher ( 1958); Curzon
(1962); and Serkin ( 1968) — see
table. But the timelessness of Rattle's
Adagio, with the CBSO strings'
pianissimi of profound stillness,
shows how the stopwatch can
mislead. As to individual tempi, I
especially relish that for the Meno
mosso in (
iii), between the two
cadenzas [track 3, 9m 51s] — a
moment of lazy repose before the
animated finale.
The soundstage is very wide, the
piano image rather forward (and
perhaps too wide itself); but
orchestral detail is never obscured —
indeed, Iwondered if the soloist's
f-if playing at the climax of (ii) over
horn/low strings pedals had been cut
back. Violins are separated to
positive effect.
The transfer engineers have
impeccably matched levels from
Symphony Hall to those in the later

Andsnes
Fleischer
Curzon
5nrkin

Maestoso

Ack:ie

Rondo

22m
21m
22m
21m

14m
14m
16m
14m

12m 05s
10m 53s
II m 51s
11m 32s

49s
19s
Ils
05s
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BRITTEN:
Our Hunting Fathers J Quatre
chansons françaises 119281
2 French Folksongs J O Waly, Waly
J Oliver Cromwell J Sinfonietta,
Op.1
Ian Bostridge (ten)IBritten Sinfonia/
Harding

hands. That this young conductor
has a unusually refined ear is clear
throughout — witness those eartickling textures in the chilling
funeral march with which the cycle
ends — but his frequently leisurely
tempi risk a want of real momentum
and grip. (Britten's marking of con
moto in the middle section of
`Messalina' is not heeded here.) All
of which is deeply frustrating,
especially as Harding draws some
nicely polished playing from the
admirable Britten Sinfonia, and
Mike Hatch's sonics are vivid and
true.
Similar reservations apply to the
Quatre chansons françaises: while
these artists undoubtedly wring
every last drop of sensuality from
the 14-year-old Britten's
extraordinarily assured inspiration,
both ' Sagesse' and ` L'Enfance' are a
little too somnolent for my liking.
Fewer grumbles, though, about
either 0 Waly, Waly or Oliver
Cromwell, and none at all about the
Two French Folksongs. Harding also
gives an atmospheric, shapely
reading of the striking Sinfonietta
that Britten wrote when an 18-yearold RCM student. It's just apity
about those two main items...

EMI CDC 556 534 2

Andrew Achenbach

Oslo production of the Intermezzi,
separated by a full 22s gap. Andsnes
enters memorable company in late
Brahms on records: Lupu, Katchen,
Kovacevich, Alexeev and Kempff;
and at the beginning of the E-flat
(i), which is taken very slowly
(Brahms's section marking is
Andante moderato and he indicates a
closing six-bar rit.), Ifeared he
might over-interpret these pieces. I
still find those 21 bars rather lacking
in simplicity, but all told this is a
finely related musical triptych, with
each inner section beautifully
related. One is drawn into what
Andsnes does with this music,
composed in Brahms's 60th year, by
his knowledgability and sense of
light and shade — just as the
Concerto finale touches on joy and
seriousness, song and bravura.

I MI

Christopher Breunig
A(B):1 / A•:1-1'

(
66m 36s)

What on paper, at any rate, would
seem a mouth-watering prospect
turns out to be an underwhelming
experience. The astonishing fertility
and harrowing emotional content of
Britten's iconoclastic 1936 songcycle, Our Hunting Fathers, might
appear tailor-made for this gifted
young team, but their account
proves an unexpected
disappointment. Of course,
Bostridge sings with his customary
scrupulous (and, yes, occasionally
self-regarding) intelligence and
beauty of tone, but the whole piece
simply sounds too tame by half. So
we find that both ' Rats Away!' and
'Dance of Death (Hawking for the
Partridge)' are anything but hairraising in Harding's over-cautious

'Not only
do Queyras's
readings
evince a
considerable

A:3-2/1 0

BRITTEN:
Cello Suites 1-3
jean-Guihen Queyras (vie)
Harmonia Mama HMN 911670

(
64m 55s)

the Britten

Born in 1967, Jean-Guihen Queyras
studied at the Lyon Conservatory,
Freiberg Musikhochschule and New
York's Juilliard School. He has taken
part in master-classes with
Rostropovich, Tortelier, Bylsma and
Ma, and is also a member of
Boulez's Ensemble InterContemporain. In tackling the three
Britten Cello Suites, Queyras enters
ahotly competitive field, with
notable single-disc surveys from
Hugh [Hyperion], Thedéen [BIS],
Wispelwey [Globe] and Cohen
[Decca/London], to say nothing of
dedicatée Rostropovich's astounding,
and surely unsurpassable, premiere
recordings of Suites 1and 2 (
c/w the
Cello Sonata on mid-price Decca).
Generally speaking, our Montrealborn newcomer holds his own
alongside such august compdny. Not
only do Queyras's readings evince a
considerable technical mastery (if
not in the Rostropovich class — but
then, who is?), their intellectual grip
and hushed concentration are most
impressive, nowhere more so than in
Suite 2 (perhaps the pick of the
three), with its chilling Andante lento
and inventive concluding Chaconne.
Moreover, the mahogany-like tone of
Queyras's anonymous Milanese
instrument of circa 1690 has been
expertly captured in this Radio
France co-production. A fine
achievement all round.

Sinfonia

Andrew Achenbach

technical
mastery,
their
intellectual
grip and
hushed
concentration
are most
impressive,
nowhere
more so than
in Suite 2'

Ian Bostridge:
early Britten
on EMI, with
Daniel
Harding
conducting

A:1-2 A
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CHOPIN:
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Fou Ts'ong (pno)ISinfonia
Varsovia/Mu Hai Tang

78

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 5 ( Ed. Schalk)
LPOIBotstein
Telarc CD-80509

o

(56m 53s)

In his interview with Andrew
Achenbach [December] Georg
Tintner made clear his admiration
for the Robert Haas editions of
Bruckner's scores. The new
recording uses the 1894 Schalk
edition of No.5. In the
accompanying note, this long
discredited edition is defended by an
offensive attack on Haas and his
reinstatement of Bruckner's original
intentions. Intemperate phrases such
as: ' The Nazi appropriation of
Bruckner' are used, and there is
even asuggestion that the Haas
editions were not accepted until
Goebbels approved them on Hitler's
behalf. Schalk's huge excisions from
(iv) are quaintly referred to as ' the
strategic removal of 122 bars' —
surely ' extensive cuts' would have
been more accurate. There is a case
for investigating the Schalk editions,
but Schalk has few supporters: ' a
very nasty man', says Tintner, ' he
butchered Bruckner's texts
dreadfully'.
Ido not recall any other recording
of the Schalk edition of No.5 since
Decca's January 1957 release
[LXT 5255/6] with the VP0 under
Knappertsbusch. At the time the
EMG Monthly Letter called it a
'mangled version' and said that it
'can only be described as a travesty'.
The bright, well detailed Telarc
recording has forward strings, but
wind and percussion impose
themselves forcefully enough when
required: a decent Walthamstow
sound. Botstein is effective when
emphasising dynamic contrasts but
he is often uncomfortably fast in
comparison with Tintner, Karajan or
Wand, who tend towards breadth
while still engendering impressive
momentum. Together with Schalk's
cuts, this accounts for the brevity of
Botstein's reading ( 57m against
Tintner's 77).
The closing moments of (i) are
superficial: so hurried is the
syncopated brass theme that it
sounds trivial. Much the same
happens in the severely cut (iii)
where increases in intensity are
interpreted as headlong increases in
speed. The brutally shortened (iv)
responds a little better to Botstein's
rapidity, and at least the final
chorale stays in tempo, although
Schalk's cymbal-crashes and
triangle-rolls come as a great
surprise.
The final paragraph of the notes
pleads: ' the music is entirely
Bruckner's, even if the orchestration
is not', but for me this edition is no
more than aprojection of Schalk's
self-importance. Even ignoring the
questionable text, the performance is
sadly lacking in nobility.
Antony Hodgson
JANUARY 1999
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at the same time. Many
pianists fail in this objective.
In the opening number of
Kinderszenen, `
Of Foreign
Lands and People', the
Carlton Classics 30366 01152 (73m 29s) e
rubati occur in the middle
SCHUMANN:
of aphrase, and in other
Arabesque L
.) Kinderszenen J
numbers at the point of
Kreisleriana _IPapillons J
key-change; but
Davidsbündlertânze J Vogel ais
Schumann's apparent
Prophet
simplicities turn into a
Fou Ts'ong (pno)
complex integration of left
and right hands for the opening of
Carlton Classics 30366 01127
Kreisleriana, where the ascending
(2CDs, 121m 27s)
bass figure is used as a steppingSCHUBERT:
stone device to give architectural
Piano Sonata in B- flat, 0960 J 12
strength to the lengthy phrase span.
German Dances, 0790 & D841/769
The reply motive here has to be
J Allegretto in c J Variations on a
played with delicate charm to
Waltz by Diabelli
establish the required contrast.
Fou Ts'ong (pno)
Sometimes the reverse is true, as in
Papillons, with impulsive opening
Meridian CDE 84390
phrases at a quicker tempo,
(65m 35s) recorded live 1997
according to the music's character.
The Chopin concerto and
Likewise that delightful pictorial
Schumann solo works recordings
miniature from Waldszenen, V̀ogel
were made ( 1989) in Bydgoszcz,
ais Prophet' (The Prophet Bird).
Philharmonia Hall, Poland, a
Ts'ong combines disarming,
location favoured by the pianist.
unpretentious charm with startling,
Ts'ong has the ideal touch and
tempered brilliance in readings here
nuance for Chopin, and
that would bring eternal agreement
performances of both concertos are
and satisfaction to Clara Schumann
ideal. Perhaps the closest
and her line of pupils. Excellent
comparison in the E-minor
piano sound.
Concerto is Emil Gilds. There is
The main work in the Schubert
neither steely perfection nor glossy
programme from St John's Smith
half-tones but masculine poetry and
Square ( 11th and 16th May '97) is
drama combined to give superb
the B-flat Sonata. Ts'ong's
continuity of phrase structures and
wonderful, natural pace and subtle
convey feeling for the music's
voicings throughout its 41m
message.
duration create a superb sense of
For once, the earlier F-minor
•stylistic rightness that communicates
emerges as areal masterpiece.
from the opening bars. The firstTs'ong's communcative skills —
movt repeat, so important to the
very evident when he performed
internal structure and drama of the
Chopin's Op.10 Etudes at the
piece, is observed: at its return, the
Wigmore Hall, last year — create a
pianist adds slight emphasis to the
superb sense of occasion. During (i)
melodic phrase that takes us forward
his discourse with the orchestra,
on an idyllic journey. Note also the
who fit his conception of the work
pregnant pauses following the
with the tightness of aglove, gives
ominous bass trills — equally the
the reply motifs real stature. The
hallmark of great Schubert
idyllic slow movt is again precisely
interpreters like Furtwângler and
paced and its middle section
Schnabel — to emphasize Schubert's
becomes areal Sturm und Drang
doubts and forebodings, and the
collaboration of the highest order.
way Ts'ong holds the high note of
The Finale is all sun and fine
the phrase in (ii) to give apicture of
frolics, with some wonderful phrase
sadness and lend eloquence to the
touches — the first horn deserves a
rhetoric. The last two movements
mention. Carlton have a note on the
are full of bubbling joy, the pianist
pianist, but nothing at all
revelling in the many-coloured
concerning the conductor.
dance rhythms that permeate them.
The Schumann interpretations,
The 12 Dances in Liindler style
again, are of the highest order.
that begin the CD make an
Ts'ong has thought through the
admirable prelude, their sheer
whole process of phrasing and rubati
variety of textures full of delightful
very carefully. Take the opening of
emphases in keeping with their
Arabesque, where each motif is
character. Two sets of waltzes, one
emphasized and stated at a slower
based on Anton Diabelli's, and a
pace, with rubato, and the tail-end
tiny selection of German Dances
is played slightly faster. The second
frame the poignant Allegretto in Csubject, in the minor key, is
minor, where Ts'ong emulates his
similarly treated, then pulled up
great predecessor Schnabel [EMI
suddenly for the repeat. This may
rec.1939].
sound obvious, especially where the
The sound from St John's, Smith
score is so marked, but all the
Square, is quite superb — John
salient parts have to counterbalance
Shuttleworth is to be congratulated.
each other and make musical sense
Bill Newman
A:1•
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DAUGHERTY:
American Icons - Dead Elvis :3
Snap!' J What's That Spell? 3 J
Jackie's Song' J Le Tombeau de
Liberace' J Motown Metal J
Flamingo
CharLs Ullay (bsn)IChristopher van
Kampen (vlc)IPaul Crossley
(pno)ILondon SinfoniettalZinmanl
iStenzI 2Daughertyl 3Dogs of
Desire/Miller
Argo 458 145-2

(
67m 27s)

The individuality of Michael
Daugherty's artistic outlook marks
him out as one of America's most
interesting new talents. He turns his
considerable expertise to original
ends: fascinated by popular culture,
his deadpan examination of its
trivialities and obsessions raises
intriguing questions about our
society. Equipped with a remarkably
eclectic background that includes
periods as a keyboard player in jazz,
funk and rock bands as well as
studies under Ligeti and Boulez, he
has found astyle that is recognisably
his own, allowing him to approach
his subjects without condescension,
and in a manner that immediately
establishes common ground with the
audience.
The works on this disc are
marked out by their vitality, resource
e and technical assurance. In Dead
2
'e
Elvis (1993), abassoon-playing Elvis
impersonator croons variations on
"‘. the Dies irae backed by the same
chamber-ensemble instrumentation
used in Stravinsky's Histoire du
soldat. Here Daugherty seeks to draw
a parallel between the Faustian
aspects of Stravinsky's tale and the
life of Elvis, accusing the latter of
selling his soul for wealth and fame,
and posing the question of the
King's continued existence beyond
the grave.
Such metaphysical discourse is
largely absent from What's That
Spell? (1995), apop cantata for two
sopranos representing the doll
Barbie. Barbie is seen in an
appropriate variety of guises, as
cheerleader, ballerina and drum
majorette, and even attempts a
bluesy insight into her relationship
with Ken ' Oh Ken, what can I
do?/I'm plastic just like you'. The
accompanying chamber orchestra, as
so often in Daugherty's music, uses
ostinatj derived from rock-and-roll
rhythms, although such a
provenance is by no means always
obvious.
Of the other works on the disc,
jackie's Song (1996) creates anelegiac mood, with the plangent solo
§' cello of the late Christopher van
Kampen used effectively to recall the
troubled life of Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis. A dramatic rimshot on the
e snare drum represents the moment
j
. of the assassination. The lively mini(
3 concerto Le Tombeau de Liberace
à ( 1996) is a step closer to satire, and
a here Paul Crossley conveys an

g
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infectious sense of fun whilst
treading the line between
observation and caricature. All the
famed mannerisms are depicted
here, from the saccharin romantic
melodies to the pearlescent
arpeggios and the showtime
razzmatazz, with a small nod to the
rhinestones and candelabras.
The booklet and jewelcase
presentation are first-class, with
clearly-written notes by the
composer, plenty of quirky
photographs, and adisc that is
designed to resemble the wheel of a
Cadillac. The curious should
investigate: there is more here than
simply entertainment.
John Kersey

too heavy for this context.
Evelino Pick) conducts abright if
brittle performance, conveying the
work's quick-fire comedy but
missing the heart of the matter.
'Daugherty
Textually, this is acleaned-up
seeks to
edition of the score, but including
one oddity: an alternative version of
draw a
'Una furtiva lagrima' prepared by
parallel
Alberto Zedda from Donizetti's
between
undated voice-and-piano manuscript.
the Faustian
Fundamentally, it's the aria we
know and love transposed down a
aspects of
third and with some written-in
Stravinsky's
decorations.
Soldier's Tale
The sound is on the brash side.
and the life
George HallA(B):1-2
of Elvis'
DUTILLEUX:
The Shadows of Time
Boston SOlOzawa

A:1

DONIZIETTI:
L'elisir d'amere
AlagnalGheorghiulScaltritilAlaimol
DanlOrch & Ch de ¡'Opéra
National de LyonlPidà
Decca 455 691-2

Erato 3984-22830-2

(
2CDs, 122m 55s)

Centre-stage is opera's golden
couple, though the discrepancy
between their artistic capacities is
more apparent here than in their
superb Rondine. As Nemorino,
Alagna deploys aheady timbre and
fine-lined diction in the Pavarotti
mould, singing with agood deal of
overt feeling yet little musical grace.
In places he actually forces the tone,
sending it sharp as he does so, and
is inclined to overdo the vocal
comedy.
Gheorgiu's Adina is not merely in
a higher class but the highest.
Vocally she is commanding, with
every note conquered and integrated
into the performance as awhole,
while dramatically she provides a
fully developed personality. In short,
one of the best Adinas on disc.
Odd casting in the lower depths
brings us the basso cantante Simone
Alaimo as the strictly buffo
Dulcamara, giving the character a
ponderous, even aggressive stance
that proves hard-edged and
unfunny. It is equally strange to
hear bass Roberto Scaltriti in the
baritone role of Belcore; his tone
may be distinguished and his
approach purposeful, but again it's

Henri Dutilleux

Angela
Gheorghlu
and Roberto
Alagna

(21m)

All praise to Erato for having the
courage and foresight to release this
enterprising CD single devoted to
Henri Dutilleux's latest ( 1997)
orchestral opus:
his first genuinely
large-scale
offering since, if
I'm not mistaken,
the 1985 Violin
Concerto, L'arbre
des songes.
Like nearly all
of this composer's
output, The
Shadows of Time
deals eloquently with (to quote
Dutilleux) `the principle of unity —
the unity of time and place — that
takes the form of allusions to
timeless images or distant events
whose intensity, in spite of the
imprint of time, has never ceased to
haunt me'.
Questing and angry by turns, the
21m work boasts an elegant
structure comprising five interlinked
sections, the first and last of which
audibly allude to the relentless
mechanism of clockwork. However,
the heart of the work (both literally
and emotionally) comes with (iii).
Dedicated to ' all the world's
children, in all their innocence',
'Memory of Shadows' was inspired
by the tragedy of Anne Frank, and
features three children's voices
intoning the words, 'Why us? Why
the star?'. To begin with, the closing
section seems to offer the possibility
of a kind of solace, but it comes to
nothing, and the overall impression
left by The Shadows of Time is one of
brooding uneasiness. (Dutilleux
again: ' Idoubt that man is
improving his situation on Earth as
much as he thinks.')
Captured live by Erato over two
evenings last March at Boston's
Symphony Hall, the performance
under Seiji Ozawa, the work's
dedicatee, is a richly convincing one,
the playing both meticulously
prepared and dashingly committed.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1 A
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Chandos CHAN 9693

(
57m 52s)

As awhole, Roberto Gerhard's
Homage to Pedrell Symphony,
composed over a decade before his
official Symphony No.!, has
remained one of his least-known
works. The finale, ` Pedrelliana', has
had a few independent performances
and one recording [Tenerife
Orch/Pérez, Auvidis], but movts 1-2
were never played in Gerhard's
lifetime and only once afterwards, in
1972, before the present disc, an
absorbing addition to Chandos's
`Gerhard Symphonies' series.
Gerhard conceived the work in his
first year of exile in England as a
birth-centenary homage to his
revered teacher Pedrell, operacomposer and leading collector of
Spanish folk-music; and he based it
on themes from Pedrell's opera La
Celestina, then (and Ibelieve still,
even today) unperformed. Far off in
Argentina, Falla had just written the
Homenaje a Pedrell which became the
last movt of his orchestral suite
Homenajes, also based on La
Celestina. There are moments when
the music of their two pieces is
virtually identical, not least because
Falla throughout, and Gerhard
intermittently, worked not only with
Pedrell's themes but his
harmonization of them.
But Gerhard's Symphony goes
much further than Fa(la's short
work. Even if the first two movts
generally evoke the chivalry and
pastoral of Pedrell's late-Romantic
style (folk-influenced with ahint of
Wagner, like a Catalan Dvorak),
there is an anxious chromatic
undertow that sets the material in a
more modem perspective, and a
surprising but unmistakable
influence of Sibelius in the way the
movements sound and are built,
with uneasy ostinati and moments of
stasis. Pedrell not only died with his

biggest operatic projects unrealized,
virtually unknown as a composer in
his own country; he had been a
passionate advocate of Spanish
unity. Gerhard, arefugee from a
bloody civil war that had tom the
country apart and suppressed its
cultural diversity, was in aposition
to savour the full tragedy of his
master's career. So the finale is an
initially carefree and progressively
more haunted fiesta-music that
issues in ablazingly tragic epilogue
where Gerhard seems at last to
speak in his own voice. Altogether
this is an uneven and untypical
work, but a genuinely haunting one.
The Harpsichord Concerto, a
mature and sophisticated serial piece
from the 1950s, is a tougher
proposition — but not by all that
much, with its links to Bartók and
Goya-esque evocations of the darker
side of Spanish folk music. The
brooding slow movt is especially
powerful. Geoffrey Tozer proves as
agile an executant on the
harpsichord as he did for Chandos's
recording of Gerhard's Piano
Concerto. The performance of the
Symphony seems a little too careful
and under-characterized, but the
recorded ambience is perhaps the
best so far in this Chandos series.
Ca/urn MacDonald

HANDEL:
12 Concerti Grossi 01).6
AAM1Manze
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907228/29

As:2

(2G1I, 157m t3s)

KORNOOLD:
Suite, Op.23/SCHMIDT: Piano
Quintet in G
Fleisher (pno)ISilverstein, Laredo
(vIns)ITree (vIa)1Ma (v1c)
Sony Classical SK 48253

Concerti Grossi Op.6:10-12
Concerto Grosso 'Alexander's Feast'
Collegium Musicum 90/Standage
Chandos CHAN 0622

There's a story, no doubt
apocryphal, of Handel throwing a
colleague's music out of the window
`to get some air into it'. True or
not, it certainly chimes with the
master's own music, which always
has plenty of room to breathe.
Nowhere is this more true than in
the magnificent Concern grossi Op.6:
the grandest, most spacious baroque
instrumental music ever written.
It's good value to get all 12 onto

(
75m 10s)

Having recently welcomed a strong
new account of Komgold's
remarkably resourceful Op.23 Suite
from the Czech Trio and colleagues
on Supraphon, along comes avery
different, though no less
recommendable, version from Sony.
Recorded as long ago as August
1991, these distinguished newcomers
take over 7m longer than do their
agreeable, more home-spun rivals.
Yet only in the lovely ` Lied' (iv) did
Ifeel that Fleisher and company
were guilty of over-gilding the lily —
Korngold's marking Nicht zu
langsam' unwisely flouted.
Otherwise, Ihave nothing but praise
for an imposing realisation whose
depth of characterisation, fervour
and technical refinement often
simply take the breath away.
Similar strengths illuminate the
performance of the G-major Quintet
from 1926 by Franz Schmidt.
Commissioned (like its bedfellow
here) by the left-handed pianist Paul
Wittgenstein, it's an accomplished
37m, four-movt score of subtle grace
and affecting nobility — lovers of
Brahms, Reger and Elgar will
immediately warm to its russet
colours. As in the Komgold, Leon
Fleisher's very superior brand of
pianism gives oodles of pleasure, but
all the participants consistently cover

(56m 17s)

The G- major

score of

themselves in glory, whilst the Sony
engineers obtain outstandingly
truthful results. (This coupling dates
was recorded in 1993.) A real
connoisseur's coupling, this.

subtle grace

Andrew Acherzbach

Quintet is an
accomplished

and affecting

A—A .:1(*)

Reger and

LEONCAVALLO:
Pagliacci
O'Neill1MannionlOpielDazeley1
BronderlGeoffrey Mitchell ChILPOI
Parry

Elgar wil‘

Chandos CHAN 3003

immediately

Long gone are the days when
London opera buffs used to say ' Oh,
its only Cav and Pag', at either The
Garden or Sadler's Wells. I
remember laughing uproariously at
some pretentious idiot with neither
voice nor acting ability, once
portraying Canio in Rome; he rolled

nobility lovers of
Bra hm s,

warm to
its russet
colours'

¡MARY 19»

(
79m 45s)
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GERHARD:
Symphony Homage to Pedrell' J
Concerto for harpsichord, strings &
percussion
Geoffrey Tozer (
hpd)IBBC SOI
Rumen

cI
ique/MMI
devious and suggestive, brutally
callous at the same time. There is a
wonderful sense of perspective, too,
when the behind-the scenes chorus
suddenly bursts through to the
foreground, immediately before the
love-making and taunting. Opie,
feeling the whip-lash across his face
[track 8], suddenly becomes a mad
animal, while Nedda's lover Silvio
(William Dazeley) is so full of his
own, silky-natured importance; the
counterbalance is finely achieved
with Parry subtly pulling back on
the orchestral reins, while Beppe
(Peter Bronder) tries to keep the
peace by attempting to control
Canio, who renders his famous ' On
with the Motley' with dignity and

two CDs, so Andrew Manze's new
version on Harmonia Mundi starts
with aprice advantage over most of
its 3CD rivals — though coincidentally, Decca have just
remastered Christopher Hogwood's
'Florilegium' set with the same
orchestra on two discs priced as one
[458 817-2]. Manze chooses the
strings-only versions of these works,
and adopts lively tempi which give
the music a light, dancing quality.
Perhaps inevitably with period
instruments, there's alack of
richness and weight at times; and
one misses acertain opulence and
warmth. The opening of the First
Concerto, for example, lacks the
striding, open-hearted character that
typifies Handel at his most genial
and welcoming. Ialways feel the
composer was greeting the listener
with this work — extending the
hand of friendship while setting out
his stall, as it were. Here the music
is beautifully shaped and crisply
phrased, but Imiss afriendly arm
around my shoulder. HM's sound is
unobtrusively clear and open, with
good detail and balance, and sweet,
clean string tone.
Iwas rather critical of Simon
Standage's second volume of Op.6
[HFNIRR November], and this third
and final instalment offers more of
the same. The playing is clean and
accurate, but `hair shirt' serious —
as if the players were afraid to relax
and enjoy the music. Consequently,
the essential Handelian ease and
generosity of spirit are missing. But
others have heaped praise on these
performances, so perhaps I'm
wrong. The 20-bit recording is clear
and open, albeit with slight
background noise — air
conditioning? — but much less
'holographic' than Chandos's
underrated 1991 set with IMusici
de Montréal. Incidentally, Standage
includes Handel's optional wind
parts.
James M Hughes

A:1-2
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— in the studio.
Calum MacDonald

DG 457 614-2

'This
spanking
new English
version
under the
direction of
the superb
David Parry
has a cast
of singers
who are
totally
inspired in
their roles
from
beginning
to end'

(7 I
m 26s)

Sinopoli gives an altogether more
impressive account of the Dante than
he did of the Faust Symphony
[HFNIRR, Oct ' 96]: the movements
are well shaped, the thrust followed
through. If the emotional qualities
are a bit on the superficial side,
that's inherent in the music, but the
piece still emerges impressively —
how closely Tchaikovsky must have
studied it! The recording quality is
very fine indeed, and the Dresden
Staatskapelle's timpanists cover
themselves with glory in their
stupendous first-movt rolls. This is
in fact awork, with its generous
amount of instrumental solos and
chamber-ensemble textures, where
many individual players are allowed
to shine. Naturally the Dresden
orchestra's principals acquit
themselves well, but Sinopoli, who
usually seems to me too entranced
by detail to project overall structure,
here firmly resists the danger of
turning Liszt's symphonic invention
into a string of cadenzas. The female
chorus of the conclusion is well
balanced, with the radiant yet
slightly veiled tone Liszt probably
intended, to judge by his instruction

A:1-2 0

MACKENZIE:
Scottish ConcertofrOVEY: Piano
Concerto in A
Steven Osborne (pno)IBBC Scottish
SOIBrabbins
Hyperion CDA 67023

LISZT:
Dante Symphony/BUSONI:
Sarabande and Cortege, Op.51
Dresden Staatskapelle & State
Opera Chi Sinopoli

A:2-3 0

about the stage, his beady eyes
popping out of their sockets, whilst
the orchestra just about gave up the
ghost. There's nothing suggestive of
that here: this spanking new English
version under the direction of the
superb David Parry (a pupil of
Celibidache, no less) has a cast of
singers who are totally inspired in
their roles from beginning to end.
From Tonio's (Alan Opie's), halfapologetic ' Hello... Hello...' at the
beginning of the Prologue, through
to the jealous suspicions of Canio
(Dennis O'Neill) — avery real, vital
portrayal and a singer who never
indulges in the sobs and pathos, or
long-drawn out, sliding phrases of
Toscanini's favourite, Aureliano
Pertile — we are immediately caught
up with the ongoing tensions and
turmoil. Rose Mannion's Nedda is
NMI NEWS I RECORD REVIEW

pathos.
Act 2 keeps up the suspense and
maintains an identical pulse with the
Intermezzo; Tonio and Beppe jostle
with the women and men
assembling for The Play, where —
although the characters have
changed their names [Scene 2] —
with mounting excitement, the tragic
outcome is never in doubt.
Compared with a number of live
performances Ihave experienced
that fall flat without any real sense
of conviction, this Blackheath
Concert Hall production (sponsored
by the Peter Moores Foundation)
rises to the very heights, persuading
me at the fateful orchestral coda that
it is asupreme masterpiece, after all!

that they should remain invisible in
an upper gallery.
Busoni is always an apt coupling
for Liszt; here the two marvellous
orchestral studies for Doktor Faust
answer Liszt's Dantean clarity with
ghostly chiaroscuro. Rather to my
surprise, this is another fine
performance, Sinopoli eschewing
sensationalism for a restless, refined
exploration of spectral texture that
well suits the music's inmost nature.
The tragic ecstasy of the Sarabande
is well brought out; the rhythms of
the eerie Polonaise are beautifully
pointed, creating just the right effect
of giddy, slightly diabolical levity.
Here again the recording elucidates
the many levels of Busoni's textures
without wholly denying the human
warmth at the heart of these very
chill meditations.
The disc was taken from a live
concert; those who fret about such
things should be warned there are a
fair number of coughs and creaks to
be heard. But they're a small price
to pay for interpretations that
thoroughly deserved preservation,
and Idoubt if Sinopoli could have
done better — or perhaps as well?

(
61m 40s)

Two brilliant scholars, with different
characters but common aims: to
create accesible, tuneful, well-crafted
and finely orchestrated music; this
should have brought better
performance rewards than anarrowminded society afforded them.
Tovey, emulator of Brahms,
completed his concerto three years
after Mackenzie had died, and
although piano and orchestra steer a
generally straight and steady path,
sharing each other's ideas and
responsibilities, the supporting
instrumental body also has some
resemblance to the twice-as-long
Busoni Concerto.
Mackenzie's Scottish Concerto is a
beauty. (Paderewski premiered it in
1907.) What its composer did not
know and understand fully about
Scottish melodies and folklore was
not worth knowing — this work
contains the lot, from The Reel of
Tulloch, The Waulking of the Fauld
(where Mackenzie successfully
courted his wife to be) to the finale's
Green grow the Rushes. John Purser
tells us that the audience went mad
with delirium when Steven Osborne
played it at Edinburgh, and Classic
FM have already given this work
considerable ` air time'. A marvellous
and magnificent disc, produced and
engineered by Messrs Keener and
Timperley.
Bill Newman

A*:1*
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MAGNARD:
Symphonies 1-4
BBC Scottish SOlOssonce
Hyperion CDA 67030 & 67040
(67m 17s173m 18s)
With the benefit of hindsight, the
imminent burn-out of the lateRomantic symphony is powerfully
conveyed in the four surviving
examples ( 1890 to 1913) by Albéric
Magnard. Lovers of French
hothouse opulence à la Ropartz,
Chausson and Pierné will surely go
overboard for these steamily
hedonistic near-masterpieces.
Yet Magnard's artistic personality
is quite unlike any other. If you can
imagine the Scriabin of the Third
Symphony writing with the
polyphonic ingenuity of Brahms (but
without either composer's strong
melodic profiles), the music
presented as apredominately restless
stream of Wagnerian musical
consciousness, you'll be getting
close. There are occasional
unexpected collisions of musical
material, eg, in the opening movt of
2, whilst Magnard's stylistic points
of reference in the scherzos alone
range from Dukas (No.1), to a
premonition of English inter-war
neo-classicism, yet replete with folksong drone in the manner of Grieg's
Holberg Suite (
3). By the time of the
Fourth Symphony ( 1913), the
influence of Mahler, implicit in the
earlier works, makes itself most
strongly felt, although Magnard
expresses himself with aconcision
and sustained hyperactivity
essentially foreign to the AustroBohemian master (all four
symphonies clock in at around the
half-hour mark).
In the end one is left with an
impression of fantastic orchestral
skill and invention, coupled with an
enviable mastery of chromaticallyinflected harmony; but of the man

Two programmes
celebrating the music of
Julian Lloyd Webber's
father, William; the
one on Chandos also
features the violinist
Tasmin Little

himself only the occasional glimpse
is vouchsafed. This is music which,
for all its skill, is rarely warmed by
the touch of humanity. Sadly,
Magnard was denied the opportunity
of fully developing his exceptional
talent, for he died at the hands of
German invaders in 1914.
The BBC Scottish SO under JeanYves Ossonce acquit themselves well
in music that can hardly have been
familiar to them, and which makes
considerable interpretative and
executant demands. Yes, there is the
odd sketchy moment from the firstviolins along the way, but what
resonates most in the memory is a
set of performances which brings
this music alive in a way that it can
rarely have enjoyed since its
composition. Something of a
discovery then, and one which will
hopefully lead to afurther interest in
an endlessly fascinating composer.
Julian Haylock

LLOYD
WEBBER:
A recital of piano
music, chamber
music and songs
John Mark
Ainsley (ten)I
Nash Ensemble
Hyperion CDA 67008

Serenade for Strings U Invocation
J Mass: ' Princeps pacis'
Benedictus, etc
Tasmin Little (vIn)ISkaila Kanga
(hp)/Julian Lloyd Webber (v1c)I
Ian Watson (org)ILondon Arts
Educational School Chi Westminster
Singers/City of London Sinfonial
Hickox

A:1

MAHLER:
Symphony 3 U 8 Songs from ' Des
Knaben Wunderhorn'
Simon Keenlyside (bar)IBirgit
Remmert (con) /CBS Youth Chi
CBSO & ChlRatde
EMI CDS 556 6572

(
64m 10s)

Chandos CHAN 9595

(
62m 38s)

The reason for the severe neglect
into which Lloyd-Webber's music
had fallen until comparatively
recently is made immediately plain
by the opening solo-piano 3 Spring
Miniatures. Composed in 1952, at a
time when the intellectual musical
climate in England was decidedly
frosty (having been effectively
hijacked by the Franco-German
avant-garde — and worse was still to
come), their unashamed
indebtedness to the likes of Grainger
and Rachmaninov stood absolutely
no chance of receiving asympathetic
hearing. Ironically, composers in
both France and Germany who
opted for the tonal mainstream were
nowhere near as shabbily treated as
were native British composers.
With such consummate tonal
miniatures for flute or clarinet and

(
2CDs, 131m 22s)

Imust admit Istarted with the
Nietzsche setting, anxious to hear
again Birgit Remmert: awonderful
discovery in Herreweghe's Harmonia
Mundi recording of Das Lied in
Schoenberg's arrangement [January
'95] and no less excellent here. But
after abarely audible ppp beginning,
Rattle directs his first oboe, at the
rising third at Fig.2, which Mahler
marks hinaufziehen, Wie emn
Naturlaut, to play a sort of sliding
wail [2m 01s]: so grotesque that you
wince in anticipation of the motif's
every appearance. (Rattle's
disconcerting tempo-changes at the
very start of 4(i) are as nothing by

David Anstey's
superbly
imaginative
box- Front
design for
Decca's 1969
LSO/Solti
Mahler 3 soon replaced
with the Rodin
bust of
Mahler,
allegedly at
the insistence
of the
conductor...

comparison...) This portamento
interpretation is mentioned in
Michael Kennedy's notes. The
simple, distant night-call of the Los
Angeles player in Salonen's Third,
recommended by AA in November,
is surely preferable — although the
heavier, more forward contralto of
Anna Larsson is perhaps not, fine
though her singing is. And in the
`13imm bamm!' scherzo (v) the
Birmingham Ladies and eager Youth
Choir sound to me ideal, and
reminiscent of the marvellous sound
in Haitink's first Philips recording.
In what is arguably Rattle's finest
Mahler interpretation so far (much
more rewarding than the recently
issued VPO Ninth), the sixth movt
is, Ifeel, disappointing. Here,
Kubelik [DG] set the benchmark.
And if Salonen is almost too
controlled, better that than Rattle's
fussiness over the opening six
JANUARY 19”
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class"
piano as Lloyd Webber's Mulbeny
Cottage, Frensham Pond or the flute
Sonatine, one can imagine the
intelligentsia shaking their heads at
the very titles, let alone their easy
flow of enchanting neo-classicism,
hauntingly reminiscent of the hugely
underrated Claude Arrieu (Poulenc
minus the harmonic acidity).
The earliest work in this
collection, the Fantasy Trio for
violin, cello and piano, written when
Lloyd Webber was 22, is both more
opulent and emotionally superheated
than much of his later work.
Fascinatingly, the principal
influences are once again Russian
(turn-of-the-century Rachmaninov)
and in particular French (Ravel),
with an occasional dash of Delian
harmony along the way. Indeed the
only Germanic click of the heels
arrives towards the end, in the form
of a near-fugal episode which never
really gets going.
The programme ends with a
delightful selection of eight songs, all
dating from the early-to-mid- 1950s,
very much in the pastoral English
mode, and like everything else on
this album expertly crafted and
melodically felicitous. Fine
performances from an all-star cast:
Jonathan Snowden, Antony Pay, Leo
Philips, John Mark Ainsley, Ian
Brown and Christopher van Kampen
(whose final recording, sadly, this
proved to be). Unimpeachable
sonics, as ever, from Andrew Keener
and Anthony Howell.
Those for whom son Andrew's
musicals are anathema can approach
Chandos's well-planned recital of
(mostly) miniatures in complete
safety. Early Schoenberg, Frank
Bridge, Moeran, VW, et al, all go
into the melting pot, but of the likes
of `Don't Cry for Me Argentina'
there is not the slightest
premonition, save arguably for the
octave doublings of the Serenade for

minutes: where attentiveness to
every shift in dynamic or tempo
markings — and with divided violins
tending to emphasize this
preoccupation with detail —
fragments the long, flowing line.
Earlier in the symphony, though,
Rattle conjures a magical picture of
the flowers swaying in the summer
breeze in (ii), whilst the (actual)
posthorn sequences in (iii), played
by Philip Harrison, are balanced so
as to evoke perfectly the distant
barracks: a recurrent influence in
Mahler's writing.
CD2 comprises the two vocal
movts and finale of the symphony,
together with seven Knaben
Wunderhorn songs orchestrated by
Mahler (`The Sentinel's Night
Song", 'Wasted effort" ,2 , 'Who
made up this little song' 2, 'Where
the shining trumpets sound" ,2 ,
`Reveille', 'The Drummer-Boy', ' St
HI-F1 NEWS le RECORD REVIEW
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Strings' second movt (even this is
closer to Ron Goodwin's special
brand of yearning nostalgia — cf, the
'Love Theme' from 633 Squadron).
On this evidence, father William
was afirst-rate tunesmith with a
predilection for aching suspensions:
anyone whose gooseflesh quivers at
Walton's 'Touch her soft lips...'
(Henry V) will adore such as the title
track, Invocation, deliciously scored
for harp and strings.
Chromaticism certainly plays its
part, although less obsessively than
with, say, Cyril Scott or Delius, for
whom it is avital part of their
musical language. There are
exceptions — as exemplified by the

MONTEVERDI:
Vespers 116101/CIMA: Concerti
ecclesiastici - Sonata a due _I
Sonata a tre
Marin-DegorlWieczorek1Stefanowicz1
Agnew/Cornwell/Félix/Bayley/
Les SacqueboutWrs de Toulouse/
Les Arts FlorissantslChristie

Lento for strings, the `Willow Song'
middle movt of the three Spring
Miniatures, and the (early)
Scriabinesque musings of the
violin/organ Benedictus — but, on
the whole,
harmonic
intensity is
generated via
sighing
resolutions, as
in the
enraptured
choral Love
Divine, All
Loves
Excelling.
The
haunting
organ-accompanied Mass (
extremely
brevis at under 11m) is, like
everything else on this disc,
beautifully written for the forces
involved, its relative coolness a fine
example of that old maxim ' less
equals more'. Glowingly atmospheric
recordings as ever from Chandos
and pleasing performances — with
Tasmin Little quite outstanding —
combine to produce aprogramme
which should satiate even the
sweetest of musical proclivities.

'Concerti') are restored to the work
— where Denis Stevens, for
example, had excised them — and
Christie adds to them not only
plainsong antiphons but also two
unrelated instrumental sonatas by
Giovanni Paolo Cima whose
publication is contemporaneous with
that of the Vespers.
The more elaborate of
Monteverdi's two Magnificat settings
is selected here (the one in seven
parts), although one would not learn
this from the Erato booklet. All of
this results in a concept of the
Vespers which is essentially organic
and unified, designed to be heard as
a single coherent work rather than as
an unrelated sequence of
movements.
Christie directs a performance that
at times approaches an almost
Romantic opulence, taking every
opportunity for the display of
dynamic nuance — listen, for
example, to the soaring crescendi in
the antiphon ` Speciosa factus es' at
2m 04s into track 1, CD2. This is
Monteverdi on avery grand scale
indeed, with tempi generally welljudged so as to preserve asense of
forward movement whilst retaining
an essential dignity. The
instrumental playing is outstanding
in detail and scope, with the two
Cima sonatas possessing an almost
superfine sheen, and the varying
orchestrations show a largely
effective sensitivity to textural and
structural balance. There are some
unexpected transpositions here,
resulting in breathtakingly low basslines and a richly vibrant sonority.
The chorus is rather large, and
the resonant acoustic means that the
intricate counterpoint is sometimes
obscured. The solo singing,
however, is wholly creditable, with
Sophie Marin-Degor (cantus) and
Paul Agnew (tenor) particularly
noteworthy.
In a crowded field, this issue is
one to take seriously, if in the final
analysis it does not quite displace Sir
John Eliot Gardiner's second
recording [Archly — also on video]
made at St Mark's, Venice, which
includes both Magnificau, or The
Sixteen on Hyperion.

Julian Haylock

As:1

Erato 3984 23139 2

The 1610 Vespers remains one of
Monteverdi's most popular works on
disc, but the debate over its exact
content and nature means that its
precise constitution is even now
unstandardised. In Jonathan Cable's
new edition the solo motets and the
Sonata sopra Sancta Maria (
the

Tosmin
Little

A:1 0

Anthony of Padua' — ' in the classic
SchwarzkopflFischer-DieskaulLSOI
Szell EMI recording shared between
soprano and baritone; 2sung by the
soprano on DG's Popp/Schmidt/
Concertgebouw1Benutein CD) and
Berio's realisation of `Ablósung im
Sommer' (` Relief in Summer'),
whose theme is heard in 3(iii).
The voice is given a little more
presence here, and it seems to
appropriate to relish Keenlyside's
dynamic shadings and use of vocal
colour at closer range. These are
sharply observant, colourful
performances — cut from a finer
cloth than Bemstein's live versions,
with their often heavy manner and
extended timings. Listen to the
swagger of Rattle's accompaniment
in ` Revelge'. And doesn't the
baritone make you smile in
`Verlorne Müh'?
Christopher Breunig A-B: 1-3 A:1

(
2CDs, 100m 01s)

...and EMI's
design: hardly
in the same
class

John Kersey
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MOZART:
Piano Concertos in F, K459 J in C,
K503
Till Feliner (pno)ICamerata
Academica Salzburfflaniczek
(v1nIdir)
Erato 3984 23299 2

(
58m 57s)

Misha Donat's note for Erato is a
model of its kind, although one
might question the heading 'Two
Concertos in Military Style' — Ihad
always thought of the F-major finale
as no less radiant with birdsong than
K453(iii). Fellner sets a spanking
pace for this movt, as do Anda and
Brendel — Perahia, Serkin [CBS],
Schiff, Ashkenazy and Barenboim
[EMI] are slower to varying degrees.
The character of the orchestra seems
to have changed little since the days
of Anda's DG cycle, whilst the
lengthy exposition in K503(i) proves
more alert and sharply focused than
under Vegh [Schiff/Decca] —
direction here is credited to the
leader Alexander Janiczek. (The
sound is a little sweeter and clearer
than on Decca, too.)
Objectively, it would be difficult
to fault Till Fellner's phrasing or
sensibilities, although Iwas
disappointed that at 5m 20s into
K503(i) he couldn't allow us a
momentary indulgence in Mozart's
writing, say, by softening his tone as
Brendel did. Even more so at 3m
53s into (iii), where Fellner seems at
odds with Mozart's lyricism.
Utimately, his playing is too
consistent in orderliness, perhaps too
respectful of the letter of these
scores to register as in any way
memorable. Comparisons have
served wonderfully in reminding me
of the sheer exuberance of Geza
Anda's Mozart and the sense of
intimate rapport with the Camerata
Academica [429 001-2, 10CDs].

Pierrot lunaire J Herzgewâchse J
Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte
Christine Schafer (sop) /David
Pittman-Jennings (narr)I
Ens InterContemporainlBoulez
DO 457 630-2

John Kersey

A:2 0

SCHOENBERG:

u

ultra-scrupulous layering of the
instrumental parts.
The highlight of the disc for sheer
aural beauty is the performance of
Herzgewachse, the solitary
Maeterlinck setting composed by
Schoenberg in 1911, when he was
on the threshold of finding his
mature atonal style. Schafer's voice
soars and swoops above the spare
background of celesta, harp and
harmonium, already embarked on a
journey into vivid fantasy that has
the luminous quality of a sudden
apparition.
The Ode to Napoleon is a more
problematic work, setting Byron's
words for adeclamatory speaker
accompanied by a string quartet
with piano. David Pittman-Jennings
has an admirable stoicism and
conviction here, but even his
extensive attempts at dramatisation
cannot dispel the somewhat
laboured quality of Schoenberg's
invention. The work suggests
fascinating parallels with Moses und
Aron in particular, but whereas the
declaimed narrative of Moses has an
undeniable autobiographical
resonance and emotive power, here
the politicized defence of the
outsider lacks the essential variance
of tone that could rescue it from the
perils of diatribe. That said, this is
an eminently recommendable
performance.
Boulez's instincts for precision in
detail and structure are eminently
well-suited to this repertoire, and his
essentially cool approach seems to
me to be particularly effective in
Schoenberg's mature works. The
recording is clear and atmospheric.

Christopher Breunig

(
52m 35s)

Pierrot lunaire inhabits aworld of
hallucinatory half-lights, depicting a
rapidly-changing interior and
exterior landscape with an intensity
of focus that changes moment-bymoment. Its challenge to the
Sprechstimme is immense: to convey
the concentration of emotion in the
minimum of space, and to make the
seemingly-opposed gestures coalesce
into a single multi-faceted entity.
Christine Schafer conveys a
powerful identification with the spirit
of this work. There is an essential
innocence and purity to her voice,
but she is also capable of a turbulent
angst that delineates the more
intense moments of the score. The
grotesque quality of much of the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SIBELIUS:
Symphonies 1 & 3
Iceland SOISakari

text inspires her to a kind of divine
madness: at once involved in the
scene and yet detached, her
disembodied portrayal often suggests
that the essential landscape at issue
is that of the mind. The more overt
cabaret stylings of other readings
(most notably the Grand Guignol of
Patricia Rideout under the direction
of Glenn Gould in a 1975 telecast)
are here played down; the essential
seriousness of approach is
underpinned by Boulez's crystalline,

A:1

Naxos &554102

'Schüfer's

voice soars
and swoops
above the
spare
background
of celesta,
harp and
harmonium,
already
embarked
on a journey
into vivid
fantasy that
has the
luminous
quality of
a sudden
apparition'

Christine
Schafer with
Pierre Boulez

(67m 35s)

These two works respond to the
fierce dynamism first provided by
Collins in his pioneering 1950s
LSO/Decca [now on Beulah].
Maazel's 1960s VPO/Decca stereo
versions take asimilar view. Both
those conductors made much of the
instrumental contrasts, with thrilling
full-strings entries, gripping
percussion and fierce brass. Petri
Sakari takes amellower approach,
and in particular the final pages of
both 3(i) and 3(iii) are astoundingly
mild. Surely the essence of 3(iii) is
the increase of tension from
beginning to end — therefore Ifind
this relaxation at the close very
surprising.
The orchestra provides lyrical
phrasing, and Sakari's overall
shaping is convincing. Iwas
especially impressed by his view of
the contour of 1(iv) where he avoids
the habitual slackening for the long
second subject. On the other hand,
the trio of 1(iii) seems over-relaxed.
Many Sibelius experts insist that
3(ii) should be broad in tempo
(although Iwarm to Collins's
sweetness) but Sakari's rhythmic
flexibility makes his slow speed less
than convincing. In general,
rhythmic precision is not always
strongly evident and this sometimes
hinders the build-up of tension. The
orchestral playing may not match
that of top-flight European
orchestras but, once past the rather
uncomfortable clarinet solo in 1(i),
there is much individual elegance.
The sound is ' stereophonically'
wide, rich in texture and, on the
whole, clear — except when chords
are underplayed, such that basses,
cellos, timpani and bassoons all
make aharmonious sound with no
real separation. Istrongly suspect
that this non-specific balancing was
a musical intention, therefore it
would be unfair to criticise the
engineers. The University Hall in
Reykjavik has a lovely acoustic —
harder-hitting performances would
sound thrilling.
Antony Hodgson
A:1-2
SIBELIUS:
Symphonies 1-3
COEIBerglund
Relendia 3984 23388 2 (
2CDs, 108m 06s)
With this release, Paavo Berglund
completes his Chamber Orchestra of
Europe cycle of the Sibelius
symphonies, available as a 4CD set
at reduced price: Finlandia 3984
23389 2. Reviews of previous
releases have been slightly mixed,
but Ican't imagine anyone with an
open mind hearing these
performances and failing to find
something to stimulate and provoke.
No matter how well you know these
85

James M Hughes

Richard Black is
an accomplished
pianist, but
regular readers of
HFNIRR will
recall his
technical reviews
as well as reviews
in the music
section

Calum MacDonald
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Lutoslawski and Szymanowski;
Paavo Berglund: the completion

A:1- P

of his Sibelius symphony cycle
with the COE

'The Artsong
Collective,
a flexible
Muumuu ISZCD100
(
75m Ils) dist. Moth
group of
At last arecording of some of
singers under
Ronald Stevenson's songs — long
the direction
overdue considering he's 70 this year
of pianist
and has been one of the most
prolific song-writers in the history of Richard

British music (well over 300, to
poets as diverse as William Blake
and Ho Chi Minh, and in several
different languages and dialects).
The Artsong Collective, a flexible
group of singers under the direction
of pianist Richard Black, have
frequently championed Stevenson in
concert and have now bravely
chosen to launch anew label with
three substantial song-cycles,
beautifully recorded and nicely
contrasted to show off the
performers' talents to perfection.
Two of these cycles deal, in
different ways, with childhood. The

and register dictate. There are many
features of the piano parts that
remind one Stevenson is avirtuoso
piano composer: they never swamp
the voice, but their fullness of detail
and technical demands are
considerable. Richard Black is
impressively equal to them, and
twice emerges as a soloist in his own
right, since the Haiku and Border
Boyhood each feature a central piano
intermezzo (respectively ' The
Blossoming Cherry' and `The
Hushed Song') that could be a
recital item in its own. Their
collective dedication to Stevenson's
song-writing justifies itself by
revealing so vividly the warmth and
richness of this music in first-class
performance and recording.

Ewa Kupiec: works by

STEVENSON:
A Child's Garden of Verses U Nine
Haiku U Border Boyhood
The Artsong Collective - Moira
Harris (sop)IWills Morgan
(ten)IRichard Black (pm)

86

near-complete setting of RL
Stevenson's Child's Garden of Verses
(1984), commissioned by the BBC
to mark the centenary of publication
of that famous collection of poems
for children, is conceived very much
as an adult response to childhood
memories. Subtle harmonic
chiaroscuro in the substantial piano
parts leads, in the final 'Envoy' —
one of Stevenson's most moving
songs — to a poignant sense of the
irrecoverability of the childhood
state.
is but a child of air/that
lingers in the garden there'.) Border
Boyhood (1971), written for Peter
Pears, sets mainly prose: passages
from an autobiographical memoir by
Hugh MacDiarmid, with whose
poetry Stevenson has been especially
closely associated. This is a quasi-

photos: Finlandia (Berglund); Koch (Kupiec)

works, you'll notice things never
heard before in previous versions.
These are the most individual and
challenging Sibelius performances
for years, and, as with period
instrument recordings of early
music, much usually obscured detail
is revealed. Agreed, at times the
sheer weight of tone necessary to
bring off the big climaxes is missing.
As a result, the finales of
Symphonies 1and 2 slightly lack
power: the elemental grandeur and
granitic strength of the music is
slightly underplayed. In its place
there's awonderful transparency of
texture, asharp focus that allows all
sorts of detail to tell effortlessly —
'orchestral chamber music' at its
best.
Berglund has altered his
interpretations to highlight the
strengths of the orchestra, and in
nearly all movements his tempi are
faster than his old Bournemouth
[EMI] accounts from the 1970s,
now on Royal Classics/Disky at
budget price. As aresult, there is
perhaps a slight loss of mystery and
atmosphere at times. But try the
opening of the Third Symphony's
slow movt [CD1 track 6] and
sample the expressive individuality
of the wind playing from Om 12s, or
the lower strings from say 1m 57s,
and tell me you've heard this music
more exquisitely phrased.
Finlandia's 24-bit recording is
very clean and open, with
exceptional clarity (for example, you
can hear the pitches of the notes
played by the double-basses at 2m
52s to 2m 58s in the first
symphony's finale [CD1, track 4],
rather than just apitchless 'scrub'),
yet always the sound is totally
natural and unexaggerated.

Black, have
frequently
championed
Stevenson
in concert
and have
now bravely
chosen to
launch a
new label
with three
substantial
song-cycles'

symphonic construction, the themes
of the first song being developed
throughout the remaining five, with
adaptations of instrumental forms.
(The last song, 'The Nook of the
Night Paths', is a fugue for voice
and piano: at one point the singer
himself even takes two voices in a
stretto, alternating chest voice and
head voice.) The Haiku (
also 1971),
to Japanese poems translated by
Keith Bosley, is a more sheerly
lyrical sequence, performable with
harp or piano — a requirement that
has helped to shape its distinctive
harmonic language, which evokes
Oriental music not at all directly but
with arefined blend of pentatonic
and heptatonic scales.
Moira Harris is arefulgent soloist
in the Haiku, and Wills Morgan —
atruly remarkable voice, both for
richness of vocal colour and
intelligence and sensitivity of
delivery — expounds Border Boyhood
like anative; they share the songs in
A Child's Garden of Verses as sense

SZYPAANOWSKI:
Sinfonia concertante ( Symphony 4)/
LUTOSLAWSKI: Piano Concerto
Ewa Kupiec (pno)IBamberg SOI
Judd
Koch Classics 34414-2

(
49m 40s)

This is avery good disc indeed. In
the Szymanowski, Ewa Kupiec and
James Judd form a purposeful,
selfless partnership, songful and
stylish in (i), and delicately evocative
in the rarefied outer portions of (ii),
whilst not shirking the necessary
ardour for that grand central climax.
Best of all is the finale: not only are
the opening measures marvellously
expectant, there's a robust
playfulness and sense of joy in
music-making that readily
communicates right up to the payoff (how tenderly, too, Judd's
appealingly ' old-world' Bamberg
strings caress their nostalgic variant
on the main mazurka theme from
2m 42s).
Kupiec's refined and variegated
JAIIUARY 1111
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tonal palette also contributes much
to the success of the account of that
highly approachable and rewarding
concerto Lutoslawski wrote in 1987
for Krystian Zimerman. This is
another beautifully prepared display,
the work's deceptive individuality
brought out with greater perception
and a more joyous feeling for
bravura than on some other versions
Ihave encountered. Again, Judd's
cogent direction generates a
spontaneous thrust (above all in the
passacaglia finale) to which many
will rightly respond.
Apart from some slight thickness
in tuttis, the sound is clear and
balance natural. Skimpy measure at
under 50m, Iknow, and there are
perhaps even stronger individual
versions of both works currently on
the market (
eg, from Piotr Paleczny
on EMI ` Matrix' in the
Szymanowski, or Zimerman's
premiere DG recording of the
Lutoslawski). If you fancy the
coupling, however, do investigate.
Andrew Achenbach

A- B:1 0
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'EMI have
remastered
the
recording
with Prism
noiseshaping,
and the
Symphony
now sounds
fresher
and more
tolo Jrful
thar be'ore,
with clearer
level

focus'
(68m 05s)
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WALTON:
Belshazzaes Feast Li Symphony 11
Thomas Hampson (bar)/Cleveland
Orch Ch e9' CBSO ChICBSOI
Rattle
EMI CDC 556 5922

sharper

Vaughan Williams famously said of
his Fourth Symphony ' Idon't know
if Ilike it, but it's what Imeant!'.
The music is certainly the most
aggressive he ever wrote, and calls
for orchestral playing of steely power
and edge. Norrington's new account
is very musical, and he brings out
the visionary aspects of the score
rather than its naked aggression. At
times he almost has the orchestra
spitting blood, but not quite: there's
always a slight sense of detachment
— like abattle observed at a
distance rather than fought hand to
hand. Agreed, for all its fierceness,
the Fourth isn't all sound and fury;
once past its surface aggression, the
breadth and passion of the music
soon become apparent. Norrington
handles the tricky cross-rhythms in
the scherzo and finale securely, and
the syncopations are deftly sprung;
but this is an account to admire,
rather than one that grips and
moves.
The Sixth Symphony is likewise
directed with sensitivity, and the
playing is crisp and musical. The
music crackles and smoulders but
never quite erupts — it's as if the
conductor were unwilling to allow
the orchestra off the leash. The
cataclysmic opening has plenty of
amplitude, without making one feel
the world is about to crack apart,
and the quiet finale lacks intensity.
Smooth and clean, with good
detail and dynamic range, Decca's
recordings nevertheless sound rather
airless and lacking in richness and
depth. A little more hall ambience
would have been welcome here.
James M Hughes

•

detail and

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Symphonies 4 & 6
IPOINomngton
Decca 458 658-2

MM.

The London
Philharmonic concert
shown on BBC2 on
24th October,
celebrating the life of
Sir Gang Soin
(Mehta with von
Otter in Mogan:
Gheorghiu in Verdi;
Vengerovl
Roaropovich in the
Tchaikovsky
Concerto) was rushreleased to CD ly
Decca: 466 000-2.
Proceeds will go the
Solti Foundation

(78m) '
01992

Ican still recall the thrill of
discovering Walton's music almost
25 years ago — especially the two
works recorded here. And though
his music has perhaps lost some of
its cutting edge for contemporary
audiences (the jazzy bits in
Belshazzar no longer shock in this
age of musical eclecticism), there's
still plenty to excite.
Belshazzar's Feast, recorded in
Symphony Hall in 1997, sounds
impressively detailed and dynamic.
Clarity is remarkable, yet there's
little sense of microphone
spotlighting, and the bass is firm
and solid: some lovely deep organ
pedals. Andrew Litton's dramatic
Decca version was marred by the
excessive reverberation of
Winchester Cathedral, but here the
quality is nicely spacious, yet clear
and immediate. Rattle's performance
is fast, agile, articulate and keenly
played. At 34m 21s it's one of the
fastest ever (only Gibson and
Willcocks, both Chandos, are
shorter), and the results are thrilling.
Thomas Hampson is in sonorous
voice, and sings with authority and
sensitivity, while the choral
contributions are clean and
enthusiastic.
Rattle's crisp, athletic, intensely
passionate account of the First
Symphony was originally coupled
with Walton's Cello Concerto. EMI
have remastered the recording with
'Prism' noiseshaping, and it now
sounds fresher and more colourful
than before, with clearer low-level
detail and sharper focus. This makes
the playing sound even more
electric. A winner — though tough
on those who bought the 1992
transfer.
James M Hughes
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AMERICAN SCENES
Works by Gershwin, Previn, Copland
& Barber
Gil S'haham (v1n)1André Previn
(Pno)
CM 453470-2

(61m ¡Ss)

These two artists are really on
homeground with this repertoire
and sound it. Well, André Previn
should, for he wrote some of it. His
Sonata ( 1994), called 'Vineyard'
after his recently-bought home at
Martha's Vineyard, is not what I
expected from him. His early work
in jazz is forgotten in a sonata that is

by turns brilliant, deeply serious and
lyrical, with a tonal ambiguity in (i)
that never quite carries out its threat
to become atonal. It was
commissioned by Young Uck Kim,
but not premiered by him, due to
injury; its difficulties were tailored
for him but are resoundingly
overcome by Gil Shaham. The
bravura (iii) is agrandstand finale
despatched with dazzling virtuosity
— and Previn's own playing is
included in that description. More
predictable, musically, is Gershwin's
Three Preludes for Piano, played here
in Heifetz's arrangement. The bluesy
(ii) is framed by two short jazzy
numbers.
Aaron Copland is represented by
his pretty Nocturne and the
substantial Violin Sonata of 1944; its
three movts, economical, almost
mystic, and played with great
feeling, could be by nobody else.
The intense stillness of (ii) — just
listen to Shaham's impeccable
intonation here — and the skittish
Rodeo-like (
iii) show the ShahamPrevin partnership in perfect musical
accord. Samuel Barber's Canzone,
also familiar as the middle movt of
the Piano Concerto, closes the
programme like abalm. A natural
and well-balanced recording
completes a package which certainly
all violinists should hear.
Robert Deeding

A:1

SOUVENIR
Music for violin by Tchaikovsky,
Rachmaninov, Szymanowski &
Wienawski
Akiko Suwanai (v1n)1Phillip Moll
(Pno)
Philips 454 480-2

(79m 29s)

Ihalf expected an old-fashioned
virtuoso display recital designed to
showcase the soloist's considerable
technique, with little of substance
musically. True, Tchaikovsky's
Scherzo and pieces by Wieniawski fit
this description. But they turn out to
be exceptions: for the most part the
music chosen has substance, and is
rewarding without being heavy or
'difficult'. Highlights include a
beautifully chaste account of
Tchaikovsky's Souvenir d'un lieu cher,
and atmospheric interpretations of
three of Szymanovski's Mythes. The
playing is brilliant and strongly
projected, helped by forward highly
detailed Philips sound.
The recording is impressively
tactile and focused, but also at times
a little too sharp and overlit,
making the violin tone seem thinner
and edgier than it doubtless was in
real life. This aural aggressiveness
takes some of the warmth and
charm from the playing; and
listening to the whole recital at a
single sitting proved rather tiring.
But much will depend on the system
used for playback, and how well it
copes with forward recordings.
James M Hughes

A-B(C ): 1 0
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ELGAR:
Caractacus J Imperial March
J Coronation March J
Enigma Variations
Peter Glossop (bar)ISheila
Armstrong (sop)IRoben Tear
(ten) /Bryan Rayner Cook
(bass-bar)IMalcolm King
(bass) /Richard Stuart (bass)/
Liverpool Phil ChIRLPOI
Groves
EMI CMS 763 8072
(2CDs, 150m) ®1971/77
Acworth's libretto has
attracted opprobrium, and so
has the music. The consensus
is that Caractacus is flawed
(though Patrick Little has
recently said that the critics
`have not always agreed on
what the flaws actually are'),
yet there are many moments of
beauty and drama. This was
the first complete recording
and it remains aremarkably
fine achievement. Groves, who
was not rated highly as a
conductor, shows that he was
indeed avery good musician;
and avery sympathetic
Elgarian whose affinity extends
to the marches too. EMI's
sound, commended in its time,
now emerges mildly dry and
two-dimensional but with the
virtues of clarity and palpable
low frequency information.
The welcome for these
reissues is nevertheless
qualified because Groves falls
short of his standards with an
uninspiring Enigma Variations,
offered in a recording that is
sometimes full and sometimes
without bloom. But buy this
'twofer' for Caractacus, awork
often hinting of the Elgar to
come — and celebrating its
centenary this year.
Helen Anthoni

B-C: 1-3 fi1

HANDEL:
Admeto, Re di Tessaglia
jacobslYakarlColdIDams1
BowmanlGomezlEgmondlll
Compless() Rarocco/Curtis
Virgin Classics 7243 561 3692
(3CDs, 216m 47,) }, 1977
Of all Handel's operas the
nearest to Greek Tragedy
(despite its irritating Romantic
sub-plot with the usual
disguises and
misunderstandings), Admeto is
a glorious score, written as it
was for those 'rival queens'
Faustina and Cuzzoni, as well
as the great Senesino. (Two
numbers featured on the
Catherine Bott/Emma Kirkby
'Rival Queens' Hyperion
recital: CDA 66950.) Yet there
seems to be no current rival
version to this one, originally
issued 20 years ago on EMI
88

The late Sir Charles Groves
Electrola. It's not ideal, but it
serves very well, and starts
from the sensible premise that
the work stands or falls by the
quality and sensitivity of the
voices. The cast is a strong
one, with Rene Jacobs a
sympathetic Admeto, Jill
Gomez a spirited Antigona,
Ulrik Cold asuitably roughmannered Ercole and only
Rachel Yakar a little too pliant
and self-effacing as Alceste.
Alan Curtis directs entirely
dependable instrumental
accompaniments, occasionally
a little staid in tempi. The
recording might have been
made yesterday.
Ca/urn MacDonald

A:2

LEHAR:
Gold and Silver Waltz J
Overtures - Wiener Frauen
The Land of Smiles J The
Merry Widow J Gipsy Love
Eva - Waltzes 3 The Count of
Luxembourg - Waltzes &
Ballet
Zürich Tonhalle Orchestral
Lehár
Beulah 111016
(58m 20s) mono, rec.1947
Ican't pretend to be an
unreserved fan of Franz Lehár,
nor an unreserved admirer of
'historical' recordings, but I
found this disc utterly
enchanting. Helped along by
Malcolm Walker's fascinating
note outlining the history of
Lehár's not inconsiderable
recorded output, excellent
transfers from aset of shellacs
of what were clearly
exceptional Decca originals
[Victor Olof/Arthur Haddy],
and the fine playing of the
Zurich Tonhalle, the old
epithet ' they don't make 'em
like this any more' has never
seemed more appropriate.
Of course the success of the
venture is largely due to the
presence of Lehár himself on
the rostrum, then 77 years old
and with little more than a
year of life left to him. Here
the sheer exhilaration of his
much earlier recordings
(although the adrenalin still
flows freely) is supplanted by a
more reflectively nostalgic

overview, perfectly in keeping
with music that belonged to an
imperial age that in just 40
years had become little more
than adistant memory.
Listening to these transfers
is to be reminded that even
the most subtle of modern
musical replications cannot
approach the real thing. The
intensity of the string playing
is awonder to behold, the
sensation that these fine
musicians really cared deeply
about what they were doing
infectiously conveyed. When
Lehár gently plays with crossrhythms, one can sense the
smiles behind the playing as
such events are buoyed
nonchalantly aloft; so too the
great waltz tunes, all velvettoned and luxuriously phrased.
In the face of such artistry,
surface noise and detectable
side-breaks become aglorious
irrelevance. For this pair of
ears, something of arevelation.
Julian Haylock

H:1
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PROKOFIEV:
Piano Sonatas 1-9 J 10
(fragment)
Boris Berman (pno)
Chandos CHAN 9637(3)
(3CDs, 187m 39s)
There's nothing outwardly
special or surprising in
Berman's performances. And
yet hearing the sonatas in
sequence, rather than via
Chandos's original 9CD
Prokofiev Piano Music
(sonatas interspersed with
other piano works), makes one
bow admiringly to the absolute
musicality of the approach.
The virtuosity may not be
staggering, and Berman fails to
catch the breath at the ends of
the Fourth and Sixth sonatas
like Richter or Frederic Chiu
— in my own special favourite
set of the sonatas: Harmonia
Mundi [
mine too - Mus Ed]
— both scintillating with a
greater brilliance and daring:
but the flawless, crystal-clear
presentation of themes and
arguments never flags. Imight
quibble with some of the
dynamics — No.7's finale
starts far too loud, missing the
image of the beast in waiting,
and the softer end of the
spectrum isn't always as
dreamy or evanescent as one
might wish — but everything
makes its mark. Until now,
I've not fully taken on board
Prokofiev's singular melodising
in 1-5; Berman's level-headed
interpretation, never shallow or
dull, helped to lodge whole
stretches of 5 especially in the
brain (unlike Chiu or
Ovchinikov, Berman includes

it in both the original version
and the late reworking, with
swathes of new music in the
outer movts). He also gives
full scope to the breadth of the
tragedy in the vast first
movement of the oftenunderrated Eighth. There's a
markedly more up-front
quality to some of the later
performances, though fuller
piano tone never becomes
harsh and Berman's staccato
playing is very well captured.
David Nice

A:1 0

RACHMAN IN 0V:
29 Songs
Joan Rodgers (sop)IHoward
Shelley (pno)
Chaudes CRAN 9644

(
78m 56s)

As fine a cross-section of
Rachmaninov's song output as
one could reasonably hope for,
featuring examples from all the
opused collections, including
the popular Vocalise and,
invaluably, his last set, Op.38,
complete.
Those familiar with
Chandos's 3CD Rachmaninov
song edition, with Howard
Shelley the all-encompassing
accompanist, will already be
aware of Joan Rodgers's
distinguished contributions.
This collection, instructively
laid out in chronological order,
is mostly sourced from there,
although has two additions:
dramatic renditions of ' Sing
Not, 0 Lovely One' (0p.4:4),
and 'The Muse' (0p.34:1).
Some may find Rodgers's
intensity ashade operatic on
occasion, but Ifind her
powerful command of the
idiom acontinual source of
pleasure. Shelley is simply in a
class of his own.
Julian Haylock

A: 1 0

SCHUBERT:
Der vierjAhrige Posten
DonathISchreierIBrokmeierl
LenzIFischer-DieskaulBavarian
Rad Ch/Munich ROIWallberg
CPO 999 553-2

(
37m 48s) *1977

Right from the opening of the
overture, with languorous horn
writing, one senses one is in
for a treat. And so it proves —
as readers with the old LP
version will recall. This is the
operatic Schubert at his most
approachable, with real drama
in the music of the quartet
when the ' deserter' hero learns
that his regiment is to return
four years after it had
departed, leaving him behind
on sentry duty — and with his
beloved. Of course the little
Singspiel ends happily, but not
before we have heard some
lovely writing for the

JANUARY 1555
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Whichever version they opt
instruments, as well as for the
for, Schubertians will want to
voice, of course, with an a
own this pleasing Singspiel.
cappella canon to remind us
that Schubert was Salieri's
-,Peter Branscombe
8:2 7
pupil. The performance wears
SUM
its years lightly, with charming,
Asrael Symphony J Fairy Tale
characterful singing from the
J Serenade for Strings
three principals, alert and
(;'ch POIBelohlávek
warm playing from the
orchestra, and sympathetic
Chandos CHAN 9640
direction from Heinz Wallberg.
(2CDs, 117m 28s) *1991/2
The recording is perfectly
Josef Suk's hour-long evocation
acceptable, though the voices
of pain and suffering, the
tend to be too close to the
Asrael Symphony, was begun
microphone, and thus to the
after the death of his father-inlistener, and the perspective
law Dvorak, and his wife died
shifts.
during its actual composition.
Well worth purchasing, even
She was 27. Two tragedies
for people who have hitherto
with only 14 months between
imagined that they could do
them drove him to compose
without Schubert's music for
this titanic orchestral
the stage,
monument to Asrael, the angel
Peter Branscombe
B-C: 1 CI
of death. As well as sorrowing,
it protests vehemently against
SCHUBERT:
the cruelty of death, and it
Die Verschworenen
does so without maudlin
MoserlFuchsIScharylGreindlRosner1RauschkolblFinkel
DallapozzalMoll1Bavarian
Rad ChlBavarian ROI
Wallberg
CPO 999 554-2

(
64m 31s) 81977

The original title of `The
Conspirators' had to be toned
down to Domestic Warfare —
no surprise in 19th-century
Vienna. This is awork in the
manner of Le Comte Ory,
lacking Rossini's theatrical
brilliance, but full of charm
and wit in its evocation of
Women's Lib at the time of
the Crusades. This is another
welcome addition to the CPO
list of opera recordings, though
the feeling that one is in the
midst of the singers rather
than in the stalls is abit
uncomfortable: the often lovely
orchestral writing tends to be
obscured (clarinets come
through strongly, however),
and the occasional edginess of
the singers is highlighted.
On the whole Iprefer the
Spering/Neue Orchester
version on the opus Ill label,
where the work is called Der
hâusliche Krieg (
the only
Schubert opera recording so
far to use period instruments),
though there are pluses and
minuses about both
recordings: Wallberg now has
abridged dialogue (missing on
his old LP version, as on
Spering's CD); on the other
hand the latter includes a neat
completion of the fragmentary
overture, which Wallberg
omits; the opus ill booklet
includes the sung text and
translation, whereas CPO offer
merely abrief essay and plot
summary. The words are a
major lack in all the CPO
reissues to have come my way.
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Boris Berman and
Jirí Belohlávek

apparently is at full price.
Fairy Tale and the Serenade
may be less distinguished
musically than the Symphony
but possess the typical fullblown late-Romantic aura.
Both receive sympathetic
treatment. The recordings were
made in two Prague locations
and impress with their natural
clarity and perspective.
Robert Dearling

A:1 0

R STRAUSS:
Four Last Songs
8
orchestral songs with
orchestra L.1 Capriccio Moonlight Music & Closing
Scene
Felicity Lou (sop)IRSNOIPrvi
Chandos CHAN 7113
(69m 24s) * 1987/88/90
A warm welcome back to
Dame Felicity in her prime.
Her Four Last Songs still have
an uncanny knack of looking

B>fffl
allanwmomll
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sentiment, its invention and
superb orchestral control
holding the attention
throughout.
Belohlávek maintains this
control and the Czech PO —
more international-sounding
now than, say, 30 years ago,
when one could instantly
identify their woodwind tone
as Czech — plays with
richness, strength and splendid
string tone. Also delicacy and
feeling, notably in the ghostly
(ii). Pesek and the RLPO
[VirginClassics] take 4m longer
and are recorded with slightly
less resonance than Chandos
gives Belohlávek. On balance I
slightly prefer the latter's
performance but there is little
in it. Both are first-class. The
Symphony is now paired with
two earlier works from adisc
made ayear later; and oddly
for such a reissue, this set

JANUARY 11119

you calmly and clearly in the
eye through the heady gauze of
horn-rich sound; there's at
least one memorable phrase
per song which takes wing or
hangs in mid-air (Inoted
especially new raptures over
`schlummer senken' in ' Beim
schlafengehen' and ' So tief im
Abendrot' in ashimmering
`sunset'). Chandos have now
given them the context of the
dreamiest plums from two
volumes' worth of earlier
songs: the voice was less apt to
blossom in the 1988 selection
but the haunting end of
Waldseligkeit' proves it's
possible to go even further
than the familiar ` Morgen' or
`Freundliche Vision' in terms
of secret rapture. Capriccio's
heavenly quiet curtain has its
wings clipped alittle by Járvi
and Lott lacks her last
characteristic hint of generosity

gazing in the mirror; the
MajorDomo and the link
between moonlight music and
sonnet are missing.
Chandos still don't seem to
have noticed that the unusual
orchestration of ` Zueignung' is
the composer's own, not
Robert Heger's, with the
extended dedication to prima
donna Viorica Ursuleac,
though we did point out the
error first time round. Songs
A:1•/1; Capriccio closing scene
1/2.
David Nice

A:1*- 2 0

PETER SCHREIER
Arias by Mozart, Nicolai,
Handel, R Strauss, Rossini,
Lortzing, Monteverdi
Peter Schreier (ten) /various
orchlcond
Berlin Classics 0091 392 BC
(71m 42s) R 1966-78
This is a treat for the
innumerable admirers of Peter
Schreier: a recital from the
very best years of this superbly
talented singer. Starting with
an eloquent, though very slow,
performance of `Un'aura
amorosa' from Cosi and
proceeding via Fenton's lovely
aria from Die lustigen Weiber
von Windsor and Flamand's
sonnet from Capriccio, the
Count's serenade from The
Barber, and an aria from
Lortzing's Undine, he proceeds
back in time to an aria from
Monteverdi's L'Orfeo before
closing with more Mozart.
The only failure is an aria
from Handel's Ariodante, sung
in German, to set against a
baker's dozen of more or less
brilliant successes. The Rossini
aria, also sung in German, is
so affectingly phrased that it
would be hard for any Rosina
not to respond.
The recurrence of Mozart
(eight arias, one each from
Cosi, Die Entführung, La finta
semplice, Don Giovanni,
Idomeneo, La clemenza, Lucio
Silla and Die ZauberflOte) is a
pointer towards Schreiers's
special link with that
composer. Most of these
numbers are sung more slowly,
emotionally than is now the
norm, and the effect is
heightened by the rather overresonant, though in other
respects clear and faithful,
remastering.
There is a note in three
languages about Schreier, but
no texts (his exemplary diction
makes this slightly less
regrettable). Ishall often
return to Idomeneo's and Silla's
big arias in particular.
Peter Branscombe
A- B:1 *- 2 D
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here's much to be said for playing the
Brahms symphonies with reduced
forces, as in Sir Charles Mackerras's
Telarc cycle with the Scottish CO —
performances based on the kind the
composer himself gave with the
Meiningen orchestra. The music loses its
muddy-brown textures, gaining aclarity
that allows you to hear detail that is
usually obscured. Two separate discs are
now reissued from the 1997 boxed set.
Symphony 2benefits especially, and
has an athletic lightness that perfectly
suits its sunny moods. Not that the
playing lacks muscle or sinew — rhythms
are keen, helped by arecording balance
that lets brass and winds cut through to
produce crisp timbres rather than any
generalised blend of tone-colours. The
playing is excellent, with tight ensemble
despite acertain relaxed sweetness. The
repeat in (i) is observed, and the finale,
taken quickly, is joyous and exultant
(pace Hugo Wolf, who said Brahms could
not exult!). At the close, the brass blaze
out, making athrilling sound.
Charm is aword that springs to mind
in the context of the coupled Haydn
Variations, and Mackerras and SCO play
the work deftly, with great affection —
what alovely, pungent sound this
orchestra makes! The brass are especially
impressive[CD-80464, 60m].
It's good value to get Symphonies 3
and 4 on asingle CD, especially when
the repeat in 3(i) is observed, as here. In
the Third, probably the hardest of the
four to bring off, there are the expected
gains in clarity and transparency. The
two inner movts are sensitively played
and come off well, but (i) sounds ashade
hurried at times: in particular, the
development section is slightly lacking in
breadth. The finale is also ashade fast,
though taut and exciting with no lack of
power or dignity.
In 4, Mackerras strikes akeen balance
between rigorous intellectualism and
lyrical warmth. Again, the playing is fiery
and dramatic, with some searing
climaxes. Any worries that reduced forces
-might lead to small-scale performances
would be misplaced — if anything, the
opposite is true. With brass very much to
H141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the fore, the playing has an incisive, at
times almost abrasive, quality. Rhythms
are cleanly sprung, giving the music a
forward-moving impetus sometimes lost
when abig orchestra is used. At the same
time, there is much that is delicate and
sensitive; the use of two solo violas
(rather than the full section) in the
reprise of the main theme in 4(ü) is both
highly effective and emotionally moving
— orchestral chamber music at its best
[CD-80465, 75m].
Telarc's 20-bit recordings are clear, full
and very detailed, with excellent space
around instruments. Both discs A•:1.

The sonatas for violin and piano
It's now nearly 25 years since DG issued
their handsome 3LP box of the three
violin and piano sonatas, the two viola
sonatas and the FAE Scherzo, with
Pinchas Zukerman and Daniel
Barenboim. The set served as my
introduction to these marvellous works,
and even today Istill experience awarm
glow when Isee the box cover — for me,
these records opened the door to awhole
new world. First reviews were slightly
mixed, however: EMG's Monthly Letter
described Zukerman's viola playing as
'perfumed'; and it's perhaps true that his
tone could be richer and deeper. But I
found, and continue to find, the
interpretations and recording deeply
satisfying.
Apparently, Zukerman and Barenboirn
originally flew to New York's Manhattan
Centre to tape the Mendelssohn sonatas,
but there was achange of plan and they
recorded these works instead. Ifelt at the
time that there was an element of soulbaring in these performances (as there is
in the music, of course), and that Brahms
perhaps served as arelease from things
current in the players' personal lives,
Barenboim's especially. The playing is
intimate and personal, rapt, noble, and
lyrical; at times it's slightly understated
and spacious, but always deeply musical.
DG's recordings, state of the art in
1975, still sound impressive, with
excellent balance between the two
instruments but no sense of microphone
spotlighting. The sound has been newly
remastered for this reissue and improves
on previous CD transfers in terms of
presence, focus, and inner clarity [
DG
453 121-2, 2CDs, 124m 01975]. A:le 0
Issued on ASV's ` Quicksilva' label, new
recordings by Krysztof Smietana and
Caroline Palmer of the three violin
sonatas offer beautiful performances:
serious and dignified, yet playful and
mercurial too as the music demands.
Krysztof Smietana has acommanding
technique, but plays with great eloquence
and restraint, saving his energy for the
really big moments. The First Sonata is
honeyed and lyrical, its bitter-sweet
melancholy perfectly distilled by the
relaxed timelessness of the playing.
Smietana's silvery tone sounds clean and
pure, and he's sparing in his use of
vibrato (despite the use of portamenti)
which creates apure almost chaste
feeling.
The Second Sonata is likewise played
in avery poised and refined fashion,

while the Third is more powerful and
athletic, though still finely shaded and
lyrical. The recording sounds fresh and
clean, with natural balances and very
acceptable clarity, even in the more
densely scored passages. The separation
between the two instruments isn't
excessive, either spatially or dynamically,
and sometimes the piano is buried
slightly. But the sound is always natural
and believable, as though such
imbalances were created by the players
and the acoustics of the venue, rather
than the engineers. At budget price this is
adistinguished issue [
CD QS-6227,
69m]. A:1

The German Requiem
Fritz Lehmann's deeply-felt, devotional
performance of Brahms's German Requiem
with the St Hedwig's Cathedral Choir
and the Berlin Philharmonic was taped in
mono in 1955, and has been out of print
for 30 years or more. Only once did I
ever came across the set second-hand on
LP, but alas, it wasn't in good enough
condition to buy. Lehmann was 50 when
he made this recording, and his sudden
death the following year robbed us of a
significant musician. His tempi are very
slow, yet the performance is not turgid or
excessively monumental because his care
over balance (and the extra clarity of
mono recording!) created chamber-musiclike textures. The soloists, Maria Stader
and Otto Wiener are good, Wiener
especially bringing asimple dignity to his
music.
The mono recording is clean and open,
with low background noise and excellent
definition. An inspired addition to DG's
excellent ` Originals' series [457 710-2,
79m 37s]. 8:1-1*
Again on DG, Braluns's three string
quartets are re-coupled with Dvorak's
Op.96, 'American', recorded by the
Amadeus Quartet when at the height of
their powers ( 1959/60). They were,
perhaps, the best string quartet in the
world at that time. Their playing is
wonderfully secure and precise, yet fiery
and dramatic too, with more than alittle
of the passion these players brought to
their live performances but didn't always
recreate in the studio — sometimes their
recordings show too much cosseting over
detail. EMG used to liken an Amadeus
performance to awell-upholstered settee:
fat, plush, and exceedingly comfortable.
But here abetter analogy would be
sitting on the edge of ahard chair: not
especially comfortable, but certainly
stimulating.
The same goes for the taut, sinewy
account of Dvorak's delicious Op.96
quartet, which is far more focused and
disciplined than their likeable but rather
schmalzy 1978 remake. The tendency for
leader Norbet Brainin to play slightly
sharp, with wide vibrato, so apparent a
decade or so later, is hardly apparent
here. DG's early stereo recordings sound
detailed and clear, if just ashade thin at
the top. On my system, some treble cut
is highly beneficial. Lovely original
artwork [457 707-2, 2CDs, 117m 0101960].
1:1-P 0
James M Hughes
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SIMON H FELL
COMPILATION III FOR
IMPROVISERS, BIG BAND AND
CHAMBER ENSEMBLE
BRUCE'S FINGERS BF27

di•

e

edee,p,

(
2CDs, 126m 51s)

1'4

This album has been conceived on
such a scale that one must refer for
*
comparison to the monumental
Pages from
concertos Michael Mantler wrote for
Chadbourne's
Cecil Taylor and the Jazz
The Cricket
Composers Orchestra in 1968. Fell
in My Life'
has written serial scores, engaged in
Reviews by Ben Watson
state-of-the-art improvisation,
conceived propulsive jazz themes,
EUGENE CHADBOURNE
provoked skronk guitar and then
INSECT ATTRACTER
montaged and overlapped the results
in the recording studio. Clocking in
LEO LR256
(
Mni 39s)
at over two hours, a sense of epic
Bolshevik banjoist Eugene
adventure replaces the dazzling
Chadbourne is such an acute
simultaneity of his 40-minute gem
deflater of musical pretension it is
Compilation II. There are moments
easy to underrate the significance of
of bathos as heated abstraction
the music he's making. His ' Insect & 'Banjoist
plunges into palm-court irony, or
Western Compositions For
brisk Vienna Art Orchestra swing,
Eugene
Ensemble' achieves suites of
but these are all part of Fell's
astonishing resonance. ' Mourning Of Chadbourne
perverse vision. Such eclecticism
The Praying Mantis' collages
is such an
braces the ears for the passages that
different performances of his score
acute deflater surge beyond the hitherto-heard.
to create an evocative, airy suite of
Fell takes the rhythmic subdivisions
of musical
strings and winds with a sequence of
of the latest free improvisations into
pretension,
clearly defined solos; Chadbourne's
his compositional structure,
down-home banjo becomes alien
it's easy to
proposing a more active, detailed
and poetic. To demonstrate his anti- underrate the listening than hitherto possible.
establishment lineage, there's aguest
Rhythm sections recorded at
significance
appearance by Bunk Gardner, onedifferent times are layered on top of
of the music
time Mother Of Invention, on flute.
each other (a `xenochrony' borrowed
On 'Termite Damage', funky
he's making' from Frank Zappa) to create mindsamples from Chattanooga's Shaking
blowingly dense yet swinging
Ray Levis suggest an interactive jazz
textures. This is Luigi Nono
based on quote and repartee. ' The
rejecting nostalgia in favour of
Cricket In My Life' surrounds the
toothsome grooves from Duke
classical oboe of Carrie Shull with
Ellington and Cosmonauts Hail
uncannily life-like insect chirpings.
Satan. While South Bank publicists
English free-improvisor Pat Thomas
promote histrionic vulgarities like
contributes ace free-jazz piano.
Mark-Anthony Turnage's Your
Chadbourne's assured pacing allows
Rockaby as the ' ultimate' crossover
the different styles to glow, sparking
between jazz and classical, Fell is
unlikely juxtapositions. Definitely the
laying the foundations for utopian
hit of the current batch of Leos.
music-making beyond the divide.
A:1 0
Serious stuff: the debate about 21stcentury music starts here. A:1 • 0
DEREK BAILET/JOELLE
LÉANDRE
JERRY HAHN QUINTET
NO WAITING
ARHOOLIE 9011
(
29m 21s)
ele

4.

POTLATCH P198

(
49m 58s)

'No Waiting' is apt. Recorded at Les
Instants Chavirés in the Parisian
suburbs, this is straight-to-the-point
dialogue by players with heavy
presence who nevertheless insist on
risk. Léandre's upright bass is
mighty, giving a funky bottom to the
proceedings, almost an acoustic
translation of Bill Laswell. Plucking
and bowing and tapping the
instrument, Léandre doesn't emulate
Bailey's leaping intervals but
concentrates instead on drive and
texture. Moments of indecision are
followed by uproarious climaxes and
virtuosic interweavings. Pretty
sections — Bailey pinging over
careering strings — are effective
because they emerge from pulls and
swerves that engage the whole
listening body. Tough stuff. A:1 0
92

Joëlle Léandre

Jerry Hahn was guitarist in the John
Handy group who made a splash at
the 1965 Monterey Festival.
Originally named Ara-Be-In, his
1967 album was titled
in psychedelic script,
the band's portrait
photos arrayed in a
mandala. When
Arhoolie picked up on
the record, they used a
later photo: Hahn's
crewcut had now
grown into an
acceptable Afro-fuzz,
and he'd acquired some
flowery flares. Hahn
evidently had his eye
on the hippie market. A
guitar/violin frontline
gives the heads a tart,
string-jazz flavour.

However, despite the presence of
Michael White (violin) and Jack
DeJonette (drums), Hahn's oriental
drones are modish pastiche. ` Dippin'
Snuff starts off like Monk, but
degenerates into a nondescript folk
jam: a reminder that Bill Laswell's
famed '
global fusion' is actually just
the old hippie eclecticism showing
its stoned and vacant face. Set
Coltrane's modes and polyrhythms
next to Hahn and Laswell, and you
have the difference between Art and
an Afghan. Amusing, then, but
woefully dated. A:2 0
PAUL HESSION
GIANT SOFT DRUM SET
POLKAVILLE PVILLE 001

(38m 04s)

Drum solos are notorious sources of
vexation, and few will relish the
prospect of an album featuring
nothing but. However, drummer
Paul Hession creates beguiling
suites. The Claes Oldenburg on the
cover — a drumset that has
collapsed into itself, a soft sculpture
— is apposite. Hession isn't
hammering out abeat, he's shaping
a music from snare rolls, bass-drum
accents and cymbal strokes. His
touch is super-sensitive, but girded
by a steely understanding of metrical
logic. He entertains cross-rhythms
and complexities with a benign
sense of speculation far removed
from the ostentatious assault of
drum clinics. The pleasure Hession
derives from his ability to bend,
fondle and overlap time is palpable.
This is a subtle and powerful
manifesto from a musician whose
drumming connects Free
Improvisation back to Jazz, yet who
organises his music like a composer.
Andrew Cyrille's What About? is no
longer the only album of
unaccompanied drums worth
seeking out. Beautiful.
A:1 • n
LEE KONITZ
SAXOPHONE DREAMS
KOCH WORLD 36900

(50m 03s)

The Netherlands Metropole
Orchestra has backed everyone from
Burt Bacharach to Herbie Hancock,
but seldom can they have sounded
as cool as this. Recorded in October
1988 and November 1992, Lee
Konitz's melancholy, vibrato-less
alto is perfectly framed by their tight
musicianship. Tunes like ' It Never
Entered My Mind' and ' Come
Sunday' receive appropriately
reticent-but-cute arrangements from
Rob Pronk and Lex Jasper. The
penultimate track is ' Subconscious
Lee', Konitz's avant progressions
sounding all the better for the fluff
that's preceded them. These coylyswinging cameos present Konitz as a
saxophonic Julie London — bashful,
restricted in expression, but perfectly
au fait with the cocktail ethos. A
gem. A:1 0
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MORRIS/VANDERMARK/
POPPEL
LIKE RAYS
KNITTING FACTORY RECORDS KFR 224
(61m

20s)

A trio comprising the Boston
guitarist Joe Morris, the Chicago
saxophonist Ken Vandermark and
German pianist Hans Poppel.
Skilled musicians, they play a fleet,
atonal jazz that signals awareness of
Free Improvisation, but rescues it
from its extremes — the Walter
MaIli Quartet from Vienna play in
this vein too. However, having
ditched swing and melody (both
aspects Morris excels in), the trio
fail to attain the chill, existential
shocks of Derek Bailey. The Wire's
Will Montgomery was enthusiastic

le he gruff, emotive sound of Gene
Ammons's tenor comes across on
Late Hour Special [
Prestige/Original
Jazz Classics OJCCD 942, 35m 25s].
There's a nonet arranged by Oliver
Nelson, and a trio with the gospelfuelled piano of Patti 13own and the
nonpareil bass of George Duvivier.
Recorded by Rudy Van Gelder in
1962, this is aclassic: rich, rugged,
blue. A:1* 0
On Mostly Duke [
Original Jazz
Classics OJCCD968, 47m 30s],
vibeist Milt Jackson escapes the
constraints of the Modern Jazz
Quartet. Recorded live at Ronnie's
on 23 and 24 April 1982, Ray
Brown (bass) and Micky Roker
(drums) demonstrate why their
names are by-words for swing and
direct expression. You wouldn't
think vibes and Monty Alexander's
piano would mix, but Jackson's
approach is so fluid and saxophonelike, the ensemble balance is perfect.
A:1
Lester Young's In Washington DC
1956 Vol4 [
Original Jazz Classics
OJCCD 963, 43m 17s] is the last in
the series recorded by the
presidential tenor during aweek's
residency at Olivia Davis's Patio
Lounge with the rhythm section of
Bill Potts (piano), Norman Williams
(bass) and Jim Lucht (drums). The
music is intricate bop, mournful yet
masterly; Bird's debt to Pres was
evidently immense. Recordingquality is thin. 13:1
John Coltrane's Ballads [
Mobile
Fidelity Sound Lab UDCD731, 32m
18s] was recorded in 1962 to assure
startled conservatives that his playing
was lyrical rather than ' angry'. The
album is nice enough, but every
number closes down before it lifts
off. The effect is like reading a
collection of Shakespeare's love
speeches: impressively swoony, but
over-sugared. Mobile Fidelity's goldcoloured disc renders excellent
sound. A:1 0
Kool & The Gang's trombonist
Clifford Adams makes his debut as a
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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contributions are disappointing.
Bossas and sambas provide an inert
backdrop, and Murray's exertions
provoke little response. François
Landeseau's Latin ballad-singing is
'Creole is
cute, but would need pop
production to shine. Creole is the
the sound of
sound of Americans on holiday: fun,
DAVID MURRAY
Americans
but light. One awaits Mr Murray's
CREOLE
on holiday:
return to the cut-and-thrust of New
JUSTIN TIME JUSTUS
(65m 25s)
fun, but light' York with impatience. A:2 0
The greatest tenor sax on the
DAVE PIKE
current scene travels to Guadeloupe
BOPHEAD
with flautist James Newton, pianist
DD Jackson, bassist Ray Drummond
UBIQUITY JAll URCD 033
(
66m 10s)
and drummer Billy Hart, and
A groovy, gutsy, wailing comeback
records an album with native talent.
album by the bop vibeist who made
The idea was to explore ' nonhis name in Hollywood clubs in the
occidental' rhythms, but apart from
mid- 1950s. Unfortunately,
the tangy, harrnolodic guitar of
distinguished veterans Albert Heath
Gérard Lockel, the locals'
(drums) and Jane Getz (piano) only
appear on four of the twelve tracks:
their playing is so consummately
right it makes their younger
jazz leader with The Master Power
replacements sound cluttered and
[Naxos 86015-2, 61m 30s]. Although
awkward. Still, Pike swings
Adams delivers passable post-JJ
everyone's socks off. He's got the
solos, Kenny Barron's confident
piano dominates; devoid of an
original ensemble concept, Adams
seems to think the mere fact of a
soulman recording ajazz session is
enough. His Leon Thomas-style
yodel on ' Suite Elixir Of Life' is
distinctive, brightening an otherwise
turgid and directionless date.
A:2 A
JVC has hatched aplot to turn
jazz into sophisticated lullabies. With
Classic Moods [
JVC 9041, 59m 12s],
the considerable tenor sax of Ernie
Watts is slowed down to edgeless
slumber by the tinkling piano of
Mulgrew Miller and the purring bass
come..
cliburn
of George Mraz. Veteran drummer
Jimmy Cobb only seems present in
glitz and oomph required to make
name. As jazz grows older, players
bop work, so doubtless he'll knock
become more specialised, and these
the band into shape eventually.
hotel-lounge cats have erased any
A:1 0
trace of street vitality from their
professional services. A:2 0
VARIOUS
Like last year's Black Daffodils,
BLUEGRASS BREAKDOWN: 14
pianist Mikio Masuda's Blue
INSTRUMENTALS
Dumplings [
JVC 9040, 48m 08s] is a
set of mid-tempo ballads expertly
EASYD1SC ED 9014
(
38m 43s)
accompanied by Ron Carter (bass)
Bluegrass avoids folk inertia because
and Grady Tate (drums). There's
it's driven by swing's relentless
not a note out of place, but also not
pulse: Kentucky-fried, sure, but
a lick that hasn't already been
dipped in Africa. Jazzbos may baulk,
played by Bill Evans. While Monk's
but they've merely to check out
tricky 'Tinkle Trinkle' displays
records by Omette Coleman, Billy
Masuda's undoubted skill, his
Bang and Buell Neidlinger to learn
improvising is numbingly
that hoedown twangs aren't jazzpredictable. If jazz fails to speculate
hostile. This budget-price sampler
or risk individuality, it winds up a
showcases the bluegrass acts on
simulacrum of past achievement.
Rounder Records: the avantgarde of
Otiose. A:2 0 Perhaps aiming at a
hillbilly, so technically sharp it's
similar sense of ease, but at least
unnerving. Louisiana inflections
conveying acocktail insouciance all
suggest wild voodoo swampfunk.
its own is The Guitar Artistry Of
The Nashville Bluegrass Band
Charlie Byrd [
Riverside OJCCD 945,
recycle pop hooks with the surreal
47m] from 1960, where Byrd's fluid
knowingness of London's wonderful
acoustic guitar breezes through
Kenny Process Team. Don't let the
Nuages' and ' Makin' Whoopee'
jazz police dictate: now that bop has
against the arch pit-a-pat of Buddy
been stolen by the blahs, bluegrass
Deppenschmidt's uninflected brushmay be the hippest thing on earth.
drums. Bob Bialek's edgy recording
Scintillating. A:1 0
gives it sparkle. A:1 0
('abstraction and vigour, with a
biting, acidic edge'), but to these
ears this post-Improv lingua franca is
facile. When the avantgarde gets this
polished, the real thing's moved on.
A:1
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Our profesional record cleaning unit is used

The Loricraft PRC 11
Professional Record Cleaner

by record shops, collectors and discerning
audiophiles world-wide, the current PRC 11
version is the culmination of five years of
development by Loricraft Audio.
The disc to be cleaned is simply placed on the
turntable, the proprietory fluid is spread on the
disc in athin layer and the arm tracks across
the record to remove both fluid and dirt from
deep within the grooves.
The heart of the unit is a powerful, yet gentle,
scientific vacuum pump coupled to a precision
turntable.
Audio Image magazine of Germany said,
"The PRC-II is a crazy machine which 1can
recommend without reservation. This and
other reviews and testimonials, justifies our
claim that the Loricraft Audio PRC II is the
finest record cleaner in the world.
For further details send an SAE to Loricraft
Audio or contact our dealers:Byworth Music,
Farnham, Surrey 01252 - 710910
Audible Elegance,
Heme Bay, Kent, 01227 - 742928
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BECK
MUTATIONS
GED 25184

(52m 37s)

Beck keeps reviewers on their toes by genre- hopping.
While the world awaits a follow-up to the smash hit album
°delay - and Mutations isn't it - his latest sounds like he's

a closet Elliott Smith admirer. You know the dr II: acous7ic
leanings, gossamer melodies and an eerie ability to
produce songs with the deliciously conflicting qualities of

sinole. He's been there and done that with Loser. Now,

both sonic substance and aural ambivalence. If Mutations
sounds like a glorified demo, it may be due to Beck and his

bacKed for Ile first tine in a studio by his touring band,
he's siingirg for himself, hoping we'll like something he

touring band whipping this up in two weeks, live in the
studio. Hence, there's ' live gig' immediacy, but at the same
time, it oozes classy studio flourishes. Beck's edlecticism

does. The result is an engaging record that time and
formliarity will enhance. An investment, no less.

continues to confuse those who love generic labels, but iook
no further if you want a single disc with nods to Donovan,
Bacharach, Georgie Fame, Dylan, Nilsson, Ke‘iiin Ayers...
Ken Kessler
A: I-1 * •
Don't let the Geffen label fool you. This is no follow-up to

A:1

rpm Cuellar

Never having been even remotely convinced by Beck's
over- produced platinum albums, it's encouraging to hear
him again irs the kimd of low-key lofi settings where he's
always seemed most comfortable. This is a very personal,
cosy, kid- jack set of songs varying from cod country to

definitely an indie record, originally intended for release on

‘iziudeville pop to latir u- like and all points between, that
sound almost like demos, or like Beck talking to himself.

the Bong Load Custom label. Mutations is smaL record,
acoustic, simple, in a way, and none the worse for that. At

Sometimes he's laughing to himself, sometimes castigating
hirnseif, occasionally musing about what happens when we

one point, Beck sings of wasted blues, which is pretty much

die, and always seeming unconcerned about whether you

the way of things here. Only on 'Tropicalia', a bossa which

or Iare listening. Not knowing him personally, I'd still

concludes in percussive disarray, does he really shove the

hazard a guess that he derives much less pleasure and

gear- stick. Within his vocal limits, Beck is a chameleon of

satisfaction from his hugely successful dance- oriented
meisterworks than he does from lovely little albums like this

the ultra- praised ()delay and never intended to be. It's most

sorts. On ' Cancelled Check', he's Ray Davis, apparently
'reaching out for a rotten egg'. On '0 Maria', he's Syd

Me too.

Barrett in Terrapin mode. Beck is not a man in search of a

Johnny Black

ALISHA'S ATTIC
ILLUMINA
Mercury 558-991-2

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

fodder. New York lofts are obviously
mope inspiring than Dagenham
attics.

(49m 57s)

No, this is not bimbo-beat. Rather
make the connection with the better
end of pure pop, where harmonies,
good songs, imaginative
arrangements all hang out. Now
linked with producer Mark Piad
(Prince, Bowie, etc) for all but two
tracks, Karen and Shellie have
fashioned something deserving
more than the passing (and
sometimes snide) references
bestowed on them by certain
portions of the pop press.
'The Incidentals', the first
culled hit from this second
album, acts as an attractive
opening offer, ' Are You
Jealous?' with it's mildly
spaced-out setting, is both
vital and vitriolic, and
`Barbarella', with its references
to cyber space, mail and dot
corns, indicates that this is not
your everyday, Top Of The Pops
JANUARY liii

B: 1

Fred Del/a+

Al isha' sAttic:
at the better
end of pure
pop

11*:1 •

vintage blues delivery, while the few
covers (Sly Stone, Johnny ' Guitar'
Watson and Luther) attest to a style
borne of wearing the right genes.
Terrific stuff, especially if you need
more electricity than afforded by
Delta revivalists such as Keb or Taj.

(64m 48s)

Ken Kessler

BERNA» ALLISON
TIMES CHANGIff
Rut Records RUF1028

A:1 •

Luther's son is now on his sixth
ELVIN BISHOP
album, and the earlier consensus
THE SKIN I'M IN
holds: this guy is hot. Naturally,
Alligator ALCD4859
(45m 55s)
there's asense of spanning the
generations, Dad having been
By rights, we should be slapping
very much a torchElvin upside the head,
carrier for the postreminding him that he
war style. while
was once a leading light
Bernard injects
in Chicago-styled blues.
more rock and
His goodfunk flourishes.
timey/boogie/swampy
This set consists
schtick has been going
mainly of originals,
on for some time, and
demonstrating a
those blue denim
real flair for
overalls are bordering
marrying the modem
on cliché. But, damn, is
concerns of a
this man a slipperyBernard Allison:
thirtysomething in the
slidey guitar wizard or
1990s with his quasithis guy is hot
what? Once over95
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shadowed by Mike Bloomfield,
Bishop is recognised as aproper
axe-deity and just might be the most
unjustly overlooked blues stylist this
side of Stevie Ray. Nice touches
abound on his latest set, including
Charlie Musselwhite guesting on
harp, once the main rival to
Bishop's previous employer, Paul
Butterfield. If you just can't get
enough post-T Bone- Walkerism,
look no further.
Ken Kessler

Ad/l
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are all
standards
impeccably
interpreted,
mostly
understated
frequently
heart-

Johnny Black

A:1 •

OTIS GRAND
GRAND UNION
Blueside WESF 107

Do yourself
(
48m 16s) a favour.

A band to get your teeth into or one
that's merely half-baked? More like
the former on the evidence of this,
their third album. On the other
hand, Cake retain acertain amount
of quirkiness — a definite plus in
this instance. It's unfortunate that
there's nothing else here to match
'Satan Is My Motor', a gritty
opener, though 'Mexico', a tasty

world was beginning to discover her
talent. The ten tracks here are all
standards ('Autumn Leaves', ` Over
The Rainbow', 'Fields Of Gold',
'People Get Ready') impeccably
interpreted, mostly understated and
frequently heart-rending. Do
yourself a favour. Forget Celine
Dion and check out Eva Cassidy.

and

rending.

CAKE
PROLONGING THE MAGIC
Capricorn 538-092-2

'The ten
tracks here

Forget Celine
Dion and

(68m 29s)

In the tradition of now-uncommon
three-way supersessions, Grand has
released adisc with 'two of his
favourite guitarists', Anson
Funderburgh and Debbie Davies.

check out
Eva Cassidy'

The Klezmatics: teamed with singer
Chaya Alberstein for .
The Well
advanced to serve as aprimer, it
does allow those of a non-Mosaic
persuasion to enjoy abygone
culture. Think of this as a
soundtrack from the past. Now,
please pass the gribbenes.
Ken Kessler

A:1 •

REM
UP
Warner 9362-47112-2 (64m 33s)

country waltz, and the rumbling
'You Turn The Screws' deserve to
be reprised with some frequency.
Thanks to such material and to
Vincent Di Fiore's piquant mariachi
trumpet interjections, plus a guesting
Greg Vincent's fluent pedal steel
work, the magic is most certainly
prolonged.
Fred De/lar

A:1-2 •

Cake:
quirkiness a
definite plus.
Otis Grand
(above right):
Grand Union is
a pig-out for

A:1 •

THE KLEZMATICS WITH
CHAYA ALBERSTEIN
THE WELL
(43m Ois)

Technically, this an anthology, but
as Cassidy has never had anything
released in the UK until
now, and as Radio 2
has adopted her
with enthusiasm,
it is effectively a
new album to
the multitudes
who are just
discovering
her. A
Maryland
vocal
interpreter
with the purest
Eva Cassidy:
of voices, Cassidy
purevoiced
died of cancer in
interpreter
1996, just as the
WA NEWS aRECORD REM

Ken Kessler

guitar fetishists

EVA CASSIDY
SONGBIRD
Hot G2-10045

The studio vibe must have been
terrific because they work together,
rather than in Battle of the Bands
mode, with abonhomie reminiscent
of 1985's Cray/Copeland/ Collins
effort. This is not amere feast but a
pig-out for guitar fetishists; blessedly,
the liner notes tell you who's playing
left, centre and right so you can
identify each performer. Grand's
reputation as the UK's Greatest
Living Blues Guitarist continues to
grow; his generosity in sharing disc
space can only enhance it.

JANUARY 1999

Xenophile XEN04052

(
53m 25s)

It would appear that, outside of the
UK at any rate, klezmer music has
found an open-minded audience
which allows its practitioners to
break away from tradition. Like
many other forms of rediscovered
world music, klezmer — Yiddish
party music, for lack of amore
succinct description — is at the
stage where its stars can experiment.
Teamed here with Israeli songstress
Alberstein, the collaborators have
put major 20th-century Yiddish
poetry to music — thankfully
accompanied by abooklet
containing English translations with
the Yiddish transcribed in both
Hebrew and phonetic English
characters. While it's a bit too

Like Beck, Buck, Mills and Stipe are
currently in a low key state of mind,
but their fi is higher, the melodies
(though slight) more prominent and
the ambience more consistent, a
little bit soulful and tinged with
regret. By never intruding, REM
force you to listen closely in order to
get anything out of the album at all.
As usual, many of Stipe's lyrics are
impenetrable, fragments of vignettes,
seemingly random phrases that
conjure up a mood to complement
the sound. ' Hope', for example, is
captivating pseudo-religious
gobbledegook to the tune of
Leonard Cohen's ` Suzanne'
produced by Brian EDO circa Another
Green World but, hey, it works.
Indeed, the whole album works a
treat, a rich tapestry of Love and
The Beach Boys, glam and folk,
lounge-core drum paterns and that
tortured vocalist syndrome we love
so well. Probably the best REM
album in the world, ever.
Johnny Black

A:1* •
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rock/pop REVIEWS
RALPH STANLEY & FRIENDS
CLINCH MOUNTAIN COUNTRY
Rebel RE13.5001

Patty Loveless, Hal Ketchum, BR549 and Dwight Yoakam. Just one
question. Where was Emmylou
when all this was going on?

(
2CDs, 103m 59s)

Now 71, banjoist-vocalist Ralph
Stanley incredibly retains the chops
that once enabled the Stanley
Brothers to stake their place among
most influential duos in bluegrass
history, albeit one
that only notched
one-hit since 1947,
due to an insistence
on mainly recording
traditional material.
Though brother
Carter has long gone,
little has changed in
the interim — the
Stanleys' back-up
band, The Clinch
Mountain Boys, still
motor on the
breakdowns and
provide tasteful
dressings on the glimpses of gospel
and songs of sadness, while Ralph
continues to proffer vocally what Bill
Monroe once described as 'that high
lonesome sound', gaining assistance
here from acast that includes Bob
Dylan, George Jones, Alison Krauss,

Fred Dellal.

A:1 •

GILLIAN WELCH
HELL AMONG THE YEARLINGS
Almo ALMCD 60

(
39m 04s)

Welch's debut album Revival sold
around 75,000 copies and gained a
Grammy nomination — not bad
for alow-level, homespun record
that sounded as if it had been
recorded one night on some
Appalachian placed back-porch.
Yearlings, unsurprisingly, provides
more of the same. Just Welch and
her longtime collaborator David
Rawlings singing and playing the
kind of thing the Carter Family
thrust our way, back when country
music was agaslight thing and
Nashville was anowhere town
Gillian Welch's musically. Completed in just afew
days, the only rock-oriented track
second album,
being ` Honey Now', and recorded in
Hell Among The aliving-room on atwo-track
Yearlings: quiet machine, the banjo-led Yearlings is a
beauty quiet beauty and built to last. Invest.
Fred Deliar
As:1 •

GENO WASHINGTON
CHANGE YOUR THOUGHTS
AND CHANGE YOUR LIFE
Thunderbird CSA114

(47m 03s)

Washington is that rarest of items, a
contemporary blues singer.
Somewhere in the mid- 1960s, the
blues became so closely associated
with the electric guitar that vocalists
became asecondary feature of the
style. Washington, from his ' 60s
beginnings as atransplanted
American soul man carving his niche
in the UK, to his '90s blues
reincarnation, is asinger of
astounding vivacity and élan,
brimming over with an
unquenchable joie de vivre that
middle-aged white-collar blues
purists will find embarrassing. He
also writes songs that continually
subvert and re-invent blues clichés,
minting them fresh and shiny again,
with the help of what must be the
UK's tightest current rhythm
section, complemented by session
wizzes including Ray Fenwick and
Gary Barnacle. If Taj Mahal comes
to mind more than alittle, that's no
bad thing.
Johnny Black
A:1 •

SOUNDTRACKS
Velvet Go'amine, starring Ewan

month's illustration won't be a repro

McGregor, is a fictional account

of one of the covers from the longawaited series of Russ Meyer

of a 1970s glam band; the
soundtrack [ Innerstate/London

soundtracks. King of the D- Cup

556-035-2] is a perfect pastiche

Meyer's 1960-1970s exploitation
flicks - Faster Pussy Cat! Kill! Kill!,

made up of covers and originals
performed by imagirary bands

Mondo Topless, et al - now have

featuring the likes of Bernard

kitsch/cult status as anti- PC backlash.

Butler and Andy Mackay, and
with contributions from Pulp,

QDK Media has issued four gatefold
vinyl volumes of Russ Meyer's

Grant Lee Buffalo and other

Original Motion Picture Soundtracks

current acts. Peg this as a future
collectible. A:1 •
My Name Is Joe [
Debonair

[LP008, LP009, LP01 1, LP01 4; also

CDDEB1008] , the Cannes

in CD format], each with a 28- page
booklet making record shops wish

award- winner abou- a
recovering alcoholic, mixes a score by George Fenton with

they had a' top shelf'. A:1 • Also
from the vaults are The Disasters
Movie Musc Album [
Silva Screen FILMCD301] and

a couple of Seventies pop hits and classical in-erludes
A:1 -2 0, while Blast from The Past [
Warne.-9548 36934-

interpretations of, respectively, disaster flicks and art house

2] is a double conta ning 'classics' from the 1980s by
Yazoo ( right), A- Ha, ABC and 33
others. And it's something of a first:
a soundtrack to a ncvel, in this case,
Ben Elton's latest.

A:1 •

Also out

is a live version of The New Rocky

Cinema Café [
Silva Screen FILMXCD 302], with new

films from the Continent.

A-A*: 1-2 •

My Soundtrack CD of the Month?
Though inspired by a flop film, The
Avengers & Other Top Sixties TV
Themes [
Sequel NEMCD976] is a
treasure: two CDs with 60 themes from

Horror Show - 25 Years Young

UK shows.. exactly the stuff left off of

[Damn It Janet Records
DAMJAN2CD], with the London cast.

the TV scores series from the US. Worth
it just for 'Who Do You Think You Are

A:1 -2 •

Kidding... Mr Hitler?'

Because this is a family mag, this
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A-B: 1-1 •
Ken Kessler

DNM 3C SIX

It's not the size that counts, but
rather what you do with it !!!
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rock/pop REISSUES
Delicious hard/glam rock, but
not to be regarded as a
condensation of the 3CD set.
A- B: 1 - 2 •
THE BEACH BOYS
ENDLESS HARMONY

ANOTHER SIDE OF RICK/
PERSPECTIVE

After the unexpected
success of the Pet
Sounds box, which
identified a larger BB
collector audience than
was previously
imagined, here are 25
more rarities to satisfy further cravings. Ail but two are
previously unissued, five being songs never available in any
Form. Demos, live versions, radio spots - this Is like a
Beach Boys single- disc answer to the Beatles' Anthology,
and just as desirable. If you need any further proof that
Brian's a genius, here it is. ( And if you missed the
magnificent two-part TV special which inspired this CD, fear
not: it's supposed to be coming out on video.) A- C:1 •

«LAME SOO
THE PORTABLE GALAXIE 500
Rykodisc ECO 10445

(
60m 59s)

Not everyone can afford box
sets, so here's a distillation of
the 4CD package covering the
career ( 1988-91) of this minor
but worthy US indic band.
Stark, gloomy yet intriguing —
what the likes of Joy Division
inspired Stateside. A:2 •
IAN & SYLVIA
GREATEST HITS
Vanguard/Ace VCD 5/6

(70m 20s)

Twenty-three tracks from
Dylan's early contemporaries,
probably the blueprint for
boy/girl folkie duos. The
Bobster's work is covered here,
along with much which
addresses C&W's role in the
genre. Pretty if tame coffeehouse fodder from three
decades ago. A:1 •
PEGGY LEE
ILIKE MEN/SUGAR'N'SPICE
EMI 7243 496729 2

(
60m Ois)

Two-on-one with a pair from
1959 and 1962. Glorious
sound as you'd expect from
Capitol recordings of this
period, with Ms Lee mixing
material standards, stage music
and even ' See See Rider'. The
usual brush with perfection.
As:1-1
•

and pretty much a strong case
for those who believe Deke to
be the main Man. A- B: 1 •
THE IMPRESSiONS
ONE BY ONE/FIDIN' HIGH
Kent CDKEN0 152

(
65m 23s)

FABULOUS/WE'RE A WINNER
Kent COKE» 155

(
57m 46s)

Completing a quartet of twoon-one CDs, this pair corn sins
albums from the Curtis
Mayfield-led line-up, from
1965-68. Indisputably classic
1960s soul which ranges here
from night-club schmaltz to
doo-wop to nascent Mayfield
protest — and still underappreciated. A- B:1-2
A- B:1 •
JULIE LONDOIN
SOPHISTICATED :;ADY/FOR
THE NIGHT' PEOPLE
EMI 7243 494992 2

(
jOm 21s)

Another two-on-one, this pair
containing an album from
1962 and one from 1966...
not that you'd notice a
difference. The classic Julie
London style — breathy,
seductive, bordering on the
salacious — and material from
Troup, Kern, Kahn, et a/
ensure that we're on familiar
ground. Too sophisticated for
words. A*: 1 ill

DIKE LEONARD
BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES

MOTT TIE HOOIPLE
THE BEST OF HE ISLAND
YEARS

Point PKTVP 1140)

Spectrum 554 600-2

(
46m 29s)

Solo effort from 1979, virtually
indistinguishable from a Man
album despite Leonard being
backed by what was essentially
Rockpile. Terrific Welsh rock,
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RICK NELSON

Capitol 7243 496391 2
(73m 37s)

(74m 57s)

Mid-price, low-key, accidental
companion to the magnificent
box set reviewed in November.
Eighteen trackt. from 1969-72,
culled from five albums.

WWI IWO

Ace COMO/690

(61m 31s)

Slight detours on the path
from pop- to country-rocker,
this pair from 1967/8 finds
Nelson as troubadour. His
taste was impeccable and
prescient, the 23 tracks
including songs by Randy
Newman, Richie Havens, Paul
Simon, Nilsson, Tim Hardin,
John Sebastian and others; but
the best was yet to come.
A-A':1-2 •
PRETTY THINGS
PRETTY THINGS/GOT
THE PICTURE/EMOTIONS/
SF SORROW
Snapper SMMCD 548-550 & 565
(49m Ols/46m 09s/53m 42s/57m I7s)

eight bonus tracks, filling in
more gaps. The pair on
BGOCD 404 date from 1965
and include adozen faithful
covers of Hank classics plus
Del's response to the British
Invasion: covers of
contemporary hits plus one he
loaned to Peter & Gordon.
The second disc dates from
1968 and finds Shannon in
singer-songwriter mode, a
sadly-neglected set which
should have enhanced his
cred. A:1-2 A:1 •
VARIOUS
5000 VOLTS OF STAX
Sins/Ace CDSXD 116

(
75m 30s)

A fifth volume of soul
treasures for collectors, 20 rare
mono and stereo delights
found in the Stax/Volt vaults:
Carla and Rufus Thomas,
Eddie Floyd, Johnnie Taylor
and other famed Staxters,
alongside lesser-known acts.
A- B: 1 - 2 •

As promised by Mark St John,
here are the remastered Pretty
Things albums, in editions
which `close the book'. All
feature extensive liner notes
and bonus tracks, while the
first two contain very rare
video footage via CD-ROM.
Truly exceptional 1960s
British R&B metamorphosing
(Yardbirds-style) into
psychedelia, culminating in SF
Sorrow — alleged to be the
first concept LP. As the band
owns its entire back catalogue,
expect more to follow.
B:1
A- B:1 A:2 A:1* •

BOBBY VEE
THE NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND
EYES/MEETS THE VENTURES

LOU REED
TRANSFORMER

Delmark DD-640

RCA 74321 601812

(37m 23s)

Debate will forever rage as to
whether or not this is better
than Berlin, also recently remastered, but just look at the
evidence: this 1972
masterpiece contains 'Vicious',
'Walk On The Wild Side',
'Satellite Of Love' and ' Perfect
Day'. Here it is remastered
and newly-annotated, and
undeniably amajor work. But
Lou's voice still sucks.
A/A•:1•

•

DEL SHANNON
SINGS HANK WILLIAMS/1661
SECONDS
BOO BGOCD 404

(
62m 43s)

THE FURTHER ADVENTURES
OF CHARLES WESTOVER
BOO MOO 402

(
65m 16s)

A -two-on-one and a muchexpanded album, ` Further
Adventures' includes ahefty

BG0 MOO 408

(
56m 09s)

The man who inherited Buddy
Holly's mantle. Typical
rock/pop of the era after Holly
died but before the Fabs
arrived: slick, professional and
geared to shift singles. Pleasant
stuff though, with audiophilegrade sonics. This kicks off a
series of two-on-one CDs,
A":1-2 •
JUNIOR WELLS
BLUES HIT BIG TOWN
(
48m 37s)

Early recordings from the
harp-meister, his first
sessions... while a teenager.
Despite dating from 1953-4,
they sound immediate: inyour-face performances which
show why he was one of the
most highly-regarded of the
post-war bluesmen. Contains
four unreleased tracks, making
this afitting memorial.
A:1
VARIOUS
TUFF ENUFF: THE ACE BLUES
MASTERS VOL 3
WestSide WW1 570

(63m 12s)

Another 24 items from the
Ace vaults (eight previously
unissued), this raw R&B feast
includes rare material from
Lightnin' Slim, Buddy Guy,
Jerry McCain and ten others.
All good stuff; and the liner
notes are above criticism.
A- B:1-2 •
Ken Kessler
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rock/pop REISSUES

R

emastering is a favourite
justification for re-releasing
material which has never been
out of print. This does nothing to
alter most collectors' image of the
record companies: cynics reissuing
the same CDs again and again with
slight tweaks or the odd extra track.
(As Tommy Lee Jones says in Men
In Black while holding up a
futuristic 1in CD: 'Looks like I'll
have to buy The White Album
again'.) But mid-pricing makes
standard stuff available at bargain
prices, and should be encouraged...
remastered or not.
Sony's Rewind and Nice Price
labels are prime examples. Although
it galls those who paid full whack,
you can acquire ahost of prime
albums for the price of a cheap Tshirt. Imean, two Taj Mahal titles
— Giant Step/De Old Folks At Home
[491 692 2] — on one CD? Hell,
this man single-handedly started the
unplugged blues/roots revival, so
work back from Keb' Mo' to his
mentor. Or how about Stevie Ray
Vaughan and Double Trouble's
Grammy-winning In Step [
EPC 463
395 2]? This is the sort of electric
blues which could cause even our
purist editor to accept that you can
play the blues even if your name
ain't Muddy.
You want C&W? Look no further
than two — count ' em — Chet
Atkins efforts, the acoustic Almost
Alone [
483 524 2] and Read My
Licks [
474 628 2], the latter with
Mark Knopfler. Atkins is the sort of
axemaster who has guitars named
after him, and you'll soon hear why
this man is the natural link between
Les Paul and, well, every guitar
player who followed. And who
better to charm your ears than
Willie Nelson, whose standardsladen 1993 release, Moonlight
Becomes You [
475 945 2], has just
enjoyed aprice drop.
It's not just Yankee titles which
have come down in price. Three
early 1970s discs which should be in
every collection include Mott the
Hoople's All The Young Dudes [
491
691 2], with the title track, ' Sweet
Jane' and one D Bowie guesting —
perfect timing in light of the recent
box set. Colin Blunstone's One
Year [
491 694 2] gave Zombies fans
more of the breathy vocals which
created that band's sound, and it's
the sort of overlooked gem which
actually improves with the years.
Then there's the Sutherland
Brothers Band's eponymous debut
[491 690 2], preceding ' Sailing' and
as comfy a slice of folk-rock as was
ever released.
But the sweetest way to savour
mid-pricing is through the various
'best ofs', aimed clearly at noncompletists. Sony has aslew of new
and old collections doing much
better than mere justice to the
subjects. ELO's Greatest Hits [
Epic
EPC 450357 2 A] is an 11- track
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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set from the band's busiest years, so
it contains no duds, while Roy
Orbison's Golden Days [
Monument
471 555 9] is a 20-track dazzler with
his finest performances and
audiophile sound: ' Oh, Pretty
Woman', ' Blue Bayou', ' In Dreams'
and the like. It comes in a
handsome Digipak, as does The Very
Best of the Byrds [
Columbia 4879 95
9] with 27 tracks, including every
major song and all the hits.
EMI has awonderful 20-track
study of the again-topical Olivia
Newton-John, back in the public's
consciousness because of the
'Seventies revival. Country Girl [
4
94970 2] shows that she was much
more than a dance partner for John
Travolta, and — if you can abide an
Aussie doing agreat impression of a
C&W warbler — this package is a
pleasant diversion. Music Club has a
nice pair for those wishing to fill in
gaps on their 1960s British Rock
shelf, with Looking Back... The Best
of the Move [
MCCD 345 A], 21
tracks and all the hits, and The
Herd: An Anthology [
MCCD 352
A], with 27 tracks recalling what
Peter Frampton did before
becoming a superstar.
Spectrum addresses three British
rock acts from the next decade,
including Frampton himself with 13
tracks from his solo years on Peter
Frampton Shows The Way [
550 103-2
A]. From the same era are 14 tracks
by Scottish rocker Alex Harvey on
Delilah [
550 633-2 A] and 16 tracks
from the sorely-missed Phil Lynott
and Thin Lizzy on Whiskey In The
Jar [
552 085-2 A]. Note that all of
these titles have proper liner notes, a
welcome change from early midprice releases which saved on costs
by skimping on the text.
BMG's Camden imprint has
avoided 'the usual suspects' by
offering discs concerned with less
obvious acts. The Very Best Of The
Hues Corporation [
74321 60342 2 A]
has a special resonance for those

caught up in the disco revival, as
this act was one of the genre's
harbingers; it's worth owning just
for the majestic ' Rock The Boat'.
Wilson Pickett's years with RCA
are handled nicely by Take Your
Pleasure Where You Find It [
74321
58814 2 A], 20 tracks to show you
what he was doing in the 1970s,

the Atlantic soul legend adapting to
black power, funk and whatever
else that hellish decade offered.
Pure Prairie League's Anthology
[74321 58808 2 A] should prove a
tonic for fans of the Eagles and
other country/soft-rockers, its
worth enhanced by the C&W
stardom of one-time member Vince
Gill. This one contains 20 tracks
culled from four albums,
admittedly before Gill arrived.
Also from the same formerlyRCA stable is Looking Back [
PD
90388], as good a way as any to
appreciate just what an amazing act
were blue-eyed soulsters Hall &
Oates. Its 18 tracks include all of
the biggies, from ' She's Gone',
'Sara Smile' and ' Rich Girl' to a
heartbreaking cover of Mel &
Tim's ' Staring All Over Again'.
And if you prefer it bluesier,
there's a 16-track collection from
the ever-impressive Jeff Healey,
The Very Best of the Jeff Healey
Band [
74321 60338 2 A], with
superlative cover versions of
'Communication Breakdown', ' Yer
Blues' and ' Shapes of Things'.
If the word ' millennium'
conjures up thoughts of computer
shut-down, Connoisseur Collection
has a ten CD series to make you
forget about it. Each £8 disc
contains 18-20 tracks ' sequenced
to run as an almost non-stop CD
for maximum party effect'. Given
that there's no way ten discs could
cover the music of the recording
era, you've gotta hand it to
Connoisseur for having the front to
issue these as a condensed farewell
to the 20th
Century.
Each is dubbed
The Millennium's
Greatest... Party,
with the following
key words filling in
that blank: Sixties
[MILL CD01] with
Lulu, Manfred
Mann, The
Searchers, Beach
Boys, etc; '
70s
[MILL CD02] with
Wizzard, lOcc, T
Rex, and the like;
Crazy [
MILL
CD03] including
'The Birdie Song',
The Hokey Cokey', ad nauseum;
Line Dance [
MILL CD04] for
country fans; Old Time [
MILL
CD05] for granny and gramps;
Love Songs [
MILL CD06] '
for that
gropey bit'; Rock & Roll [
MILL
CD07] with Bill Haley, Buddy
Holly, The Big Bopper, and
more; Caribbean [
MILL CD08] for
a ' carnival-style' party; Disco
[MILL CD09] with ' 20 timeless
cuts'; Dance Anthems [
MILL
CD10] for a dose of funk.
Me? Ihope to spend the last
night of the century/millennium/era
totally comatose.
Ken Kessler

Atkins is the sort
of axemaster
who has guitars
named after him,
and you'll soon
hear why this
man is the
natural link
between Les Paul
and, well, every
guitar player
who followed...

1
The CDs are
reviewed
all midpriced,
except where
marked A
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JANUARY SALES SPECIALS
EVERYONE LOOKS FOR A BARGAIN AT
this time of year, and readers shouldn't be
disappointed at some very special
Accessories Club offers to start the New
Year. Considerable savings are available
with these combination packages.
(Separate items remain at the prices
quoted in last month's HFN/RR.)
• Exterminate! Exterminate!
Gryphon Exorcist System De- magnetiser
plus Gryphon Black Exorcist Cartridge Demagnetiser plus Densen De- magic CD demagnetising CD. Combined price
£150.00.
ri
Well tried technology dating from the
de-gaussing of open reel tape heads.
Systems should be treated regularly. Much
improvement in clarity and precision.
• Vinyl adjustments
HFN/RR Test LP plus Shure Stylus Balance
plus Decca Record Cleaning Brush.
Combined price £42.00. The combination
of the Test LP, which also contains a
cartridge alignment protractor, and the
Shure stylus balance will allow for the most
precise and accurate arm/cartridge set-up.
Check your system periodicially. Get the
bits from the surface of your valuable LPs
with the carbon fibre Decca Brush.
Fl
• Making contact
Deoxit - deoxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections - plus ProGold,
specifically formulated to improve
conductivity, lubricate and protect gold
connections. Both for £24.00. Use ProGold
on critical and precious metal surfaces
(edge connectors, IC's and sockets, plugs
and sockets, switches etc). Use Deoxit on
mains plugs and sockets, non-preciousmetal connectors, switches, relays, etc.
Well proven industrial products.
Pl
• No charge
From the company that developed the
Ringmat for vinyl support. A light film

EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

HFN/RR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00 r1
HFN/RR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer
£70.00 [ 1
HFN/RR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber I ] /steel I mounting
£10.50 ri
HFN/RR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£65.00 1
-1
CD Unit ( 40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 ri
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£19.00 [
104

overlay that reduces the static charge
associated with spinning compact discs.
Produces a more natural, more musical
sound. Can be used with virtually all
domestic CD transports. Now in improved
Mk.II form, £20.00.
PH
An upgrade is available for those who
already own the MKI version of the Statmat
for just £ 10.00. But do please return the
old Statmat with your order.
PH

As used by broadcast and record
companies, collectors and archivists
around the world.
Moth Record Cleaning Machine in
alternative kit form plus 50 Inner Sleeves
£199.00. Probably the cheapest route to
machine cleaning in the world - requires
preparing an enclosure to plans provided:
a woodworking job for those long, dark
winter hours!

• Booker prizes
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio.
Now in its second edition, Bob Harley's
classic guide to high quality music
reproduction,written for beginners and
experienced listeners alike. £25.00.
Lii
Speaker Builders' Loudspeaker Projects
Nol. Nineteen top quality designs:
bookshelves, towers, electrostatics, twoway to five-way. £7.00.
Lii
Home Theatre for Everyone: A Practical
Guide to today's Home Entertainment
Systems. Bob Harley explains the secrets
and magic! Complete explanations of THX,
DSS, DVD, etc. £ 18.00.
Lii
High Performance Audio Power
Amplifiers. Ben Duncan's unique insight
into the complicated but rewarding world
of power amplifiers and their performance.
£40.00.
Pl
Audio Amateur 'Power Amp Projects'.
Twenty-six self- build articles on the
construction of power amplifiers which
have appeared in the US publication.
Valve and Solid State, 300B to Mosfet.
£20.00.
Lii
Acoustical Engineering, by Harry F
Olsen. One of the great audio classics! An
invaluable reference and guide for all
audio professionals, yet presented
sufficiently clearly for the enthusiastic
amateur. £40.00.

• Gets on a head
HFN/RR Phones 01 Headphone Amplifier
plus Beyer DT911 ' phones. £459.00. A
generous saving on this combination of
Ben Duncan's 'benchmark' design, plus an
outstanding German ' open' design of
headphone.

• Vacuumed clean
Moth Record Cleaning Machine plus 100
inner sleeves. £369.00. The only efficient
way to clean LPs. A fast and effective tool.

CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d)
£ 9.00
HFN/RR 017 Wallnut II: wall- mounting
two- shelf table
£60.00
HFN/RR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£ 2.00 n
HFN/RR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £12.00 LI
HFN/RR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00
HFN/RR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00 7
per 100 £ 9.00 Fl per 500 £ 0.00 LI
HFN/RR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£13.00 El
HFN/RR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 LI

• Guide to the galaxy
We have a small quantity of Version Iof
the popular RockBase Reference CD ROM
at the remarkably low price of £ 10.00.
Up-gradeable to version II upon
registration. An eminently usable taster for
the true Rock enthusiast's reference.
I I
• Cool it baby!
Pearl Valve Coolers at half price, whilst
stocks last! Pre- amp size ( ECC83 etc)
£3.00 each. Output size ( EL34 etc) £4.00.
Large output ( I<T88 etc) £6.00 each. ' 1
• What a carry on
HFN/RR Carry Disc CD carrying wallet.
£7.50 - only whilst stocks last. Elegant,
'Walkman' sized CD storage/transport for
12 compact discs.
• Reaches the parts that...
The Minivac, is atiny, hand held vacuum
battery- powered cleaner, perfect for hi-fi
cracks and crevices, PC keyboards and
cartridges. It really works! One of our most
popular accessories: now back in stock.
Just £7.50.
To order, tick the boxes, copy this special offers
panel and enclose with coupon etc (facing page).

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION
Ringmat: 3mm XLR ' Universal' £417.50
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00
per 100 £ 8.00 •
per 500 £ 80.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £ 5.00 '
per 100 £. 00 II per 500 £l0.00
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£99.00
The Lifter: end- of- side tonearm lift
(black) £. 00
(
chrome) £35.00
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi- input phono pre- amp kit £299.00
Musical Fidelity X- LP phono stage:
X- series RIAA unit
£130.00
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NAD PP- 1phono pre- amplifier:
complete with output leads
£40.00 D

Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 D Ready built unit £95.00

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 El
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 D
slim double
pack of 5£6.50 CI 5in, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.5011
RATA ' Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet DOM EJ
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 15.00 CI
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£ 13.00 D
XLO Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00 D
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 CI
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £ 129.00 U X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £300.00 D X-CAN
valve stage, headphone amp
£ 30.00

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF- BUILD ITEMS
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre D
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48m total
£45.00 D
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 D
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls £88.00 ID
Batteries and charger unit £70.00 D
Case and chassis £60.00
Assembled unit, complete £295.0011
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 , per two-pair £110.00 D
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics
£250.00 D
Casework and chassis
£80.00 D
Assembled unit, complete £399.00 Ill
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Suitable for in-line (dedicated spur) or
switched output use.
Standard 230V Euro/UK
£400.00. D
110V:110V; 230V:110V; 110V:230V
50/60Hz £450.00. U
230V 5%-20%
output, volts adjustable £480.00. U

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.00 D EL34WXT £8.00 D
5881/KT66 £7.00 CI 6550/KT88 £ 15.50
ECC81/82/83/88 £6.00 D EL84 £3.50
EL84M £7.00 U EF86 £8.00 U
GZ34 (China) £ 12.50 U PCC88 £6.00
EL509/519 £ 18.50 El
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!
VARIOUS
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.00 ri
large (three) £10.00 D
Iso-Bearings elastomer spheres,
set of three £55.00
larger version), set of three £85.00 D
3.3 (
Insert Audio 4mtn plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass,
set of four
DOM El
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6nun dia) pair £ 12.00 III
large ( 12riun) pair £14.0011
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 D

***

THIS MONTH'S
FEATURED ITEM

Mini-vac
miniature
vacuum
cleaner for
small items,
hi-fi,
cameras, etc
£7.50 D

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE
Name

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
• MID PRICE: £ 7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE :
(See below for this month's listings)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS

Lower
prices for
1999!

Classical reissues - Lehar
£10.95; Prokofiev piano
sonatas £32.95
Jazz - Eugene Chadboume,
Jerry Hahn £9.95; Simon H Fell
£18.95; Paul Hesson £ 11.45;
Various £6.95; ( Roundup) John Coltrane £22.00
Rock/pop - Beck, Alisha's Attic, Cake, REM £ 12.75;
Ralph Stanley & Friends £21.75; Gillian Welch £9.99
Soundtracks - '
Velvet Goldmine' £ 12.75;
'Blast From The Past' £ 14.75
Rock reissues - Beach Boys £30.00; Galaxie 500
£11.45; Ian & Sylvia, The Impressions, Deke Leonard,
Rick Nelson, Various (Stax) £ 11.75; Molt The Hoople
£5.25; Pretty Things £6.95 each; Del Shannon, Bobby
Vee £9.25; Various (Tuff Enuff) £7.25

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Address

Postcode

***

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of
the review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format
and price as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and
packing, up to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more
discs. Unless listed here at aspecial price, sets are priced
at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
Musicassettes can also be supplied for titles where this
format is available. Telephone +44 ( 0)1234 741152 for
details and prices. The CD Service will supply any record
generally available in the UK.

Catalogue number & title

CD/ LP/MC

prsce

Tel

H Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form ( tear- out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200;' Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax: + 44 ( 0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: + 44 ( 0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

"The Best HiFi Shop in London"?
No, just "A little oasis for weary enthusiasts loo
Unbiased advice — Experience — Comfortable studio — Friendly en

hat's better.
ervice facilities

Walrus Systems
II New Quebec St, London WI H 7DD
Tel: 0171 724 7224
Fax: 0171 724 4347
e-mail: mail@walrus.co.uk
web: www.walrus.muk

ARS Acoustica

ATC

Audio Analogue

Audio Physic

Audio Synthesis

Balanced Audio Technology Clearaudio DNM EAR Yoshino Eggleston Works
Electrocompaniet Final Graaf Hales Helios JM Lab Living Voice Morch Musical Fidelity
Pass Labs Reference 3A Rega Rehdeko Stax Sugden Thomas Transducers Trilogy Unison Research

NAIM &
MERIDIAN
MONTH

a

Acram - Audio Analogue

_alisbury. ,.

B&W - Cable Talk
Castle - Chord Co - Denon
Ixcs - Marantz - Meridian
Micromega - Michell

Two Top British Products

Monrip - Mission - Nairn

But which one really cuts the mustard?

Opera - Pioneer Precision

Decide for yourself - Hear them BOTH at Salisbury Hifi
Orelle - Unison Research
Meridian and Naim hi-fi separates and speakers on
continuous demonstration throughout December.

Ruark - Sennheiser - Sony
Shearne Audio

Ask about ex- demonstration bargains!
Tannoy - Teac - Thorens

Come And See Us
You'll Be Spoilt For
•

E3A.T::),•n1
4
/

15 Catherine Street
Salisbury SP1 2DF

01722 322169

Trichord - Yamaha

Vsit us on the web
movement-audio.co.uk

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-774 0611
FAX HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-781 0550
E-MAIL: back-issues@Ihm.co.uk

)113Alliss es
Missing a vital back number? Our Back Issues Service can help!
We can also photocopy articles for you

W

ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992 to 1996; simply
cut out or photocopy the coupon, or write
to:- Back Issues Dept, HiFi News &
Record Review, link House
Magazines Ltd, PO Box 106, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, England.
Please make sure that your remittance
(sterling cheque or postal order/
international bank draft) is payable to
LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome and can take credit card
orders by telephone on +44 (0)81-68o
2599, ext 211, or fax (24 hours) on
+44 (0)181-781 0550.
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
When back issues ape not available, we can
supply photocopies of any HFItIIRR
article. The charge is £2.50 per article
(UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies,
please quote issue date, author and title as
accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed
binders will help you look after your copies of
HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds
up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50 inc
UK p&p (overseas, £ 11.00) from the Back
Issues Department.

1-114FI
MRCS
U11 -1 0
mom

Sept '97 Sony 'EP9
digital pre, Frankfurt,
SF (I» 2) reports, Dave
Rerriman's DIY speaker

Oct '
97 Ben Di111Gall 's
audiophile op amp, R4
changes, Celeàtion 12i,
Freddie Mercury profile

Jan ' 98 ,C100t,
:'st,wza. Philips re,ord r,
Duncan 's Pum Power,
Brr, Tufel, Yoko , n1 CI)

Feb ' 98 ,C1370 CD
players, the MHz eiCS
BAC, Frederic Chin
interview; all abott DTS

hay '
98 a look ahead to
'7uprr Audio CD, Sunfire
amp. Pioneer CDR, Julian
Lloyd Webber interviewed

IORDER FORM

IPlease send me back issues as indicated below:
(Note that the following issues are NOT available:
1992 Apra May, June Aug Sept Oct.I
1993, Jan, Feb, Mar, May, June, July, Aug, Sept, Dec,
I1994, Jan, Feb, May, June;
I1995, May, June, Nov;
I1996, Feb
I 1997' Jan, Mar, April, May, Aug, Oct.)

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)

NEWS

Address

Postcode

IPrices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
Please tick postal service required.
KINGDOM
EUROPE AIRMAIL
OVERSEAS SURFACE
• OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£4.75
£5.50
£5.50
£8.00

per
per
per
per

copy
copy Li
copy
copy Ul

IPlease send me Ul binder(s) £7.50 or £ 11.00 (overseas)
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June ' 98 Musical Fidelity
Tarim» &me theatre,
hi-fi on the web, Bar) ,Fox
on recordable disc-formats

HUI

Issues required:

I UNITED

HP-FI

1
4W/e n

Voy '
97 HFNIRR
award', Decca engineer
,janies Lock intervi:wed,
Rowl's bud et
Dower

Mar '98 ATC A7, Arcam
Alpha 8SE player, Infinny
Composition speakers, DIY
writable supply by Dune=

July '98 Panasonic DI'!),
Class A Sup/en, Jahn
Crabbe's DIY tone contrai,
Rire' and Pahud intertiews

Dec ' 97 HiFi Show
repon pt 1, Classic HiFi
supplement No 4, Butch
Morns's ‘C.',UMW°

Apr '
98 free Mozart CD,
Linn Arkis, juilliards'
Beethoven, Carl Perkrns
tribute, La. • Vegas show

Aug '98 Super Audia
CD vs '24.96', Pioneer
DV!) combo; Transparent
cables, Frankfurt show

Tel:

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds
sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access /Visa /Diners
/Amex*/Switch/Delta
Card No
Signature

Issue No:

Expires

Date:

All orders will be dispeched promptly bat some surface mail deliveries may take longer than
28 days. Photocopie of this form are acceptabk Data protecion: occasionally we may make
names and addresses available to carefully vetted companies who sell goods and services by mail
that we believe may be of interest to our reader,. If you would prefer not to receive sucl
mailings please tick this box
MOE

É
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NEW PRODUCTS
from the designers of RINGMAT and STATMAT

The RINGMAT
SUPPORT SYSTEM

acomplete, modular system to help you
achieve the perfect sound from your LPs
The RINGMAT SUPPORT SYSTEM comprises four
components, including the long awaited RINGMAT Spacers,
the LP version of STATMAT, RINGCAP and aRINGMAT for
those who do not already have one

A small selection from the many

ANOTHER REISSUE CLASSIC ON 180G
VINYL FROM VIVANTE
Oklahoma-born JJ Cale released
Naturally, his first solo recording,
in 1971. Featuring Cale's classic
song, After Midnight (
previously
covered by Eric Clapton),
Naturally established the singersong writer's distinctive laidback
country-rock style. As well as
After Midnight, Naturally also
includes the hit singles Crazy
Mama and They Call Me The Breeze. This 180g reissue,
mastered by Polygram's Willem Makee in Hanover and
pressed on 180g virgin vinyl by Pallas records in Germany,
represents the first time this classic recording has been
available as an audiophile LP.

RINGMAT REVIEWS
"A carefully researched and innovative product which
genuinely transforms analogue replay ..."
Christopher Breunig (Hi Fi News & Record Review, Sept. 1993)

"... easily comparable to an expensive tonearm,
cartridge or power supply upgrade ... one of those
improvements that just sounds absolutely right ..."
Jimmy Hughes (Audiophile, Oct. 1993)

"Essentially, Ringmat helps give LPs the kind of
firmness and stability normally only available from
master tapes."
Jimmy Hughes (Hi Fi Choice, Feb. 1995)
A Mk11 version of

STATM AT

for an even better sound from your CDs

Available now -

£19.95 plus p&p

TO PLACE AN ORDER OR TO RECEIVE A FREE AUDIOPHILE CD OR VINYL CATALOGUE,
PLEASE CONTACT:

VIVANTE LONDON
UNIT 4,60 HIGH STREET, HAMPTON WICK, SURREY KT1 4DB
TEL: 0181 977 6600 FAX: 0181 977 4445

EUROPE'S PREMIER AUDIOPHILE MAIL ORDER COMPANY

SOUND

CONNECTIONS
TEL / FAX : 0151 348 1988
E mail : sound.connections@dial.pipex.com

MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY HI-FI ACCESSORIES

There is aspecial upgrade price to the Midl version for
original STATMATs

The importance of
cables and accessories
is often overlooked when

A small selection from the many
STATMAT REVIEWS

purchasing a hi-fi system.
It is very easy to be sceptical about cables because of

"... Inow instinctively use the device all the time."

their apparent high cost or

Christopher Breunig (HiFi News & Record Review,

insubstantial appearance,

Nov. 1997)

but they

"... Statmat improved the sound of every CD Iplayed
in every player Ihad ..."
Sam Tellig (Stereophile, Vol. 20 No. 12, Dec. 1997)
Our products can be obtained though good hi-fi retailers.
Also available on mail order with moneyback guarantee.

can pay a major part in
achieving the full potential
from your system.
We offer a popular HOME TRIAL SERVICE which
enables you to evaluate cables in yoLr own system,
therefore ensuring you purchase the right cable.
PLEASE TEL / FAX / E-MAIL FOR OUR LATEST PRODUCT AND PRICE LIST

For further information, or to place an order, contact:

RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 9FB GB
TEL: +44 (0) 1277 200 210 FAX: +44 (0) 1277 201 225

VAN DEN HUL • DNM RESON • SONICLINK • NORDOST * CHORD CO
XL0 • AUDIO QUEST • KIMBER • SENNHEISER • STAX • ORTOFON
LAT • SUMIKO • LYRA • MICHELL • STANDS UNIQUE • TARGET
SOUNDSTYLE • TOWNSHEND • IXOS • MUSICAL FIDELITY

Green Lane • Great Sutton • South Wi-ra • Cheshire • L66 4LE

Recommend
Answers to that oft-posed question what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their own systems and what do they
recommend as their best hi-fi buys?
DAVE BERRIMAN

This regular
HFNIRR series
assembles and
updates current
listening systems
and key recommendations from

CD PLAYER:
TEAC VRDS 105E,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE:
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM:
Rego R8300

HFNIRR's

reviewing team.
The reviewers'
choice of
components for
personal listening
systems ( on this
page) will be of
great interest to
all who follow
equipment
reviews. Note,
though, that the
writer's inclusion
of a given
product here does
not necessarily
constitute a
general
recommendation.
Turn the page for
the reviewers'
recommendations
proper. For this
feature we have
asked each
reviewer to list
components that
they could
personally
recommend to
consumers on the
basis of all-round
performance and
value. ( In the case
of speakers, where
separately purchased stands may
be needed, the price of these is
not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the
models listed under each
recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does
carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced
audio critic.
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CARTRIDGE:
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS:
various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER:
Krell KPS20i/L
TURNTABLE:
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM:
Nairn Aro
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER:
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE:
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM:
Linn Wok
CARTRIDGE:
Gotaring Excel

PRE- AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS:
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER:
Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE:
Roksan Xerxes
ARM:
Roksan Artemiz
CARTRIDGE:
Roksan Shiraz

PRE- AMPLIFIER:
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Martin Logan SL3

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER:
Marantz CD12/DA12, Krell KAV300cd,
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE:
Thorens TD124, Garrard 401, Linn LP12
ARM:
Decca International, Ortofon 12in, Decca
International, Linn Ekos
CARTRIDGE:
Ortofon SPU-A, Decca Gold, Linn Arkiv

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Graaf WFB Two, Meridian 562V/565,
Krell KRC-3, Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Quad II Reissues, Sutherland 2000,
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad ESL (original), Quad ESL63, Rogers
LS3/5A, Wilson WAIT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER:
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE:
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM:
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul MC Two

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER:
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
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Atacama
Audiolab
B&W
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
Epos
Harrnan-Kardon
JBL
KEF
Kenwood
Krell
Marantz
Martin- Logan
Mendias
Michell
Mission
Monitor Audio
Musical- Fidelity
Pickering
Pink Triangle
Poseer
Quad
REL
Rogers
SME
Sonus-Faber
Spendor
Tannoy
TDL
Thorens
Yamaha
& lots more

C

s

ag eat place for..
•Widest choice in the area
•Independent advice
•Qualified staff
•Comfortable den rooms
Superb showrooms
•Main road location
Major car parks nearby
•Insurance estimates
•Over 30yrs experience.
•Service Dept
•Delivery & installation
•Part Exchange
•Open 1030-530 6days

Audiolab

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Up to 3 yrs.
Interest Free
Credit

Martin-

deposit only 20% of
£500. for 12 months
£1500. for 24 months
£3000. for 36 months
=tied to .teti.

Logan
C
S, PI ONCerl

PS if you're making aspecial trip. .
ot's best to book, weekdays

Krell

MonitorAudio

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904 629659
High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

X Dem. Sale...
Was
Acoustic Energy AEI Il r/w £995
AE2 II r/wood inc stands £2090
Audiolab 8000C £580
8000LX £470
8000CDM+DAC £2300
8000DAC £900
8000MX pair £ 1800
B&W CDM2 r/wood £400
Copland CDA288 £ 1999
Cyrus Illi
£598
Commander remote £ 100
PSX-R
£328
Power
£498
SL integrated amp £398
JI3L Aquarius S119 LSs £ 1250
KEF LS3/5a piano bk. LE £ 1800
Kre11250 Pre+power £5195
KAV300 crl
£3550
Marantz CD17 bk. £800
PM17 gold
£900
Meridian MOO r/wood £875
M60 r/wood £2500
566.20 £ 1095
500 CDT +566.20 DAC £2420
Michell Argo pre.+Hcra £885
ISO phono stage
f420
Mission
753f oak £898
754f oak £ 1498
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
r/wood piano laq. £5000
Studio 12 r/wood £ 1100
Pink Triangle Litaural CD £2099
Tarantella+RE+XLZ £ 1054
Pioneer CLD-D925 £800
A300 Precision £400
PDS505 Precision £460
Quad 77 Power amp £600
77 Pre-Amp
£700
77 Remote £300
77 CD bus (all carbon) £700
REL Q100E bk.
£495
Yamaha DSP-A3090 £ 1500

Now
£745
£1400
£475
£395
£1725
£650
£1495
£320
£1599
£475
£50
£275
£395
£325
£625
£895
£4650
£3195
£650
£695
£650
£1875
£750
£1795
£595
£320
£750
£1125
£2995
£825
£1675
£750
£595
£300
£350
£450
£525
£150
£595
£395
£1125

Classic second-hand...
Acoustic Energy AEI riw £495
Audiolab 8000C pre-amp £375
8000A integrated amp £350
Audio Innovations Series 1000
monoblox (were £ 1799) £750
2nd Audio (was £3000) £ 1000
Gale 401 chrome/black £250
HK Citation 11/12 pre/power
& 15 tuner the very first models,
in walnut cases £300
KEF 104/2 r/w (£2000) £850
Marantz CD63 ICI-S
£275
CD85 (built like atank) £250
Mission 776/777 ban pre amp &
2x100w power amp £950
Argonaut bk., big, twin bass £325
Quad 22 pre & powers £600
ESL57 pair bk latest spec. £750
34 pre-amp
£ 150
44 pre (din) £ 185
405 power amp £200
FM4 tuner (din) £ 150
Revox G36 1/2 track 10" £ 195
B77 reel-reel 1.'4 track, 7.5ips
pro-nabs, op cover £850
Rogers LS6 teak
£ 175
Ruark Sabre bk.
£250
SME original 3012 £ 175
3009 rnkl original box £75
Tandberg TD20A
1/4 track 7.5ips 10"reel £650
Tenney Cheviot 10"
Dual Concentrics, walnut £350
609 marble effect Inc. stands £ 195
Thorens 1D124 ink2 +3012 £ 150
TD125 ink2 +3009 £200
TD150+3012 in SME plinth £300
Vortexion Series 4 recorder £ 100

r.

Trarupguratton

C
010

"Musically natural cartridges" • •

Sptrtt

BEAUTY and the BEST

e

ft.)

Not Cold & Analytical
Just
Accurate & Natural Instrumental Timbres
Exclusive Distributors of Convergent Audio Technology Amplifiers,
Graham Tonearms, Argento Cabling & Transfiguration M/C
Cartridges

"The transparency of this integrated
amplifier during rapid dynamic
variations will sta-tle the listener.
This is the sign of a truly great amplifier."
Prestige Audio Video, France, Dec../.9,7 ,

For further details please contact Path Premier
IMPORT & DISTRIBUTION

Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG

Tel: 01483 575344

Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
Email: premier@path.co.uk

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
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Recommend

Here are our reviewers recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

Dave Beniman

Martin Col'<nets

eer 7.

Ken Kessler

Cc ,///,',//l

Paul Miller

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

£500-£1000

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000

JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
Sequence 30
ProAc Tablette 3
Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA 505
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Posselt Albatross

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- 100

TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus Ill, Nairn Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a/II, Sequence 400
B&W DM603, Epos ES!!, Tannoy 636,
ATC SCM10, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
ATC SCM20T, Epos ES22
ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 205E

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063-SE, Orelle CD480

Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity E1
0
Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
Sheame Phase 2, AVI S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
AVI 52000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180

MARTIIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS 10i,
KEF Coda 7
Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
Epos ES!!, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS4Oi
Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
Naim SBL, Tannoy 0700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WITT

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

no recommendations
Marantz CD63
Marantz CD63SE, Orelle CDIOOSE
Orelle DA188

JANUARY 1999

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000

Na recommendations
Ratel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nait
Exposure XX, Audiolab 80005
Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PVIO-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVEIR £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150,
Naim NAC82/NAP 180,

1II

Sound & Vision

Tel: 0181 336 0012 Fax: 0181 336 27

eaker.

5,

if0

T

GUN

A full range of interconnects and
speaker cables uti. „ ng patented
terminator net

For full details please..
contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Indusuial Park, Desborough Park Ro
High Wycombe, Buckinghamsr,ire H131.2 3BG
Tel: a1494 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

Main Agents for:
AUDIO ANALOGUE • ATC • AVI • CASTLE • CHORD
MO CONCERT • LINN
•DIAPASON •
•MARK LE VIN
•MUSICAL FIDELITY
•ROKSAN • TANNOY
•PROCEED • P
PLUS OTHERS
•TEAC • UN
•RELAXING DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
•FREE PARKING • FINANCE AVAILABLE
•MAIL ORDER WELCOME
71 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN, SURREY KT3 4111T

DNM PA3AS
AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER

h gh-tech for music
Sn nh ampleners handmade in Senctedand

It's not the size that counts, but
rather what you do with it !!!
Audio Scene

Chesterfield
01246 204005

The Music Mill

Edinburgh

Exclusive for Scotland

0131 555 3963

The Right Note

Bristol
01225 874728

Walrus Systems

London
017 I724 7224

Virtu

Keality

Audm Systems Ltd

PO. Box 383. Brentwood, Essex CM14 4GB.
Tel: 01277 227355 Fax: 01277 224103
email: infoevirtualrdemon.co.uk

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mordaunt Short MS 10i Pearl, Celestion ¡ Si
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Mission 750LE, Rogers 1_533
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/1
OVER £2000 Denitive Technology BP2002, Ruark Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan CLSIlz
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP-4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD-S505
Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES

£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, OreIle CD100e, Roksan Caspian
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-250SE
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon
HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 80005, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Tandy Genexxa IX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Ruark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers L53/5A, ATC 7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
AB! subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £2000 Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63, Wilson Audio SLAMM XI
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT D/A converter
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC D/A converter
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090, Entech 205.2
£500-£ WOO Musical Fidelity X-RAY, Roksan Caspian,
Theta Chroma HDCD (D/A converter)

£1000-£2000
Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD17
OVER £2000 Krell KAV 300cd, Theta Pro Gen Va (D/A
converter), Theta DaViD (transport)
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal (integrated), Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rote/ RA 960
£350-£500 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini (pre-amp)
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti (
power
amp), Unison Research Simply Two
£1000-£2000 Audio Research VT60 (power amp), Copland
CTA401, GRAAF Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600GRAAF
GM200/WB13.5, Krell KAV300i

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS1, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony COP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rotel
RDCD970BX

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 Harman Kardon HK610, Rotel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA ¡ 70,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI S2000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus liii
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Rotel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505

Pictured: KEF Coda 7speakers, Marantz CD63 MkII
KI Signature (below left) and Arcam Alpha 7Amplifier

I
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Meridian Audio, the company who
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit

Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire RE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934

SUBSCRIBE

and choose between 14 issues
For the price of 12. That's a
saving of £6.00 on the UK
subscription rate OR 20% OFF
when paying by DIRECT DEBIT.
That's asaving of over £ 8.00
on the UK subscription rate
Credit Card Hotline:
01454 620070
Fax Hotline: 01454 620080
E-Mail: cihotline@aol.com

VALVE

Hi Fi NEWS & RECORD REVIEW SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION FORM
Iwant to discover what sounds and looks great
with HiFi News & Record Review...

HUI

NENS

Ui Iwould like 20% OFF and have completed the Direct Debit mandate
Ul Iwould like 14 issues for the price of 12 and have enclosed my
credit/debit card details/cheque

Your choice of payment: 0 Direct Debit

eCheque or 0 Credit/Debit Card

Instruction to your Bank or
Building Society to pay Direct Debits

DIRECT

eat)

Please fill. the whole form and send dto
Link House Magazines Ltd. SubscriptionS,
Bradley Pavlions. Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Ensto1131,12 OW-

8 3 0 0 4

1. Name and tult postal address of your Bank or Budding Sotety branch

Your details

5

Bank or Bu.lding Socety

To The Manager

Postcode

Address

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms.

it

0-ennors kwehaten Nurese

2 Name's) al account holder's)

5 lank Hd rse MagazInes Ltd feference tsdrnbet
olion on• p-11,7

3. Branch sort code
'horn se rip ngh, rind ro'Pe ,or on, encoder

E Insiention topo., Bank or Buddng t.ectety

Address:

rr'
',pa
.,worw
pa.
ndieo leper..
iepureiDerr: Dices roe moco.or

Postcode
Your subscription
UI
Direct Debit payment
Ul UK
lj Overseas Surface
[IEurope Airmail
Overseas Airmail

Country

Signature's)

4 Bank or lituildrng Society account number

71

Date

Banks and BuddIng Socetes ma, not accept () reel Deb rInstructions for some types of . ecount

[I
Cheque or credit/debit card payment
14 for 12
206/0 Discount
£37.20 £29.76
£45.50 £36.40
£46.90 £37.52
£63.00 £50.40
(H1901a) (H1901b)

Tick here if you are an existing subscriber .
J
If you would prefer not lo receive direct mail please tick here I:1
Return the coupon to: Hi Fi News Subscriptions Dept, Bradley Pavilions,
Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS32 OPP.
Tel: 01454 620070 Fax: 01454 620080. E-Mail: cihotline@aol.com.

• Ul Ienclose acheque/postal order/intemational
bank draft payable to Link House Mc gaines Ltd.
or charge my credit/debit card,
Ul Visa

Ul Access

Ul Diners

Li Mastercard

Li Debit/Switch Card Issue No:
Credit/Debits Card No:
Expiry Date:

Signature -

Daytime Tel No. ( inc STD code)
delete as npproprie

The Direct Dektit Guarantee: This Guorantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take pre nthe Direct Debt Scheme The efficiency and security of the Scheme is monitored and Fronde, by your ow,- Bonk or Building Society II the
aroma, to be pod or the payment lates change you will be told of this in achonce by at least 14 days as agreed. If an error omode by Link House Magazines limited or by your Bank or Building Society, you ore gecuanteed full and kilned i-ota
relunerom your brooch of the nmatint paid You can cancel aDirect Debit at any tinte by writing to your Bank or Building Society Please also sec' acopy of your letter to us Direct Debih can CNIY be pail tfroughia UK bar» or buldog society
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specialist guide
OMNI» LONDON

CHESHIRE

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
27 BOND STREET, EALING WS
or 0181-567 8703

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA I3NU

AUDIOLAB, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO , DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,

Tel: (01925) 828009

SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,

Fax: (01925) 825773

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &

VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS.
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

EIRE

Hearing is Believing

studio

Arcane
MI V/

Clang

Autnolais
Castle
Nsredb *n

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

Cla s

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

Rosa

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

Odorant z

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYO
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Epos

30 years of Excellence

Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (0I ) 2889449/2888477

Sony

BADA BONDED DEALER

Halm

Open: Tues - Sat 10am to 6 pm Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

.s1 I31121 3\ li, 31. 133 IS, ul
II - 10171 624 /,/, 53

3,1

\ \\\ e. 11,3
1 .1 \ 111 I

GREATER MANCHESTER
'SIMPLY

THE BEST'

NAMES

IN

HI

ORI>H<V5 AVI>10

- F1

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Audio Akhemy

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos !:; >, ;
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

rj

• Audio Analogue
•Audiometo • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burmester
• ((Masse • Conrad- Johnson • (rob • DPA • Ell. • Dectrocompanid • Forsell
• Fullers Audio • Gamma Acoustics • Golden Tube • Grad • Helios • Klipsch
•Living Yoke • Lowther Voigi • Magnum • Merocus • Musical Fidelity • OCM • Oracle
• Orelle • Ortolon • Papwarth • Pass Labs • Purist • Project • Pentachord
•Pink Triangle • SED • Sequence • Stair • Tear • Triangle • Trkhord Research • Totem
•Unison Research • Yamamuro thurchill • YBA and others

/

MI • Mission • Copland •
•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc ... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL
I
AUDIO COUNSEL
12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

CHEADLE

633

0161 428 7887

0161

2602

Call for liar of part exchange bargain,
Downer' Nroxerer eStreet, 5ontlice fiTdi te
re..,
5mins From 127 of the

01257 473175 .}

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

EVENING CALLS WELCOME

think audio think...

Auditorium
e°7

LONDON
INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
•

dee O'Brien Hi-Fidee
11111M

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/ home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Our fourth phenomenal year

0171-924 2040
61 / 63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
116

D
11 DIO

51.85.1
di8M111111•1111fflibr.

I15.5%
Clearance

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

AIM 1

ARCAM • ANTHEM • AUDIOGRAM • AUDIO
RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER •
CABLETALK • CHORD • CREEK • DENON •
DENSER • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL •
MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD • NAIM • OPERA
• PRECIOUS METALS • QED • REGA •
ROGEFIS • ROYO • SENNHEISER • SILTECH
CABLES • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS
FABER • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT
CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

cirer * ND

Second Hand ' Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

0% Instant Finance Available
V. rim, de1,013 0 reque-.1

New Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Mawr Credit Cards
Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair facilities
5mina mali Rayne, Park BR • 20 mina Waterloo
5mies horn A3 ( Baynes Park B282exiO • 25 mina M25 Juno 10
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW

Eat 1966
Te1.10181)946-1528 Fax ( 0181)946-0331

4

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A

fresh

approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Copeland, Pink A, Audio Reseorth, Mendiai, Audio'', Hi 0,
CR Derelopmenn, Wilson Audio, Martin Logan, Sonus Faber, Jorro, Epos, Ruark, ciao,
Myryod, Akixemist, Creek, Michell, SMF, OT Prudes, NMA, REL, Rotel, Denon,
Celestton, Rose, Micrornega, Ortofeo much more.
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Audio Ressard, 0130 pwr Amp Solid shore
130wans/Ch
(Ex Dorn) . . 0,890 £ 1,500
Audo Remora, LS9 Pre Amp Irc Remo,.
solid stole
.£ 1.559
Combinalion price fa bog the above ikons purchased at
lime
13,000
Audio Remorch LS2 MK2 pre Amp Vol..
£ 1,500
Roland Model 1pun Ann Solid State
IS/H1 ... £3.000
f1,500
Celesnon A2 Spin lb deny
gnu. boxed) £ 5,500 £895
Mnromega Tempo 2on, AT,
It. Dem)
£950
£599
SPA 1,50,Bit 3SAC
It. Dern)
£300
C199
SPA EnlIghtennesu SAC
IF/ Dem) £825
£599
Meridian 501 pre Amp
If. Dern)
£695
£499
Akhernist Maxim mi Amp
£275
OM 122 splo 1/, cherry vinyl ( Ex Dem)
£270
C199
Pulk Tnonale Numeral CD
It. Den')
CI.050
£899
Ruork Tollismon 11 Solo,
( Ex Dom,
f799
re. AM Ex Don gnu moron», unmarked and boxed and include the lot
guarmeeel 011erien • Modern of 2gun ani up oS mon, depend% upon the
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street. Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone ( 01777) 870372 Facsimile ( 01777) 870437
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DEVON & CORNWALL

Sounds
Perfection
Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

HEREFORDSHIRE

NORTHERN IRELAND

NORTH LONDON

studio

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street

82

Harpenden Harts AL5 2SP
Tel: 01582 764246

HARPEr+DFN Lfl

Bang & Olufsen Centre

ARCAM, ATACAMA, ATC, AVI,
BANG 2. OLUFSEN, B80. BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
KEF, JAMO, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAIM, PANASONIC,
OED, QUAD, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUND STYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL, TOSHIBA.

SURREY

ENGLISH

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REG.% • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

audio
****CYRUS CENTRE****
Arcam, Arcaudis, A.T.C., Audiolab, B&W, Castle,
Denon, Dynaudio, Heybrook, Kef, Marantz,
Mission, Musical Fidelity, Nairn, Pink Triangle,
Pioneer, Proac, Rd, Rotel, Ruark, John Shearne,
Staz, Teac, Yamaha

MIDDLESEX

Credit ( Including Interest Free) Available

KENT

indecently good hi-fi

it'.7,L'.s's7, .;;Pea4"01".11
.,!`greZn^

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Open Tues - Fr: 10.30am - 7.00pm./Sat 10am - 6pm

UNMET

Sound & Vision
40015\

4.02,

KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON BT70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail David@KronosHi-Fidemon.co.uk
Web Site. http://www.KronosHi-Fi.demon.couk

n idelit Y

Free ow:illation; Credit facilities; Service Dept.

NIon-Sa t9.30 — 5.30

TURNTABLES - Moth, Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan, Rockport,
VPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTR1DGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue, VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland, Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LFD, Roksan, Meracus, VDA. Copeland, Krell, BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graat,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio, JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Suntire ( Bob Carver). JBL. Triangle, Roark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Partington, Base, Understands.

UNMET

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision
* Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
*Free Parking
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

*Three demonstration rooms
*All leading brands
*Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
*9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
*Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED

Tel: 01622 676703

Fax: 01622 676723

UNILET SOUND & VISION
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Once is not enough
We at Audio Venue are not interested in making the quick,one time
sale.Rather,we want you as a long
term repeat customer.5o whether
you are buying, selling, exchanging
or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

Components from
£120.00 -£72.000

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336

SOUTH COAST

0820

AUDIO MATTERS
STOP PRESS
The new wazoo from Bow Tech now on Demonsration. Superb!
One of the best integrated amps around.

SURBITION
0181 255 0572
On Dem.- Alchemist, Anthem, Audiomeca, Audio 8. AV, Audio Valve Amps,
Cadence Speakers, Cherrio Speakers, D.P.A., Monarchy, Ortolan, Pi,* Triangle, Promectll,
Sonic Frontiers, Triangle Speakers, Trilogy Volve Amps, Von der Hull

Tel / Fax 0181707 4849

Choose from the
finest
•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI- ROOM

efferé s

EASTBOURNE
BRIGHTON

GREEN

PORTSMOUTH

mobile 0973 471 426
email ; aucliovenue@vossnet.co.uk

SOUTH EAST LONDON

NORFOLK

Front End Problems?

sr 01323 731336

69 LONDON RD

01273 609431

29 LONDON RD

01705 663604

CLOSED MONDAYS

SUFFOLK

then contact:
The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (
01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
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"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.

3,1 44 le ela
te's i‘ 1
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1

signals

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS
GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

hi fi for

grown-ups

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
176319
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SCOTLAND

Have you heard the latest?
No? Well now's your chance to listen to some of the most
serious and coolest hi-fi equipment available on planet Earth including including:
Nairn Audio / Pro AC / Absolute Sounds / Marantz / DNM / API / Alchemist
TEAC / Roksan / Rotel.
72 Newhaven Road

Edinburgh EH6 5QG • 0131-555 3963

Call for details on nationwide delivery and other services

Hi-fi advice that's always worth listemng to.

YORKSHIRE
PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

Stockists of Audio Synthesis. Mirage. Chord Company, Classe.
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kota , Harbeth, Myryad, D.P.A.,
Orelle. Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,
XTC & many Others.

dReee,e.,ti.,avtA,

OF QUALITY HI- Fl ON
THE EAST COAST!

REAL

HI

FI

SYSTEMS

PREMIER AUDIO

For friendly ad% ice or to arrange your demon:at-anon of some of
the World .;finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 ( evening calls welcome). Generous
part exchange allowance always available. Agencies include ATC
•A\'1 • Bryston, • Castle • Chord • Harheth • HNE • Kimber
Kahle • Maranti • l'rimare Systems • Spender • Sumo • Teac
•The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and niant more.

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

ÇjI

TEL: 01482 587397

1f

.1
41

•i
nonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Waketieid (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area
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WEST SUSSEX

Phone/Fax 1,liEDS ( 0113) 2528850

THE HI-FI

epowerleattTi

STUDIOS
Audiolab, Electrocompaniet, Pro-Ac, Roark, Castle, TEAC, Unison Research, TUA, Impulse
Horns, Monitor Aube, Harbeth, Alchemist, Michell Turntables, Nottingham Analogue
Studios, Blueprint, Audio Analogue Exposure, Living Voice, Densen, Celestion (Aseries
only), Opera, Etalon, Audio Physic, Trichord Research, Yamaha and Khpsch Home Cinema,
Pro-Logic demonstrations, Nordost, Stands Unique, Stay Electrostatics. Orlof on, Ringmat
Developments, Auâo Technica, Goldring. Listening room, Demonstrations, Home That
Free

delivry

and

Installation

2

Years

Guarantee.

W ould

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

you like to hear more')

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Raga,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other tine equipment.

Access/Visa

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER DN5 8SA
Tel/Fax: ( 01302) 781387

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
0 1 1 3

10-8pm TueFri, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

2 3 0

Telephone 01273 775978

4 5 6 5

WEST MIDLANDS
Nairrt...Meridian...Aream...Tag Maclaren...
152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwich, Walsall,

Tem....Mission...Stands Unique..
and much, much more.

01922 493499
BLO XWICH

SUTTON
COLDFIELD

QUALITY

Hi-fi for the midlands

T Is Ho

0121 321 2445

1-F1

Interest Free Credir creadabl

/and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham

(On Selected Items. subject to 20% *posit. Witten deloas on requestl

MA NJ SIC
H

Ci

In House Service Deportment Mail order available

arringha.

WE
ARE
HERE

LSALL

MAT 11" IE

S

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab. Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store,

I - F I

014.4e.

Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CRE011 ON SELECILO ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS
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363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM 1317 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 STD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Air Tangent arm with Koetsu black on VP! 19 Mk3 dark
oak finish £ 1,750; Krell KSTI 00 £ 1,600, high quality
interconnects from ART, Siltech tel: 01923 826830(H1724)
Audio Innovations Series 1000 pre-amp and Series 1000
power amps, mono blocks £700ono; Van Den Hul pre-power
Interconnect 5m lengths x2 £80 tel: 0181 778 2457 between
6pm and 9pm
(H1669)
Audio Resarch CA50 integrated amplifier, £3,200, boxed
tel: 0151 733 7938
(H1595)
Audio Research D240MKII immaculate £ 1,100 (£3,400);
9Xmetres Audio Research Litzlink MICE interconnect £400
(£1,200); 1/Crietre Audionote ANVZ interconnect £500
£1,250) 1Xmetre ANVX/ANSP £300 (£700); Audionote
KO-ON passive pre-amplifier £300 (£ 1,500) must sell, offers
considered, tel: 01604 720122
(HI641)
Audio Research LS9 preamp in black, 18 months old, mint
condition, £ 1,350ovno; Classe DRIO power amp, excellent
condition £550ovno tel: Mike, 0171 286 5054 eves/weekends
(H1705)
Audio Research SPI4 legendary preamp, brilliant phono
section, £ 1,195; Teac VRDS 10 CD player, £375; Sennheiser
HD580 Jubilee Special Edition headphones, £ 135; all
immaculate, all must go, so details/offers tel: 01264 790675
eves/w1mds
(H 1718)
Audio Synthesis DAX late model, ultra analogue plus
HDCD, AES, Coax, Toslink, AT&T inputs £795; Passion
Passive preamp, all silver, all vishay £350; Theta TLC, reduced
jitter £ 145 tel: 0115 928 9664
(HI658)
Audio Synthesis Dax Decade, remote control volume, no
need for preamp £ 1,700 ( 2,800); Audio Meca Mephisto
transport AT&T bargain £995 (£2,300) both mint and boxed,
loads of cables tel: 07970 854683
(H1704)
Audiolab 8000C preamp £233 8000P 100w amps each £383
pair £749 Mission 753 speakers £290 Cyrus PSX12 supplies
each £ 167 pair £319 Discmaster £429 Dacmaster offers
boxed tel: 01242 269257
(HI577)
Audion Silver Night monoblocks £ 1,100; °relic CD IOT
transport & DA188 DAC £425; Ruartk Talisman II speakers
£350, all excellent, one careful owner, reluctant sale tel: 01243
553531 (West Sussex)
(H1643)
B&W 801 series 1, original classic black ash monitors
£950ono; Back issues - HiFi Answers 1976-1991 any offers,
buyer collects tel: 01225 316203
(H1655)
B&W 801 series 3, black, perfect condition, superb sound,
boxed with manuals, accessories etc. under warranty, never
raced or rallied £300 tel: Martin 01489 603129 (eves) 01705
563659 (days)
(
H1685)
Beans Echo DL7-35 monoblocks new £3,500 (£ 1,950);
Trichord Genesis CD player, mint £395; ART Audio Quintet
monoblocks chrome/gold mint £ 1,900 (£2,700); Nottingham
Analgoue Hyperspace turntable mentor arm, Tracer4 mint
31,800 tel: 0976 402779
(H1690)
Beard P100 monoblock valve power amplifiers - pair, new
KT88 valve's, internally upgraded and serviced by Bill Beard,
absolutely magnificent, £ 1,750ovno; Audio Synthesis Passion,
8 inputs, homemade, plain looking but stunning sound hence
£375 tel: 0181 578 7714
(HI336)
Bose 301 speakers excellent condition (plus stands) £ 100
no time wasters for this bargain tel: 01946 61406 pref. eves,
6.30pm onwards
(H1691)
Boston Lynileld 300L speakers on original lead filled (50kg)
alluminium stands, boxed (£2,100) £ 1,100ono; Tannoy
Monitor Golds ( 12" Camdex model) in original cabinets
£650ovno tel: Phil, 01503 230646 (Plymouth) (H1612)
Chord 1200b £ 1,650 (£3,550); PSAudio Reference Link
DAC/Pre £ 1,500 (£5,500) ATC20 Towers, walnut,
guaranteed, £ 1,050 (£2,650); vdH Revelation 2m set £250
(£600); Orelle DA180 £250; Trichord pulsewire 0.5m pair
£40; tel: 0131 556 7545 s.hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk (H1521)
Conrad Johnson Art preamp, unwanted gift, never used,
Sensible offers for the world's best preamp, probably, no
dreamers or time wasters please tel: 01189 611918(H1606)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 6 "covetable" (KK) nuvistor gain
stage for use with low-output MC cartridges, dynamic, natural
but surplus, so offers around £395 sought, will demonstrate,
tel: 01264 790675 eves/wknds
(HI719)
Creek Pre P42 and power A42x3 and Moth 100VA phono
£250 each tel: Peter Scott, 01606 891285 (day) - 01606
784767 (4pm)
(H1702)
Croft Absolut Elite pre £875; Quad 66 pre £395; Quad 520b
professional power £325; Hitachi FT5500/II £80; Deltech
PDM1/S2 DAC £60; 4x2m DNM Rainbow cable, gold plugs
£35 tel: 0181 688 6397
(H1723)
DNM Series 3 preamp with 'six' power supply pack £650;
ART Audio Tempo Class A Triode monoblocks, chrome finish
£1,100; tel: 01444 417911 eves/weekends (Sussex) (HI698)
EMT929 Pick-up Arm, Stereo/mono brand new, but needs
reassmbly due to faulty in wiring, mounting instructions
included also EMT OFS 25 Headshell cartridge £ 100 tel/fax:
00 3531 459 1432
(HI667)
Enlightened Audio Design (
EAD) T8000 CD/LD transport,
black finish, superb quality transport £2,450ono (£4,500
new); Resolution Audio Quantum DAC £ 1,950 (£3,300 new);
both items as new with excellent sound, together or separately!
special price for purchase of both items tel: 0181 291 1744
(H1715)
EPOS ES! 1+ speakers with stands, mahogany finish, superb
condition, a steal at £250ono tel: 01235 200209 eves
(H 1731)
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EPOS ES25 floorstanding loudspeakers, dark cherry finish,
superb condition, cost £ 1,500, but will accept £750 tel: 0171
482 3768 (day) or 0181 876 4512 (eves) (Landon)(H1670)
Epos ES 14 speakers with stands grilles; Naim NAP140
NAC92 hi-cap complete with Naim speaker cable and various
chord interconnects £ 1,750; Audio Alchemy DAC DDEV3.0
plus PS3 £600 tel: 01582 713844
(H1535)
Exposure 13 moving magnet phono stage, 12 months old,
excellent sound, mint condition and boxed cost £799 sell for
£485 genuine sale reason, tel: 01689 822931 (H1634)
Finestra Preamp with dedicated MC input and external
power supply £700; Lectern Poweramp £400 or £ 1,000 for
both, excellent sound and condition tel: Steve, 01229 827980
(H 1635)
Gamma Acoustics Space 300B integrated amplifier (£3,500)
Space Reference Ill Power supply £850; Gamma EPOCH
Speakers, Focal Drive units (£ 1,500) £350; Cambridge Audio
CDI classic CD Player £300 tel: 0181 672 4319 (H1628)
Glum= System, complete; Era and Space Reference pre and
power, Epoch Reference speakers, Wow interconnect and
speaker cables, gorgeous, visceral, hair-erecting system - really
works, forced sale for £9,500 or offers Copland CDA288 also
offered tel: 0181 861 0841 (HI712)
Granitais Rock Turntable FR64FX Tonearm £399; limo hailer
XL500 500w amps, bridgeable £549; Each Pioneer DO7 high
speed Dat Recorder £649; LP Collection £2.75 each plus
P&P SAE List tel: 01983 854302
(HI652)
Gyrodec QC Zeta H/O MC £760; Celestion 600's £300;
AVI 2000MP £450; MFXLP MFPSU unused £ 195; MF AI
final £350 tel: 01483 284977 (Guildford) (H1699)
High End Digital Cables, Kimber Illuminati D-60 1/2 meter
R.C.A. £225; Illuminati Orchid one metre balanced £495;
Audioquest B2 two x 1/2 metre balanced £35 each, tel: 0113
268 2287 after 6pm (Leeds)
(HI706)
Jamo Concert II Floorstanding loudspeakers, brand new,
unwanted prize, cost new £2,250 will accept £ 1,000 tel: Neil,
0121 684 3357
(H1707)
KEF Model three reference speakers, black ash in Al
condition, boxed, as new, house move forces sale, only had
one years use, £ 1,800; Tel: Wasim 0956 636 545 (mobile) or
0181 409 0015 leave message
(H1677)
KEF Q55 floor standing loud speakers sheilded, mint
condition £350; Musical Fidelity 3A pre amp, mint condition
£150 no offers please tel: 01536 410690 (HI584)
KEF Reference Model 3speakers, black ash finish, one year
old, four years warranty remaining, sound and look superb,
upgrading to Reference 4s, come and listen £ 1,500ono tel:
01622 763741
(HI711)
Kelly KT3 speakers £700; Maranta CDI7 KI signature £700;
Exposure CD player, latest model £700; Sugden SF I00
amplifier £450; Musical Fidelity X-pre amplifier £ 120; REL
Q100E subwoofer £290; Denon POA 4400A mono blocks
£500 all items boxed, as new, tel: 01572 723198 (HI568)
Krell FPB300 power amp £6,500; Krell KPS20i CD player
£6,500; Audio Research LS22 pre amp £3,000; all mint,
guaranteed, serious enquiries tel: 0181 365 3377, 0181 304
2401 (work)
(H 1646)
Krell MDI Trans and SBP64X Dac £4,500ono; Theta Data
II LD and Porgen III DAC £4,000ono may split; Audio
Research LS SI! pre £2,500; all mint and boxed, Siltech and
Cardas cables tel: 0181 882 4287
(H1633)
Linn Karik CD player with remote, boxed, immaculate, MFR
warranty end December £900 tel: 0117 965 4550 (Bristol)
(H1700)
Linn Keilidh speakers with Polymer bses, latest drivers, black
ash, finish boxed and as new, still under warranty, £475 tel:
01722 334694 (Salisbury)
(HI693)
Linn Klout amp £ 1,150; Linn Kairn pre-amp £990, boxed,
ex. cond. current spec; PASS Aleph 3 amp £ 1,400, boxed,
mint, Klipsch Heresy speakers £ 350 tel: 0171 892 4905
(London)
(HI682)
Linn Klout less than 16 months old, brilliant power supply,
one owner from new, under guarantee, boxed etc. arrange
delivery £ 1,100 tel: 01333 424642 after 7pm (H1675)
Linn LPI2 Basik arm plus cartridge Teak plinth £435 tel:
01443 204317
(H1672)
Linn LP12 Valhalla (Nov ' 93) Syrinx PU3 arm ( 1983),
Atechnica 0C25 Cart ( 1992), receipts, £450ono or split;
Sound Organisation 3 shelf rack, £45; Record player table
£20 tel: 01628 484078 (S Bucks)
(HI664)
Linn Numerik (brilliant) £650; Linn Tukans (American
cherry) active with 2x LK100's and Sound Org wall brackets
£1,100; Quadraspire HiFi tables, 4 shelves (75x39cm) £ 165
each, also matching glass topped coffee/hi-fi table £ 100; Sony
TCD3 DAT walkman with 12.114-D3K remote control, 2
battery packs, 15 tapes £275 tel: 01622 858085 (H1662)
Linn Sondek LP12 Avondale power supply, Ittock LV11,
goldring Eroica high output MC excellent condition £475;
Denson DP Drive/DP-02 MC off-board phono stage £350
new £ 175; Denson DP-01 MM Board £ 150 new £85;
Nottingham Analgoue Tracer No. 4mm Cartrdige only 200
hours use, (list £650) will accept £ 150 tel: 01524 381389
(Lancashire)
(H1679)
Lowther Accolade 2 walnut finish, with stands, original
packaging, fitted, latest PM2 and C55 drive units, immaculate
condition, legendary treble and upper range, new £ 1,500 will
sell £900 can demonstrate, tel: 0181 852 5259 (H 1546)
Macintosh MC60 ( 1962) valve monoblocks, rare collectable,
offers; Quad 34 pre amplifier £ 155ono; Quad 306 power amp
£155; Croft Valve pre-amp £ 170; JBL Century L100 speakers
£345ono tel: 0976 201801
(H1657)

Maranta 7Tpre/15 power amps, very rare; KEF 105, 103/2,
IMF TLS50S, Rogers Studio l's W/Dale E50's, Ditfon, 44's
Leak Stereo 20 pre/power/tuner Sony 557ESD CD, Pioneer
PD75, Meridian 606 DAC 551 Integrated PM84II lot more
please tel: 01992718 265
(1-11537)
Maranta CD I2LE Transport and DAC, little use, pristine
condition, boxed £ 1,575; WANTED: Rega ELA speakers also
any Linn Vinyl especially Claire Martin, Carol Kidd, Jazz etc.
tel: 00 3531 29 54076
(H1680)
Maranta CD94 professionally upgraded, improved power
supply, black gate caps, latest output devices etc. £895; Sony
XA5OES CD player, gold £675; Maranta PM- 171C1 signature
integrated amplifier, black £975 tel: 0181 905 6331 (H1734)
Maranta PM66K1 amplifier £259 Monolith speaker cable 2x3m
199 DNM speaker cable 2x5m 50 SME 309 tonearm £495 Brand
new Eikos Interconnect £49 Moth phono stage 175 Crimson
610C preamp/poweramp 595 tel: 01582 724414 (HI570)
Mark Levinson no. 36 DAC £2,100; Audi Research LS7
£850; Chord 1000B, Proac Response 1SC and Target RI
stands £850; all perfect condition, need cash, tel: 0151 526
5344 or 0370 826980
(HI686)
Martin Logan Aerius light oak, mint, 30 months old, £ 1,250;
Yamaha DSP E580 surround processor amp £275; Celestion
surrounds £50; Blue Angel interconnect £40; Flatline twin
2m £35 tel: 0121 628 9247
(H1600)
Meridian 20 Bit 506 CD new £795 (£ 1,100); LFD MCI
phono power supply, unused, £425 (£ 1,000); AT 0C9 MC
cart. £ 125, unused tel: 01482 842740 (H1673)
Meridian 207 CD-preamp M/C input and 209 remote £545;
Denon POA-6600 power amps, £495 pair KEF 104/2
speakers £ 395 pair the lot £ 1,250 tel: Forrester, 01752
206666 days, 01752 769109 eves
(HI730)
Meridian 500 Transport, latest model, brand new, fully boxed,
superb build and sound, quality £980 tel: Richard, 0589
041378 anytime
(H1526)
Meridian 500 £725; Celestion SL600's £300; Arcam Delta
290 (mm/mc) £275; Meridian 203 £ 150; Aiwa ADF-810
cassette, three heads, dual capstan transport £ 100 plinth/stand
for Garrard 401 (Torlyte) £60 tel: 01621 772884 (H1564)
Meridian 502/MSR, Revox B760 tuner (superb) Revox B710
unused, all genuine bargains £699, £450, £250 tel: Kevin,
01322 408802
(HI713)
Meridian 557 power amp, mint, boxed, manuals, £995; Proac
Response 1 'S', vgc, boxed, manuals, £650; Audio Alchemy
DLC (v. rare) mint and PS3, boxed, manuals £325 tel: 0181
697 8518 (H1681)
Meridian 565 prologic processor/preamp with Dolby Dig.
AC3 upgrade should cost £2,000 selling for £900; Meridian
MI00 Active loudspeakers £350 worth double, tel: Jeff for
information and demonstration, 01302 781387 or 01302
540045
(H1572)
Meridian D600 digital active speaker system (2,995) £ 1,250;
Lexicon CP3+ THX digital surround processor (3,295) £995;
Meridian 207 CD/preamp (950) £299; 201 Preamp (850)
£299; 208 ( 1550) £599 tel: 01704 833601 (H1653)
Meridian DSP 5000 digital loudspeakers, Meridian 500
compact disc transport, Meridian 562V Multimedia controller
including 5I6nun phono module, Audio Alchemy Data stream
transceiver, only sell together £2,900 tel: Mark, 01604 590069
(H1583)
Meridian DSP6000 fully active loudspeakers with on board
Dacs as new condition, cost new £9,000 great half price buy
at £4,500 tel: Jeff for information and demonstration, 01302
781387 or 01302 540045
(HI573)
Meridian MI Active loudspeakers (no power amp needed)
originally £2,600 (recent £ 500 upgrade) superb sound,
immaculate condition £ 1,175 (including LFD interconnects);
Soundstyle hi-fi table £85; Target turntable wall-bracket £35
tel: 0171 722 3748 (Hampstead) (HI602)
Michell Gyrodec (Bronze) RB300 arm, Michell Gyropower
QC £850; Musical Fidelity Electra E600 CD £275; LFD
Linestage LSO, CFD Powerstage PAO, CFD phonostage
MMO, £700; Infinity REF10 speakers £80; all mint ovno
tel: 01787 881582
(H1585)
Michi & Sugden Hi-End, Michi Active pre-amp RHA 10
with remote, abssoutely stunning (boxed/manuals) £750
(matching RHBI 0 200W power amp possibly available)
Sugden AU51 Reference DAC, as new, superb (silver
wired/crown DAC's) £695ono tel: 01492 580201 eves (North
Wales)
(H1692)
Mission 753 speakers black ash, floor standing, £495; Roksan
Xerxes turntable, Tabriz arm, Corus black M/M cartridge,
power supplies, excellent condition £495 tel: 01273 205516
(H1710)
Monitor Audio Studio 60 speakers, MA Flagship,
unbelievable resolution and scale absolutely immaculate,
genuine reason for sale, (new £6,000) £2,800 delivery and
demo can be arranged tel: 01924 570606 (H1529)
Musical Fidelity A-1000 50W pure class A, excellent
condition £900 (£ 1,500) boxed; Castle Howard S2 natural
oak, excellent condition, boxed, fully guaranteed £750
(£1,200) tel: 01703 791061 eves (Southampton) (H1722)
Musical Fidelity A1.20 Special Limited Edition, possibly
only example in UK, separate power supply in matching case,
piano black finish, 43 watts class A, less than 150 hours use,
sweeter and more image depth than an A1000! Serious offers
over £500 tel: Tim, 0171 272 7774
(H1663)
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista Limited Edition remote control
Class A tube preamplifier, no. 268, bought in error, only used
for 3 hours, as new £999 (£ 1,200) no offers; Yamamura
Milemeum 5000 interconnect two Imetre pairs £ 150 (£750)
tel: 01923 462309 (Watford)
(H1732)
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Musical Fidelity The Preamp Two Bridged Typhoon power
amps £450; Musical Fidelity T1 tuner £ 165; Marantz CD10 £550; Sony TCK-6AES Tape deck £325; Target VR-5 hi-fi
rack, £ 130; all mint, tel: 01932 353529 (H1625)
Nairn CDI two years, mint £850; Puccini SE, black, as new
£400; LS3/5a, bi-wire, walnut, vgc, £250; Sony Dat-Walkman
TCD-D8, microphone, tapes, as new unused, offers tel: 01424
715390 (St Leonards)
(H1569)

Ruark Broadsword Speakers, black recent models, perfect
condition, boxed £425; Pioneer PDS904 CD player, superb
quality, boxed £200; Linn Speaker Cable, 18 metres £ 30;
Audioquest Ruby Interconnects £40 tel: 01825 712960

Two Audio Synthesis ultra analogue Dacs: DAX, blaanced
output, six input, Coax, Toslink, AT&T £ 1,199; DSM £479;

(H 1695)
Sonus Faber Elector Amators c/w stands £ 1,000; Jeff

Unison Research Smart 845 monoblocks (2,250) four
months use, mint, boxed (was £ 3,450) unbeatable
combination with Quad Electrostatics (you can part exchange
with your Michell/Linn turntable) Quad ESL57 (£325) good
condition, smooth and transparent
tel: 0958 305191
(Edinburgh)
(H1703)

Rowland Model 2balanced poewr amplifier £ 1,200; Meridian
518 digital preamp and remote £500; Sugden CD transport
£250; All perfect condition tel: 0115 925 8581 (HI624)

MUM NAC72 £400; Hi-Cap £400; NAP 250 (new style)
£850; Linn Sondek (black) Lingo Ittok KI8 £650; Linn
KANS £ 150 (including stands) tel: 01494 725299 (H1621)

Sony Pro Walkman WMD6C + Sony MIC and mains
adaptor, as new, boxed £ 195; Naim NAIT 2 amp, mint
condition £250; Epos ES14 plus stands, good condition £350
tel: Andy, 0171 262 3572 eves
(H1716)

Naim SBL speakers, rare cherry veneer £ 1,100; Audio
Synthesis Passion passive pre-amp, £350; Stax SRD 7SB Mk.
II headphone driver, £ 100; all perfect, offers considered tel:
01603 593185 daytime (Norwich) (HI671)

Sony RI CD Transport and DAC Classic £5,000; Flagship
Model superb sound and build quality £2,450; Audio

Nahn: Remote controlled Nait 3R, as new, boxed, £450ono
tel: Azy, 0191 272 3514 eves
(HI684)

Synthesis DAX-2 (HDCD) immaculate £ 1,450; Quad 306
little used, £275 tel: 01872 862712
(HI694)

Nakamichi CA5E pre-amp £200; NAD 902 power amp
£150; Thorens 125/SME3009 £ 150; Luxman T-12 tuner
£250; Stax Lambda £ 150; Philips CD100 £50; Marantz

Sony SDP-EP9ES AC-3 Processor (599) £299; Rotel RB985 THX 5-channel power amplifier (799) £550; Sony
TCD-D3 DAT walkman complete (599) £250; Pioneer LDWI laserdisc NTSC AC-3 2-drawer ( 1,800) £1395 tel: 01704

CD54 champagne £50; NAD 3020 £50 tel: 01494 721274
(Bucks)
(H1656)

833601

Nakamichl DR3 cassette deck, never used from new (21/2
years) absolutely as new, boxed, etc. best offer around £220,
will post if required tel: 01535 605692 (Yorks) (H 1668)
Nakamichl Dragon mint, boxed, serviced £ 1,350; bunnester
785 preamplifier MMMC, mint, boxed £595; Krell KSA50
superb £ 1,000; Marantz 120 Oscilloscope tuner, superb,
£495; Audioplan Kontrast 3loudspeakers, mint, boxed £ 1,495
tel/fax: 01747 853372 (Dorset)
(H1547)

(HI714)
Soundstyle Compact Disc storage system, holds 250 CD's,
colour classic black, excellent condition, boxed and ready to
courier foc £95 tel: 0131 336 2956
(H1604)

NBS Cables: serious hi-end for sale by serious discerning
owner from new, must sell hence staggering quarter of original

Technics SLP-1200B CD player, pro version, battleship build,
balanced outputs, including phono, pitch control, search
control, fader start £550 tel: 0121 777 7029 (HI592)

rep, absolute mint condition, including statement 11/2 metre
Digital link £950; Professional 4 foot interconnects (two pairs)
£750 per pair, plus two Shaktistones available free with
purchase of cables, tel: 01256 765848 or fax: 01256 763089
(H1717)

Technics SP 10, TRIO, STD, Thoren

160, Audionote

Transformer, Goodman 80, Audionote M2 per amp, Creek
4240, Quad Pre 405, Roger, Vortexion, Harmon Kardon,
Verdik, Pilot, Meridian M/Block, TRIO K9I7, Troughline,
TIM DP Decoder, Teac, Quad, FM3 Roger, Heathkit,

Nuvista Pre £ 1,200; Union Research 835 £ 1,900; Apogee
Stages £800; OAX Decade £ 1,550; Audio Research SP9II
£900; WANTED: Marantz MA24, MA22/23, SC22/23 CD23,

ONXIS, Pioneer, Yamaha, Sony, T/amp, Tascam 34B, Teac,
Snider B62, Tanberg, Marantz, Nava, JR SP, Tannoy Golds,
Sony KEF, EPOS, Radian 12, lots more tel: 0181 443 0557
01992 620905
(H1687)

Naim NAP250, NAC82, Hicap CD35 tel: 01274 575091
after 7pm
(HI666)
Pair Castle Richmond II speakers, cased in solid walnut, 25w
reconditioned by manufacturer as new £250 tel: 0151 342
5872
(H1725)

Theta TLC JitterBuster inhances detail, tightens bass, bargain,
stocking filler £ 105; Meridian 203 DAC7, mint, boxed £ 125
tel: John, 01865 862745 anytime
(HI678)

Papworth M100 valve monoblocs, Kimber power supply
upgrade, fast, clean, natural sound, new condition, come and
listen, must make way for M200's, asking £ 1,975 (£3,600)
tel: 01264 790675 for details eves/wknds (HI720)

Theta/Wadia, Theta Data Basic Il Transport £ 1,295; Pro
Basic III DAC £ 1,495, excellent condition, together £2,595!
Wadia 15 DAC, mint w/3 yrs" UK Warranty, £ 1,295ono full
prices include shipping, tel: 0043 2853-76116 (Austria)

Pink Triangle Capo DAC with 1307 filter adn DC battery
power supply, cost £3,000 new, sell £ 1,150ovno; Audiophile
Award 'the stuff dreams are made of' tel: 01896 823459 after
7pm
(H1733)
Pink Triangle Export Xenon MC5 AT32E, mint condition,
£650; Thunparent Musiclink plus interconnect £ 120 tel: 0181
423 8055
(HI683)

Wilson System 5.1 speakers, crated £ 11,000; Michell Orb
SME5, excellent condition, £2,200; Audio Research V70
power amp, mint condition, boxed, £ 1,500; VP1 TNT3
complete with flywheel and 401b special platter with updated
power supply, TNT table and Bright Star bases, all boxed,
immaculate £3,400 tel: 0171 680 1975
(H1674)
X-DAC £200; XPSU (upgrade power supply) £80 both
boxed and mint condition, tel: 01273 570352 (Brighton) for
details, will upgrade your CD player to play HDCDs
(H1665)
Yamaha CT7000 FM tuner, vgc, the classic tuner, offers
from £375 considered tel: 01424 220462 (H1696)
£1,290 (ono) buys one pair Quad ELS63 (brown) in sealed
boxes following full Quad service and upgrade, tel: 01205
724305 after 6pm (South Lincolnshire) (H1578)

FOR SALE - TRADE
Castle Loudspeakers new 25% off list, deliver anywhere UK,
please telephone for details, Five Ways Hi-Fidelity Ltd (Est.
1972), 12 Islington Row, Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD
tel: 0121 455 0667 TuesSat 10,30 - 6.00 (HI626)
Ex-Demonstration High end audio, Audio Note Kegon next
model up from Ongaku, cello system, Mark Levinson, fully
guaranteed, we may part exchange for similar equipment
tel/fax: Silvernote Audio, 01992 620905 (H1688)
Pair of Quad ESL63 electrostatic speakers, pristine condition
£1,250 will deliver, GD Fortune, 58 Woodlands Road, Ansdell,
Lytham, Lancs tel: 01253 739444
(H1728)
TEAC REF500 System new £699 please telephone for
details, free delivery anywhere UK, Visa, Mastercard, Amex;
ATC S/H SCM20 c/w stands £820; SCM2OSL 'Tower'
£1,250 Fiveways Hi-Fidelity Ltd (Est. 1972), 12 Islington
Row, Edgbaston, Birmingham 1315 1LD tel: 0121 455 0667
TuesSat 10.30-6pm
(H1729)
Vinyl Lovers: for collectable jazz, blues, pop and classical
records, send for catalogue, to Carl Raghunath, 4637 Charing
Cross Road, Sarasota, Florida, 34241, USA tel/fax: 941 378
3712

£12,000, bargain £7,000, must sett due to lack of listening
area, will include £ 1,000 cables, Krell KAV300i amp £ 1,800
tel: 0171 624 5266
(H1596)
Townsend Rock reference turntable plus Excalisbur tonearm,
Orotfon MC25FL cartridge £ 1,000; Avondale 6 pack, moving
coil preamp £200; Tresham DR3 moving coil preamp £75;
Epos speaker stand £40 tel: 01457 83 4465 (Manchester)
(H1618)

Prime Studio 100 mint with Target RI stands, cost £950
asking £5225; Marantz CD72 £ 135; Mission 780 speakers
with stands £ 125; Jecklin Float headphones £40 tel: 01724

Transparent Balanced Music Link Super Interconnect 1.5m
pair £475 (£830) two pairs available, tel: 01797 253073
(East Sussex)
(HI697

(H 1620)

Prose Super Tower MKII speakers, black ash in original
packaging, immaculate, very little use, 7years old, cost £ 1,200,
sell for £495 tel: 01727 766601 (St Albans) (HI660)
Proceed II amp and PROCEED preamp 2.8kovno;
Micromega Trio CD Transport, DAC and power uspply
3.6kovno, immaculate condition, excellent history, original
packaging, manuals and remote controls 5.5k both tel: 01273
205516
(HI709)

Tk[Y-FI

Quad 66 pre+remote: 67 CD; 66 tuner, in console, £ 1,200;
May split, spendor SP2/3 limited edition speakers with Target
HJI5/3 stands, £650 all mint condition with boxes, tel: 01703
738935 (Southampton)
(H1701)

PRIVATE

(H1581)

WANTED

(HI727)
Thiel CS5i loudspeakers, fantastic, voted Class A equipment
in Stereophile ( i.e. world's best!) 18 months old, retail

Proac Response Three Signatures, unique - only pair ever
made in Yew real wood veneer finish, mint condition
£1,950ovno; Tel: 01460 55970 office hours or 01460 57071
eves/weekends
(H1721)

843081 (Lints)

(H1654)

Soundlab A3 full range electrostatic American loudspeakers,
in medium oak finish with white grille cloth, Fitted with
"ultimate" power supplies, immaculate condition, cost new
£13,500, offers around £6,000 considered; Transparent
Reference 15 feet interconnect £ 1,250ono tel: 0181 291 1744

Teac X100OR Auto Reverse RJR Tapedeck DBX £649; SME
3012 Tonearm £ 199 tel: 01983 854302 (H1651)

Naim Audio Hi-cap power supply unit, please call 01245
352403
(
H1689)
Quad CD67 please call 00 32 59 51 51 51 (H1639)
Radford ZD200, ZD100 or TTIO0 amplifieres, Also required
Radford IS0360 or 360 loud speakers, private enthusiast,
best prices paid, buyer will collect tel: 0191 478 3840 or fax:
0191 478 3841 email: Pparkin352@aol.com
(
H1632)
Tannoy 625 ALF tel: 01908 602194 anytime (H1661)
WANTED: Aragon 4004 power amplifier also Leak Stereo
50 or 60 gold or black in good condition, tel: Tim, 0121 236
1174 daytime
(
H1630)
Wanted: Naim Pair NAP 135 power amplifiers, NATO1
Tuner, new style cases tel: 01491 579140 (H1735)

AIDVERTISENUINT ORDER

FORM

•

Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each (per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note telephone or product reference numbers count as one word (op Pioneer A400 = two words).

Quad 66 preamp and remote £450; 306 Power amp £250;
33/303 pre-power £ 150; Meridian 203, DAC7 Version £230;
Castle Isis speakers, never used £ 160; Audioquest OPTLZ
£35 tel: 0115 928 9664
(HI659)
Quad ESL 63s black with stands recent full Quad overhaul
£1,650; Quad 77 integrated, CD and remote latest software
£850; Complete set £2,350ovno tel: 01480 433579 (HI708)
Quad ESL63 speakers in brown with Quad Roped stands in
very good condition, can demonstrate £800 tel: 01623 652576
(Mansfield)
(H1576)

•
1
•

Revox B77 4-track tape recorder, NAB spool adaptors and
spare reels tape, also DBX Sound reduction unit, very light
use, excellent £575 the lot tel: 01279 830910 (HI676)
Rotel RCD965 BX CD player £ 125; Dennon DAM500 (HX
Pro) cassette deck £60; Dual CS50S-3 turntable with Audio
Technica AT1OOE cartridge £80 tel: 01705 677628 (Hants)

Pkas, publish the above aduerrisesnou for
Imo-noun' under the h
IM FOR SALE
D WANTED
Box number required
Dyer
Ono.
Cheque 'postal under enclosed feel' (pounds sterling) made payable to link House Magazines plc.
OR Pkase charge my Access' Visa 'Diners 'Anted Card Number

(H1590)
Rowland Model Two amplifier, excellent condition, black
£2,300 ( 5,500); Conrad Johnson PVII preamp special
equipment version, line and phono £850; Shure VIS, new
model unused £ 160 tel: 0181 325 2585
(H1726)
Ruark Broad Sword speakers, black finish, complete with
good quality stands, boxed, excellent overall condition
£275ono tel: 01582 462811
(H1593
120

Daytime 'deplane number

LI_LL111111111111
aspires (date)
Ilene indicate which
let

New
Address

Signature
.No reimbursement, will be due fotwancellation of subsequent insernons

Cut out your advertisement (or photocopy) and
tend to: Classified Advertising, Ili-Pi Net. &
Record Reviese, Link Home, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
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KEF REFERENCE

SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD.
Probably

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

lea

, Y
.
,
.Wirtï"

Official UK Distributor for VISATON loudspeaker kits & drive units
All offering excellent performance & unbeatable value

TeV1cLaren
Design Services to help with your offli ideas:
* Crossover Design -Optimised for your units to your specifications
* Cabinet Design -Optimum drive unit volumes & port dimensions
* Thiele / Small parameters -Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken

-I
w/I m, Phase, Impedance

* Vintage loudspeaker up-grades aspeciality

Please call for your FREE speaker kit information pack & price list.

Telephone: 01703

-703221

/ Fax Line: 01703

-778221

or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration. at:

58, Wilton Rd., Southampton, Hampshire S015 5SZ

NAIM

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
PRICE

MARK LEVINSON 332 Power amp MINT .. £4595
MARK LEVINSON 35 Dac EX OEM
.£5795
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp
..£1995
MILLER 8KREISAL MX100 Subwooter EX CON £795
MERIDIAN 230 Dac
£195
MICROMEGA Stage 6Cd transpon
£595
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 Speakers ( Rosewood) MINT _13495
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO MK2 Dac ( balanced outputs) .................£175
MICHELL Orbe (EX DEN)
.£1500
MICHELL OrbeJSME 309 arm (EX DEM).£2050
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands ................................£250
MICHELL Gyrodec/SME Varm ................................................£995
NAKAMICHI CR7 Cassette Deck
.£1200
NAO 402 Stereo Tuner.
..£85
NEAT Mystique Speakers (walnut) ..........................................£350
AMNON Sever Night Monoblocks EX CONA3OXED. .£1100
ORELL( CD1OT Transport 8DA188 Dac EX COWBOXED____£395
DPA Pre/Power amps (with all connecting cables) ..................£895
ACCUPHASE 80/801 Cd player .£2995
AUDIO RESEARCH 5Mir Litz line speaker cable EX OEM (£945).£650
AUDIONOTE 10 Limited Cartridge 8Psu.£2750
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO Pre-amp
..£1395
AUDIONOTE ANEIS-E irspeakers (Rosewood) F. veneer ......£3995
AUDIONOTE M2 Line Pre-amp MINT ......................................£599
MARTIN LOGAN CIS Ilz BOXED/MANUALS.
12895
KINERGETIC Subwoolers with Xover BOXED1MANUALS......£2195
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Pre-amp ........................................£2495
NU VISTA Pre-amp NEW/BOXED.. £1295
ARAGON Aurium Pre-amp BOXED/MANUALS £895
ARAGON Palladium Monoblocks BOXED/MANUALS
(03000 new} .
11895
MON II Loudspeakers £995
AVALON Ascent Speakers (light wood)
MINT' RATEO (f16000)
£7000
AUDIONOTE Heim amp MINT/BOXED (new £15400) ............£5495
MIRAGE M- I
Si Speakers (Piano Black) MINT/BOXED ..........£3995
AUDIONOTE Ongaku MINT
£34995
ALTIS CDT III CA Transport EX OEM (05000 new) ................£
2500
SOLSTICE AAD Speakers with stands £495
KEF 184 Loudspeakers .1450
BURMESTER 916 CD player
£1995
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
..
£1995
JADIS JPL Pre-amp.
£1995
JADIS JARO Monoblocks ..£3995
QUAD 405-2 Power amp
£275

VISA

PRICE

QUAD 77 Integrated amp MINTIEDXE:: .....f395
QUAD Fri 4Tuner
.£275
QUAD 707 Power amp
..f495
QUAD 34 Pre-amp
.f295
AUOIONOTE AN-S2 Step Up Transtormw .. .£250
AUOIONOTE P4 Monobluirs MINT__ £3395
AUDIONOTE P2SE Powr amp Ml'ir .. 0895
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5110 Integrated amplifier . £550
ARCO Delta black box I
dac
...£175
VINI9 MK3 (dark oak)iAir TangeitMostsu Black . £1800
HOYE) TAable/SME Velearaudto [tela Cart. £2495
VOID Standard turntabt MINT._ £1495
YOYO T;table ( upgraded psu 8tir) Helios Orion ----------------£1495
KNELL KSA-50s Power .,nip.
U295
KNELL CD-DSP Mk2 Cdflayer....£1995
KRELL SRC Pre-amp &Psu --------------------------------------------------£2000
KNELL Studio Dac ..
U000
NAKAMICHI RX505 Casette Deck . ..£495
PRIMA& 201 Pre-am!: with 202 Monoblocks .. .15995
RUARK Talisman II Seekers (Maiegas;() 4yrs old..1395
REIFOX 377 Tape recorder EX CON.1595
RBOX PR99 MO Tap.: deck
£1995
R(LIOX B215S Cassell( deck
£995
RAN Nao 32.5 pre/N. 140 pwr 8 & -aps psu..£695
DEMON POR 4400A M:noblocks EX CON
£895
LUXMAN M03600 KTIS Stereo e0Wet amp .. £1295
LUXMAJI 5T-10 Tuner .
f450
LUXMAN M2000 Power amp Mgt
£495
HEllUS Silver wired tcmearrn
0995
FORSELL Cartridge IANT
0795
JVC 7050 Power amp _
S695
ORACLE Premier MK III T/table with osu ...
71495
WE NOW OFFER Iro FINANCE ' TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS
1Subjeet to status)
MAIN DEALERS FOR:
TA/EL SPEAKERS. MARK LEVINSON,
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS PRODUCTS
ANO MORE.
FOR AN-UP-TO THE-MINUTE LIST
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
htlp://www.hili-stereo.com

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN14 OE.'
TEL, 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0880 moot FAX: 01803 872234
e-mail:heatherdale@e-stereo.corn

z

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS Hi
Fi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
E.mail: Spaldings#Compuserve.Com

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION

W
AN
TOPMAI T
Y!11 -?1
lr

1

You get the Best Price
without all the hassle!

Classic or Modern - all
types urgently required

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS
All items Fully Insuredi
and Guaranteed

THE FNEST S ECTIO
HI -F IN THE OUNTR
TURNTABLES / PHONO
Basis Gold Vacuum
+Air Tangent 2B
£ 12,990 £4998
Fidelity Research FR-64S arm
£268
Garrard 401 Chassis only
£ 150
Goldmund Studio / AirTangent £6500 £3998
Linn LPI2 ( Blk) Wok LVII with
Lyra Lydia / Prefix / Armageddon
Hi-Cap - absolutely breathtaking £4000 £ 1858
Linn LP12 ( Blk) Ekos/Lingo £3500 £ 1498
Linn LP12 + Basik
£ 1300 £545
Lyra Pamasus
£P0A
Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup / Ort MC3000
£998
Naim Aro
£ 1070 £685
Nairn MC Board for 92 Pre
£80 £58
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
with Mentor arm
£2300 £ 1498
Oracle Delphi/Dynavector DVXX1 /Koetsu £ 1248
Oracle Delphi II/Linn Wok LVII
£ 1395
Ortofon T-300 Transformer £900 £495
Pink Triangle Export ( Ex/dem) £900 £597
Pink mangle + PSU + Alphason
HRIOOS + Van den Hul One
£795
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77
£249
Roksan Xerxes Piano black with
Artemiz & Garrott P77
£2000 £995
Thorens TD I
25
£ 195
Van den Hul The Frog Cartridge
NEW - Unused / boxed
£ 1500 £ 1198
AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Arcam Alpha amp
£85
Arcam Alpha 5
£250
£148
Arcam Alpha 7
£185
£250
£375
Arcam Alpha 9Integrated
£500
Arcam Alpha 9Power
£400
£295
Arcam Delta 120
£250
Audiolab 8000A
£500
£365
Audiolab 8000LX
£378
£470
Audiolab 8000C
£325
£550
Audiolab 8000Q Pre
£798
£1100
Audiolab 8000MX Pair
£1700
£1058
Audio Research D200 ( Ex Dem)
£3250
£1997
Aura 80 SE- X ( Integrated)
£250
£175
AVI S2000 MP Pre
£799
£498
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr
£1000
£495
Counterpoint Solid IPwr
£1495
£675
Cyrus 2 + PSX (70wpc)
£440
Cyrus Pre/Power
£1095
£850
Cyrus Pre inc MM + Remote
£800
£478
Cyrus Power 50wpc
£368
£500
DPA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Dem)
£499
£397
DPA Renaissance ( Ex Dem)
£595
£477
Dynaco STI20 (Classic circa ' 76)
£328
Gryphon The Pre- Amp
£6000
£2000
Harmon Kardon AVP I
aProcessor £2000
£495
John Shearne Pre/Pwr
£2300
£1295
Krell KBKL Pre
£4998
£1898
Krell KAV300i ( Intgrld) Mint
£2550
£1998
Krell KSA80
£1495
Krell KSA100 Mk2
£4000
£1495
Krell KSA200B
£5500
£2758
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr)
£3800
£1498

LS2/PA I ( Pre/Pwr)
£26(8)
Linn LKI00 Power
Mark Levinson No.28 Pre
+ PLS 228 PSU + No.29 Pwr £6500
Meridian 101/103 Pre/Pwr
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC £ 1750
Meridian 562V Pre+MM £ 1095
Michell Argo + Hera
£9(X)
Mod Squad Live Drive ( Passive pro)
Musical Fidelity Al (
Integrated) £359
Musical Fidelity P270/I Power £ 1395
Musical Fidelity 3a Pro
£379
Musical Fidelity 2a Pre
£299
Musical Fidelity A200 ( Integrated) £725
NAD 10(X) Pre
Naim NACI2
Naim NAC32.5
Naim NACI2S
Naim NAC22
Naim NAC42
Naim NAC72
£725
Naim NAP I
60 (Old style) Kimber wired
Naim NAPI35 ( 2xmonos) Ex dom £3410
Naim NAPI35 ( 2xmonos) Old style
Naim NAP140 (Old Style) £750
Naim Hi-Cap ( Old Style) £720
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
£80
Nakamichi 6(8) Pwr
NVA AP50 ( Integrated)
£650

£1198
£398
£3498
£238
£794
£678
£595
£P0A
£225
£648
£248
£178
£495
£145
£165
£195
£95
£145
£195
£425
£395
£2980
£1648
£428
£378
£58
£290
£395

NVA
EX- FACTORY SPECIAL PURCHASE
TDS Definitive State Mono
Power amps
Each
TSS Second State Stereo Pwr
TSS Second State Pre-amp
TIS Integrated State Int-amp
TTS Trans State CD
TES Emotive State CD

£6400
£3700
£1000
£1500
£3700
£2120

£3200
£1800
£500
£800
£1800
£1100

For several years. many knowing enthusiasts have
chosen NVA over more heavily promoted products.
Now, as the result of the Far East recession, we can offer
these World Class items at genuinely unreaptable prices.
STRICTLY LIMITED AVAILABILITY.
Orelle XTC POW I ( 4Channel)
£2000
Pioneer A400
£4(X)
QED A270 Integrated
QED Systemline Kit + Mods ( Ex D) £3000
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
Quad 66 Pre-amp
Quad 44 Pre-amp
Quad 405 Power-amp
Regs Elicit Integrated
£730
Revox B750
£550
Roksan LI Pre + PSU
£ 1100
Sonographe SC IPre
£ 1250
Sony FA3ES ( Current model)
£400
Sugden AU51 ( Pre)
£750
Sugden Optima 140 ( 2X7Ow Intgd) £770

£1298
£165
£225
£1897
£P0A
£498
£265
£195
£498
£358
£758
£450
£275
£450
£448

"Morels TTP2000 Mk' Pre ( Ex Dem) £499
Thorens ITA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem) £599
VISA 2Pre-amp
£ 1700

£397
£477
£878

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Anion Acoustics Electra £900
£568
.‘rt Audio Quintet ( Monos)
£2000 £878
.%udion Silver Knight
Integrated 300B
£1125 £897
Audio Innovations 500 ( 25w Int) £ 1100
£495
Audio Innovations 200 ( 13w Pwr)
£295
%udio Note P3 ( 30013 Power)
£1298
%tidio Note OTTO
£ 1350 £795
\mho Research BLI Cnvtr ( Ex Dem) £888 £587
%aidio Research V70 Pwr (
Ex Dem) £4480 £2487
\udio Research LS5/I Line Pre
(Ex Dein)
£5295 £2997
Audio Research LS7 Pre
£ 1550
£1098
Audio Research SPI4 Pre ( silver) £3300 £ 1495
Audio Research SP15PS 2box pre £6000 £2594
Audio Valve Baldur 200+ ( 200 watt mono-blocks)
UNWANTED PRIZE!! £ 10,000 £5298
Audion Sterling Integrated £595 £398
Avantic SPA II Vintage valves
£ 188
Balanced Audio Technology Pre-VK-3i
Mint / Current model / Balanced £2195 £ 1558
Cary SLA-70 Mkll ( Pwr)
£998
Croft Series 5(
Power)
£495
Croft Absolute Pre-amp
£2400 £ 1395
Copland CTA501 Power amp £ 1800 £998
EAR 859
£ 1298
Gordon Welford ( Pre) Hand made, hard wired
£448
Graaf 5050 Power ( Ex Dem) £2150 £ 1657
Graaf WFB 2Pre ( Ex Dem) £ 1195 £897
Grant G100 Pre/ Pwr
£650
Luxman LX33 ( Integrated) £698
Muse Model 300 ( Mono powers) £4400 £2898
Papworth Audio MI00 monoblocks £3600 £2600
Papworth Audio M2130 monoblocks £5200 £3998
PM Components MPL1 Pre plus
2xMp211 Power amps ( Ex Dem) £5000
£1997
Tube Technology Prophet/Genesis £4800 £2898
CD PLAYERS / DACS
Accuphase DP75 CD Player £5995
Arcam Alpha 8CD
£450
Arcam Delta Black Box ( DAC)
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 ( DAC)
Audiolab 8((X)CDM Trans £ 1400
Audiolab 8()t)ODAX DAC 24 bit £ 1000
Audio Research CD2
£3399
Audio Alchemy Vac- In-The-Box £249
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695
Audio Alchemy DACMAN(Ex Dem) £ 149
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX(Ex D) £229
Audio Alchemy VI DAC
Audio Research DAC 1 ( 20 bit)
Plus ATNT
£3800
AVI 2000MC Reference CD
£1300
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic
DM Little Bit 2(
DAC)
£250
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC
£9900

£3998
£350
£148
£248
£988
£678
£2398
£175
£498
£117
£177
£168
£ 1745
£898
£118
£ 148
£195
£ 1798

ARCAM • AUDION • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W • CASTLE • CHORD • COPLAND • CYRUS
DENON • EPOS • GRAAF • HARBETH • KEF • KRELL
LEXICON • MAGNAPAN • MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAIM
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QUAD • SME
SONUS FABER • TEAC • TECHNICS • UNISON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

PART- EXCHANGE
YOUR VERY BEST TRADE-IN
PRICE IS GUARANTEED WHEN
YOU CHOOSE ANY NEW HI-FI
FROM THE HI-FI COMPANY
x
.

BUY BACK
PROMISE

IT'S YOURS
TOMORROW!
Next Day Delivery for all

FULL P/X ALLOWANCE
on '60 Day' up-grades!

Credit Card Purchases

FULL
WARRANTY
On All Used HiFi
Equipment

NED
FPREVIOUSLY
THAT'S GUAM EEDI
Maranta CD94 Trichord
Maranta CDI5
Marantz CD80
Meridian 203 DAC
Meridian 263 DAC
Meridian 563 DAC
Monarchy DIP Jitter Buster
Musical Fidelity X-DAC
Musical Fidelity X-PRE
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
Naim CDS System ( Exdemi
Naim CDI
Naim CD2 CD Player
OreIle CDIOT (Trans)
OreIle DAI80 Mkll ( DAC)
PS Audio REF Link
Digital Processor
QED Digit Reference
Quad 66 CD Player
Roksan DPI Trans
Roksan Attessa (Trans)
Teac VRDS7 CD Player
Teac VRDSIO CD Player
Theta ProGen III DAC
Theta Data Basic II Transpon
Theta TLC
Trichord Pulsar I(DAC)

£1000
£3200
£560
£650
£865
£245
£300
£200
£3940
£2000
£2000
£800
£600
£5500
£450

£2300
£600
£770
£4600
£2397
£230
£1195

TAPE DECKS / TUNERS
A&R Cambridge Alpha Tuner
Arcam Alpha Tuner
£230
Arcam Alpha 5Tuner
£230
Arcam Alpha 7Tuner
Avantic BM611 Valve Tuner
Circa 1960 ( no decoder)
Kenwood KX-4520 3Head HX-Pro
Leak Trough Line 3
Magnum Dynalab Fri I
£550
Marantz SD55 3hd / 2mtr
£400
Nlarantz ST385L Tuner

Nakamichi 1000ZXL
Nakamichi Cassette Deck 2
Nakamichi 481Z
£500
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp
Pioneer RTUll 4track open reel
Quad FM2 Valve Tuner
Quad FM3
Choice from
Revox A77 1/2 track
Revox B77 Mks 1 & 2 ( Call for details)
Sequerra Reference £5973
Sony TCK 611S
£330
Sony 730ES
£300
Theta Lynx Tuner
£500

£498
£1500
£230
£P0A
£395
£468
£188
£220
£145
£140
£2995
£1178
£1378
£548
£378

£1098
£230
£298
£ 295
£2000
£15(1
£95
£PON
£P0A
£1998
£218
£498
£324

LOUDSPEAKERS
Alon 5Mk2
£5000 £r98
Apogee Diva Grigio Perla ( Complete)£18,000 £4298
ATC SCM20 Black ( Mint) £ 1599 £84 8
B&W DM601 ( Mint)
£200 £ 148
B&W THX System ( Ex Dem) £4975 £2977
B&W 20001FS Centre
£220 £ 108
B&W Silver Signatures ( Including
X/civers and cables) Fabulous! £6000 £2498
Castle Chester (Yew)
£995 £545
Castle Harlech ( Ex-dem/Yew) £995 £879
Castle Howard Mk2 ( Ex Dem) £ 1200 £947
CeIestion Ditton 240 ( 3way)
£ 125
Celestion SL6 + stands
£ 198
Gale 301 ( Black)
£250 £ 159
Epos ES 12 Walnut + stands £500 £375
Harbeth HL4 + Stands £ 1000 £398
Harbeth HL5 Teak
£798
Heybrook Sextets ( Black) £ 1300 £848
Horning Agathon Sig Bronze £3500 £ 16 00
Leak Sandwich (Classics in good cond) £ 135
Linaeum LFX
£649
£44 5
Lien Isobarik
£75 11
Linn Nexus
£450 £265
Linn Kan ( Black & Teak)
£295
Magna Planar SMGA Blk

£2248
£284
£448
£598
£575
£398
£538
£2798
£1398
£178
£658
£75
£75
£168
£165
£148
£135
£98
£328
£195
£95

Magna Planar SMGA (Wood/Brown) £450
Mission 727 ( Teak)
£ 158
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395 £248
Monitor Audio Studio 60SENew/B1k£5000 £2995
Musical Fidelity MC2
£ 150
Naim SBL - Cherry ( Latest) £2030 £ 1378
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem) £2750
£1497
Note Perfect Concert ( Ex Dem) £2450 £ 1297
Pink Triangle Ventrical ( Ex Dem) £896 £597
ProAc Response 1 (Cherry) £ 1395 £998
ProAc Response 3.5 (Ex demi
£4250 £2995
Quad ESL57
Front...
£395
Quad ESL63
£3500 £ 1898
Rega XEL ( Rosewood) £ 1040 £655
Rogers LS3/5a + ABI Sub ( Teak)
5months old!
£ 1299 £998
Royd Minstrel ( Walnut/Black) £240 £ 168
Ruark Equinox Light Oak ( Up-dated) £ P0A
Scott 166 Mini- Monitors £ 250 £ 138
Shahinian Obelisk
£3000 £ 1898
Snell J.III with stands
£770 £478
Sonus Faber Minima Amator ( Mint) £ 1550 £995
Spendor BC'
£238
Spendor SP2/3
£ 1195 £775
Tangent RS2 + Stands
£400 £225
Tangent Monitor 2 ( Rosewood) £200 £ 140
Tannoy Oxford ( 10" drivers) £ 195
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso Gold
with silver wired Lowther drive units £3400 £2398
Wilson Witt MkI ( Ex demi
£8888 £688 7
MISCELLANEOUS
Harmonix TU812 LP Record Clamp £220
Siltech 560 Balanced cables Imtr pr £ 1600
Target RI Stands
£340
XL0 Signature 2.1 Balanced Interconnects
4m pair
£675
05m pair
£485

£ 170
£600
£228
£448
£398

TRADE CLEARANCE - MASSIVE REDUCTitifIS ON NEW AND USED STOCK
NEW PRODUCTS - WAITED AVAILABILITY AT THESE PRKES

USED BARGAINS - FURTHER REDUCTIONS ON SB.ECTED ITEMS
ML

Classe 30 Pre-amp Balanced/Remote
Exposure XXUXVIII ( Pre/Power)
Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr
Krell Ref KRSBP(6 comp balanced pre)
Linn Kaim Pre
Quad 33 Pre
Threshold S300 (Nelson Pass)
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
4Box CD Player
Audio Research DAC 120 Bit
Meridian 606 DAC
Pink Triangle Da Capo Plus DCPSU
Balanced Input ( 1307 Chip)£335 0
ES
- SAT
8

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI 1LZ

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141

101

WA+Ï

£1320
£1900
£1425
£15,000
£1850

£695 £450
£ 1245 £ 1245
£795 £600
£3250 £2e55°
£ 1095
£65

£4500 £ 1500
£1950
£3800
£1500

N___ONLf

£898
£1945
£600

£995
£695
£1495
£550

SORRY NO AMEX OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT
EXCEPTIONAL PART EXCHANGES CONSIDERED
Denon DCD825 CD Player
Mission 73 Centre
KEF 80C Centre
Yamaha DSP A970 Pro-logic amp
NAD 208THX Power amp
Technics SCHD7 0 Mini System
Audiolab 8000A Integrated amp
Audiolab 8000LX Integrated amp
Audiolab 8000CD CD Player
Monitor Audio Monitor 3 + plinths (Rose)
Monitor Audio Studio 12 + plinths (Rose)

£240
£150
£129
£800
£1199
£650
£500
£470
£1000
£460
£1160

£185
£119
£99
£450
£750
£575
£420
£400
£850
£360
£999

£1675 £ 15 00

9.30am

30pm CLOSED MONDAYS VISITORS AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

TRADING STATION

souni

for sale trade

Lintone Audio

PICTURE THE SOUND

SELECTED USED EOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

proudly announces the opening of its Showcase facility:

174 Central Road, Worcester Park, Surrey
Tel: 07000 hifico (443426)
All our products on demonstration NOW including the
world famous

Sonic Frontiers Transport 3 1s seen on TV

ALR/Jordan Anthem AudioCarpet
Neolith Precious Metals Sonic Frontiers
New, ex dem and pre-owned equipment bought and sold

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT.

EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

BOUGHT. SOLD. PART
EXCHANGE

TEL/FAX 0121 783 8227

Absolute Tune-ups
AL, 411tIls•

URGENTLY REQUIRED LINN.
MAIN. MERIDIAN, QUAD.
CASH WAITING

E:1

s

s',111

401 1,114

lugh-cud equrrniont
underlake rebtulds ts
select...si
compulsons and cari also °lier .1 N
MOdlly or ft-. 111g11

ins

lc

dits

u1.1,1,

matching service. Espect only the be-.:
Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fas: 0181-879 7062
RRO

A'

NOW

XMAS SALE
Audio Techruca 007 ( low hours)
Audio Alchemy DAC in box • Power Station 3
Aude Research SP14. mont
Arcam 170 Transport
Acoustic Energy AE1 • stands. mint
OPA Renaossance CD, 24 bit, latest
OPA Enlightenment DAC. latest
OPA PDM 2. two box DAC. mont
Garrard 301. mint
Heybrook Sextets Mk3. Walnut. mint
Lam Kremlin ( 5 MPS). latest. mint
Linn Rte& Tri active cards. boxed
Linn LP12 ( Cirrus) Nam Armagedon
LFD L51
Lumley ST70 Triode Svatchable
Lumley LU 1.5 Valve Pre ( Chrome)
M6K V125 THX Sub. mint
Medan 541 • Phono • MSR. mint
Mendian 208 CD Pre Phono • MSR
Meridian 203 DAC. ment
Meridian 263 Della Sigma DAC. mint
Na« SBL, black, latest. mint
Na« Armagedon. mint
Nairn Nako 214, new style. mint
Neen Na. 3/6. new style. mint
Oued 66 • Remote, mint
Oued II, mini, original
Oued ESL 57 ( 19814 mont
Proac Tablette 50. black. latest
Rote) RC 971 Line Pre, mini
Rolel AB 981 Power Amp, mirs
SME IV. mint
s'amena OSP E390. mini

SM
Sill
SM
SM
X/D
5/0
SM
SM
Sill
Sill
S/II
5113
OID
Sei
SM
Sill
SAI
S/F1
SM
Sill
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM

250
500
3.300
600
1.200
1,000
800
2,300
NIA
1.300
2,600
750
1.750
1.000
2.300
1,000
900
1.200
1,650
1300
750
2,000
650
650
650
850
N/A
N/A
700
150
300
1.000
350

50
150
999
1SC
450
550
450
750
125
550
1.295
350
895
195
895
450
350
495
495
150
195
1,195
395
295
295
395
500
395
35C
Ts
150
550
35

STOCKISTS OF NAINE MERIDIAN.ACIMOLAB, CYRUS,
KREI.I., RU ARK. OPERA. RC ARK, NIARANTZ,
N11(11ELLE.('ASTLE.TEAC, KEE ETC, ETC.
Vint our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on. Lintone.audin@ sirgin.net
7.11 Park Lime, Gatehead. Tyne & Wear NES 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

ACCESSORI,E*,,

Call now for the Russ Andrews
essential Christmas present brochure.

MADISOUND

PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
UK ONLY

Vvs Accessories Ltd

ADVERTISE
IN THIS

Tel + 4,1

Sondai

Cumbria

L-1 Cfiateaurotetpoly

SUGDEN
and service, contact:-

Limited

0181 686 2599
EXT 318

Seas

C

Loudspeakers

product information sales

PLEASE

TEL:

ANI-MAY
Solen Inductors

Audio Synergy

DAVE WALSH

LA8 SAS

1-.1 P./V.0n UV .... 1-/T-0..•/...111MR

0)1539 823247

SECTION
CONTACT

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
• Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921
.Valves tested

atv

could be,

OPEN 1/10N.SUN 10 00 TO 800 RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS TEL/FAX 0121 783 8277

TO

Ar am Delta 17)1 Slick Bos .. .
suseds £300.00
Ar am Delta 110 Pre Amplifier .........
S..) £299.95
Arcarn Xeta 5Channel Dolby Pro Amis
ses deus) £ 09.00
Arram Alpha XPower Amplifier
laser». ..£ 190.00
Aream Alpha 6Amplifier....
smed).....£195.00
Audio Alchemy DDE.V IDAC
¡ us dam) £26995
Audm Alchemy DT1 V/2 P.S.4 DAC
in, dam) ......£399.95
Audiolab cuire range on special offer ..
Ring for prices
Audiostatic CC1 Loudspeakers...
ins dew) ....£ 1700.00
Cyrus 2Amplifier
luxad)
£240.00
Cyrus 2Amplifier
lused)... £ 15000
Infinity Modulas Speakers/Stands ( white)
lased) £450.00
lamo Con“rt Centre Speaker
Inewl £299.95
KEF Model 705 Rear Speakers
lusedl £ 180.00
Linn Keller Loudspeakers
losad)
£85000
Lien Sara Loadspeakery'Stands
lundi
£35000
lion lsobarik Loudspeakers
( used)......£950.00
Linn Index Speakers/Stands
fused)......£1110.00
Linn Intek Amplifier .
fused)...—£ 22000
Lumley PP70 Passive Pm Amplifier ..
les dam) £20000
Mendian 563 Della Sigma DAC ........
s
r
sdem) ...... £500110
Mendian 563 DAC Convenor
fused)......£350.00
Meridian 555 Power Amplifier .
i
used)
£58700
Nkrulion 200/2(13 Transport/DAC
sused I _ rime')
.:,an 541 Pro Logic Pre- Amplifier........
l
usa) ...... £595.00
.,.in 565 AC3 Processor .
lundi £ 166000
Slyxion DAD 5/13AC5 CD Play«
losad) ......£ 9oeo
Mission PCM2 CD Player
.
' ma) £ 150.00
Micromega Stage 1CD Player .
ses dam) ......£200.00
Micromega Stage 3CD Player ...........
sused)......£450.00
Mm Fid Typhoon Pre- Power Amplifier ,
luxad) £35060
Mus Fid 3A Pro Amplifier .
smed)......£180.00
Nad 304 Amplifier
s
shed) ......£ 140.00
Nains NAC 42 Pre- Amplifier.
sused) £ 150.00
Maim MAC 62 Pre- Amplifier.
( used) £ 195.00
Naim MAC 92 Pm - Amplifier.
s
med) ......£300.03
Naim CDS CD Player
fused).......£695.00
Oued 77 Amplifier.
( ex dam) ......£399.95
Rule' RCD965BX CID Player
usad) £ 16000
Sony MDSJA•3ES Mini Disc Recorder
usad) £35000
Tochord Pulsar One DAC Convenor....
les demi ......£899.00
Wadia 12 DAC Convenor..
lured) ...£8130.00
Yamaha DSP-A3170 Dolby Amplifier fused) ......£4501X)

ECLIRSE

CI(NAUDICY

DIEVEM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

RYCAl.

Tel: 01924 406016
_J

more

LEFIP

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving

fterltss

coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!
ICAN ALSO SUPPLY. TURNTABLES. TONEARMS. CASSETTE DECKS.
CD PLAYERS. DAT, MINIDISC, CDR, LOUDSPEAKERS. HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS. TUNERS, ACCESSORIES. BLANK TAPES 8
DISCS, TEST CDS, TEST RECORDS. TEST CASSETTES, CABLES,
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.
All goods are brand new and boxed with fu IU.K. guarantees
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey Imports. Delivery is free
Sorry, no general catalogue Please phone or write for specific details.

IAN HARRISON HI FI ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL. REPTON. DERBY. DE65 6GQ.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

S END $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH V ISA OR M ASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND I
T THE SAME DAY.
77

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: macbsoundObis.com
Web Page: http:hwAvitie.com/madisound

JANUARY 1999

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

classified
Howard Dawson Audio

Hand-Creed Loudspeaker Units for Music Lovers
Let your craving for that elusive tweeter upgrade end

I

HERE!

Design- in the HRL-I audiophile ribbon tweeter
and sit back for a lifetime of listening pleasure.
The HRL- I is a ' traditional' hand- made ribbon
tweeter for the discerning audiophile. A very low
inenia all-aluminium membrane and massive
Alcomax Ill cobalt magnet system combine to
provide effortless clarity and prescence.

Benefits include a marked improvement in location and
identification of sources containing significant energy above
10kHz. These are mainly voices and 'acoustic' instruments.
Metallic
percussion,
for
example,
is
reproduced
with
scalp-tingling precision and prescence, while simultaneously
there is no trace of harshness or 'listener fatigue'.
Units are supplied in pairs with templates and applications
guidance (including crossover section design) and are intended to
last a lifetime. Spare ribbon elements are available at low cost in
case the unthinkable should ever happen.
HRL-1 Ribbon Tweeter/Supertweeter ..... £300.00 per pair
Replacement ribbon insert for HRL-I
£ 10.00 each
Remanuf. inserts for Kelly/Decca ribbon units ... £ 16.00 each
UK. p&p : ribbon inserts free, HRS.- Ipair .. t10.00
Overrun: ribbon inserts .. £5.00 may no.), HRL•11 pair at cost rake percel I
16 Copeman Road, Ay1sham. Norwich NR!! OIL.
Tel (01263) 734361
WWW:: Mtp://amma.rgonet.co.ulausiness/hsdatmon }
E-mail:: hd-audio«Pargonetta.uk

Lockwood Audio"
THE

AUTHORISED

T./mar SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
SALE
.PO.A
.PO.A.

L1.4.1

Alchemist Forselii pre + power
£2228
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (Mk II)
£579
Alchemist - The Stereo Poweramp
200 watt (ex/d)
£3995 . £2495
Anthem CD 1player (5star Whcrt HI-F0 £1595 ... PO.A
Apogees ribbon monitors (new & ex/d)
Audiolab 8)X0 CDM + 8000 DAC
£2300 . .£1299
Audio Physics Advanti
£7200 £3995
Audio Research D115 (Mk II)
£950
PO.A.
Audlon 8Iackshadows 845 valve (ex/d) £4000
£2250
PO.A
Audion Silvernight 3038 monoblocks
Charlo Academy 3J (ex/d) loor
£5999 .£2699
standing, solid walnut spks
Copeland CSA 303 pre amp
} £2998
£1799
Copeland CTA 505 valve pwr amp
wow ..£1400
EAR. 509 (Mk II) valve monoblocks
£5980 £2750
Jadis JA30's monoblocks (T88
£1503 . £750
J.B.L's L90
£2500 ... PO.A
Krell Kay 303) int. amp
£550
Linn Isobariks spks & stands
Lumley MI 00's Valve monoblocks
£950
Macintosh 712 pre (ex/d, r/c)
PO A
Macintosh MC7100 power (es/cf)
PO A
Mephisto CD Transport
£2400 .. £1250
Meridian 555 pwr + 501 pre
£900
Rogers Studio 5's (rosewood)
£800 . £450
WA200 INTEGRATED AMP FROM BOW TECHNOLOGIES
NOW ON OEM, ALSO MANY OTHER RANGES AVAILABLE
FOR OEM

—

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

GT AUDIO

Callers welcome by appointment

THE SERVICE AN!) REPAIR SPECIALIST

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Hens WD6 IWE
um Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472

AUDIO M ATTERS

=}

Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

GUARANTEED TOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND st KA It ING I501.01 51,1 N iN ALL
VALVE AND TRANSISTOR EQUIPMEN1 SYMPATHETIC L'IX1R ADING. A!STAGE
RESTORATION AND VALS'E TUNER AI IGNSIENT ARE () UR SPECIALITY
Onr gender include:. Audio Analoaue. A•enexerd+ Arourlic. Crof1.1)1apuon, GATE.
GRAAF, Leak Troughline ruino. Ortolan. Plaline % erect Tunnable, SAIE. EROS.
Kit Opera, tni‘on Rerearch and Eastman ('hurchill.
Tel/fax: I
+.1.1t 01895 533099

IMO [

c- mail gtaudiataiesco.net
http://a aa .gtaudia.com

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

CS

OK

ING

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
%PT
UBES
Call, write, fax or emad for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661
Visit oar website at:
http://www.fatwyre.cola
email: tatwyre@fatwyre.com

-THE
CAME
company

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
HI- F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

JANUARY 1999

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMTN,SPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG ff: WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($ 34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL.

NEWFOAM
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716) 424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339
e-mail: hifi @ NEWFOAM.com
VISA MC AMEX DISC

+800 4639-3626
Ihis is a I
.ree call

10 111C L S

\

as + 800 2329-3626
Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns
Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979

4
ianrucl

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALELIST
Arrangent fully automatic Linear Tracking arm
£ 1895 SA1 £4000.
Krell Studio 2DAC AT&T balanced etc
£ 1295 Sill £3196
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipset, black
£895 Sill £ 1600
Audio Research SPIS Reason APre Amp, black.... Latest f2295 SM £6608
Mark Levinson ML 68 Pre Amp, lop of ongenal Levenson
Range. Mono Chassis design. MC and LIne
Superb. £2995 SM £ 10.000
Cary 300SE Tnode 3006 Integrated Valve Amp
£ 1995 S/11 £6000
Krell KSA80B Power Amp. Balanced
£ 1695 SM £3897
Mark Levinson 90333 Stereo Power Amp, 1week old.
only used for Hi Fr Show so full 5year warranty and there is
2available 'Mono Bridge'. be Clue
£5600 RID £8495
Sonus Faber Electas & Stands, Walnut
£995 SM £2065
Quad ESL 63 Electrostatic Speakers, brown
3200
£ 1695 SM £
Mark Levinson No39 CD player
Superb.. f3995 EA) £4995
Appogee tan: Grands all sIngeng and danang with
subwoofers and DAS crossover. black Peano
£2995 SM £8595
Marantz CD Landed Edition Bal
Superb.. £ 1495 SM £3000
Jadis JD3 Deluxe CD player 3months old
£2600 S/11 £3600
Audio Sytheas Decade DAC latest 3weeks old
£2600 SM £3330
Breuer 8Ann Roclang Horse S-T
Rare.. £ 1500 SM £2700
Jadis JA80 Mk2 Valve Mono Arnps
£3995 SM £9580
Lumley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Triode Switchable
£995 E/13
f2225
Cadence Arca Speakers LI Oak Latest Electrostatic
£3,500 SM £9700
Avalon Accent 2Speakers
£7995 SM £ 17,000
Audio Note Ongaku. The one and only .
£ 15,995 S/11 £57.003
Waaa 2000 MI2 transport • DAC,
Stunning.. £3995 SM £ 13.300
Krell KBL/KPE Line Pre Amp • Phono Stage
£ 1995 SM £ 5326
NAKAMICHI ZXL 1000 GOLD SIGNATURE CASSETTE RARE PHONE
Jadis JA500 4Chess's Mono Valve Power Amps
£6995 SM £20990
Jachs JA30 Mono Valve Power Amps
£ 1995 SM £51130
Jades Defy 7Mk3 Valve Power Amp
£2995 SM £4790
Jadis JP80 Mk2 Valve Pre Any, latest 9months okl
£5995 SM £ 10166
Lennson 261_ Pre Amp fully balanced
£2500 SM £5100
Lemnson ML) Power Amp
£2995 Sill £8250
Levenson 12A Power Amp + P/Supply MM/MC
£995 SM £2400
£4500 SM £ 10600
Goldmund Studio Turntable with T3F arm, Last version
Transfiguration Supreme Cartridge Latest
£795 SM £ 1795
Rowland Model 7Senes 3Power Mips
£3995 SM £ 10500
Rowland Model 2Power Amp, Latest
£2995 SM £5000
Krell KAV Aude Visual Pre Amp Processor AC3
Reduced £6995 SM £ 14390
Krell KSA 250 Power Amp
£2995 SM £6600
Krell KPS 30. CD Player, 3months old
£2995 SM £ 5490
Krell KSL Line Pre Amp Mk2
£ 1295 SM £2298
Wadia 16 CD Player Dig, Vol
£3995 Sill
f7395
Nakamiche Dragon Cassette Deck
£ 1495 SM £2350
Nakannchr 700 ZXE Cassette Deck, Classic
£ 795 SM £ 1600
Revox HI Cassette Deck
£695 SM £ 1150
Stec Climax» 2CD Player. Classic
£ 1295 SM £3000
ProAc 15 Speakers Rosewood Spearal Pair ....
£2995 RID £4700
Ensemble PA1 Reterence Speakers, EhArere Plano Black
£ 1995 SM £5000
Audio Physics Oigo Speaker Cherrywood £2500 SM £3800
Mirage MI Speakers MIt2 Piano Black
£2500 SM £5000
Sonus Faber Guannaa Speakers Ltd Edition
£4500 SM £6200
Meridian 200203 Trans/DAC Tncord.
Reduced . £695 Sill £ 1660
Mendran 208 CD/Pre Arne Phono MRS Remote
Reduced . £695 SM £ 1665
Cary CAD 805 Mono 211 Valve Power Amp
Reduced. £4500 SM £ 3000
Cary 263 Power Amp Tnode
Reduced . £795 SM £ 1495
Cary CAD 550 CD Processor Pre Amp
£595 SM £ 1200
Gryphon Ltd Edition Pre Amp
Stunning. £3500 SM £8000
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid
Reduced £ 1995 SOH £5500
Audio Research V70 Power Amp
Reduced £ 1795 SM £4400
Audio Research LS3B Pre Amp Black. Remote
Reduced £ 1495 SM £3025
Audio Research LS7 Pre Amp. Latest
Reduced. £ 1095 SM £ 1896
Apogee Stage Speakers + Stands
Reduced . £995 SM £3450
Aron 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced £ 1295 SM £3850
Burmeister 850 Mono Power Amps Rare
(2 pair av)
Reduced £ 1795 SM £5350
Burmeister 838/846 Phono/Line Pre Amp Gold Reduced £ 1295 SM £3500
Bunnaster 838/846 Phonoiline Pre Amp Chrome Reduced £995 SM £3250
Goldman] Means 3Power Amp
Stunning £ 1995 SM £5150
Saverado Speakers • Stands Piano (Watt Beater)
£ 1395 SM £2350
Snell A34 Box Loudspeakers ( Ask PO)
£2995 SM £8995
SME345 Tonearm Black/Gold Rare
£595 SM £ 1000+
Glassam Model 1Tonearm Spare Wand
£995 SM £2900
Micro Sake Air Bearing Vacuum Platter Heavy Turntable
Runs 4Toneanns. weighs about 70Ibs
Stunning £2995 SM £7000+
Teac PI/DI TransporPDAC Balanced.
£ 1995 SM £4800
Rem 6261 Tuner
£750 SM £ 1145
Rees 56 RDS Tuner
£550 SM £ 1000
Threshold Pet 10E Pre Amp PhonoXine
Reduced £ 1595 SM £4990
Threshold Pet 10 Pre Amp Phono/Une
ESupplies
Reduced £1295 Sill £4250
YEA 2Power Amp Latest
£895 SM £2150
Equation 2Speakers Black 90DB
Excellent £ 1295 SM £3500
Proceed CD Prayer ( Levenson) Balanced
£995 SM £ 1900
Oracle Alexandna Turntable Prelude Arm
£495 SM £ 1390
Audio Syntheses Modrhed Sony CDS 303EX AT•T with
DSM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Bit
£995 SM £2515
Too LO1T Tuner ( Classic) ( Sequerra Better)?
£ 895 SM
Loads
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£ 495 SM £995
Beard BE1100 Mk2 Integrated Valve Amp
£ 695 SM £ 1495
MIcromega 2.1 CD Transport ( Excellent)
Reduced f1255 SM £2500
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp oSupply
£ 450 SM £885
Cabasse 135 Speakers VDM eared + Active Equaleser£1795 SM £4600
Michel 150 Phono Stage
£250 Srti
f412
Cadence ES Electrostatic Hybrid Speakers
Stunning.£1995 SM £4500
Theta DS Pro Basic 2DAC
£995 SM £2299
Spectral DMC10 Pre Amp
Excellent £995 SM £3490
Spendor SP22 Speakers + Stands
£295 SM £650
Sota Cosinus Turntable Vaccum Hold Granite
£ 1395 S/F1 £4400
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
. ... £395 SM £ 1500
Cal Tempest 2CD Player ...... ..... £ 1000 Sill £3900
Arcam Delta 120 Power Amp
£200 SM £520
Arcam Delta 1100 Pre Arnp/DAC Black Box 50
£250 SM £750
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200 S/FI £4.50
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
£295 Sill £ 300
Sumo Ana Panel Speakers. Stunning sound
£450 S/11 £V20
Acoustat II Electrostatic Panel Speakers. Black
£350 SM £ 1095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON • SAT 10.00am • 1.00pm SUN
NOTE ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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WE NEVER FORGET YOU HAVE A CHOICE:
PART -WO - AMPLIFIERS
We won't waste your time with medicore products
even if they are hyped and selling, so pricewise
we rise up to £ 1,199 for the Audio Note Oto
Single-end full Class A ( extra £ 300 with a phono
input). Manufacturers: if you make a better
amplifier at the same price, bring one to the
showroom. Audio Note is a legend for their
expensive amplifiers, yet their sonic grandeur is so
very affordable. The goal posts have movea.
Marvel and boogey to the revised pre- amps
Ml, M2, M3 and M5 then ask yourself why
there has been no mention of them in any
magazine I've seen. Price points are from £550,

USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION

and they are better than any kits and hold
their value.
Pass Labs have introduced single-end analogue
minimalist pre- and power amplifiers which establish
the highest degree of musical involvement. So, if it's
passion you seek instead of sterile sound, try the X-2
pre-amp and Aleph 3power amp ( 30 watts) each
£2,250; the further uprange, the better it gets.
It would appear that we have the most serious
collection of amplifiers under one roof in
Scotland. Experience counts.

Amplifiers
Audiolab C + PPre- and Power amps
£650
Audio Innovations Series 1000-Silver Monoblocks, 50 wpc
(cancelled order, as new, with full set of GroovTubes)
£1,750

Unbeatable customer care: we try harder.
* New! Lower prices
* New! One month's home trial. Mail order with no risk: if not
delighted with the product and the system match, we will work
with you, not against you. With 18 years industry experience and
inside connections we can find the best buy at your price point.
* New! Loyally Discount: 5% on next purchase, rising to 71/2%
on third purchase. A free CD with your first purchase of new and
used equipment; free Petros Blue interconnect worth £48 with all
first purchases over £500 until 31.01.99.
* All items carry full 2-year warranty including carriage both
directions ( used equipment guarantee is for 6months, with parts
and labour at dealer cost for 2-years).

Mark Levinson 10A Pre-amp with MM/MC input, priced
to sell
Rappaport PRE- 1A + PS- 1A (a legendary design,
viscereal sound)
Mark Levinson No.29

£1,399
£750

Gryphon LE Pre-amp ( No.75)
Gryphon Elektra/Orestes (was £8,965)
Gryphon Antileon amp (was £ 10,600)

£1,495
£2,995

£4,995
£5,995
LFD PA2 power amp 80 wpc, ex-dem (was £ 1,650)
£950
LFD LS2 line level pre-amp, ex-dem (was £ 1,650)
£950
Audio Note Meishu 300B integrated, phone (was £3,250) £PHONE
Pass Labs X-2 line pre-amp (was £2,550)

£PHONE

Digital/CD Players

* All items in stock dispatched same-day by City Link ( UK) Next
Day, and DHL ( 2-3 dcrys) overseas for the best standard of care.
All items insured at our expense.
* Most brands of Hi Fi furniture available nation-wide. We stock
and recommend Stands Unique, especially the RMS Reference

Audio Note CD- 2

£750

Monarchy Audio 33B DAC
Monarchy Audio DIP

£500
£100

Analogue/Turntables
Michell ISO HR Phono Stage (6months old)

£500

range. It really works, and remember you can claim your free CD

Loudspeakers

and interconnect and loyalty bonus!

Audio Note AN-E/SPx, black ash, ex-dem, mint, was £2,250 £1,299

We represent ( main agencies): Audio Note, Bow Technologies,
Mark Levinson, MIT, Living Voice, Pass Laboratories,

award-winning design, amazing dynamics from this Canadian
Sonus-Faber look-alike
£699

Pink Triangle, ProAc, psb, Zlngali Loudspeakers.

psb 800i floorstanders, black ash (were £ 799)

psb Stratus Mini ex-dem, unmarked Piano Lacquer, was £ 1,199,

All products fulh/ guaranteed for srx months; UK demonstratro,, derniery and Installatlon by arrangement Export and Cread Card sales welcome.

VW"

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
TEL

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX ( 0)141339

9762

MOBILE

041 051 9555

£450

emplay

op

oi„ 0

consultants

"Oozes
Quality"

Panton Road
Hoole
Chester
CH2 3HX

AUDIO ANALOGUE
AUDIO PHYSIC
AVI
CRIMSON
DNM
HEYBROOK
JAMO
LFD
MUSICAL FIDELITY
NEAT
OPERA
ORIGIN LIVE
ORTOFON
PINK TRIANGLE
PROJECT
ROKSAN
SONNETEER
TARGET
TEAC
TRICHORD
TRILOGY
UNISON RESEARCH

When What Hi Fi (Oct'98) proclaims of stunning new
'Reference Cables' ".... the CS2.2 certainly oozes
quality...""A great value cable from anew name in cables"

Current ex dem and second hand items include
Naim NAC92/HiCap/NAP140 amplifiers

£1250

Ruark Talisman ll ( Rosewood) loudspeakers

£450

LFD Mistral CD player

£649

LFD LSO preamplifier ( inc MM/MC)

£349

Sonneteer Alabaster amplifier

£749

TEL/FAX 01244 401290
EMAIL replay@dial.pipex.com
WEB SITE http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/replay

However when Leo Lam confirms that Reference Cables are
"superbly constructed," "... the technology is quite stunning" and ".... with Reference you can forget about A.Q."

But, when Peter -J. Comeau in Hi Fi News and Record Review
(Sept'98) states "... an outstanding one ( performance)
from the Monocrystal TM types, especially the purity
and clarity available with the solid core"
-you just have to take notice!!!

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

SILMICO ( Silk Fibre Electrolytic Capacitor)
The SILMIC are Elna's top grade electrolytic capacitor. Advanced
materials and new developments of element technology result in this
outstanding electrolytic for audio. Recommended: for applications that
require the finest performance, excelling in clarity, depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are extremely low ( third high
frequency distortion 10 KHz, 0.1A, - 120db or less). All lead out wires
are Oxygen- Free Copper.

Valve Enthusiasts!

High voltage Elna Cerafirle LOA series
electrolytic capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100pF.
REL AudioCapTM film & foil capacitors up to 2400VDC.

Solid State and Loudspeaker Builders! DACT CT1
Attenuators, Sanyo OS-CON, Nichicon MUSE, Elna Cerafine ROA
series, REL MultiCapTM. 99.99% Long-Grain pure Silver wire,
Vampire' OFC connectors. Air core inductors would with OxygenFree Copper wire, also COROBAR® OFC Copper iron dust core
inductors Caddock high power resistors

For reviews and more information on Reference Cable's complete range of superior HI-FI and AN Analogue, Digital 5.1
Ready, composite S-VHS, and Scart ( Composite and
components RGB) Interconnects with RCA/XLR terminations - including the breathtaking Monocrystal TM pure grain
free copper and silver technically and sonically unsurpassed
speaker cables (
from £ 550 per meter - terminated using
Ecosse's uniquely designed state-of-the-art, all copper spades and
banana plugs) to £ 2.50 - which we firmly believe out- performs
our rivals costing 5and 10 times more, please clip or copy
the coupon below and send to:
Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd,
48 Bridgehouse Hill Road, Kilmarnock, KA I4QD
Telephone and Fax: + 44(0) 1563 524320
e-mail: design@d-a-c.co.uk
Web:http://dialspace.dial.pipex.comilentz/refcable/refcable.html
CUSTOM LENGTHS AVAILABLE TO ORDER

better

CA3LE

BY

design

Please send me acopy of your complete range of
Reference Cables and your FREE BROCHURE:
"The Definitive Guide to Cable Theory":
Name:
Address:

For further details on the SILMIC series, and information on the many other audio
components we supply, send for our free 1998 audiophile catalogLe ( Overseas 0.50)
AudioCom ( UK), Units 4/6 Tindle Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Fembs, SA70 7JY.
Tel. 01834 842803 Tel/Fax. 01834 842804 E-mail audiocomeconnect-scotnet.co.uk
EUROCARO

masterfara

VISA

11
; 114
;4

1.1,1E 5

W.ceer.1,

SWITCH

e-mail:

STOP PRESS....

this just in from Roy Gregory:
E:cosse Maf. Co's ability to balance the price and quality, to suit
your system and budget, without compromising musical integrity, should suffice as an objective lesson to other manufacturers!
INIuff said'.

for sale trade
SUPERCLOCK....a new concept in digital master clock design
Simply the Ultimate CD upgrade

Specialist Upgrade Service

The latest in CD master clock development, using acompletely new unique design
resulting in a much greater accuracy in data retrieval and conversion processes.

Professional modifications

using

leading edge components.

Modifications are carried out by engineer with 30 years experience in

the field of analogue and digital electronics.
Features comprehensive circuit topology using push-pull techniques and series mode
oscillation, and the sine-square converter utilises a very high speed IC to provide a types of audio equipment.
precision square wave clock signal.
•CD Players/Transports & D-A convertors

:
:
:
•:

Analogue stage, digital stage, master clock, power supplies

Greatly improved resolution and detail.

Extended accurate bass with real weight, control and presence
High frequencies have less glare and hardness at all listening levels
Greater dynamics, and detail at all frequencies.
: Spacious 3.1) presentation of vocals and instruments

•Pre & Power amplifiers,
Power suppliers,

The SUPERCLOCK savailable exclusively trom AuclioCom ( UK) and can be fitted to any
CD players/transports using the following frequencies: 11.2896MHz, 16.934MHz &
22 . 5792 MH z. Modifications are carried out at AudioCom ( UK).

A

signal rle-coopling, volume control

For further information on SUPERCLOCK and other products
request acopy of our FREE catalogue. (
Overseas: £ 3.50)
Tel: 01834 842803 Tel/Fax: 01834 842804 E- Mail: auchocom@scotnet.co.uk

VA

kit is also available with instruc-
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tions for the technically competent.

REFERENCE CABLE
EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative,
patented range of dedicated Monocrystal ( tm)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UL/CSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.

For further details contact John SCarrick.
The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

Falcon Acoustics Ltd

.-•.

Nos: Big Air ('ore Inductors - 125mm ss

DRIVE UNITS, in, FOCAL &

seas.

and apick of the hest from other manufacturen.
180* CROSSOVER NETWORKS:Accessories.

COMPONENTS
SOLEN Audio Polspropslene capacitors

1110mFd

Polyester and Poise:elem. Film Capacitors ILI mEd. to ' fired.
ALCAP Resenthle Entries tic Capacitors ( Non Polito:
50s. 100, & LON Loss 2mFd to NIOmFd
1'1 • .U.I. THE OTHER BITS YOU NEED EXCEPT THE WOOD 1
FALCON Custom- wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard, High Power. Super Power. Super Super
s AIRCORED115n

POWer

I25nun sr io

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
NEW. Vidses for Audio Frequent., Amplifiers, plus lots in P/L.
Rack sear sets

Speaker Builder. Amin, Amateur & \ who
plus the Audm Anthology Set

Altogether 511, books and Site Audio Amateur's

111.1,1

I

. 11

aIa.

CONIPUTER PROGRAMS
Iarge selection of Program, as

Iron, the ser> comprehensive Ithen>

AudioSulle test program ski AIRR, loudSpeaker ker.h. Bassflos 5.1.
to the basic Bullock/Witt'', litotre‘porme.
Ihe 1mP tvr Test Kit, the Mlles Mk Kit and Mic/Preamp kit for AI RR

Also a comprehensive range of Focal Kits from an even wider
range of High- Tech Loudspeaker units.
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972

Send he out FREE prn.v list 1127. Just rend alaw SAl t3ttp stamp, te US52 bill overseas.
Enrage USSI hat in

Intemattonal Rd, Coupons ilkft to inept HMI Tabor Howe.

Nievs..h Read, MUI.14ARTON. Norsttch Norfolk NRI4 X1T Tel t011011t 578272
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Horaliail..". Rim =el
HOME CINEMA

28 OUEENSVVAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587.
lI'non.co.uk
• SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
• B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS

• REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS
• B&W • HEYBOOK
• MICHELL • TEAC
• UNISON RESEARCH
• OPERA SPEAKERS
• VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS

• dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC
• BASIS/AIR TANGENT
• ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
• GRAAF • BLACK DIAMOND RACING
• TARGET • SENNHEISER
• PATH PREMIER PRODUCTS

• MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
• NAGRA PL- P PREAMPLIFIER
• SONY, RCF, SELECO PROJECTORS

• PROCEED AMPLIFICATION

aue 77 INIEGRATED • R/C113491KD
3060 77 CD
16991 XD
,atOX A77 TAPE FECORCER Sa
G36 TAPE RECOROER SH
HEYEIROOK HP(11111 SFEAKERS12701 X0
HEYBRDOK FEYLO LOUDSFEAKERS14391 50
TEXT. wire 10 SE CO PLAYER 18501 X0
TEAS VROS 7CO PLAYER 18501 XD.
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DSM DAC 112C019-I
.AC 813/80 VALVE POWER AMP 12790/ 90
..AC 35/35 VALVE PONER AMP 12950190
BEARD P35 VALVE POWER AMP 19951 SH
.11 30/30 VALVE POWER AMP ' 9951 SH

sus

tte-tiox

£649
£499
£250
£250
£150
£295
£649
£449
£595
f1495
f1495
f495
f'495

ityresTAL

SYRINX DAG
D/S) 5031 X0
dcs (LOAR DAC 189E01 ea
WAD 44 PREAMP 14C0) SH
WAD 306 POWER Ale 1350) SH
JPW SUBVVOOPER ( 150160
SCNY 99.8403 CM LCO PROJECTOR 155031 50
SONY VPIS503 SVGA PROJECTOR ( 5503) 90
SELECO 50) HT CRT PROJECTOR rECCOIXD
BKS 107 HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS t
1750150
RKS 128 HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS ' Tt-4'31 VO
, A.StS 2030 TURNTABLE/RB303
151 XD
-IVOX A78 INIEGRATED AMP 9-I
. ,D 303 POWER AMP SI

£5991
£20.
CM/
E75
f3995
£3991.
£5995
£1295
£1991.
£1495
£103
110

PROCEED AVP PROCESSOR AND PROCEED AMPS ON DEMONSTRATION WITH REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS AND
SELECO AND SONY PROJECTORS. DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT. OPEN MONSAT 10AM-7PM.

SALE OF
REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS

Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound

Actin: & Panne. Components.

Upgrades available to all

conrad-johnson PV10AL valve line preamplifier
conrad-johnson PV10 valve line/phono preamplifier
conrad-johnson PV12AL valve line preamplifier
conrad-johnson CAV50 (2x50 W) valve integrated amplifier
conrad-johnson ART line remote valve preamplifier
conrad-johnson Premier 8A (2x275W) mono amplifiers
conrad-johnson D/A-2b valve d/a processor
conrad-johnson DIA3solid-state d/a processor
conrad-johnson D/A-2b valve d/a converter
conrad-johnson DR- 1CD transport
Golden Tube Audio SE-40 single-ended valve amplifier (new)
Golden Tube Audio SI-50Mk11 valve integrated amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 (2x8 stereo) - ( new)
Melos 202 Gold 2x200W valve stereo power amplifier
EAD T-8000 Laserdisc/CD transport
Sound Lab A3 PLUS electrostatic speaker ( pair)
Paragon Acoustics Regent loudspeakers ( red walnut)
Expressive Technologies MC transformer with IC cable
Muse Model 2d/a converter (silver/black)
Muse Model 5CD transport ( silver/black)
Muse 300 mono amplifier 500W - pair (silver)
Avalon Avatar loudspeakers (walnut)
Kuzma turntables and tonearms
Cabasse loudspeakers - selection
Power Wedge line conditioners (selection)
Shun Mock platforms and tuning devices (selection)
Cardas interconnect, loudspeaker and power cables

please
please
please
please
please

ask
ask
ask
ask
ask

RRP
£1095
£1295
£2000
£2495
£15000
£17000
£2000
£1200
£2000
£1800
£1100
£1100
£1400
£4500
£4500
£13500
£3500
£4700
£2000
£1800
£4000
£5500
for prices
for prices
for prices
for prices
for prices

Special
£850
£1000
£1450
£1850
£11000
£12500
£1500
£890
£1500
£1300
£700
£700
£700
£2000
£2200
£6000
£1250
£2200
£1200
£1100
£2250
£3250

AUDIOFREAKS

Distributtnrs Of Fine Audi(' ete llinxe Thcatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

JANUARY 1998

HI.FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

for sale trade
a fresh
musical perspective
We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.
For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.

KEVIN
GALLOWAY

AUDIO
TELEPHONE
01563 574185
FACSIMILE
01563 573207

AGRA
TARA LABS
PINK TRIANGL
ELECTROC
SUGDE
JM LA
CADE
ELEMENTAL
'ORACLE
TOTEM
ORDER PATROL LIVING VOICE SIRIUS
BASIS

Demonstration By Appointment

SELECT AUDIO
****************** ( LOnD0n) ******************
ACCUPHASE

NEW PRODUCTS - DG28 DIGITAL VOICING EQUALIZER,
DP9OB CD TRANSPORT, DP 65V CD PLAYER

JEFF ROWLAND

MODEL 8Ti WITH BATTERY SUPPLY, COHERENCE AND SYNERGY
PRE AMPLIFIERS, CONCENTR INTEGRATED PRE- POWER WITH
OPTIONAL PHONO BOARD.

GENESIS

SYSTEM 5 LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SEPERATE 800 WATT SERVO
POWER AMP WITH REMOTE CONTROL, DIGITAL LENS.

DCS

ELGAR 24 BIT DA CONVERTER WITH REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
(FUTURE PROOF).

MUSICAL FIDELITY

FULL RANGE - AXI, XA200 AND KELLY 3AND 2.

MARK LEVINSON

No 380S, 39 CD PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL.

ALSO

SOUNDS FABER, HELIOS CD's, BKS SPEAKERS, VPI TURNTABLES,
SHAKI STONES, LYRA AND CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES, TICE
CABLES, BASIS TURNTABLES, TARGET, ETC.

for sale trade
Listen to a £ 150 interconnect working
in your system for 10 days and keep
it for only £48.
Jack Lawson, who founded The Music Room and The Audio Note Salon has
offered unrivalled skill in system matching since 1979. By mail order, you can
optimise your system. Avoid confusion and costly mistakes ... For aphone call
you benefit from up to 66% discount on some of the best cables money can
buy. Nationwide. In fact almost 10% of our calls come from overseas.
Is 66% not an exaggeration? We all know that alot of cables are overpriced,
but if you spend less than say 10% of your system on cables then you're not
hearing your equipment. Normally you pay another third of the cable's
manufactured cost for marketing (attractive packaging, advertising, PR, reps'
commission, and promotion) and the same again for dealer mark-up. But
Petros Blue is sold direct and on approval for ten days (except for custommade configurations).
The sonic quality exceeds its peers and aspires to the ultimate cables we still
use as our benchmarks (Audio Note, Audio Research, Mandrake/WBT and
Gryphon Guideline). We use acopper wire designed for high-end audio by
Shark and their solid machined RCA phono plugs (
folded metal destroys the
crystal structure). XLR, Camac and other plugs available. Except for the entry
level, we use semi-balanced earthing to drain interference and noise in the
outer braid to the source and the signal is transmitted in abalanced inner pair
of conductors. Don't worry, it looks like aconventional lead, you just have to
get the arrows pointing to the target and let it burn-in for afew days.
1/2 metre
lineke
Petros Blue
£42
£48
Petros Blue Plus
£52
£58
P.B. Plus Silver
£58
£65
(PB interconnects feature solid RCA phonos, or Neutrik XLR's

add mette
£ 16
£22
£22
no extra costs.

Audio Note AN-S
£90
£ 139 £99
Audio Note AN-V
£ 129 £219
£ 179
(AN interconnects are 15-strand silver litz with AN-GP phono plugs.)

Except basic PB, all are semi-balanced, ie. earth drained at source. We do not
believe in silver-plated cables as plating dismantles the crystal structure. The AN
silver is Italian 16-year annealed treasury ingots, as used in exotic stringed
instruments.
Over 3years we've developed the Petros cables performance from the best
cable, plugs and solder by extensive listening. We find that timing and
temperature of solder are critical. (Top level "Petros Blue Plus Silver uses silver
solder, but it is the same OF. copper wire). Excessive timing or temperature
found in some of our rivals burns the interlace: otherwise after dry join is
mechanical join, but not aperfect electrical join. I
cannot make the product any better without custom
wire and even extrusion, so beyond Petros
interconnects Irecommend the wires developed by
Mr Kondo of Audio Note and the speaker cables
from MIT. These are less expensive than you may
imagine, and you can negotiate within limits!
For example, apair of 4metre Audio Note AN-D
speaker cables, factory-terminated in spades or
bananas costs only £90 (including our £2charge
for post and packing) or £ 162 for bi-wiring. Apair
of MITerminator-2 (8-foot lengths) costs £239.95
but ahigh-end system would justify aset of the biwire MH-750 costing £P0A. Warning: to try is to buy).
The bargain of the century is KONTAK contact
cleaner and preservative (£ 14.95, post-free with
any cable order). You will be amazed how much
diode ( non-linear!) dirt is removed, how
transparent is the sound, and unlike other
cleaners including sandpaper, it lasts for several
months! All our cables are treated with KONTAK.
Give yourself atreat! It's legal.

Phone Jack Lawson or Elvie Contemplo for further details on 0141-357 5700

....Ingo a.

Ile 1

for sale trod'
ACTIVE CROSSOVER MODULES

fi
CHRISTMASSPECIAL CLEARANCE
PRODUCT
Alchemist Forseti int amp
AVI S2000 MC/20 ref cd player
Anthem integrated amp 1
Anthem cd 1
Audio Lab 8000CD cd player
Audio Lab 8000LX line amp
Audio Lab 80000 pre amp
Audio Lob 80005 amp
B&W-Matrix 801 walnut speaker
Denon-PMA 05 1011 amp
Denon-DCD 06 1011 cd
DPA-SX 128 D/A convertor
Exposure- 17 pre amp
Exposure- 25 R/C piano integrated amp
Kelly KT2 speakers
Linn-AV 5105 power amp
Linn-Keltik Activ speaker
Linn-Kairnpro pre amp
Linn-Majik/Phono amp ( mint)
Linn-Klout power amp
Linn-LP12 Lingo/Trampolin ( Afromosia)
Linn-Ekos
Lumley-VTP1000 pre amp
Marantz MM 500 amp
Micromega Stage 4cd player
Musical Fidelity E600 cd player
Pink Triangle- Numeral cd player
Pink Triangle-Litaural cd player
Proac-Studio 150 walnut speaker
Rega Ens ATD15A Mk11 phono stage
Rogers-E20a valve amp
Roksan-Radius turntable ( mint)
Roksan-S1.5 silver power amp
Roksan-XPS Vcontrol unit
Roksan-DS 1.5 power supply
Sony-MDSJA3OFS mini disc player
Soundlab-Pristine electrostatics speaker
Thorens-TDA2000 dac
Trichord Revelation cd player
Tube Technology- Prophet pre amp
Tube Technology- Genesis mono power amp
Tube Technology-Seer phono pre amp
Tube Technology-Unisis power amp
XT(-( DT 1 ' le' transport
XT(DA( 1 [lac
XT(-POW1 power amp
XT(-PRE1 pre amp

LIS1
S/H £ 1,C00
ex/demo £ 1,40
ex/demo £ 1,300
ex/demo £ 1,i 00
ex/demo £ 1,000
ex/demo £473
ex/demo £ 1,250
ex/demo £700
ex/demo £4,000
ex/demo £ 1,1100
ex/demo £ i, .)OC
ex/demo £ 2,000
S/H £ 850
ex/demo £ 1,300
S/H £ 700
ex/demo £ 1,200
ex/demo £ 6,300
S/H £ 1,500
S/H £800
S/H £ 2,400
ex/demo £ 1,875
ex/demo £ 1,500
S/H £ 1,000
S/H £ 500
S/H £ 600
ex/demo £ 600
ex/demo £ 1050
ex/demo £ 2103
ex/demo £ 1400
S/H £ 530
ex/demo £ 1230
S/H £ 620
ex/demo £ 1.495
ex/demo £ 320
ex/demo £ 695
ex/demo £ 700
S/H £ 8,000
ex/demo £150
ex/demo £ 820
ex/demo
£1,970
£4,700
ex/demo
£1,000
ex/demo
£1,900
ex/demo

NOW
£600
£1,000
£1,100
£1,355
£800
£375
£950
£560
£2,800
£1,200
£900
£1,300
£450
£700
£500
£840
£2,500
£900
£500
£1,400
£1,350
£ 1,050
£500
£250
£300
£200
£850
£1,575
£1,000
£200
£ 700
£500
£1,150
£240
£525
£550
£2,000
£575
£410
£1,500
£3,500
£800
£1,500

S/H £2,100
ex/demo £ 2,250
ex/demo £ 1,250

£850
£1,850
£ 1,000

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS OR (ALL OUR HOTLINF NUMBER FOR
DETAILS. HURRY, THESE ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!!

SEE IT! HEAR IT! BUY IT!

HOTLINE NUMBER
TEL:0171-497 1346
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB.

E-MAIL: sales©musical-images.co.uk
Beckenham
0181 633 3777

Edgeware
0181 952 5635

Houslow
0181 569 5802

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS E8.01:

•A true reference for other active crossovers.
•Indlvidually calibrated in our workshop for your loudspeaker.
Analogue phase linear.

•Square wave- output unmatched by any other available
crossover.

• User adjustment ofphase and frequency response, time lag.
equalisation, driver sensitivity. - Instructions supplied.

•More accurate than the best loudspeaker computer software.
• Budt using audiophile components.
Ill Fully alterable for future loudspeakers.
• . 1vailable for 2way, 3way, satellite and subwoofer systems.
111 Specifications: < 0.0002% Distortion.
>110dB SIN Ratio.
<0.5 uS Rise Time.
0Hz to 450kHz Bandwidth.

AUDIO ceEDLINKS
7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe,
North Lincolnshire DN16 1EL
TEL/FAX (+44) 01724 - 870432

WINTER SALE
Ex-oemonstration equipment
conrad-johnsol CAV-5o integrated

£ 2121

Golden Tube S- 5o integrated amplifier

£ 825

Golden Tube 8E4o power amplifier

£ 825

Unison- Research Simply 845 integrated

£ 2300

Unison Research Feather One pre- amplifier

£ 595

Unison Research Mystery One pre- amplifier

£ 1300

Unison Research Smart 845 mono amps

£ 2590

Marantz CD-17 KI Signature

£95 0

Opera Platea loudspeakers - walnut

£625

Opera Prima loudspeakers - mahogany

£ 375

Meridian 508.24 CD player

DPA Enlightenment DAC

£ 15oo
£ 700

Audio AnalogLe Bellini/Donizetti pre- power

£790

Second hand equipment
Audio Innovations 200 pre- amplifier with phono stage
Audio Innovabons 800 Mk Il power amplifier
SJS Arcadia jpre- amplifier
Wadia CD16 CD player

.£325
£550
£ 625

£ 4695

Linn Klout power amplifier

£ 1200

Audio Note AN- Jlevel 3rosewood

£ 1350

Art Audio Concerto Mki power amplifier
Martin Logan Aerius loudspeakers
Gamma Rythmn integrated amplifier

telephone 0171

380

o866

fax 0171 383

£85o
£ 1295
£950
5028

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral' (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

44

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, HI- F1 News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. -The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: annan Malcolm Stewart Hi Fi Choice,

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best éri most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS ""e. Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right
Peter Soper insists Garrards afe the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keywood, HI-FI World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up, heavy plinth and appropriate mat, Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. Hi-F1 News R/R. 1have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothirg short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker, HI-Fl World.
OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301, the sound quality as you know is excellent!" G. Pyne. "
The results I
get are
really unbelievable and I
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art -Mr Tedinger. "
Iam delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design." R. Newham. "
When I
first put up the Slate Audio 3011
must admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. Tm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination."J. Marsh.

Wadi«, 4e194 eilee e dieeserusci

THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.

11

The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE (MIR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "KILLER" K.K.
SAQQARA

) 11 Ilhv(

1) ST1 1RT PERRY TO RE-BULD '¡HE CLASSIC BEAM ECHO DL 7.35 MONOBLOCS (1956). WE ARE STUNNED!

QUAD ESL 57s NOT WORKING? ALLOW OUR ELEC IROSTATIC SPECIALIST 7O BRING YOUR QUADS BACK TO LIFE.
STORMFORCE MY I'Ll1MATE STATEMENT ON THE CLASSIC TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS. HOUSED IN SOLID MARBLE, THEY ARE DEVASTATING!
HUMDINGER lIEVATE YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH

PERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES

BRAZEN / PGRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS@ . 11.50 FOR EMT AND THORFNS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND " SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM 8THE TONEARM SUPER OUR SPECIAL VERSIONS OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB 300. NOT BATMAN AND ROBIN BUT STILL ADYNAMIC DUO.
SME 3009S2 ( 1998 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

"THERE ARE NO PROBLEMS, ONLY SOLUTIONS"
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
el TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601 iCei ISJ

Í.HEARD THE ONE ABOUT THE
£1000 SPEAKERS THAT CAN
BE BOUGHT FOR JUST £275?

IF YOU THINK THAT BUYING
A NEW SYSTEM IS TOO
COSTLY - THEN WHY NOT
UPGRADE YOUR
EXISTING COMPONENTS?

WE HAVE
But seriously
Why buy ordinary mass produced
speakers from your local high street hi-fi
dealer, when you could build your own
loudspeakers for up to 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality

You can vastly improve the sound of your
loudspeakers and valve amplifiers by replacing the

We sell our speakers direct to the public
so we can guarantee that huge savings
will be made on any equivalent mass
produced speakers.

capacitors with one of the worlds best film and foil
capacitors — HOVLAND
We also carry afull range of both SCR

We believe you could save as much as
£8000 by building your own hi-fi system
and you would also have the satisfaction
of knowing that it was hand built by
yourself.

(Chateauroux) and ANSAR polypropylene
capacitors plus VOLT air cored inductors. All of
which will dramatically improve the sound of your
existing system.

All our kits utilise the highest quality
components and have factory machined
cabinets.

Trade enquiries welcome.

This means that anyone can build an
excellent sounding system to be proud of.

50 Main Street
Broughton Astley
Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: wilmslou.audioedial.pipex.com

Phone today for your free catalogue
giving details of our full range of DIY
kits and accessories.

Additional Demonstration facilities now available in Wigan, Lancs.

Wilmslow

Phone 01942 521771 to book your appointment.

Audio

THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST. D1SS, NORFOLK 1P22 3LB
Tel/Fax +44(0)1379 650744
emporiumezetnet.co.uk http://www.users2etnet.co.uk.emporium
Approximate Original

cost E

price
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CDS & DACS
AUDIO SYNTIESIS TRANSCEND traniy, new mcce
PINK TIUANGI.f ORDINAL ....
PINK 1111,11G-E22 BIT FILTER for dace.
MICAOMEGA ITAGS 3tnthord 2and pou
MICROMEGA MICRO DAC
MICIONSGA MOE transport II T-DAI with ASS-IOU lead
MICAOMEGA DRIVE 2cd player

.3500

1000.
350
_2150
_1500

MISSION DALY...
TEAL Xl. 26 kg bow honied beco
DELTEC LIME 111 du.

3400
OSO

11KO
.500
. . 75
50(1
ISO
950
450
TOO
100
1000
125

AUDIO ECLAT pou Ion NA1M
KUM 62 pre/I40 poem, old style Ind nun on neo boards
NAM NINO 2/4 acme crossover old style
BAIN 32/140 old style
NAIN 62/111-UP old style
RAIN 42.5 old style nth non or mu
NAIN NAM 3
NUANCE PLENITUDE min/mc
One PREAMP end, outboard
mry deluded sound.
.3000
NBA panne pre and black box ANO monoblods
OBELISK 0E 81-PAR 1Integrated amp and psu.
PIONEER SPECI /SPEC 4pre /power ISO +arts per channel early 10
rack mount monsten
PS AUDIO IWO power amp. SO wooer
PS AUDIO PLUS Cpower amps pair bridgable

200
.. 550
200
.. SOO
..550
.. ISO
.400
400
1000
300
400
. 200

VALVE AMPS
AUDIO 11410E101S SOU Integrated wah phono . ........... ......... ....... SOO
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SECOND AUDIO 11011081.00D. .
3000 . 1350
BEARD PIS mk11 power amp.
. ISO
BEARD P113. MKII One level Integrated, sounds lovely 00th
spout Laber Amrnmasl(70130
1500
600
BEARD P(OuA valve pre in/ pkono
_
400
BEARD FAO ;over amp big ugly bean with no meten
450
CONCOAPAIr- 504111 WI line pm eth wooden sleeve.
1000
SOO
CONRAD IOHNSON FlIOAL ITEAR OLD, boxed
1050
600
CROFT INERD preamp n latest clung.
350
CROFT $INES Ypone, an,
300
GAMMA ,iEllINI 'me level Integrated
100
.650
2250
GAMMA » ON monoblocks ong verse. • 100s spent.
5000.
MILOS Si/ GOLD. remote One level pre
1100
.1000
MORE FIDEL-11Y ( 008 Ingle ended stereo power amp
oo
ORANGE Pe monine • very smooth sound
oa
TELLEMAN xlt monoblocks...... ...
..pair ISO

SOLID STATE AMPS
ALCHEMIST TRETVODIN pre power
ASCUA % LTA 290P Integrated amp.....................
All INTEGRATED
CELES HEADPHONE AMP.
ELECTIOCEEMPAINET ELECTRO IS wan class Apoor amp

2100 . . . 1100
300
600
. 130
TO
non 2000.
500
400

LID PA power amp detailed sound
.100
MARC LIIMION No 26 pre ',
nth nx boards
lone of Iln lot ones made . atII under guarantee)
MERIDINI 201 ore wan remote
MUSICAL FDELITY E100. remote. Integrated. .100 .
MUSICAr FIDELITY MX pre mth mdrom
1400
MUSICAL FIDELITI PRE 8 export venom, pre 3.
MUSIC». FIDELITY 11000 nvo box Integrated forerunner to 1100
MUSIC» FIDELITY 1011111515 integrated

450
2000
325
400
550
150
950
s'

" MINIMA AMMO>
GRAN PIANO
$ONUS FANER other models avatlabk
CELESTION 11.61
LINN LAN MAI
BOSE 901 DAMAGED

1500
130
200
200

CASSETTE DECKS/TUNERS/REEL TO REEL
NAKANO' 4000 cassette deck .
>MUNICH' 580 " " enommus beast

200
2011
125
100
100
...... 120-140

TAPAHA ( 1022 tun,,
LEAK TROUGHLINE STEREO
LEAK STEREO TROUGHLINE neth STUDIO 12

McINTOSH MAC 1700 ran lend tuner amp nerd. valve tuner/sold
utao amo
SUGDEN P28

150natts stereo power amp.

. 210

LOU 0L12.1 monoblodu with original GEC KT66..............
LEVO TL 12.1 111817 NEED ATTENTION NO VALYES...................

TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES
ORACLE DELPHI Mlilinth well tempered arm 8ma peo ........
_1000
850
OXFORD ACOUSTICS CRTSTELLE turntable
lfloorstandlng model) >nth not 309 arrn
.. 150(1
LIMB 1P12 VALHALLA ammo 774/P77
.400
LIMB 1P12 mth avondale pou
.ISO
ORIGIN LIVE OASIS deck cut out for Rige arm
.150
AUDIO NOIE TlIblant boxed/8300. GOLDRIND 1006NEW
.615
175
ARISION ROI 11/000140 POD
.250
OTNATECTOR DVI7D2 movIng cod cartndge, good used
. . 250
—
.
minx»
.100
SME 312 specul ran den hull slyer wired.
.. 1000
tenet Kbeanngs. and Vomenonnect
PINK TRIANGLE numly r,odel
...... . 200
helms ann, better model as on pink mangle
... 21»
GTROOM mth Gyropoiver.
.... BOO
GARRARD 301 moll In black panne plinth
sme 3009 II emproved Icily rebudt and 'mewed by SME
....... 700
DECCA LONDON cartridges From 80 pounds .mtg. fax or etmail lor +
details
—

LOUDSPEAKERS
SUDENCE ES demean< top/mid
ELECTROFLUIDS SONILITH. polymer concrete cltunets toth Jordan
metal done unto detailed and uncompressed sound
refontshed In the colour ot your choice
SPENDOR S100 large 3way
RIGORS STUDIO I
IR 149
SONUS FABER MINIMA rn. ,,and 01.0 stra,gh, . nm ITAIY
CON

3500

1650

1500

2000
/10
300
100
/00

.
SOO

VINTAGE

LOAN Tu2
LEAN
ELIO monotdock
ungles madable
nice late pair rebudt and read
y

1200
2:00
10:
1011mit: I
I
S
S
0
0

nom

LEAK IL25..
LEAK STEREO 20 very one exa
ROGERS CADET III integrated valve am
p
QUAD 1monoblocks one early pair...
PEE MOZART stereo mth prearop
PIE IBIS pan mint reborn
PIE HAIS for rebudding

.
1S 0
0
10
pod
400
1000
1001000
Pair 600
!ANNOY 12 SILVERS ........
pan / 10
TAMMY LANCASTERS mth 15" golds.
p0
.
TANNOY GAF corner model without driven new mint pae
LovnoEo
LOWTHER SPI corner horn with PM1a....
I: 18
00 00
50
5
Loynoio SPI ongmal per avadable pan «change considered
16300°
VOIDE DOMESTIC CORNER HORNS nasty non matclung por
800
400 • 500
GARRARD 301 resprayed beaublul
200
DOD
THORENS ID 124 mk1
ISO
200
DECCI ARMS AND CARTRIDGES not for 3..

WANTED
RADFORD MAIS

MAI OR I

TAIINN
W
OY CI
D
S" Pfelllr A

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
ItEEm
Choice
Price

Quad 11's 2x2monoblocks (special)
Audio Research D240 mk 11
Chameleon Ruby Power Amp (200W)
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo & Pre-amp
Audio Innovations S500 Integrated
Exposure VActive xover
EAD 7000 Transport
Roksan ROK-DAC 1
AVI 2000 pre/ remote
Tesserac Tala
Magnum P200
ATC SCM 10 Black
Alon IV mk II
Royd Priors
Sonus Faber Gravis Sub woofer +
X-over + power amp
Kenwood 9010
Alon Adriana
AlonPW1 Subwoofer (Passive)
Musical Fedelity Electra Tuner
Gale 401
Linn Kan

£ 495.00
£1395.00
£ 395.00
£ 595.00
£ 395.00
£ 295.00
£ 895.00
£ 195.00
£ 395.00
£ 695.00
£ 895.00
£ 595.00
£1500.00
£ 395.00

Original
Retail Price
£ £350000
£1200.00
£1400.00
£ 999.00
f 995.00
£2495.00
£495.00
f900.00
£1495.00
£1895.00
£1150.00
£3500.00
950.00

£1250.00 £3200.00
£ 195.00 £ 500.00
£3500.00 £10000.00
£ 295.00 f 750.00
£ 250.00 f 395.00
£ 250.00
£ 250.00 £ 500.00

iri
mhis
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Gryphon-Antilleon 100W
Audio Research CASO int
Audio Research VT50
AirTight All

IVIontt-T

£ 5995.00
£ 2495.00
£ 2095.00
£2600.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research LS15
Musical Fedelity Nu-Vista (un opened)
Gryphon Electra pre amp. Aretise
phono stag e
SPEAKERS
Audi"- Me AN-e/F3
Totem Staff (Black) X-Dem
Totem Mite (Cherry) X-Dem
Totem Rokk (Mahogany) X-Dem
Linn Kabers (Walnut,Passive)
Sonus Faber Electa Amator

£10000.00
£ 3400.00
£ 2895.00
£ 4200.00

£ 3995.00 £ 7200.00
£ 795.00
£ 750.00
£ 395.00
£ 459.00
£ 1150.00
£ 1495.00

1520.00
£ 1099.00
f 549.00
£ 650.00
£ 2200.00
f 2992.00

£ 895.00 £ 2000.00

£ 450.00
£ 7995.00
£ 1495.00
£ 2650.00
£ 175.00
£ 1695.00
£ 4995.00
£ 3795.00
£ 895.00
£ 550.00
£ 4955.00
£ 2250.00
£ 1250.00
£ 3250.00
£ 2495.00
£ 495.00
£11995.00
£ 595.00
£ 8995.00
£ 2750.00
£ 2995.00
£8500.00
£ 1795.00
£ 5500.00

£ 795.00
£21000.00
£ 3600.00
£ 3400.00
f 300.00
£ 2990.00
£
£10000.00
5000.00
£ 1998.00
£ 950.00
£10000.00
f 4000.00
f 2250.00
f 4790.00
f5550.00
700.00
£17000.00
£ 900.00
£12900.00
£6700.00
£
£ 5000.00
14500.00
£4000.00
f6500.00

Pere

Conrad Johnson PV12 (mm/mc)
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Audio Research LS3

Se

rno
ar

-

e
a

5700.00
1095.00
1250.00
2250.00
8500.00
4000.00
650.00
900.00
2798.00
3495.00
1620.00
300.00
550.00
600.00

Speakers
B & W 802 mk III (Walnut)
Acoustic Energy AE1
Ensemble PA1
Alon Vmk II Blk
Wilson 3/2 (Black)
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
JM Lab Alcor
Wilson 5.1 (Piano White)
Thiel CS1.5
KEF Reference Model 101/2 (Walnut)
Mini Grand
Acoustic Energy AEGIS 1/ Stands
Marlin Logan SL3
Tannoy D700
B & W 801 Series 2 (Black Ash)
Thiel CS2.3
CLS IIZ & Arcicci Stands
RO Stentor Sub
Apogee Stage
Totem Staff (Cherry)

£ 1895.00
£ 550.00
£ 995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 5995.00
£ 2500.00
£4250.00
£ 2750.00
£11500.00
£ 1595.00
£ 350.00
£ 2995.00
£ 295.00
£ 2795.00
£ 1750.00
£ 2200.00
£ 2600.00
£ 2250.00
£ 750.00
£ 995.00
£ 750.00

£ 1995.00
2590.00
£ 350.00 £ 595.00
£ 1095.00 £ 1900.00

ISL
EAD DSP 1000
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1
P.S. Audio Ultralink
EAD 9000 Series III HDCD
M CCormack DAC-1
Acuphase DP70
Acuphase DP90/91
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk 11
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
Micromega CD3 Transport
Micromega BS DAC
Quad 77 C.D Player (Quadlink)
DPA PDM 2mk Ill
Meridian 203/ 203
Maranta C094/94A
Meridian 563 18 bit
Sony R1/ S1
Roksan Attessa CD Player
Audio Research CD 2
Micromega Duo CD 2
Krell Studio 2DAC
Teac Il Transport (
Black)
Mark Levinson No. 39
Mark Levinson No. 35 Dac
Mark Levinson No. 31 transport

f2800.00
f 795.00
£ 2000.00
£ 5000.00
£15000.00
f
£ 7000.00
£ 5000.00
£19000.00
f2700.00
f 795.00
f 7600.00
f 590.00
£ 3499.00
£ 2500.00
£ 4000.00
£ 3600.00
£ 4500.00
£ 1600.00
£ 3000.00
£ 1150.00

IDACS
£ 695.00
£ 150.00
£ 795.00
£ 2995.00
£ 450.00
£ 2250.00
£ 9950.00

£ 1495.00
£ 300.00
2390.00
£ 6000.00
£ 995.00
£4500.00
£20000.00

£ 8995.00
£11500.00
£ 1750.00
£ 895.00
£ 995.00
£ 295.00
£ 495.03
£ 550.00
£ 495.00
£ 595.00
£ 450.00
£ 3995.00
£ 800.00
£ 2495.00
£ 895.00
£ 1295.00
£ 395.00
£4250.00
£ 3500.00
£ 3500.00

£13803.00
£24000.00
£3995.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1500.00
£ 500.00
700.00
£ 1000.00
£ 1300.00
£ 1600.00
£ 900.00
£8000.00
£ 1500.00
f3500.00
f2000.00
£ 3198.00
525.00
4995.00
f 8000.00
f 8500.00

Analogue
Linn LP12/ Avondale/ Akito
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
Piers Lurne JI/Sowther mk III
Forsell Air Force One
Kinshaw Overture Phono
Systemdek 11 XE 900/ RB 250
Quad FM3 Tuner
SME IV
Clear Audio Sigma
Linn Klyde
Ortofon MC 7500
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing,
platter, clamp
Stax Lambda Nova Signature
/SRM-TIS
Goldring Eroica
Audio Technica AT-0C9
Audiolab 8000 Tuner
Pega Planar 3/RB 300/Elys

Choice
STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy,

SME,

Alon,

Soundstyle,

ATC,

Straight Wire,

Boulder,

Tara Labs,

Bryston,

Target,

C.A.T.,

Totem,

Chord,

Trichord,

ClearAudio,

Trilogy,

Elemental Audio,

van den Hul,

Graham,

VP',

Helios,

XL0,

Lavardin,

Oracle analogue
and digital,

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer,

Rockport,

and many more.

Musical Fidelity,

11E)

£ 595.00
£ 1500.00
£ 1800.00
£11995.00
£ 195.00
£ 350.00
£ 195.00
£ 750.00
£ 450.00
£ 450.00
£ 1250.00

£ 2000.00
f 4500.00
f4500.00
£25000.00
395.00
f 650.00
f 980.00
f 600.00
600.00
£2500.00

In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment

If) Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
1E) Generous part exchange
Show room/dem room
-IIE) Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
-IE)All credit cards inc. Amex
e Mail order
-ID Export service
e Finance arranged subject to status
'e Widest range available

le

iriLareatailbilleta
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£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Qua Mity

£ 2400.00 £ 3200.00
£ Offers £ 1200.00

Townsend Rock/Excablibur £ 650.00 £ 2000.00
Clear Audio Reference W/Arm £ 4500.00 £ 6500.00

Exposure XV
Jadis JA500
Audio Research Classic 60
Boulder 102 AE
Pioneer A400
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PAl/LS1
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Krell KSA 200 B
Quad 77 Integrated
Audio Research VII 50 SE
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Mark Levinson No. 331
Audio Note Ankora Monoblocks
VIL Monoblocks
Mark Levinson No. 332

£ 2695.00
£ 695.00
£ 895.00
£1195.00
£5995.00
£2950.00
£ 450.00
£ 395.00
£1495.00
£1800.00
£1095.00
£ 195.00
£ 395.00
£ 395.00

Players

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Micromega Duo CD 2Transport

Audio Research LS5 mk 11
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Conrad Johnson PV10 (mime)
Audio Research LS3B
Audio Research Reference 1
Audio Research LS 22
Naim Nac 72
Burmiester 785
Audio Research LS2
Angstrom 200 (Home cinema controller)
Audio Research LS7
QED Vector+Positron P/S
Rotel RC995 (Balanced out)
Audio Synthesis Passion

Unbiased advice

€ Unique ' Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams.

Quality hi-fi

is not just about

expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to the
very best sound,

about

choosing your ideal

system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about

£ 950.00 £
£
£
£
£
£

995.00
75.00
250.00
550.00
250.00

£ 1195.00
£ 100.00
£ 400.00
£ 895.00
£ 450.00

taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi. Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181

392 1963

INDEX FOR 1998 MI
ACCESSORIES CLUB
CD Statmat 77/1
DIY Projects by Ben Duncan 69/2
Phones-01 63/3
Books: The Beginners Guide to Tube
Audio Design/Stereophonic Recording
97/4
Ben Duncan's Pure Power 100/5
Reference/XL0 Test CD 56/6
Tilt Control 102/8
Sheffield's Test Disc 118/9
NAD PP- 1Phono Pre-amp 120/10
Express Machining - The Lifter 108/11
AudioPrism Iso-Bearings 108/12

COMPETITIONS
Meridian 35/1
Tannoy Definition 22/2
Pioneer CD Recorders 19/3
Heart valve amps 17/5
XTC CD/DAC 17/6
Audio Analogue 18/7
DSA 93/7
Primare 17/8
Ruark Equinox Speakers/Nordost
Flatline Cable 25/9
Celestion C-Series speakers 21/10
Linn Classik 14/11
CR Developments Artemis
Monoblocks 19/12

AUDIO FEATURES
Better than CD (BF) 62/1
CD-R drawer trick (AH) 23/11
DBS8 Loudspeaker (DB) 80/10
The Disc Dilemma (BF) 46/6
DSD UK) 51/5
DTS (MH) 60/2
DVD (BF) 21/3
DVD (HR) 57/8
DVD Audio (SH) 3/3
Listening to DAB (EB) 66/11
Michaelson Interviewed (SH) 65/4
Mozart Clarinet Concerto (TF) 19/4
Net Surfing (SP) 69/8
PCs make CDs (PJC) 58/11
Pure Cycle Turntable PSU (BD) 50/3
Pure Power (BD) 70/1
Pure Products (BD) 73/9
Super Audio CD (MC) 12/5
Super Spur Parts 1 & 2 (BD) 64/11 &
64/12
Touch of Tilt ØC) 56/7
Web of Intrigue (SP) 52/6, 77/10,
71/12

SHOW REPORTS
HiFi Show Part II (ICK) 22/1
Milan (KK) 66/2
Las Vegas Part 1(XX) 56/4
Las Vegas Part 2 (I(IC) 58/5
Frankfurt (1(K) 66/8
HiFi Show Preview 7/9
Los Angeles UGC) 64/9
HiFi Show Update 17/10
The HiFi Show: A-Z 52/12
The HiFi Show: Highlights (ICK)
62/12

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Alpha 7 (AG) 48/1
ATC 150 (PJC) 24/7
Audio Analogue Bellini/Donizetti
pre/power (ICK) 58/1
Audio Research LS-8 (ICK) 30/4
Audio Research LS25 pre-amp (ICK)
32/12
Beard 3060 (ICK) 42/2
Bel Canto Set 40 (MC) 28/4
Cary 805c (MC) 30/3
Classé CAP- 100 (AG) 41/8
conrad johnson CAV-50 (AG) 38/3
conrad johnson Premier 16LS pre-amp
(MC) 44/11
CR Development Artemis (MC) 30/10
Crimson CS610C pre-amp (AH) 42/11
Crimson CS630C power amp (AH) 42/11
Desire Decade (MC) 44/7
DNM PA3 S (MC) 20/6

EAR Yoshino V20 (ICIUPM) 28/9
EarMax Pro headphone amp (I(K)
25/11
Final Music 5pre-amp (KIC) 79/10
Final Music 6power amp (ICK) 79/10
Graaf GM20 (I(K) 52/9
Jadis Orchestra amp (ICK) 24/6
Kenwood KA5090 (AG) 48/1
Krell FPB650 (MC) 36/9
Krell KAV-300i (SH) 23/12
Linn Classik (SH) 33/8
Marantz PM17 (XX) 24/4
Musical Fidelity A1001 (PJC) 44/2
Musical Fidelity A1001 (SH) 23/10
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista (IGUPM)
20/8
Musical Fidelity Sirius D200 (KR)
44/2
Musical Fidelity X-Al KIC/PM) 36/6
Myryad T40 (AH) 53/10
NAD PP- 1 (ICK) 61/7
Nagra PL-P (I(K) 26/3
NVA AP70 (PJC) 39/8
Pioneer A-300R Precision (AG) 48/1
Siemel TA20 power (MC) 44/1
Siemel TU10/TR20 tube/transistor
(MC) 44/1
Simetel Nightingale (XX) 57/3
Sirius D200 (PJC) 44/2
Sonus Faber Musica (ICK) 38/7
Sugden A21A (KK) 34/7
Sunfire II (MC) 32/5
TAG McLaren 60i/60iRv amps (PM)
28/12
TAG McLaren Audio 60i (SH) 21/11
Talk Electronics Hurricane pre-amp
(KR/PM) 42/12
Talk Electronics Tomado monoblock
power amps (KR/PM) 42/12
Talk Electronics Whirlwind (KR/PM)
42/12
Technics SUA700 Mk 3 (AG) 48/1
Unison Research Simply 845 (ICK)
24/2
Z Systems FtDP-1 digital pre-amp
(Kg/PM) 29/5

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AE-209 (AG) 59/10
ATC A7 (XX) 36/3
Audio Spectrum /Vida (AG) 47/12
Audio Workshop Cyclone 34 (AH)
25/11
AVI Nu Neutron (PJC) 43/8
B&W CDM1 SE (MC) 24/8
B&W DM602 (AG) 48/1
B&W Nautilus 801 (MC) 28/11
Bandor Bandora/Mora (PJC) 46/4
Cabasse Farella 400 (MC) 40/4
Cadence Arca (MC) 38/2
Castle Severn II (MC) 41/3 & (AG)
41/9
Castle Tay (AG) 48/1
Chario Syntar 100T (AG) 59/10
Dali 505 (AG) 48/1
Definitive Technology BP6B (AG)
41/9
Eikos FRI (MC) 32/6
Gale GS401 (DR) Supplement 8/6
GLL IC110i (AG) 48/1
GLL Imagio IC348TL (AG) 41/9
Heybrook Octet (MC) 49/11
Infinity Composition (PJC) 48/3
Jadis Orchestra (XX) 24/6
JBL 4312 Mk II (MC) 24/8
JBL SVA 1600 (PJC) 43/4
KEF Coda 8 (AG) 48/1
KEF Q35 (AG) 59/10
Kelly KT2 (SH) 51/7
Linn Kan III (AH) 25/10
Mirage 0M-6 Ornnipolar (AG) 34/6
Mission 700 (AG) 40/5
Mission 703 (AG) 21/12
Mission 733i (AG) 48/1
Mission 773 (AG) 59/10
Mission 774 (AG) 41/9
Monitor Audio Monitor 4 (AG) 41/9
Mordaunt Short MS25i (AG) 48/1
Mordaunt Short MS25i Peau (MC) 24/8
Mordaunt Short MS30i (MC) 41/3
Musical Technology Harrier SE (AG)
41/9

Naim Credo Active (MC) 28/7
NHT Super One (AG) 48/1
Opera Platea (ICK) 54/2
Quad ESL (SP/AK) Supplement 4/6
Reference One S (XX) 55/8
REL Stentor II (MC) 26/6
Rogers dB101 (AG) 48/1
Ruark Epilogue Loudspeaker (ICK)
54/1
Ruark Excalibur (AG) 48/7
Snell K.5 (AG) 54/11
Sonus Faber Electa Amator II (MC)
43/5
South Coast Excalibur (PJC) 57/1
Sunfire True Subwoofer (MC) 26/6
Tannoy 900 Theatre Speaker System
(D900/D500/750) (KR/PM) 36/6
Tannoy MI (AG) 40/5
Tannoy Mercury M3 (AG) 48/1
Tannoy Precision P30 (AG) 44/4
TDL CF200 Cotswold (PJC) 47/5
TDL Chiltem CF100 (MC) 41/3
Thiel CS2.3 (MC) 37/12
Wharfedale Emerald EM95 (AG)
59/10

CD PLAYERS
Arcam Alpha 7CD (AG) 48, 1
Arcam Alpha 8SE (PM) 34/3
Arcam Alpha 9 (AH/PM) 32/9
Arcam MCD Six (PJC) 33/4
AVI S2000 MC Reference (PM) 27/2
Denon DCD-1550AR (PM)30/7
Denon DCD-835 (AH) 23/10
Jadis Orchestra (ICK) 24/6
Kenwood DP-5090 (AG) 48/1
Marantz CD-94'CDA-94 UK mods
(KK) 23/12
Marantz CD17 KI Signature (ICK)
24/4
Marantz CD6711 OSE (AH) 21/11
Meracus Tanto (PM) 27/2
Meridian 506 20-bit (PM) 27/2
Meridian 508.24 (PM/CB) 48/12
Musical Fidelity X-Ray (KR/PM)
66/10
Myryad MCD-500 (PM) 27/2
Myryad T20 (AH) 53/10
Naim CD3.5 (AH/PM) 34/11
Pioneer PD-705 (AG) 48/1
Pioneer PD-S505 Precision (AG) 48/1
Rogers Cadenza SC-8i (PM) 27/2
Sony CDP-XE900E (AG) 48/1
Talk Electronics Thunder 3(PM) 36/8
XTC CDP-1 (PM) 27/2

DA CONVERTERS
Audio Synthesis Dax Decade (MC)
24/5 & 44/7
Assemblage DAC-2 (CM) 59/9
DCS Elgar (MC) 50/2
Entech Director AV4.1 DAC (ICK)
52/11
Entech Number Cruncher 205.2 DAC
(KK) 5/11
ProBasic Ilia DAC (AG/PM) 50/4
TAG McLaren Audio
CDT2012/DAC20s1 (AH/PM) 40/12

CD TRANSPORTS
Theta Jade (AG/PM) 50/4
Transcend CD (MC) 44/7

CD RECORDERS
Marantz DR700 CD-R/CD-RW
Recorder (PM) 34/12
Philips CDR 870 (MC/PM) 36/1
Philips CDR 880 (MC/PM) 32/7
Pioneer PDR-04/PDR-R05 (PM) 36/5

TURNTABLES
Garrard 501 (I(K) 46/10
Ghibaldani Domus (JMH) 22/3
Kuzma Stabi S (JMH) 46/8
Kuzma Stogi/Stabi Turntable/Arm
(JMH) 38/5
Real Sound Company
Superplatter/Supertrace Tonearm

(JMH) 54/9
Reson RS1 (AH) 21/12
Simon Yorke Transcription (ICK) 36/4

MINIDISCS
Pioneer MJ-D707 Minidisc recorder
(AG) 46/11

CARTRIDGES
Benz Micro Glider (JMH) 47/7
Linn Arkiv 2 (MC) 34/4
Transfiguration Esprit (JMH) 71/10
Transfiguration Spirit (JMH) 71/10

MISCELLANEOUS
Antiference FW1085 (JN) 55/4
Audio Valve RKV headphones (XX)
69/1
AudioPrism Blacklight (AH) 25/12
AudioPrism Iso-Bearings (AH) 27/10
Chesky test disc (AH) 25/10
The Chord Company Cobra II and
Solid II DIN-tophono (AH) 25/12
Denon DVD-3000 (PM) 35/10
Ecosse MAF Reference Cables (PJC)
57/9
Genesis Digital Lens Jitter (PM) 42/1
Genio speaker/valve amp (ICK) 53/4
Kenwood DVF-5010 DVD Player
(PM) 35/10
Log Sounds Support Cones (XX) 59/1
Marantz ST17 (XX) 24/4
Meridian 586.2 DVD (KIC) 23/5
Mobile Fidelity Sound Check disc
(AH) 25/11
Monitor Audio The Lift (XX) 77/9
Myryad MT100 Tuner (PJC) 27/10
Nordost SPM Reference loudspeaker
cable (AG) 23/12
Panasonic DVD A-350 (PM) 35/10
Panasonic DVD-A350 (AG) 36/7
Pioneer CT-5670D Digital Cassette
(AG) 50/10
Pioneer DV-505 DVD Player (PM)
35/10
Pioneer DVL-909 ( GC) 30/8
Ringmat Developments Statmat II
(AH) 25/12
Senriheiser HD600 Headphones (MC)
49/4
Sony DVP-S715 DVD Player (PM)
35/10
TACT Room Corrector (DB) 40/7
Theta DaViD DVD Transport
(KR/PM) 34/11
Toshiba SD-3107B DVD (PM) 61/11
Toshiba SD-3107B DVD Player (PM)
35/10
Transparent MusicLink/ MusicLink
Plus/ MusicLink Super cables (MC)
49/8
Trichord Clock 3 (CM) 42/6
van den Hul Patchbay interconnect
cables (AH) 23/11
van den Hul The Third (MC) 42/6
van den Hul Thunderline Hybrid (AH)
23/11
WBT Overkill Spade Connector and
screwdriver (XX) 77/9

HOME THEATRE
Lexicon DC- 1with DTX (ICK) 49/5
Meridian 861 Digital Processor
(ICIC/PM) 18/5
Theta Casablanca (ICK) 46/3

MUSIC FEATURES
Werner Andreas Albert (AA) 61/6
Idil Biret (Ji) 65/7
Frederic Chiu (BN) 75/2
Angela Hewitt (BN) 75/11
Julian Lloyd Webber (AA) 71/5
higo Metzmacher (AA) 83/9
Emmanuel Pahud (AA) 67/7
Steve Reich (RC) 67/3
Bryn Terfel (DN) 83/1
Georg Tintner (AA) 70/12

CONTRIBUTORS: AA - Andrew Achen ach, AG - Alvin Gold, AH - Andrew Harrison, AK - Andrew King, AMc - Angus McKenzie, BF - Barry Fox, BN - Bill Newman,
CM - Clive Meakins, DB - Dave Berriman, DI - David Inman, DR - Dave Ritchie, CB - Chris Breunig, HR - Hugh Rob johns, JB John Crabbe, JH - Julian Haylock,
JMH - James M Hughes, JN - John Nelson, JT - Joanne Talbot, KR - Ken Kessler, MC - Martin Colloms, MH - Malcolm Hawksford, ML - Mike LaFevre,
MT - Matthew Thome, PJC - Peter Comeau, PM - Paul Miller, PMs - Paul Messenger, PS - Peter Stillwell, RB - Rex Baldock, RC - Robert Cowan, SF! - Steve Harris,
SP - Stuart Perry, T1) - Ted Jordan, TF - Tony Faulkner
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66 R
G- olden Dragon_ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage (DC)
Screen Voltage (DC)

6.3V
1.3A
450V
425V

Negative dc grid voltage - 15 to -40V
DC cathode current
65mA
Anode dissipation
Screen dissipation

22W
3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the ' Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA 118HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424gcompuserve.com

Advertisers Index
Absolute Sounds
Audio Corn ( UK)
Audio Consultants
Audio Consultants
Audio Links
Audio Note Salon. The
Audio Reference
Audio Synthesis
Audiofreaks
B & W Loudspeakers

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, -e- lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
... the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
. . for YOUR ears
. . . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON VilM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368
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Opal Design
Oxford Audio
P.M. Components
Path Group
Pinewood Music
ProAc

60
96
98
IFC, 110, 112 IBC
72
18

Quad

22

Celestion
Chario
Choice HiFi
Chord
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134
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137

Radlett Audio
Replay Audio Consultants
Right Note. The
Ringmat Developments
Riverside HiFi

Dynamics

125

Ecosse Maf Co Ltd
Emporium. The

127
133

G.T. Audio
Galloway Audio. Kevin
Grandix Sound & Vision
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129
112

Salisbury Hi Fi
Select Audio
Slate Audio
Smith Aerials. Ron
Sound Connections
Sound Image UK Ltd
Sound of Music
South Coast Speakers
Spaldings Hi Fi
Spectra Dynamics

106
129
132
68
108
84 & 90
66
121
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13

Tag Mclaren
Technics
TLC

24 & 25
14
44

H.N.E. Systems
Heatherdale Audio
Henley
Hi Fi Co. The

56
100 & 121
32
122 & 123

Intersound

54

KJ. WestOne
KEF

36
20

Lawson. Jack
Listening Rooms. The
Loricraft Audio
Meridian Audio Ltd
Monitor Audio
Musical Design
Musical Images

Next month: Classic HiFi No 6, and more prizes to be won!
Free with the February issue will be another great Classic Hi Fi special supplement —
featuring great British products as covered in the 'golden age' of HiFi News, plus Angus
McKenzie's authoritative survey of reissued classical music from the 78rpm era, and Ken
Kessler's visit to aunique museum of valves and audio equipment. In the main magazine,
of course, we'll be reviewing the very latest equipment, including the Wadia 830 CD
player — the new model which finally makes this once- unattainable brand affordable.
Subject of afull length feature review is the awesome Krell 25 CD player — which certainly
isn't affordable, at well over £20,000! Down to earth, our digital coverage will also
include the new generation of budget 24- bit 96 DIA converters, some of which which
promise to take you into the 96kHz era for less than £300. We'll be testing acost-effective
version of the Lavardin '
no memory-distortion' amplifier as well as the latest X- series
pre-/ power from Musical Fidelity. We also hope to include scoop reviews of the absolutely
gorgeous Sonus Faber Amati Homage loudspeaker and the no- holds- barred Platine
Verdier, the famous French high-end turntable now finally available
in the UK. We'll be previewing the Northern Hi Fi Show,
sponsored by HFN/RR and due to take place at the
Britannia Hotel, Manchester, on 20-21 March. February's
music section covers the newly- launched BBC Legends
series — great concert performances now on CD — with a
full review of the first ten titles. There'll also be an interview
feature '
Cyril Smith remembered', while the CD review
section is complemented by two pages of classical vinyl.
Finally, don't miss our free entry competition! The February
issue goes on sale Friday, 1January.

126
102
94
114
OBC
98 & 102
64

U.K D
Vickers Hi Fi
Viynal Demand
Virtual Reality Audio
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finale

Blues, bad
luck and
trouble:
take another
listen to
the Allman
Brothers
and to Rory
Gallagher,
two acts
now both
gloriously
reissued

Midnight Riders:
Scott Freeman's book
tells the story of the
ill-fated Allmans
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B

oth emerged in the late
1960s, toured like demons
and purveyed the blues. Both
were (in the eyes of purists) cursed
with being white, invalidating any
claim to authenticity. But if being
black is the first requirement for
singing the blues, the next qualifier
has to be bad, bad misfortune, and
here's where both acts proved fit to
serve. What's the linkage? Simple:
both have just had their back
catalogues exhumed.
In the case of the Allman
Brothers, the remastering is
more noteworthy than the
reissuing per se; the bestsellers of a band of this
ranking never suffer out- ofprint status: indeed, The Allman
Brothers Band At Fillmore East, has
been re-mastered before, re-released
with extra material and gilded by
Mobile Fidelity. Now Mercury,
controlling the Capricorn imprint, is
restoring the group's first decade.
Those who remember when the
1960s became the 1970s will recall
that the blues revival had come and
gone, that genuine bluesmen like B
B King and John Lee Hooker had
attained self-sustaining careers, and
that both US and UK blues bands
had split up or metamorphosed into
something non-blue-ish. The
Yardbirds moved to psychedelia
before imploding in '68, Janis Joplin
didn't have long to live, Fleetwood
Mac would soon go touchy-feely,
Paul Butterfield headed jazzward, still others pursued boogie
or heavy metal — in other
words, the Allman Brothers
band emerged fully- formed
from Macon, Georgia, playing
aby-then unfashionable genre.
But an antidote to West
Coast psychedelia/prog-rock
was sorely needed — and, in
an era of guitar heroes, this
band boasted two. Duane
Allman was, by the age of 24,
judged the equal of Eric
Clapton. He'd recorded as
The Hour Glass, with little
success, but followed that group's

split with session work in the finest
school for musicians outside
Hamburg's Kaiserkeller: Fame
Studios at Muscle Shoals, Alabama:
he appeared on records by Wilson
Pickett, King Curtis and Aretha
Franklin (recently and rightly voted
Greatest Singer Who Ever Lived).
With anew-found reputation as a
studio musician of the finest sort,
Duane was ready to form a new
band. He enlisted Gregg on
keyboards, Dickey Betts as second
lead-guitar, Berry Oakley on bass,
and not one but two percussionists,
Jaimoe Johanson and Butch Trucks.
The eponymous debut LP reflected
Southern upbringing, a love for
soul, R&B and jazz — and an
appreciation of the
myriad rock genres
of the previous
decade- and- ahalf. It showed
maturity, skill
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and, uniquely, an eclecticism never
overwhelmed by its constituents.
And the Allmans' jams avoided the
tedium which makes ' Grateful
Dead' asynonym for 'boredom'.
As was then the norm, the group
issued an album a year and toured
incessantly to build a following
throughout the USA. Any notion
that blues-based rock was past its
sell-by date was dismissed by the
birth of anew genre — the Allmans .
progeny being Lynyrd Skynyrd,
Black Oak Arkansas and other
bands proud to fly the Stars'n'Bars.
But, within weeks of releasing The
Allman Brothers Band At Fillmore
East, regarded as one of the finest
live albums ever released, Duane
Allman died in a motorcycle

accident. A year later, Berry Oakley
also died in a motorcycle accident
near the site of Duane's demise.
There would be drug busts, more
death, the bankruptcy of Capricorn
Records, even broken marriages to
Cher. But perseverance on the part
of the survivors has ensured that the
Allmans still exist as a working
band. And, like Little Feat and
Lynyrd Skynyrd, the group has
weathered even the loss of key
founder members.
Irish-born Gallagher was ashining
example of what romantics call a
'journeyman' blues player, one who
never quite achieved the levels of
success enjoyed by the Allmans.
While still ateen, Gallagher formed
a Cream-like power blues-rock trio
named Taste, remembered for a
scorching appearance at the
Isle of Wight Festival; rock
lore attests that John
Lennon heard them at the
legendary Marquee and
voiced his admiration in the
NME. By 1970, Gallagher
had gone solo, almost
reversing atrend: other players
were leaving the blues for hard
rock. Gallagher followed a rootsier
muse, and his prowess — especially
on bottleneck guitar — earned him
an audition with the Rolling Stones
as areplacement for Mick Taylor.
Gallagher, never a superstar, did
earn respect. His own record label,
Capo, might perhaps have become a
source for struggling or obscure
blues players, and Gallagher might
have gone the way of John
Hammond, Charlie Musselwhite,
Elvin Bishop and other blues
revivalists who lived long enough to
qualify as elder statesmen. Instead,
Capo ( under the aegis of BMG)
now exists to reissue the bulk of his
back catalogue over the next two
years, each CD with bonus tracks.
Gallagher, y'see, died in 1995 at
the age of 46, due to complications
during aliver transplant. Which has
to be the ultimate price abluesman
pays for credibility. Any further
proof needed? Ithought not. Which
leaves only the Bonzos' question:
can blue men play the whites?
Ken Kessler
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he RE-MASTERED ALLMAN BROTHERS
The Allman Brothers Band [
Capricorn
531 257-2], 1969
Idlewild South [
Capricorn 531 258-2], 1970
The Allman Brothers Band At Fillmore East
[Capricorn 531 260-2]. 1971
Eat A Peach [
Capricorn 531 261-2], I972
Brothers & Sisters [
Capricorn 531 262-2], 1973
Win, Lose o
, Draw [
Capricorn 531 263-21, 1975
Wipe The Windows [
Copricom 531 264-2], 1976
Enlightened Rogues [Capricorn 531 265-2], 1979
Compilalions:
Beginnings [
Capricorn 531 259-2], 1W3 The grst
Iwo albums on one CD]
The Best Of The Allman Brothers Band Live
]Spectrum 531 824-2], 1998

RORY GALLAGHER DISCOGRAPHY
Rory Gallagher [
CAPO 101], 1971
'Deuce [
CAPO 102], 1971
Live In Europe [
CAPO 103], 1972
Blue Print [
CAPO 104], 1973
Tattoo [
CAPO 105], 1973
'Irish Tour [
CAPO 106], 1974Against the Groin [
CAPO 107], 1975
• ailing Card [
CAPO 108], 1976
'Photo-Finish [
CAPO 1091, 1978
Top Priority [
CAPO 110], 1979
Stage Struck [CAPO 1111, 1980
Jinx [
CAPO 112], 1982
Defender [CAFO 113], 1987
'Fresh Evidence [
CAPO 114], 990
(' indicates CDs issued in the first batch)
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